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Abstract 
This thesis aims to examine the commercialisation process practised by small and medium 

Enterprises (SMEs) in the UK. It investigates the process of commercialisation between the 

SME manufacturer and Food retailers. It also examines the factors that enable and hinder 

the process.  

According to the existing studies, the role played by SMEs in the Food and Drink industry is 

extremely important to the UK’s Economy. However, given the scarcity of literature in the 

field, insight and understanding related to new product selling and commercialising in the 

food and drink industry, is underdeveloped and lacks empirical research. To explore the 

thesis research question, the researcher adopted an interpretivist perspective. By 

conducting semi-structured interviews with 20 SMEs owners and across the UK, 12 cases 

studies have been used. The data were analysed using cross cases theme analysis to 

establish key finding regarding the commercialisation process.  

 
The findings from this research suggests that the commercialisation process practised by UK 

SMEs in the Food and Drink Industry is complex. The duration of the process varies, 

depending on the newness of the product and is a long-term event (generally with larger 

customers). What is clear from this study is that SMEs do not only rely on existing 

customers. They continuously prospect and look for new customers to start the process and 

follow with their customers, most importantly they have developed a degree of dependence 

to keep these customers to sell their product, and this is achieved through a five-step 

process in this study.  

Additionally, three main group of factors emerged from the cases in the form of enablers 

and barriers which directly or indirectly affect the process of commercialising for SMEs. 

These included SME related factors such as (Importance of owner-manager, lack of sales 

knowledge and financial resources, the role of technology, geographic location constraints, 

type of problem to solve). Also, Industry related factors such as (Tolerance of unequal 

relationship) and other factors such as (Type or customer, Type of relationship, and time 

perspective) were identified.  
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The exploratory nature of this study has identified areas for future research. It also offers 

suggestions for policymakers to focus intervention to help Food SMEs in the UK to improve 

their performance.   
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CHAPTER 1 - Introduction 

 

1.0 Introduction  
The Food and Drink industry plays a significant social and economic role in UK’s economy, as 

evidenced by the Food and Drink industry being its largest manufacturing sector (The food 

and drink federation, 2017). While there are businesses of all sizes trading in this industry, 

the SMEs in this sector are faced with considerable challenges when it comes to 

commercialising their products on the market (Dussart, 1998). SME’s access to the market is  

essential for entrepreneur firms (Berkhout, Hartmann & Trott, 2011). However, the 

literature in this field is scarce, which is why this thesis is about an investigation into the 

commercialisation process experienced by UK’s SMEs within the Food and Drink sector.  

This industry spends £113.5 billion and contributes £28.2 billion to UK’s economy and 

employs around 400 000 people, and (96%) of businesses in this industry are small and 

medium-sized enterprises (The Food and Drink Federation, 2017). That is why this study 

aims to understand the steps of commercialising process experienced by UK’s Food and 

Drinks SMEs and to identify the factors that affect this process.  

This chapter outlines some of the key foundations of the work that will follow. The chapter 

provides a summary of the background to the study, explains the importance of 

commercialisation, defines the research aim, question, justification and contribution, 

clarifies the research philosophy and methodology, and finally outlines the structure of the 

thesis.  

1.1 Background to the Study  
A report by Boswell (2014) mentioned the rise in activity in SME studies, reflecting an 

increase in the profile of the importance of SMEs to the UK economy. The quantity of 

publications related to SMEs has recently increased dramatically, but the quality of the 

empirical work was questionable, with the attention on “how to run an SME with no or little 

academic groundwork through robust academic study”.  
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It is argued that the quality of the research on this subject is improving, but there is much to 

accomplish related to the high standard of research recorded in other fields of business 

research (Blackburn & Kovalainen, 2009; Jim Curran & Blackburn, 2000). It is well known 

that SMEs are new to the market, though the challenges they face in the market are 

different from those of larger businesses (Mc Cartan-Quinn & Carson, 2003). This segment 

of firms witnessed a higher failure rate despite Government aimed SME support through 

special schemes (Deakins & Freel, 2009; Peel, 2015). This is because the SMEs play a 

significant social and economic role in UK’s economy (Love & Roper, 2015; Simpson & 

Docherty, 2004). Specifically, food SMEs are the largest manufacturing sector within the EU 

and are one of its Economic drivers , participating in both economic output and employment 

(Menrad, 2004). Also, according to the Department of Trade and Industry’s (2012) in the 

United Kingdom, SMEs provide considerable employment opportunities and are an essential 

generator of innovative processes and products (Love & Roper, 2015). Particularly the Food 

and Drink SMEs add product qualities that differ from the generic market that attracts a 

significant amount of market interest. 

1.2 Importance of the Selling and Commercialisation Process  
The vital function of sales in business is to generate revenues, bring economic stimuli and 

form a bridge between the company and its customers (Ingram, Thomas., Ramon Avila, 

Charles Schweppes, 2016). Even with the importance of the sales process to SMEs, empirical 

academic research is scarce according to Dussart (1998), especially when it comes to selling 

between supplier and their retailers. The studies by Hingley, Boone, and Haley (2010) and 

Kumar (1996) mentioned that food retailers are gaining power and it is difficult to sketch 

the complexity of the buyer and seller interaction. In such a case then it is clear that a more 

inductive investigative approach is needed to understand the commercialising process 

better. This exploratory approach will help to understand the actions and experiences of 

SMEs during this selling process.  

1.3 Research Aim and Questions  
 The research Aim:  

-To understand the commercialisation process practised by the UK’s Food and Drinks SMEs, 

and identify key enablers or barriers that affect this process. 
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 This research will be answering the following questions:  

Q1: How do retail customers adopt products from SMEs?  

Q2: What is the commercialisation and selling process practised by Food and Drink SMEs in 

the UK? And what are the factors affecting the process?  

Q3: What obstacles and challenges do UK’s food SMEs face during the commercialisation 

process within the Food and Drink sector?  

Furthermore, this research will instrumentalise a number of the propositions from chapter 

5, listed below, to achieve the aim and answer the research questions.  

P1/ an SME’s ability to prospect and pre-approach retail category buyers from retail 

organisations is a necessary activity to start the new product sales process.  

P2/ an SME’s ability to approach and develop relationships with retail category buyers is a 

necessary stage in commercialising new products. 

P3/ Getting into to a win-win position with category buyers throughout the negotiation 

process is a necessary stage to get the product listed in the planogram. 

P4/ an SME’s effort to encourage retailer store managers to replenish, re-order and allocate 

new products in accordance to the plan agreed with the retail buyer is a necessary activity 

when commercialising new products to retail customers.  

P5/ It is necessary for the SMEs to build a degree of retailer dependence by the time 

products reach the category review stage so that a retailer will continue to distribute and 

sell their new product within their chain. 

As a result of collecting the data and comparing it with the literature above-listed 

propositions are revised and amended, and a clearer picture of the process comes to the 

surface. Consequently, the research achieves the research aim and answers the research 

questions.  
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1.4 Research Justification and Contribution 
The growing recognition of new product selling and its acceptance by retail customers has 

been identified in the literature, e.g. (Hultink, Thölke, & Robben, 1999; Lin & Chang, 2012). 

Many of the academic studies were mainly quantitative survey studies primarily trying to 

understand what factors made the retailer accept a new product. Nevertheless,  there was 

growing literature on how retailers were becoming more powerful and putting pressure on 

their suppliers (Dapiran & Hogarth-Scott, 2003; Kähkönen, 2014). Furthermore, some of the 

literature found that smaller suppliers were at the mercy of larger retailers and do not get 

what they deserve when supplying retailers  (Lindblom & Olkkonen, 2006). In addition, 

Dobson and Chakraborty (2015) emphasised that an investigation is needed to see how 

retailers shape their suppliers’ activities when supplying them. Similarly, Mc Cartan-Quinn & 

Carson (2003) highlighted that the high rate of SMEs failure is not only due to the lack of 

financial resources but also to the selling process. This particular knowledge gap about the 

process of selling or commercialising places a new product constraint on the SMEs’ 

profitability and growth, which in turn affects UK economy as well. That is why this research 

was conducted and the findings from this research suggest that Food and Drink SMEs need 

to adjust their tactics, either to meet the competitive pressure generated as a result of the 

growth of the supermarkets or to identify alternative channels to commercialise their 

product in order sustain their production within the Food and Drink industry.  

Finally, this research seeks to understand the commercialisation process experience for UK’s 

Food and Drink SMEs. The importance of this research is to give visibility to exactly what 

food and Drink SMEs experience during the commercialisation of their new product, and 

what factors enable or form barriers, from their perspective, while practising this process. 

This study will contribute to areas where the literature on the topic is sparse. It will help 

academicians know where to focus future research and advise practitioners and 

government agencies on how to better assist the SMEs in the Food and Drinks industry.  

1.5 Research Philosophy  
This research follows an interprevist, inductive, qualitative strategy that employs developing 

cases studies from semi-structured interview questions and cross-case theme analysis. This 

approach gave the researcher the chance to understand and investigate the 

commercialisation process, based on subjective interpretive data from the perspective of 
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Food and Drink SMEs. By adopting such an interpretive stance, the researcher is aware that 

his work is ontological and that the knowledge does not exist independently and is thus 

socially constructed.  

1.6 Research Methodology 
In this research, the data was collected from 20 key informants (owner and co-founder) and 

managers from 12 Food and Drink SMEs. The interview data was transcribed, coded and 

then categorised. The cases were written to support the the researcher’s interpretative 

approach, to investigate what SMEs experience during the commercialising process. After 

analysing the data, a conceptual framework of what the commercialising process looks like 

for SMEs and what factors enable and block the process from the SME perspective was 

introduced.  

1.7 Structure of the Thesis  
This thesis is made up of nine chapters, including this introductory chapter. Chapter one 

provides a rationale for and a small description of the importance of the research, the 

research aim, questions, justifications and questions. It is followed by a small summary of 

the research philosophy and research methodology. Chapter two explains the business 

environment in the FMCG industry and its characteristics. It also provides an overview of the 

importance of snack category, the retailers’ role and their effect on their suppliers 

(particularly the small ones). 

Chapter three explains the importance of product management in the retail industry and 

the evolution of the role of retailers, from passive players in the supply chain into a 

gatekeeper towards the introduction of new product. It also elaborates on the category 

management, the process of its implementation and its drawbacks for smaller suppliers. It 

then continues to explain the importance of private label to retail supply chain 

management, the role of power in the supply chain and the tactics and factors that retailers 

employ to accept a new product.  

Chapter four provides an overview of the existing models of product acceptance by retailers 

and the limitation of these models, regarding the proposed research questions. 

Furthermore, the chapter explains the general characteristics of SMEs, their innovation 

activities, the way they commercialise their products and the owner’s importance during 
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this process. It also explores the literature on product selling and highlights that current 

literature is not specific to Food and Drink SMEs and that no study has adequately 

addressed how SMEs commercialise their product to their customers.  

Chapter five describes the development of the conceptual framework for the research. The 

presented stages are based on the literature review chapters (chapters 2,3, and 4). Chapter 

six describes the research methodology and offers an overview and rationale for the 

methodology employed. It provides details of the data collection methods used and includes 

descriptions on the development of research instruments. Finally, the data analysis 

approach is justified and the ethical considerations are outlined.  

Chapter seven presents the findings of the study, which involves 12 firm cases studies on 

SMEs trying to commercialise their product to their customers and retailers. Within these 

case studies, four are embedded so that every detail of the process is captured. Chapter 

eight presents a cross-case analysis of the findings presented in chapter seven and the 

chapter concludes by discussing the development of the conceptual framework. Finally, 

chapter nine details the study’s conclusions, contributions to literature, implications for 

practice and further research, and limitations.
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CHAPTER 2 - Research Context 

2.0 Introduction  
This chapter provides an overview of the research context: the business environment in the 

FMCG industry, the food and drinks sectors and the snack food category. It then moves on 

to explore the current environment of product introduction by food companies and the 

growing power of the retailers. Further, it offers details about the evolution of the retail 

industry, the importance of product development in the sector and the role of small 

suppliers in the industry. Finally, it concludes with a summary of the chapter.  

2.1 Business Environment in the FMCG Industry: 

2.1.1 FMCG Industry 

The fast-moving consumer goods industry is considered an essential contributor to UK’s 

Economy, as it employs 3.2 million people, which equates to around 16% of UK’s workforce. 

The FMCG industry also generates £125 billion in consumer expenditure, which forms 

approximately 8% of UK’s GDP (2004). The industry is characterised by the sales of low-

priced products, used in a single or limited consumption capacity (Baron, Davies, & 

Swindley, 1991). Additionally, the industry is classified as a process industry (Ashayeri, 

Teelen, & Selen, 1996), characterised by low-cost items, high volumes and high-capital 

intensity. This leads to a focus on cost minimisation for firms, and changes infrequently 

occur, due to the high associated costs and extended payback period.  

The FMCG industry is divided into three main product sectors: food, beverage, and 

household (Kinnear & Bernhardt, 1990). The food and drinks sector includes both big and 

small manufacturers, both playing a significant social and economic role in UK’s economy. 

These businesses serve UK’s  65 million inhabitants (Sternquist, 1998), who spend £113.5 

billion on food and drinks each year. According to The Food and Drink Federation (2017), 

the majority of businesses in this industry are formed by medium and small-sized 

manufacturers. 86% of companies operating in the food and drink industry only have less 

than 20 employees (BISBusinessPopulationStats, 2016). That is why this study mainly 

focuses on small and medium-sized manufacturers. The following section breaks this sector 

further, offering more details on the industry.  
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2.1.2 Food and Drink (Beverages) Sectors  

This study focuses on the food and beverages sectors, which compose the largest two 

segments of the FMCG industry. To provide an overview and indication of their importance:  

 The food sector represents £80 billion of UK’s Economy  (IGD, 2018)  

 The 2014 the UK Soft Drink Report published by BSDA (Bahng and Kincade) stated 

that between 2010 and 2014 soft drinks sales had raised between 2010 and 2014 

from £13.77bn to £15.49bn, that is  a rise of 12.5%.  

 This statistic shows the total value of the alcoholic drinks market in the United 

Kingdom (UK) has increased from 2013 to 2018. In 2018, the market value of 

alcoholic beverages reached around £60 billion (Statista, 2018).  

The drink market is composed of both alcoholic (beer, wine and sprites) and non-

alcoholic drinks (including carbonated beverages, juices, and non-carbonated drinks).  

 

2.1.3 Characteristics of the UK food and drinks sector  

Competition within both FMCG and more specifically the food and drink sectors could be 

measured at two fundamental levels. Firstly, at the producer’s/manufacturer’s level, made 

up of national and international producers aiming at consumers in the market; secondly, at 

the retailer level, where a small number of large retailers dominate the distribution of 

products to the consumer market. Retailers in this sector mainly operate in one of three 

retailer formats (Table 2.1).   
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Table 2.1: Retail format and their characteristics (Source: IGD report prepared by Cranfield 

University, evidence on the role of supplier-retailer trading relationships and practices in 

waste generation in the food chain, 2008, pp. 10-11).  

Convenience  Small stores with sales area up to 3,000 sq. Ft. 

 Usually located in busy city centres, residential areas, small towns, petrol 
station forecourts. 

 Stocking mainly food (higher margin products such as ready meals), 
everyday essentials, newspapers, magazines, tobacco products and a limited 
range of alcoholic beverages. 

 Product selection is limited when compared to other formats. 

Supermarket  Sales area between 20,000 and 50,000 sq. Ft. 

 Larger than convenience stores and offers a wider selection of products. 

 Usually located close to residential areas to be convenient for consumers.   

 Offers a wide variety of food and household merchandise and some offer a 
limited range of non-food products. 

 Convenient shopping hours (some are open 24 hours).  

Hypermarket  Sales area range above 60,000 sq. Ft. 

 Usually located in suburban or out-of-town locations that are accessible by 
car. 

 Large retail facility which carries an enormous range of products.  Full lines 
of groceries and general merchandise including electronics, clothing, 
furniture, etc. 

 Provides additional services such as photo processing, opticians, café, 
restaurant, cash machines, etc.  

 Convenient shopping hours (some 24 hours). 

 

One significant change in this sector was a shift in control from the producer to the retailer 

(Hingley, 2005a). This has particular relevance to this study, as the growth of own branded 

products has increased and made up to 50% of the market share (de Chernatony, 2012; 

Earle, 1997). The so-called “Retail revolution”  has created an industry characterised as 

highly competitive,with ever more powerful multiples (Corstjens & Corstjens, 1995; 

Dewsnap, 2003; Fernie, Fernie, & Moore, 2015; Sparks, 1993) who have strong bargaining 

power to reduce costs when sourcing products  (cabinet office, 2008; Grocer, 2010).   

This sector has been experiencing a period of mergers and consolidation between retailers  

(Ellis et al., 2016). In a way, the multiples (with a turnover of more than £1 billion) now 

dominate the food market. In fact, four companies (supermarkets, known as big four, see 

Chart 2.1 from (Kanatarworldpanel, 2016)) mainly control the food retailing environment: 

Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Asda and Morrison’s. They form the majority of grocery sales (cabinet 

office, 2008). Scanner data has provided these companies with high levels of accurate 

information (Messinger & Narasimhan, 1995). The power these retailers have gained, has 
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increased government attention (Adjudicator, 2016). The competitive procurement market 

and growing market share of private label products has led to increases in retail power 

(İpek, Aşkın, & İlter, 2016). This recent growth in retailer power is both the result of 

gathering consumer buying  information and the recognition and their own brand in the 

consumer’s mind (Choi, 2016; İpek et al., 2016). This consolidation has also led to the 

emergence of large manufacturers that are regarded as dominating actors in a range of 

food-based markets (Fenn, 2007). The largest manufacturers, with a market share of 3.8 % 

in the UK’s food manufacturer business, generates 75% of all the manufactured items 

(cabinet office, 2008). As far as small suppliers are concerned, although getting into these 

retailers is profitable, they have been left with a very small share to compete for, and  have 

more and more pressure put on them by the supplier for price reductions (Towill, 2005) and 

promotional payments (Hingley, 2005a). 

 

Chart 2.1: Grocery Retailers’ Company Shares: % share of the Market (Data was taken from 

Kantar World Panel 2016).   
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2.1.4 Factors affecting the food and drinks sectors  

 

A number of factors (in addition to those previously discussed) influence the food and drinks 

sector. These include, economic, demographic, and social trends, and affect the consumer 

and the industry as a whole.  

 Economic trends: The relative instability of the British economy has been reported 

since the beginning of 2006 (cabinet office, 2008) as it entered a “double dip” 

recession by 2010 (Euro monitor packaged Food, 2011). The industry has witnessed a 

lot of changes: rising of agricultural commodity prices (partly related to an increasing 

demand from Asian countries), high energy costs, lower harvest yields and policy 

changes due to use of biofuel (Euro monitor packaged Food, 2011). On the demand 

side, factors such as the credit crisis have reduced consumer confidence, and as a 

result has led the consumer to form a savvy and conservative shopping behaviour by 

focusing more on promotions (Dominiczak, Swinford, Armstrong, 2016). 

However, UK’s economy has witnessed a growth from 2013 (Keynote, 2014). But after the 

Brexit vote in June 2016, UK’s economy and the market came under question. As the 

Director-General of the Food and Drink Federation, and the representative voice of the UK’s 

largest manufacturing sector (Ian Wright), said in his speech immediately after the Brexit at 

the Groceries code adjudicator conference in 2016,“ in my opinion the country has taken a 

decision that is catastrophic. We will all, in our personal life and business have to deal with 

consequences”. 

  

 Legislations: The food and drinks sectors are governed by a huge number of laws, 

regulations, codes of practice and guidance. This includes the Food Labelling 

Regulations Act of 1996, which contains regulations about the information that has 

to be present on the label (Keynote, Food Industry, 2010). To improve consumer 

health, the UK Government has introduced new measures to improve food labelling 

especially concerning that nutrition (Keynote, Food Industry, 2010).  

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/peter-dominiczak/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/steven-swinford/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/steven-swinford/
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 Social/lifestyle: Some social and population trends are affecting the demand for 

food and drink, including:  

-Population: UK’s population is expected to increase by 4.4 million by 2027. The 

increase in population is expected to have a significant effect in several ways 

including the increase in demand for fresh, local and premium products, and a 

decrease in the demand for large pack sizes and carbonated drinks (Mintel, 2016b).  

 - Healthy eating:  Two thirds of the population of the UK are categorised as 

overweight and obese, and this crisis puts a huge financial burden on the UK’s health 

service (Mitel, 2015). Obviously, this trend also influences the entire supply chain; 

both retailers and their suppliers have to address this in order remain competitive. 

Similarly, the market will require more innovative products that have less sugar and 

higher fibre content (Kennell, 2015). 

- The rise of ethical consumers:  There is a growing number of consumers in the UK 

who are concerned about ethical issues. This has provided an opportunity for the 

increase in the number of food products marketed as green, packaged with less 

material, locally sourced and ethically made (cabinet office, 2008).  

2.2 Snack Foods category 
The Snacks food category forms of small portion of the food that is consumed outside the 

three main primary meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner (FAO, n.d.; Keynote, 2015a). Snacks 

are often consumed as a part of a lunch meal, mainly the ‘packed lunch’ which is popular 

(Keynote, 2015a). The snack market is divided into three main categories, which are: potato 

crisps, nuts snacks and chocolates & savoury snacks. The last category included popcorn, 

rice and corn-based snacks, Bombay mix and mini pretzels. In addition, Savoury snacks 

include innovative healthy snacks like lentil and egg white crisps which are high in protein, 

kale crisps made of different root vegetables such as sweet potato, beetroot and parsnips 

(Keynote, 2015a). 

The snack market has witnessed a growth of 29.7% over the last five years. In 2014 alone 

the market grew 5.7% primarily due to the new product developments by food businesses 

(Keynote, 2015a). Kolak Snack Foods’ CEO (MD Rikin Lakhani ) said, “ultimately the Britain 

https://www.huffingtonpost.com/author/brian-kennell
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snack market is very different and unique, the UK itself in particular love with potato crisp 

and snacks. While I see the introduction for some healthier options to be introduced to the 

market, I somehow see the core product range, like regular potato chips, will continue to be 

the main consumption” (Innes & Hamilton, 2013). 

From Keynote, (2015a) the marketing report says there are three primary market drivers for 

the snack market, which are, convenience, health and flavour. Convenience is key to UK 

consumers that are progressively moving to a quicker pace of life. Hogan (2015) stated that 

people have started to eat four or five smaller meals as opposed to the traditional three 

meals a day, and many of them have replaced larger meals with snacks. Health and 

wellbeing issues are heavily influencing the snack market, and there is a rise in the demand 

for healthier snacks, especially by parents, as 75% of the children consume snacks (Keynote, 

2015a). Similarly, in recent years flavour has played a prominent role in the success of the 

nuts and popcorn categories. Manufacturers of nuts snacks have increased their focus on 

the creation of innovative flavours. Flavours like wasabi, sweet ginger, crispy bacon maple 

syrup and cinnamon swirl have all made an appearance (Davies & Treadgold, 1999; Keynote, 

2015a). 

2.2.1 MARKET TRENDS  

2.2.1.1 Rising Obesity Levels and Increase in sales in Healthy Snacks  

 
A sedentary lifestyle has caused the UK to have the highest level of obesity from all other 

nations in Western Europe (Mintel, 2014b). As stated by the Health & Social Care 

Information Centre (HSCIC) (2015), the proportion of obese men in England jumped to 26%, 

compared to 1993, when it was only 13.2%; for obese women the percentage has risen from 

16.4% to 23.8%. Additionally, similar statistical figures have been seen recently for obesity in 

children (Guardian, 2016).  

The snack market tried to fight the negative image by introducing healthier options and 

products in smaller-sized packaging (Passport, 2015). For example, potato crisps, such as 

baked and popped variants, including Popped Chips, Walker Pops and Mark and Spencer's 

(M&S’s) wholegrain crisp are examples of such products,  new in the market (Davies & 

Treadgold, 1999; Keynote, 2015a; Mintel, 2016a). Launching more healthier variants of 

crisps in this category became a new model for producers of crisps. During March 2015, 
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Kettle Chips launched a range of baked type crisps, claiming that it contains 70% less fat 

than the standard salted crisps. Also, businesses started baked vegetables, fruits, and sweet 

potato products which formed the footstep for Tyrrells and supermarkets’ own brand to 

respond with their own versions for the newly created category (Hogan, 2015; Keynote, 

2015a). Furthermore, this has lead to an increase in sales in the snack categories; for 

example, popcorn sales have increased during the past few years, by 169% from 2010, 

reaching roughly £129 million in 2015 (Mintel, 2016c). 

2.2.1.2 Market Position in the snack market  

UK’s economy and growing population are a critical performance factor in the UK snack 

foods market. Statistics (2014) on consumer trends published figures on family expenditure 

across different sectors. As stated in the publication, consumer spending on all food fell by 

1.5% in 2014 at a value of £83.41bn (see Table 2.2 and Figure 2.1). Despite a decrease in 

consumer spending on all food that year, there was an increase in consumer spending on 

snack foods, from 3.5% in 2010 to 3.9% in 2014 Keynote (2015) . This increase was due to 

the convenience characteristics snacks provide (Glynn, 2007) and vast numbers of new 

products introduced to the snack category which made consumers try new and innovative 

products as many brands launched products with unusual flavours (Keynote, 2015a). 

Table 2.2: Household expenditure on Snacks Foods as a proportion of all Food 

(£m and %), 2010-2014  Source (Keynote, 2015a). 
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Figure 2.1: Household Expenditure on Snacks Foods and All Food (£m), 2009-

2013 source (Keynote, 2015a) 

2.2.1.3 Market size and estimation  

The growth of the market differs across each segment of snack food. The increase in market 

share of potato crisps was limited to 25.7% of the snack market in 2014, and over five years, 

their annual growth has decreased from 7% in 2012 to 4.5% in 2014 (Keynote, 2015a). 

However, the potato crisps segment is valued as a considerable portion of the market size,  

but its previous popularity is somewhat decreasing, as crisps are perceived as an unhealthy 

snack due to the large amounts of salt and saturated fat in them. These characteristics are 

often associated with high blood pressure and further rising obesity (Keynote, 2015a; 

Mintel, 2016c). As a result, manufacturers are trying to confront these negative effects by 

introducing baked, rehydrated, and more recently the popped variants of crisps and are 

changing vegetable oil to sunflower or rapeseed oils in manufacturing (Cappo, 2003; 

Keynote, 2015a). So due to health-based innovations in addition to the ongoing popularity 

of the potato crisps, the market is expected to remain steady, but the competition from 

alternative snacks may reduce the growth snack crisps experienced between 2010 and 2014 

(Keynote, 2015a; Mintel, 2011), see Table 2.3, Figure 2.2, Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.3: The total UK snack Foods Market by Sector by value at the current 

price (£ m at  rsp), 2010 -2014 (Keynote, 2015a) 

 

Figure 2.2: The total UK snack Foods Market by Sector by Value at current 

prices (£ m at rsp), 2010-2014 Source (Keynote, 2015a).  

However, the case for nut snacks is different, as the value of the nut snacks increased by 

25.7% from 2010-2015, and recorded a 7.2% increase in 2014. The success of the market is 

due to several factors. Firstly, the brands involved became powerful through the 

introduction of exciting flavours preferred by consumers. Secondly, in recent years, nuts 
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have been seen to be a healthier snack option compared to that of potato crisps, chocolates 

and sweets.   TalkingRetail (2015)  reported that Tesco had replaced chocolate, crisps and 

sweets in their checkouts with healthier options (e.g. dried fruits, nuts and cereal bars). 

 

Table 2.4: The UK Potato Crisps sector by value at the current price (£ m at rsp 

and %) 2010-2014(Keynote, 2015a).  

Similarly, both Lidl and Sainsbury’s have adopted a “no sweet policy” at the checkouts 

within their stores, which has resulted in higher sales for the nuts segment  (BBC good 

food, 2016; Keynote, 2015). See Table 2.5. 

 

Table 2.5: The UK Snack Nuts Sector by Value at the Current price (£m at rsp 

and %), 2010-2014  (Keynote, 2015a). 
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2.2.1.4 Other Savoury snacks  

In 2014 a growth of 6.6% was recorded by savoury snacks, and retail sales value totalled 

£1.58 billion registering an increase of 1.7 percent from 46.3 % to 48% in 2014 (Keynote, 

2015a) see Table 2.6 and Figure 2.3. Savoury snacks range from popcorn to Bombay mix 

and hold the considerable market share among the snack sector (Keynote, 2015a). The 

increase in sales is due to the new product launches in the market, promoting healthier 

alternatives to the traditional potato crisps option, the rise of root vegetable crisps, lentil 

crisps and the increase of egg-white based crisp as further examples of growth opportunity 

in the sector (Cappo, 2003).  

 

 

 

Table 2.6: The UK other Savoury Snacks Sector by value at the current price 

(£m at rsp and %) 2010-2014 sourced (Keynote, 2015a).  
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Figure2.3: The UK other Savoury Snacks Sector by Value at Current Prices (£ m 

at rsp), 2010-2014 sourced (Keynote, 2015a).  

2.3 The growing power of food retailers and its impact on suppliers  
Retailer’s involvement has been vital for the success of food innovations (Colurcio, Wolf, 

Kocher, & Russo Spena, 2012; Hoban, 1998; Schiefer, Fritz, Fortuin, & Omta, 2009; Stewart-

Knox & Mitchell, 2003). Hughes (1997) found that the retailers and SMEs work together to 

deliver innovation. Nevertheless, the groceries retail concentration became a source of 

power for retailers within the UK (Clarke, Kirkup, & Oppewal, 2012; Hollingsworth, 2004). 

Furthermore, the powerful retailers may exercise their influencing position to lower supplier 

prices and as a result offer better prices within their assortments. Thus, the manufacturers 

receive a lower innovation profit (Weiss & Wittkopp, 2005).  These activities can take many 

forms, for example, the retailer can force a small food manufacturer to produce private 

labels that provide the retailer with the means to compete with the national brands (Vyas, 

2014). This is because the retailer enjoys distinct bargaining power with the manufacturer, 

as the partnership is not equal between the two parties (Hingley, 2005b).  This power 

practice has even affected big brands,  for example, Tesco was able to delist Unilever’s 

products after a price war, after the Brexit (Dominiczak, Swinford , Armstrong ,2016). 

Another factor that pushes large retailers to squeeze their suppliers is that UK’s retail 

industry is an industry with high-profit margins (6-8 % net profit margin) compared to that 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/peter-dominiczak/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/steven-swinford/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/ashley-armstrong/
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of Europe (which is 0.5-2%) (Steve Burt & Sparks, 1997). This puts the sector in the target of 

discounter and speciality stores (Guy, 1996). The majority of these discounter suppliers are 

overseas, and they stock fewer product lines, e.g. 6000 SKU compared to 50000 SKU for 

Tesco and Asda  (Harvey, 2000). In response to these new entrants, the big supermarkets 

have tried to decrease their prices to remain competitive (Fernie, 1993). However, this has 

led to the erosion of brand loyalty with the consumer as they are looking for the lowest 

price available. This places further pressure on the retailers operating on margin, which is 

already at a saturation point in the industry (Guy, 1996).   

It was stated that the price war between the big four, Asda, Tesco, Morrison’s and Sainsbury 

’s started in response to the gain in market share by Lidl and Aldi (Palmer, 2015). To provide 

products at lower price, retailers stated to cut their supplier margins and delay payments, 

affecting many suppliers and especially devastating the small food and drinks suppliers. This 

mass price reduction has led to severe consequences, especially for SMEs (M, 2015). The big 

four distribution supermarkets started to lose their market share to the convenience and 

hard-discounters (Mintel, 2014b)- see figure 2.4. Their market dipped below 60% in the 

2013 sales.  

 

Figure 2.4  Sales of Food, Drink and Tobacoo by Type of Retailer 2013(ETS): 

MINTEL  
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2.3.1 Retail industry and Private label  

As the competition between the supermarkets got more intense, it included many aspects 

of their business, e.g. store standards, service level, and range of assortment and innovation 

within the store brand. Notably, the retailer's private label becomes the central point of 

focus, as the retailer can show a real difference against its competitors (Mintel, 2014a). 

Private label sales for label food and non-alcoholic drinks have increased from £40.6 billion 

in 2009 to £46.8 billion in 2013; by 2014-19 this is expected to reach £55.3 billion which is 

about a 14% increase - see graph 2.1  (Mintel, 2014a). Retailers have started to compete 

with the brand manufacturers at each price point, in almost all categories, by selling their 

own lower-priced label products and the premium products.  

Yet some findings have stated that suppliers could benefit from retailers (Hingley, 2005b). 

Still,  the retailers’ role as both competitors and customers may be a source of conflict as 

they control listing, shelf positioning, promotion, pricing, and the provision of time to the 

new product. Also, the European Brand Association 2015 mentioned that the retailers 

control all these activities and do so because of their strong store brand within specific 

categories. As a result, this has caused smaller suppliers to be treated poorly and be delisted 

within the negotiation stage of accepting products. In 2011 private labels took the lead for 

new product development and recorded a share of 53% of product launches - see 

(Chart2.2)  

 

Graph 2.1: Retail Value sales and forecast of Private label food and non-

alcoholic Drink. UK, 2009-2019  (Mintel, 2014b) 
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Chart 2.2  Private brand share. January- September 2014 Source: Mintel GNPD  

The consumer’s perception of the private label has improved; today they are not designed 

just for those with a tight budget and are not seen as simply low-cost alternatives brand 

names. The private label has started to satisfy consumer needs over a variety of price 

points, as they are increasingly high in quality (Keynote, 2015b; Nielsen, 2014b). In a survey 

by Nielsen (2014) almost three-quarters of the respondents thought that the quality of the 

private label had improved. This pushes the retailer to include more variety of private label 

products; as 70% of the respondents reported that the price is the primary factor for 

purchasing the private label, and 67% believed that private labels go beyond cost by offering 

better value for the money. Private label market share in the United Kingdom recorded the 

second highest percentage, 41%, after Switzerland, which has 45% (Grocer, 2016; Nielsen, 

2014b) - see Chart 2.3. 

This change in the consumer’s perception on the private labels has motivated the retailer to 

increase the variety of private label products in store (Keynote, 2015b; Mintel, 2014b). At 

the same time, these products offer a better margin for the retailer, which results in the 

retailer delisting brand names that are not performing very well. This usually comes at the 

expense of small and medium-sized brand names, not of category leaders (Nielsen, 2014a).  
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The growth to the private label seems to be highest in the commodity-driven categories, 

which is characterised by minimal differentiation, high price sensitivity and high purchase 

frequency and where consumers recognise little differentiation (Nielsen, 2014b) - see Chart 

2.5. As a consequence, the branded products find it tougher to compete with private label 

products in these commodity-driven categories. However, according to (Keynote, 2015a) 

this growth has extended to other categories, like snacks and bread.  

Several factors affect the private label’s success, such as: 

Consolidation: seems to be one of the elements are leading to the private label’s success in 

developed markets. This is due to the scale of the private label; retailers have invested in 

product innovation, consumer and marketing research in order to create more powerful and 

innovative private label products (Borin, Farris, & Freeland, 1994; Nielsen, 2014c).  

Expansion of hard discounters: The pressure on the retailer has increased by hard 

discounters entering the market, as they devote their assortments to their own private 

labels (Nielsen, 2014b).  

The economic downturn: Financial pressure forced the consumer to try private label 

options and savvy shopping mentality has grown for general consumers (Mintel, 2014a). As 

a result many of them found that the quality gap between the private label and the brand 

names was not such as large as expected (Nielsen, 2014c). Chart 2.4 which explains the 

factors that participate in the consumption of a private label.  
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Chart 2.3: Private label dollar share by country, SOURCE NIELSEN, 2013 FOR 

MOST COUNTRIES  
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Chart 2.4 Factors Which Would Encourage Consumers To Buy or To Buy More 

Own Label-Food and Non-Alcoholic Drinks Instead of Branded Ones, 

September 2014, Source Mitel, 2014.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 2.5 Products Perceived to be Tastier, Selected Categories, Brands versus 

Own-Label, September 2014  
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2.4 Product Introduction and innovation in the Food Industry 
The food industry is characterised by the high introduction and product failure rate,  where 

the success of one product comes at the expense of another product dropped from the 

shelf. More specifically when a new product is developed in specific niche, it  grows and 

reaches its marginal point of performance; after that, , any further introduction will be the 

expense of displacing an incumbent brand (Inderst & Shaffer, 2007; Redmond, 1995). 

Redmond (1995) also observes that most of these failures or deaths come from newly 

introduced products. Furthermore, from a distributive point of view, the number of new 

products is beyond the physical capacity to stock them. As a result, many new introductions 

decrease the profitability for the manufacturer. Product proliferation and overcrowding put 

the market research in a more problematic situation than an unsaturated market. This 

pushes many of the manufacturers to introduce products based on past experience and 

sometimes forces them to have a more prolific market strategy (launching numerous new 

products) (Redmond, 1995).  

The innovation in this sector seems to be very conservative. It was reported that the 

conservative process is used by food and drink enterprises in developing products  (Nyström 

& Edvardsson, 1982). However, some enterprises have broken this trend and are breaking 

new ground in innovating products. Few businesses have followed this route, even those 

that have successfully invested in R&D, have not started a journey that tempts others to 

follow. Deciphering the reason for this is not difficult, as even the best food developers 

invariably have developed products that are very similar to the existing product in the 

market (Vyas, 2014). Another reason to focus on incremental innovation is the consumer. 

Galizzi and Venturini (2012) supported the conservatism in accepting radically new food 

product by consumers.  

The retailer’s involvement is vital to the success of innovation (Colurcio et al., 2012; Hoban, 

1998; Schiefer et al., 2009; Stewart-Knox & Mitchell, 2003). Hughes (1997) found that 

retailers and SMEs work together to deliver innovation. However, the retailer’s agenda for 

the small food manufacturer is to produce private labels that allow the retailer to compete 

with the national brands (Vyas, 2014). The retailer enjoys a distinct bargaining power in the 

relationship between the two parties, as the partnership between them is not balanced 

(Hingley, 2005b). A tactic of coercion is known to be used by retailers, forcing these small 
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manufacturers either to innovate or lose the shelf space in their stores (Van der Valk & 

Wynstra, 2005).  

The intensity of the competition between the supermarkets has forced the food price to go 

down (Mintel, 2014b). Grocer, (2011) revealed that there was a decrease in the 

investments in the food and drink industry, due to the fluctuating economic situation. The 

lack of contracts which are specific to the food industry is among one of the factors 

hindering the investment in the sector, making it a riskier option compared to other sectors 

(Grocer, 2011). The head of agriculture and food at Deloitte, Mark Hill, reveals to the Grocer 

(2011) “Food manufacturing is a cash absorbing sector and requires substantial investment 

in plant and working capital. But there isn’t the security of a supply contract, as the only 

route to market of any volume is through the multiple retailers, and they are only prepared 

to invest in short-term contracts, if at all”.  

2.5 Local and small producers  

2.5.1 Definition of small firms 

There is no exact definition of a small firm (Carson, 1985; Deakins & Freel, 2009; Karlsson & 

Åhlström, 1997). The “small business” label is interchangeable with “SME” (Jim Curran & 

Blackburn, 2000) and the measures used to define SMEs can vary. A common definition put 

forward by the UK business and academics researching SMEs, is that of the European Union 

(EU), which is subjected to update from one period to another to take account of economic 

developments (EUCommission, 2016) - See TABLE 2.7. The newest update of the names of 

small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) includes the concept of the micro-enterprise. 

Micro, Small and Medium-sized enterprises are defined by their turnover or annual balance 

sheet total and their staff headcount. Autonomous, partner and linked business typologies 

similarly form part of this categorisation (EUCommission, 2016). The purpose of this 

classification is to warrant specifically which businesses are regarded as SMEs and are 

eligible for economic business assistance (James Curran, 2006; Jim Curran & Blackburn, 

2000). 

Most of the time, academics often choose their own criteria articulated around existing 

definitions to help them focus their research funnel. For example, both Mc Cartan-Quinn & 

Carson (2003) and Brush, Edelman, and Manolova (2002), in their research into the SMEs, 
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define them as firms that are owner-managed with small market shares in their industry 

sector, in which the owner-manager is directly involved in the day-to-day running of the 

business and with no more than one hundred employees. Nonetheless, this study follows 

the EU commission’s (2016) definition of SMEs and the data is collected from medium sized, 

small and micro enterprises.  

 

Table 2.7 A: SME Definition according to (EUCommission, 2016) 

 

Furthermore, it is worth defining a group of terms that will be repeated in the thesis, such 

as: 

Buyer : Professional purchaser within a retail organisation. 

Consumer:  A person who buys goods (food) for their own use. 

Customer : Includes Large multiple retailers, Independent retailer to whom food SMEs 

try to commercialise their product. 

Innovation:  Includes both completely newly introduced food product and improved food 

product, e.g. (new packing of an existing product). 

 

2.5.2 Why are SMEs important?  

The Research done by the Institute of Grocery Distribution (IGD) claimed that 59% of the 

shoppers were interested in purchasing local foods, and 15% suggested that the availability 

of locally produced foods made their shopping experience much more comfortable (IGD, 

2003, P.159). However, the leading British grocery retailers are operationally advanced, 

when compared to those in mainland Europe. The merger formed the engine of growth for 

 A medium-sized enterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer than 250 persons and 
whose annual turnover does not exceed EUR 50 million or whose annual balance-sheet total does 
not exceed EUR 43 million. 

 A small enterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer than 50 persons and whose 
annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 10 million. 

 A microenterprise is defined as an enterprise which employs fewer than 10 persons and whose 
annual turnover and/or annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 2 million. 

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/buy
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/goods
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/their
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the fresh food industry and especially among well-established players that looked to 

increase their scale (Grocer, 2009). 

On the other hand, retailers try to use the most efficient way to source their products from 

their suppliers. In other words, retailers control national product distribution, and the retail 

buying process is geared toward large suppliers. As they are now highly equipped to handle 

their store's demand, the development of efficient purchasing and logistic capabilities have 

enabled them to carry smooth exchanges between the participants in the supply chain 

(Wagner, Fillis, & Johansson, 2005). This has made the retailer expect a continuity of supply 

from its suppliers. Dealing with a smaller supplier may need different sets of procedures and 

practices than those applied to larger suppliers. Currently, there is no academic work has 

addressed this.  Moreover, as the global sourcing was one of the most critical issues in 

grocery retailing revealed by IGD (2003, P.177), consumers’ emerging interest in a local food 

product and local supply may present conflicting strategies for the retailer, when compared 

to the international and national sourcing background. 

2.5.3 Challenges for small firms  

Grocer (2008) revealed it is challenging for the small suppliers to fill the shelves of the 

multiples. The first step is a meeting with the buyer, followed by winning the listing and 

then finally driving the sales. The threat of delisting is something that happens to many 

small suppliers; and being a small local supplier to a national retailer is an enormous feat 

(Grocer, 2008b). A significant number of brands find themselves out of their depth (Grocer, 

2008b).  

EMW consultant Sebastian Calnan says as far as food manufacturers go (2015) “Smaller 

suppliers are one of the main casualties of the supermarket price war”.  He also mentions 

that most of the time smaller suppliers accept a contract with unfavourable terms due to 

the pressure from supermarkets. For each Innocent Drinks, and Tyrrells crisps, there will be 

a chance to be one of the twenty other emerging brands which fall by the wayside (Grocer, 

2008a). Nick Orledge, a small supplier consultant who worked as a buyer for Tesco for ten 

years, said to Grocer (2008a), that products are delisted for three main reasons, “there’s no 

consumer demand, there’s a supply chain issue, or a competitor has a better proposition”. 

The good news may be that there are a few things that small suppliers can do to extend 
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their brand’s shelf life, but the bad news is there is no shortcut. Small companies should not 

underestimate the amount of cash and time needed to deal with multiples (Grocer, 2008a).  

The London Cuppa, A Premium tea brand, had been supplying 174 [Multiple Retailer 3] ’s 

stores for four years when it was delisted (Grocer, 2008b). The managing director Philip 

Philippou tells the Grocer (2008b), "the buyer said we weren't selling enough units per 

week. But he was comparing us to another brand that was in all their taking an average. I 

said, you have to compare us on a store-by-store basis otherwise the figures just don't work. 

But he didn't listen.” 

Sally Preston, the founder of Babylicious, which was one of the frozen aisle recent successful 

brands, faced some puzzling comparison; the product was delisted from Tesco in 2006 after 

the Babylicious sales data was compared to frozen lasagne targeted for adults (Grocer, 

2008c). After a great deal of negotiating, Tesco was persuaded to relist the item. At the 

same time, a year after Sainsbury's 's delisted the brand, because sales of the brand was  

compared with frozen ready meals (Grocer, 2008b).  

Niche suppliers, in particular, face a significant challenge, as the buyer wants to make 

maximum use of their space, so gaining the buyer's confidence by driving sales and 

marketing seem to be among the essential factors for success (Grocer, 2008; food 

manufacture, 2015). This results in an eagerness to offer multibuys and buy one get one 

free (bogofs) deals, especially in the early phases and it means businesses are required to 

invest a tremendous amount of money into packing and in-store merchandising (BBC, 2014; 

Grocer, 2008a). Hillary Graves, the managing director at Little Dish that supplies Tesco, 

Sainsbury’s and Waitrose with their ready meals for toddlers spoke to Grocer (2008a), "You 

need to make sure you look fantastic on the shelf. The retailers don't like it, but I've been in 

75% of our stores to make sure we're in stock and looking great”. In other words, the follow-

up after being accepted by retailer forms an essential factor to drive the sales.  

There are growing political pressure and consumer lobbying on the UK grocery retailers to 

include local and small suppliers into their assortment (Wagner et al., 2005). The annual 

survey results from Groceries Code Adjudicator revealed interesting information about the 

issues that direct suppliers have with the retailers. For example, a delay in the payment, a 

change in supply terms and agreement after being agreed, unjustified charges for consumer 
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complaint, an obligation to contribute to marking cost, no compensation for forecasting 

errors, delisting product with meeting duties, an additional payment to stay as a supplier, a 

change in supply chain procedure, payment to better position the product, payment for 

wastage, and other payments for shrinkage.  As the survey reveals, only a small portion of 

the participants from direct suppliers are ready to raise an issue with Groceries’ Code 

Adjudicator. Furthermore, 68-69% were afraid to raise an issue due to retribution by the 

retailers. Additionally, the survey revealed that only 18% of the micro-suppliers had an 

agreement with retailers compared to big suppliers who were at around 45%.  

Also, Christine Tacon (the UK’s first Groceries Code Adjudicator who oversees the 

implementation of the Groceries Supply Code of Practice) mentioned in her presentation on 

27/06/2016, “There is fear dominating suppliers, to reveal what they are facing with the 

retailer”. However the Groceries Code Adjusticator is trying to reassure suppliers about their 

confidentiality and keep them anonymous when they raise an issue with a retailer. 

Nonetheless, the suppliers still fear raising the problems with their customers and especially 

the retailer. So it could be said that the small supplier's experience in this industry remains 

unanswered. That is why this research is going to explore the following questions. 

2.6 Summary  
This chapter explained the business environment in the FMCG industry in general and 

focused on explaining the food and drinks industry specifically, and its characteristics. Also, 

the chapter elaborated on the factors affecting this industry. It then followed the example 

of the snack category by giving an overview of the importance of its market position, market 

size and future trends in the snack category. This chapter also highlighted the retailers’ role, 

their effect on their suppliers, particularly the small ones. Finally, it highlighted the 

importance of new product development in the food industry.
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CHAPTER 3 - Retail Buying 

3.0 Introduction  
This chapter provides an overview of the product management in Retail business and 

explains the importance of product management in retailing. The chapter further offers an 

outline on decision makers in retail organisations, category management and its drawback 

on smaller suppliers, new product selection criteria, and the difficulties retailers are facing in 

managing their supply chain.  

3.1 Product management in the Retail Business  
Traditionally, retailers’ role within the distribution channel was limited to providing a 

suitable choice of product selection in smaller quantities through retail outlets spotted near 

a feasible aggregation of consumers (Varley, 2014). Until the mid-twentieth century, the 

retailer's role was typically seen as a stock list of a particular range of manufactured 

products, whose primary task was to break down bulks of products. Nevertheless, by the 

time their role changed from being a passive distributor to an active intermediator, their 

role changed to selecting products from manufacturers and controlling the product range 

they were offering (Cullen & Whelan, 1997; Hallsworth, de Kervenoael, Elms, & Canning, 

2010) - see Figure 3.1. 

In the UK, the abolition of the resale price maintenance legislation in 1964 sped up the 

changes within the retail distribution industry. Rather than retailers having to stick to the 

price set by manufacturers, they were allowed to determine their own pricing strategy for 

their product ranges. This gave the retailer more power and they began to include discounts 

in the price of the product to sell more volume, thereby increasing their profits and then 

investing them in creating more outlets to sell products (Harris & Ogbonna, 2001). The 

retailers widened their scope to the  introduction of different store formats. Also, the 

emergence of the EPOS (electronic point of sale) system further boosted the power of the 

retailer, as it enabled them to form sufficient information about the consumer's 

consumption behaviour by creating databases through the use of loyalty cards (Mcbride, 

2014; Takashima & Kim, 2016). 
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This resulted in a higher level of retailer concentration with extremely powerful players with 

marketing organisations dominating the industry (Hingley, 2005; Takashima & Kim, 2016). 

As by c2000, an oligopolistic food retail system dominated UK’s market. Players such as 

Tesco had concentrated entirely on hypermarket and supermarket formats (Sparks, 2018). 

The oligopoly of Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury and Morrisons - the big four was followed by other 

market players such as Waitrose, Marks and Spencer, the Co-operative group and 

discounters such as Aldi and Lidle. The manufacturers had no choice but to cooperate with 

them (Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997),  and fight the monopsony power of these retailers 

(Adjudicator, 2016). On many occasions, the manufacturer incurred with sunk or irreversible 

costs (Richards & Patterson, 2004), for example, paying slotting fee, before or during 

supplying these retailers. 

 

Figure 3.1: The Traditional role of the retailer in the distribution channel (Varley, 2014).  

3.2 Decision-making in retail product management  
The retail buying organisation may be defined as the entity within a retail business that is 

responsible for the critical task of getting goods and products from a supply base to sell to 

its consumers (Hansen & Skytte, 1998). This department within the retail organisation plays 

a vital role with regards to choosing the products offered within the store,  the quality of the 
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product and the selling price that is acceptable to the consumer (Johansson, Burt, & 

University, 2004). The retail buying is done by a group of people within this department of 

the business and involves purchasing products on behalf of an organisation. The Grocer 

(2008) indicated the importance of this buying process in terms of product introduction by 

the suppliers. That is why Varley (2014) stated that this process could be classified under the 

organisational buying and put forward a model in which the retailer has to pass through 

when they decide to buy products, as shown in figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Traditional view of the organisational buying process adapted for retailing 

(Varley, 2014). 

Varley’s (2014) model consists of six sequential steps which the retailer performs in its 

buying process. First, the recognition of retail recognises the customer needs and 

requirements for a new product. It is the beginning of a series of purchasing decisions, 

based on information about the product which could be sourced from internal sales data, a 

trade publication, suppliers themselves, consumer market research and the competitor 

analysis.  
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Secondly,  writing a specification that fits the customer’s needs, allows the product's 

features to be considered. In reality, it is this stage where the buying process starts, with a 

product suggestion from the supplier side and testing some prototypes. This is followed by 

an evaluation process of the product, done by the retailer, and finally, the refinement 

process. Thirdly, the process of  searching for a supplier begins, in which the retailer will be 

searching for a supplier that could fulfil orders for products that will be included in the 

product range. Accordingly, the supplier has to produce the product under acceptable 

quantities and at a price that is acceptable for both the retailer and its consumers (Varley, 

2014). The supplier’s ability to meet the retailer’s requirements during the supply of 

individual products definitely plays an important role during the buying process.  

The first three stages of the buying process are for the most part interchangeable, as the 

supplier makes suggestions. The penultimate stage is specifying the order, in which the 

combination of both the decisions about the product and supplier have been made, and 

formalisation of the supply terms and requirements are built in, such as how, when and 

where the product has to be delivered. In this stage it is critical to determine the quantities 

the retailer needs. A final and essential stage of the retailer’s product management 

objectives is the evaluation of product performance and supplier. This stage is essential 

from the retailer’s and their supplier’s perspective because the evaluation of the 

performance will include quantitative dimensions like sales, profits and supplier delivery 

performance indicators, and qualitative measures like consumer satisfaction. From this, a 

long-term perspective can be drawn by the retail product management team and the 

retailer in general. They can learn from past buying errors and use this information to 

achieve success with higher sales (Varley, 2014). 

This existing buying process originates from industrial businesses and the business buying 

process, not a retail buying process specifically, and the complexity of the retail buying 

process is not captured in the model, and so it has several limitations. Firstly, as the retailers 

have grown, more individuals have been involved in the buying process. Instead of a single 

individual making the buying decisions, the buying process becomes more complicated, by 

using a customised information system. Realistically, the retail product management 

consists of several sets of activities that take into account the modern retailer, and the 

buying process is a part of these activities.  
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Secondly, the existing model does not consider the relationship between the retailer and 

the suppliers. As Lau's (2011) study revealed, this relationship might affect the way in which 

the buying process is carried out and the new product performance is assessed.  

Thirdly, the model neglects the strategic elements of the retail product manager’s job, such 

as product and marketing position (see section 3.2.2), and it concentrates on the operational 

tasks. This is because the buying process is described as being isolated, without focusing on 

other operational areas in the product management, like space allocation and promotional 

planning.  

3.2.1 Centralised retail buying organisations & Decentralised buying  

 

Product management through centralised decision-making provides the retailer with many 

advantages (Grocer, 2009b, p.284). Some of these are: negotiating better terms with the 

supplier, devoting more time to products and market analysis and improving forecasting of 

the sales (Donnellan, 2013). Also, this centralised decision--making helps achieve economies 

of scale which result from the lowering of sourcing and selection cost per product. A more 

consistent product assortment reinforces the retailer’s brand identity and the staff along 

the store are freed up for customer service rather than being busy with the buying process 

(Burt & Esbjerg, 2011; Grocer, 2009; Hansen & Skytte, 1998). Additional benefits that 

centralised buying have brought to the retailer include fewer people controlling them 

(usually this direction comes from the top management). This differs from decentralised 

buying, where more participants from the organisation are involved in the buying decision 

(Alejandro, Kowalkowski, da Silva Freire Ritter, Marchetti, & Prado, 2011; Lau, Goh, & Phua, 

1999). Thus, from a supplier’s perspective it will be important to access these key decision 

makers with the retail organisation.  

Sometimes, within a centralised retail organisation, the lack of communication split 

between the head office and the stores might allow problems to arise. Some retail stores 

complain about receiving products that do not match their consumers’ needs (Corsten & 

Gruen, 2003). Open communication between the central buying office and the store via 

feedback through the store’s management, plays an important role in the retailer's product 

management. This enables them to correct any mistakes and avoid it happening again, 
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directly affecting the suppliers as well. The electronic point of sale system that retail stores 

use only informs the product managers of what has been sold and who has purchased it, but 

providing information about why a product has not been sold is almost impossible by most 

of EPOS systems (Aastrup & Kotzab, 2009). 

On the other hand, centralised buying is usually adopted when the retailers have their 

product range dominated by a relatively stable demand. In some cases the retailers allow 

their personnel within the store to have control over the buying of products for their own 

store. The store or department manager may place an order in accordance to sales patterns 

happening with their own stores but will have to consider the parameters set by the central 

office for the assortment decisions (DeHoratius & Raman, 2007). Additionally, sometimes 

the product itself has to be sourced through the decentralised system like local magazines, 

as, some perishable food products need to be sourced locally due to their fragmented 

supply market (Pearson et al., 2011). Accordingly, the supplier has to investigate and 

understand what sort of arrangement  works best for them. 

3.2.2 Managerial roles and Buying committees  

When different members of the organisation come together to consider a purchase for an 

organisation, they are called a Decision-Making Unit (DMU). In a retail organisation, this 

might be represented by buying directors, buyers, merchandisers or stockers (Varley,2014). 

There are some advantages for having a DMU which include: a cumulative experience of 

senior people that are brought into the decision-making process, an expert can be called in 

to help decide in certain situations, and decisions will involve the entire organisation, 

including the highest authority. However, from a supplier perspective, there are some 

disadvantages of using a DMU. Sometimes the decision making will take longer, as the 

selling opportunity will be lost or a gap in knowledge may exist during the evaluation of the 

product, both of which may lead to conflict. People from different departments may play an 

influencer role in the decision process when adopting an innovation (Frambach & 

Schillewaert, 2002). The retailer's decision is based on knowledge of previous sales patterns 

and supply problems for a similar product. The merchandiser or logistic manager may 

exercise a commercial influence, while the technologist and product developers provide 

their expertise on specific product attributes (Varley, 2014). The buyers often play the role 

of opinion leader or change agent in the retail organisation, as they may have authority over 
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those with higher status within the same organisation (Kline & Wagner, 1994). The junior 

positions within the retail chain may play gatekeeper as they control the information flow 

into the DMU, are responsible for the initial inspection of the product from the suppliers; 

there is a possibility of passing irrelevant information to the DMU (Gerlich, Walters, & Heil, 

1994).  

3.3 Category management  
“Category management is a process that involves managing product categories in business 

units and customising them on a store by store basis to satisfy customer needs” (Group, 

Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 9). Within this process, both the retailer and 

the manufacture are transformed into an entrepreneur, each responsible for a smaller 

business within a larger enterprise (Hutchins, 1997; Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003). Also, it is the 

strategical management of a group of products according to the department’s operational 

convenience, as the products are carefully grouped in accordance with consumers’ shopping 

behaviour. Within this process, the business could optimise several parts of its product mix 

(promotion, price, inventory and merchandising) and stock each store with specific products 

targeted at specific demographics of customers (Group, Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & 

Costello, 1992, p. 9; Towill, 2005).  

Usually what happens during the category management implementation, as both retailer 

and the manufacturer cooperate to define their mission, image and develop appropriate 

marketing strategies (Dussart, 1998; Group, Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 9). 

Entrepreneurial category management requires the organisation to be redesigned, with 

newly integrated functions and responsibilities (Dussart, 1998; Group, Struse, Lonsdale, 

Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 9). Additionally, putting aside adverse feelings in sharing 

intelligent market information to develop mutual alliances is an essential point for 

successful category management  (Group, Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 9; 

Hogarth-Scott, 1999; White, 2000). It is a change from the distributive approach to the 

collaborative approach (Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997) - see Figure 3.3.  Both retailer and 

manufacturer can realise the benefit of category management by sharing a commitment to 

the tools of information, technology and applications.  
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Figure: 3.3  Transformation of the interface between the manufacturer and the retailer  (Group et 

al., 1992; Varley, 2014).  

Continual sales and demographic data evaluation are done within category management, 

which enables the parties to know who buys what, how often, how much the buyer spent, 

offering the ability to identify loyal customers, and how a category can affect another 

category within the same store. Equipped with all this data, retailers can develop  

customised strategies , based on the image of the retailer, the strategic role of the  

categories, the location of the store and the consumer demographic (Group, Struse, 

Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 9; O’Keeffe & Fearne, 2002). Buying and 

merchandising forms a critical dimension of category management, it is primarily concerned 

with product features and product procurement (O’Brien, 2015). The category manager’s 

main concern will be with the evaluation of the performance of the category relative to 

consumer demand (Group et al., 1992; O’Brien, 2015). During this process, the suppliers 

play an important role and act as partners for the retailers, maximising sales and profit as 

consumer satisfaction leads to successful performance (Dussart, 1998; Hogarth-Scott & 

Dapiran, 1997; Hutchins, 1997).  
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The key philosophy of category management is supplier integration, especially if the 

supplier is performing efficiently in the aspect of product management (e.g. product 

development), as they then become a part of the process. If the retailer was more efficient, 

then it would be performing the category management process, and any resulting value of 

benefit could be negotiated between the parties (Kurtuluş, Nakkas, & Ülkü, 2014).  

Accordingly, the suppliers who get involved in the replenishment system are able to access 

real-time sales information (O’Brien, 2015). This allows them to track their fast and slow-

selling items which enables them to make decisions regarding production and fast or slow-

selling products (Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997; Lindblom & Olkkonen, 2006). It also allows 

them to schedule the correct order for raw materials to make production more efficient.  

3.3.1 The category management process 

Defining the category is regarded as the first stage of the category management process, in 

which the selected products are divided so consumers buy them. Generally, the products 

within the category are a reasonable substitute for one another (differences exist in the 

brand, flavour, or colour variation, product quality and the price). Sometimes products may 

be complimentary to one another, the definition of the category might change within the 

retailer by their degree of specialisation (O’Brien, 2015; Varley, 2014).   

Category planning is the second stage of the category management process; it determines 

the way in which the category will be evaluated. It considers different quantitative and 

qualitative measures and various costing and profitability approaches (Group et al., 1992; 

Varley, 2014). The category management will not consider the detail of stock keeping unit 

(SKU) members within a category, but will consider the role of the category within the retail 

store, as the strategic positioning of the retail brand identity will be decided upon by taking 

into account the contribution of the category (Varley, 2014). Moreover, the categories have 

different characteristics, which means different methods of implementation to achieve 

optimum profitability. As acknowledged, categories vary between routine, 

seasonal/occasional, convenience, and destination and their management is different from 

one category to another (Dhar, Hoch, & Kumar, 2001). 

The implementation and category review stage occurs when the planogram is sent to the 

individual stores; it contains the details for each of the products’ positions and location 
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within the store shelves (Group et al., 1992). After implementing it within its stores, the 

retailer will assess the result from an existing planogram and check to what extent the 

existing and newly introduced products comply with the strategy of the category and aimed 

profitability figures. Accordingly, the decision to change a product’s shelf position, price 

and/or promotion will then be made (Group et al., 1992; O’Brien, 2015). Retailers use the 

category management to gain a competitive advantage over their rivals by persuading 

product differentiation from the suppliers. The need for suppliers that understand retail 

positioning and can improve the performance of strategic product categories helps the 

retailer performance’s against its competitors (O’Brien, 2015). Buyers also have to take into 

account the life cycle of a category when making product buying decisions (Varley, 2014).  

During the introduction stage, the retailer usually offers a limited assortment to minimise 

the risk of investment in the space allocated and the finances invested; new products can 

create excitement and can bring about the beginning of a new category. When the category 

reaches the growth stage, the retailer will have the opportunity to increase the assortment 

by introducing more products and brand variations. As the category moves into the maturity 

phase, there will be an increasing number of brands and own label versions competing for 

the same shelve space. The price then becomes the key selling feature, and the distribution 

will get extensive. As the category reaches the decline phase and loses demand,  the 

category a new category will usually replace it  - see Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.4  The category management process sourced (Varley, 2014). 

3.3.2 The drawback of category management for the small suppliers  

Market research shows that two-thirds of a brand’s selection are made at the store (Group, 

Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 20). This pushes the manufacturers to 

cooperate with retailers, as access to the market has always been important for an 

innovating company (Berkhout, Hartmann, & Trott, 2011). On some occasions, even though 

the manufacturers have good information about their brand’s performance, they still lack 

information on specific consumer buying behaviour which the retailer controls.  This makes 

the building of a good collaborative relationship with the retailer a must, to increase the 

manufacturer's ability to control merchandising and promotion planning (Group et al., 

1992).  
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An abundance of brands and products exists in the retailing business and this produces a lot 

of data. However, the retailers do not usually have time to analyse all this data and identify 

the significant consumer and category trends, so they miss out on installing a partnership 

relation with every single supplier (Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003). Instead, retailers prefer 

suppliers that have the most comprehensive knowledge about consumer behaviour and 

category mechanisms, which seems to have a more prominent role in the category of 

management decisions. These suppliers are known as the “category captain” (Group, Struse, 

Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992, p. 103; Hogarth-Scott, 1999; White, 2000). Usually, this 

is the most preferable; category captain would be from a large supplier, as they would be 

able to handle the retailers’ pressure and demands (Towill, 2005). Among the category 

captains duties are: planning the use of shelf space, plotting out the best configuration, 

planning details about positioning and quantity of product display, and monitoring 

interstore price comparisons and promotional activities (Dussart, 1998; Kurtuluş, Nakkas, et 

al., 2014; Lindblom, Olkkonen, Ollila, & Hyvönen, 2009; Towill, 2005). 

These category captain suppliers will manage the whole supply chain from the manufacturer 

to the end consumer (Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003). This means the retailer will have the 

advantage of only having to deal with a few suppliers. These suppliers will make the retail 

organisation much more capable, by dividing the organisation into modules. Daily contact 

will not be needed, just an agreement of arrangement is necessary and will be discussed 

(Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003). Similar to the car industry, the manufacturing of some parts will 

be outsourced to other suppliers rather than the car manufacturer producing the all parts 

by itself (Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003; Vining, 1999). By improving the quality of the ordering 

process and inventory management, the assortment is optimised through the 

implementation of vendor category management. This allows the retailer to be able to offer 

value to the consumer by providing the product at lower prices in these categories that are 

not core to their business.  This further enables a positive way of doing business (sales, 

market share, product turnover times), which is consumer-related (buying frequency, 

consumer loyalty to the supplier’s brand). Although this process brings about better 

efficiency for the retailer, the research shows that this also affects the introduction of a new 

product by the suppliers (Hogarth-Scott, 1999; Lindblom & Olkkonen, 2006, 2008).  
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The literature also stated that category captains sometimes hurt the smaller suppliers, by 

making them cut their prices so to increase their own profit margins (Dussart, 1998; 

Lindblom et al., 2009; Towill, 2005). A study by Lindblom and Olkkonen (2006) found that 

small suppliers are at the mercy of more prominent suppliers with regard to category tactic 

decisions. This competitive conduct could employ an existing manufacturer to decrease its 

prices to make the market less attractive for the new entrant. The price elasticity of the 

existing brand seems to have increased when a product with a similar attribute or close to 

substituting the product of incumbent manufacture is introduced (Sriram & Kadiyali, 2009). 

Additionally, the monopoly held by the category captain may lead to lesser product varieties 

(Desrochers et al., 2003). Morgan, Kaleka, and Gooner (2007) found that the focal suppliers’ 

actions may affect non-focal suppliers’ relations with the retailer, increasing militant 

behaviour among non-focal suppliers and affect the retailer’s category performance in that 

particular category. 

That is why retailers are cautious about depending on a few larger manufacturers;  this may 

weaken relations with other suppliers (Gooner, Morgan, & Perreault Jr, 2011; Lindblom & 

Olkkonen, 2006). Sometimes the category captain might buy in some products from a 

competitor brand or manipulate some incorrect data in order to favour themselves over the 

competitors. In such cases, the retailer usually retains the process of category management, 

especially if the category belongs to the retailer’s core business (Kaipia & Tanskanen, 2003). 

Nevertheless, in all cases, a smaller supplier will be supplying their new product into a 

category that is managed by a retailer or the category captain suppliers. 

However, a study by  Lindblom, Olkkonen, Ollila, and Hyvönen (2009) stated that small 

suppliers’ responses were very optimistic when asked about the value of the category 

management (CM) and they expressed a degree of fairness by the implementation of 

category management. Moreover, a study by Dussart (1998) supports this, but in addition 

his research mentioned that CM suited the interests of the retailer more than the 

manufacturer’s. Some of the retailers block full access to the sales data; alternatively, some 

manufacturers try to access data by experiencing online marketing (Dussart, 1998; Lindblom 

& Olkkonen, 2006). This prevents the suppliers from earning what they deserve (Corsten & 

Kumar, 2005). The same research reveals that retailers exploit many suppliers by using their 

superior know-how. Also, findings by Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran (1997) state that a higher 
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concentration of retailing leads to an adverse effect on the category management and 

development of relationships.   

In conclusion, it is true that category management has brought benefits to the retailer from 

the supply chain perspective, by dividing the retailer business into core competence 

modules and modules to be outsourced. Thus, the retailers have gained a competitive 

advantage and have been quickly able to adopt the practice of efficient replenishment by 

outsourcing non-core categories among all these categories that the retailer manages. The 

retailers were able to gain this competitive advantage through increased sales and profit 

margins, reduced costs, improved efficiency and market share, enhanced organisational 

learning to improve customer service, understanding of cost structure and, most 

importantly, they gained stability in business practice (Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997).  

3.3.3 Collaboration and Power  

The concept of distribution channel power and control formed the base of many studies on 

the relationships between retailers and suppliers e.g. (Benton & Maloni, 2005; Kumar, 

2005). It is assumed that an intermediary or producer has a higher power when they have a 

more significant market share, therefore, giving them more control over the exchange that 

takes place within the distribution channel. According to modern innovation researchers, 

firms never innovate in isolation, but they capture the innovation through their network 

(Chesbrough, 2003). So effective supply chain management seems to be an essential factor 

in the success of the development of a new product (Feng & Wang, 2013).  

Innovation in the food industry always seems to be captured through partnerships and 

relationships with customers and suppliers (Olsen, Harmsen, & Friis, 2008). Supply chain 

integration has brought better product performance by decreasing product cost, increasing 

market performance, and speeding up market delivery and adding value to the consumer 

(Bourlakis, Maglaras, & Fotopoulos, 2012; Feng & Wang, 2013;  Olsen & Parker, 2008). At 

the same time, supply chain integration is defined as ‘continual following of information and 

product’, but the food industry is among one of the rare examples that never touch this 

ideal point (Van Donk, Akkerman, & Van der Vaart, 2008). It is well stated in the literature 

that retailers act as gatekeepers for the introduction of new product (Swindley, 1990); this is 
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due to the retailers’ powerful position in the supply chain, which puts them in a better 

position than a manufacturer. 

Power is defined as ‘the ability of a firm to affect other firms’ decision-making or behaviour’ 

(Kähkönen & Virolainen, 2011; Wilkinson, 1996). However, the power in a buyer and 

supplier relationship or the power position for each of them cannot be understood properly 

unless analysing the factors from which the power stems (Kähkönen & Virolainen, 2011). 

The same study found that the network context is an essential factor in determining the 

source of structural power between the buyer and the supplier. This is because structural 

power is derived from organisational structure, which is comprised of resources, 

organisational position and interaction between the parties (Cendon & Jarvenpaa, 2001). 

The depth of collaboration between the two participants was profoundly affected by the 

actor's power position in the network (Kähkönen, 2014). A power imbalance may decrease 

the actors’ willingness to collaborate, cause a low level of trust and openness of information 

sharing will be limited, as in the case of the retailers and the manufacturers in the food 

industry (Kähkönen, 2014).  

The nature of the relationship between the retailer and the manufacturer is increasingly 

complicated, because the retailers are those who define the category (e.g. traffic builder, 

transaction builder, profit generator, excitement creator, cash generator, turf defenders, 

and image creator) (Stewart-Knox & Mitchell, 2003). They also perform a dual 

commercialising role because of private labels and because they are a way of connecting 

branded food to the consumer. This characteristic of the retailer is defined as “co-petition” 

(Walley & Custance, 2010). The retailer plays a gatekeeper role between their supplier and 

the final consumer (Steve Burt & Sparks, 1997), as they continuously make sure that the 

products needed by their consumers do exist and ensure their satisfaction and repeated 

purchase. Usually, the retailers do not prefer to share information about performance and 

sales with a food supplier, and this results in lack of trust and difficulty in cooperation 

(Kähkönen, 2014; Zippel, Wilkinson, & Vogler, 2013). Thus, the retailers are named “barriers to 

innovation”, particularly radical innovation. This is because of the low prices and short-term 

sale performance that retailers focus on (Esbjerg, Burt, & Pearse, 2016).  
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The ease of building consumer loyalty around the retailer’s own brand, compared to the 

manufacturers’ brand, has pushed many of the retailers to produce their own store brand 

(Hughes, 1997, p. 233). As the store’s own branded products have been introduced in many 

categories and multiple market positions, the overall share of store-branded products in the 

store has increased. This has resulted in a changing situation in favour of the retailers, as the 

retailers were producing low price, low-quality copies of large manufacturers’ goods. This 

forced the manufacturer to provide private branded products and in some cases formed 

40% of sales for these manufacturers. This drove the retailer’s brand to dynamically move 

from a position where it was low price and quality to a position where the same retailer has 

a  premium position (Hughes, 1997), all together resulting in delisting the manufacturer’s 

brands from the shelves and enabling the retailer to directly affect the consumers’ choice, 

encouraging the consumer to buy their retail branded product (Schiefer et al., 2009).  

However, the market share is not the only determinant of power within the distribution 

channel. Irrespective of the retailer’s market ranking, the firm’s brand can exert 

considerable influence over retailer’s supply selection (Caniëls & Roeleveld, 2009; Dapiran & 

Hogarth-Scott, 2003). While there is a certain degree of tolerance by weaker parties to 

power imbalance within an asymmetric relationship, such relationships are not necessarily 

short lasting or unstable (Hingley, 2001; Narayandas & Rangan, 2004). Asymmetry does not 

seem to be a barrier to entry if the supplier has something that the buyer wants or if the 

suppliers think they might profit from a situation, regardless of the power imbalance 

(Hingley, 2005). The consumers’ attraction to the strong brand may override another 

product’s selection criteria, like quality or price. In terms of the supply chain, the retailer 

effectively has no choice other than dealing with the branded goods manufacturers or 

distributors for branded goods (Glynn, Brodie, & Motion, 2012).  

Generally, the large retailers are keen to dealing with big manufacturers directly (Kurtuluş, 

Ülkü, Dotson, & Nakkas, 2014). This is because big manufacturers have one or more 

manufacturing production units, and usually the sales office of these manufacturers are 

spread over vast areas. This adds to the ease of rebuying and merchandising for the retailer. 

Also, their geographical proximity provides them with a competitive advantage in terms of 

reducing the cost for delivery and marketing (Dreyer, Strandhagen, Hvolby, Romsdal, & 
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Alfnes, 2016; Hingley et al., 2010) . Still, when it comes to SMEs, how they get their products 

onto the shelves of these retailers remains unanswered.  

3.3.4 The Role of the Private labels  

The retailer’s market concentration and increasing of own-label products have resulted in 

more power for the retailer; as seen in Figure 3.5, this has been well documented in both 

academic and trade sources (Varley, 2014). A study by Schiefer, Fritz, Fortuin, and Omta 

(2009) stated that the tactics used by multiple retailers had not affected the supplier, but 

even resulted in shaping the food choice for the consumers. Private label operator Tesco 

PLC is the largest supermarket among the “big four”,  as their private label products have a 

dominant position in many categories including, a lead in dairy, nutrition/staples and it is 

ranked fourth in bread, oil and fat. 

Furthermore, the power of these retailers is proven by some packed fresh and packed foods 

that are discounted on a regular base, which can cause further problems for others down 

the supply chain. For example, in bread and milk, dairy farmers are loudly declaring their 

panic over their inability to cope with the pressure price puts on the production cost 

(Euromonitor International, 2015). Moreover, a survey by Adjudicator (2016), declared that 

supermarkets use ingenious methods to improve their bottom-line, which often comes at 

the expense of their suppliers.This could take many forms, a direct reduction in unit prices, 

reduced payment to suppliers, additional payments received from suppliers, and many 

other practices like their party deals.  

One of the key benefits of stocking the retailers’ brand over the manufacturers’ brand is the 

retailer’s ability to limit marketing expenses and reach the economics of scope across all 

products because of their trusted name. Nevertheless, the manufacturers have gained the 

advantage of developing brands with a common production technology/marketing 

technology, allowing them to be experts in the production and distribution of these 

products (Cotterill & Putsis, 2000). 

The retailer tends to develop an exclusive relationship with few favoured, single-sourced 

partnerships, leading to suppliers’ “lock-in”. Reasons for this include: decreased transaction 

costs, decreased risks linked with quality and safety, and fewer strategic investments 

(Fearne & Hughes, 1999). According to the results of a study conducted by DG comp into the 
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choice and innovation in the food retail sector, when the retailer can copy the 

manufacturer’s innovations by producing their private label, the return that such 

manufacturers earn from this innovation will decrease. This could result in lower motivation 

to want to innovate for the manufacturer (Teichert & Bouncken, 2011). Dobson and  

Chakraborty (2015) suggested more research to understand how food manufacturers gain 

and retain the retailer shelf space, to understand its outcome on the said innovation. Thus, 

it still remains unclear how food SMEs or entrepreneurial firms manage to get their product 

on to the retailers’ shelves. 

 

 

Figure 3.5  Brand Private Label competition (adopted from Dobson and Chakraborty, 2015, p. 

77) 

 3.4 Selecting new products and factors:  
As previously stated the market is getting very competitive and increasingly saturated, 

which is why the retailers consider some factors before accepting new products. The 

following paragraphs will explain these factors.  

3.4.1 Product advantage  

Previous researchers found that product advantage forms a vital determinant of new 

product success and its acceptance by the retailers (Calantone, Chan, & Cui, 2006; Nakata, 

Im, Park, & Ha, 2006). As Lin and Chang (2012) suggest, product advantage consists of 
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several attributes: uniqueness, the ability to meet market needs, enhanced variety and the 

manufacturer’s reputation. 

The extent to which a new product is different from the existing products within a category 

is referred to as product uniqueness (Gatignon & Xuereb, 1997). Redundancy and 

duplication occur in the assortment where a new product is more or less similar to other 

products (i.e. low level of uniqueness  is adopted), which leads to more consumer effort in 

buying a product and lower category sales (Kahn & McAlister, 1997; Sloot & Verhoef, 2008). 

Also, Rao, McLaughlin, and Hawkes (1995) found that product uniqueness is positively 

related to the retailer’s acceptance of a new product. Furthermore, De Clerck, Gijsbrechts, 

Steenkamp, & Dekimpe (2001) found an increase in category sales when the unique product 

is introduced into the assortment. Moreover, Van Everdingen, Sloot, van Nierop, & Verhoef 

(2011) noticed a higher rate of retailer adoption when the product is unique. So the 

rationale for the retailer is to come with a more innovative offer which is achieved by 

searching for and including more unique products  (Montgomery, 1975;  Rao & McLaughlin, 

1989). Therefore, there is a higher chance of adoption when a product has high uniqueness.  

Profitability is another dimension the retailers take into consideration when accepting a 

product (Rao & McLaughlin, 1989; Sternquist & Chen, 2006). The gross margin forms an 

important element for the retailer. As it is the expected profitability (Corstjens & Corstjens, 

1995); it is the difference between the retailer’s cost and the price (Van Everdingen et al., 

2011).   Kaufman et al. (2006) discovered a positive relationship between the retailer’s 

product acceptance and the estimated high gross margin. However, neither Rao and 

McLaughlin(1989) nor White, Troy, and Gerlich (2000) discovered a powerful effect of the 

gross margin on retailer acceptance. Thus, Van Everdingen, Sloot, van Nierop, & Verhoef 

(2011) suggested that it would be more realistic to look at the relative gross margin than at 

the absolute gross margin. The relative gross margin is the gross margin of the new product 

compared to the existing products within the category in which the new product will be 

introduced. This is important since the underperforming products will be dropped from the 

assortment due to limited shelf space. The emphasis on margin is unsurprising, given 

category managers’ agenda is to increase the profitability (Kök, Fisher, & Vaidyanathan, 

2009) of the category. A study by Van Everdingen, Sloot, van Nierop, and Verhoef (2011)  

found a positive relation between relative gross margin and the relative utility of the 
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adoption. Therefore, the retailer is more likely to consider and adopt a product which has a 

higher relative gross margin, compared to an average gross margin of the existing product 

within the category.  

Meeting market needs is another attribute of product advantage, which has been identified 

as an essential factor for new product success (Carbonell & Rodríguez Escudero, 2010; 

Henard & Szymanski, 2001). Ozer (2006) and Calantone, Schmidt, & Song (1996) found that 

new product success is positively related to the firm’s ability to understand its market and 

customers. Furthermore, understanding such a need will raise the probability of new 

product acceptance from both the retailer and the consumers (Calantone, Benedetto, & 

Haggblom, 1995). 

Lancaster (1990) stated that consumers like variety; Haines (2007) claimed that the retailer 

store patronage increases by offering more variety. Further research has found both the 

retailer and the customers like variety (Berger, Draganska, & Simonson, 2007), although, the 

study by Davies (1994) revealed that retailers have the power to delist product from their 

assortment. Yet, Borle, Boatwright, Kadane, Nunes, & Galit  (2005) stated that the retailers 

are cautious in reducing their assortment, because reducing assortment in some categories 

may lead to a decrease in sales. Thus, it seems that retailers will consider how the new 

products participate in creating variety (Haines, 2007). 

Another vital dimension for product advantage is the manufacturer’s reputation (strength of 

the brand) (Henard & Szymanski, 2001; Song & Parry, 1997). Reputation is formed over 

time, and it provides a credible and diagnostic cue in evaluating a product’s and/or a 

service’s performance (Kim & Cavusgil, 2009). Reputation depends on the past actions of 

the firm and its market heritage (Weigelt & Camerer, 1988). Beverland, Lindgreen, Napoli, 

Blombäck, and Axelsson (2007) found that products and services from well-reputed firms 

often have strong incentive to fulfil their promise. As a result, retailers use manufacturer 

reputation as a heuristic cue when evaluating a new product adoption decision (Hultink, 

Thölke, & Robben, 1999;  Kaufman, 2002; Lin & Chang, 2012;  White, Troy, & Gerlich, 2000). 

However, this factor is the most vital element that the SMEs lack. 
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3.4.2 Market competitive structure 

The competitive market environment is regarded as a factor which pushes the retailer to 

carry products (Kaufman, 2002). A new product's success is determined by the intensity of 

the competition faced by firms within the market (Cui, Griffith, & Cavusgil, 2005). 

Uncertainty and unpredictability increase under intensified market competition (Gupta, Raj, 

& Wilemon, 1986;  Kaufman, 2002). Furthmore, Cui, Griffith, & Cavusgil, (2005) found that 

the level of competition will affect the sales of new products, so the retailer is most likely to 

accept a product adopted by its competitors, if the product fits its overall strategy 

(Kaufman, 2002). Also, the retailer's judgment on a new product is improved when a 

competing retailer adopts it. This is because the adopting retailer will assume the product 

has passed a greater number of hurdles in order to get accepted by the competing retailer 

and so it has a greater market exposure (Gerlich, Walters, & Heil, 1994).  

A market’s competitiveness is characterised by expected growth in size and actual growth of 

the market (Gatignon, Weitz, & Bansal, 1990; Geyskens, Gielens, & Dekimpe, 2002). Having 

said this a growing market for a new product tends to attract more competitors (Gatignon 

et al., 1990). As a result, an increase in sales and profits comes with this new market growth 

(Shankar, 1999). Therefore, the probability of getting shelf space for the new product will 

increase because of this new market growth (Kaufman, 2002). Kaufman (2002) suggests that 

in such market situations the perceived risk of adding a new product is decreased. Also, Rao 

and McLaughlin (1989) indicate that growing and larger markets result in a higher 

acceptance rate and success rate for the newly introduced product.  

The degree of change in the market and market dynamism are essential factors in retailer 

product selection (Jap, 1999). Change in technology, business practice and customer needs 

are included under the dynamism of the market (Cui et al., 2005). In such dynamic market 

conditions, characterised by frequent changes, firms try to remain competitive by 

continuously changing their products and services (Cui et al., 2005), which will increase the 

likelihood of new product acceptance (Hultink & Atuahene‐Gima, 2000). Similarly, Lin and 

Chang (2012) found that under intense competition, in order to differentiate themselves, 

retailers often adopt new products in a rapid sequence. Furthermore, the unpredictability of 

the market increases the retailer’s willingness to adopt new products to avoid falling behind 

their competitors. The same research also suggests that firms (when introducing new 
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products) should consider the competition among the retailers as a product-related factor.  

3.4.3 Slotting Fee  

A cost that is not related to the product’s development but is worth discussing is the money 

requested by the retailer to do business, referred to as the slotting fee. Regardless of the 

size of the company, many times the suppliers are obligated to pay this fee so that the 

retailer allows them shelf space. These expenses are a significant deterrent for suppliers’ 

new product introduction (Fuller 2011, pp. 141-142; Lariviere & Padmanabhan, 1997; White 

et al., 2000). The slotting fee is justified by the retailer as the cost and risk they face by 

putting a new product on their shelves. It’is argued that when a new product goes on the 

retailer’s shelves they have to remove an established product from their shelves This can 

result in a loss of income from the established product and thus the retailer losses will occur 

in two ways if the new product fails (Fornari, Grandi, & Fornari, 2009; Fuller, 2011, p. 142). 

“They lose good returns because of the newly introduced product’s poor return, and they 

lose the income that would have been generated by the established products that were 

displaced” (Fuller, 2011, p. 142).  

Gerlich et al. (1994) found that introductory allowances and the slotting fee play an 

essential role in the retailer’s product acceptance decision. Fuller (2011, p. 142), Gerlich et 

al. (1994) stated that big companies were able to get more space on the shelf by paying a 

more substantial slotting fee. MacAvoy (1997) claimed that the slotting fee would 

compromise the degree of efficiency of the whole distribution channel.  

Product proliferation is another reason the retailer applies the slotting fee, as they are 

confronted by a large number of products in each category (Desiraju, 2001). The study by 

Chu (1992) found that the slotting fee is used to screen high demand manufacturers from 

low demand manufacturers. Usually, a high demand manufacturer recovers high upfront 

payment from the sales in the marketplace, although they are still prepared to pay a high 

upfront slotting fee. In contrast, a low demand manufacturer is less likely to to be prepared 

to pay this fee, because they are unlikely to recover this money from the sales of their 

product in the marketplace. This might especially be the case for newly established 

companies, as they might have low demand. Desiraju (2001) found that it is extremely hard 

to predict future demand for a newly introduced product. Bloom, Gundlach, and Cannon 
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(2000) have two distinct opinions on the slotting fee. Firstly, the slotting fee may be used as 

an extra source of revenue for the retailer. Secondly, the fees are used as a channel 

efficiency enhancing factor; so applying this fee will eliminate non-profitable products 

offered in the market due to market oversaturation and product proliferation. Also, Aydιn 

and Hausman (2009) found that, due to low-profit margins within the grocery retailer 

market, the retailers opt out of carrying large assortments, unless the manufacturer 

provides an extra incentive.  

Perceived newness and the number of competing brands are the two main variables that 

increase the perceived risk for the retailer to accept a new product. There are mixed 

findings within the research regarding the relationship between product newness and the 

measure of product acceptance; some studies have found a positive relationship between 

product newness and its acceptance by the retailer (Gerlich et al., 1994). The logical 

assumption is that the retailer looks for a unique product to provide more innovative retail 

offerings to its customers (Fornari et al., 2009;Montgomery, 1975Rao & McLaughlin, 1989). 

Nevertheless, the research on product innovativeness states that unique products may have 

a higher risk because of uncertainties of consumer response to it (Kleinschmidt & Cooper, 

1991; Lariviere & Padmanabhan, 1997).  Even though retailers would like to make a more 

innovative offer, the risk associated with stocking new products may warrant a higher 

slotting fee and introductory fee as warranty in case of product failure. 

Heeler, Kearney, and Mehaffey (1973) found that risk of product failure will increase if the 

number of the brands within a category is increased. As a result, Gerlich et al. (1994) 

assumed that the number of competing brands within a category would have an adverse 

effect on the retailer’s product acceptance decision. Hence, the probability of the retailer 

accepting a new product decreases as the number of brands in the category increases, as 

the consumer’s attention is less likely to be captured by new product under high 

competition (Gerlich et al., 1994). Thus, as the number of competing products increases, the 

retailer may ask for higher assurance and thus higher slotting fees. Frambach and 

Schillewaert (2002) insisted that adoption could be stimulated by reducing the financial risk 

related to the innovation adoption. Additionally, manufacturers use the slotting fee as a 

source signal product quality, thus  assuring the retailer adopts the product and forming a 
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base for shifting and sharing between the manufacturer and the retailer (Bloom et al., 

2000).  

3.4.4 Marketing effort 

Consumer promotion has been found beneficial for the retailer (Corstjens & Corstjens, 

1995); Steenkamp and Gielens (2003) observed that marketing support leads to faster 

consumer adoption and higher trail rate for new products. Clearly, an increase in consumer 

demand would increase the retailer’s readiness to accept the new product (Rao & 

McLaughlin, 1989; White et al., 2000). Therefore, the marketing effort accelerates the 

diffusion process and speeds up its adoption rate (Frambach, Barkema, Nooteboom, & 

Wedel, 1998; Robertson & Gatignon, 1986). Furthermore, Verbeke, Bagozzi, and Farris 

(2006) found that retailer’s innovation adoption rate has been accelerated by providing 

more promotion to support them. Lin and Chang (2012); van Everdingen et al. (2011) 

claimed that retailers have a preference for those suppliers that offer incentives and 

support programs for implementing new product distribution objectives. 

3.4.5 Role of category  

To increase the performance of each category, retailers set objectives for each, including 

fine-tuning of the assortment  (Group, Struse, Lonsdale, Payack, & Costello, 1992). Dhar, 

Hoch, and Kumar (2001); Glynn, (2007) and Borle et al. (2005) found that the driver of 

performance within each category varies in accordance to the role that category plays in the 

retailer’s and the consumer’s portfolio . Also, van Everdingen et al. (2011) gives an example 

about the importance of the categories to the retailer. They state that in the case of 

destination category, the retailer is going to invest more in that category,  allocate more 

shelf space and offer a larger assortment as the it will have beinterested in outperforming 

its competitor in these categories. At the same time, if the category is defined as a routine 

one, it could be expected that retailer would invest less in that category and have a 

relatively smaller assortment. So with regards to adoption, it could be said that the retailer 

is more willing to adopt products in an assortment that is important to them, than an 

assortment less important to them.  

3.4.6 Expected category growth due to new product introduction  

Research on retail product acceptance has shown a positive relation between expected 

category growth and retailer’s decision on new product adoption (Rao & McLaughlin, 1989; 
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van Everdingen et al., 2011). Though a product that leads to category growth is perceived to 

be less risky by the retail buyer, sales objectives are more likely to be achieved through the 

introduction of such products (White et al., 2000). 

 

3.5 Managing the Supply base  
The retailer might consider alternatives sources of supply; the choices will depend on 

factors that are mainly related to the size of the retail purchasing company (Waller, 

Johnson, & Davis, 1999). Finding the match between the distribution channel and the supply 

source is a challenge for both the retailer and the manufacturer. As the supplier market is 

full of suppliers, the retailer will need to recruit the right supplier that will fit their needs 

(Andersen, Ellegaard, & Kragh, 2016). Hence, the retailer assesses and selects the supplier in 

a way that will meet their strategy within a particular category (Lindblom & Olkkonen, 

2006). The retail manager’s understanding of supply chain management can generate 

significant profits straight to the bottom line, especially when the market is characterised by 

high competition between the retailers  (Grewal, Krishnan, Levy, & Munger, 2010). In other 

words, the suppliers’ innovation activities are confronted by retailer requirements, e.g. 

target prices and frame specification, which will decrease the supplier's freedom. These 

findings by Teichert and Bouncken (2011) name such constraints innovation rigidities.  

The retailers assess and evaluate their suppliers on a regular basis, using a significant 

number of criteria points. These include sales, how quickly a product sells, how many sales 

are generated in a limited period and how much of that volume is sold out at the full price 

(in addition to factors discussed previously). All these factors have an effect on the 

generation of profit for the retailer. So, the product manager will be more favourable 

towards the supplier that generates more profit for the retailers from a particular product 

range. The evaluation of the supplier may also include the volume and value of the returned 

goods, depending if they are faulty or not  (Varley, 2014). By using such assessment tools, 

the retailers start to build a relationship with their suppliers. Accordingly, the retailer moves 

the supplier from one-off transactions early on in the relationship to the ongoing 

transaction in the longer term of the relationship  (Webster, 1992) - see Figure 3.6 
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Figure: 3.6. The Range of Marketing Relationship (Webster, 1992)  

The majority of transactions with a large retailer are not limited to one-time transactions 

and the operations are continually carried out to maintain a profitable business relationship 

between the retailer and the supplier. Thus, a supplier’s ability to form a better relationship 

with the retailer creates a source of power for them, especially as it is known that the SMEs 

lack the same resources large firms have (Kleindl, 2000), such as brand name and mass 

production. Nevertheless, the literature does not provide an answer as to how SMEs move 

from a one-off transaction to a more ongoing long-term relationship, while retailers use 

various tactics to control their own supply chain.  

3.5.1 Product Quantity Decisions  

Retailer consumer needs and retailer management goals as part of the profitability of a 

product range may be threatened by offering too much merchandise in the context of stock 

or too little stock which may cause low sales and loss  of consumers (Aastrup & Kotzab, 

2010). The ideal situation in retailing would be holding quantities of product that can be 

replenished precisely at the rate of sales. However, this may vary depending on the type of 

the product and the seasonality of the product category (Ehrenthal, Honhon, & Van 

Woensel, 2014). To increase the performance of each category, retailers set objectives for 

each category and then finetune the assortment within that category (Group et al., 1992). 

Dhar, Hoch, and Kumar (2001)  and Borle, Boatwright, Kadane, Nunes, and Galit, (2005) 

found that the driver of performance within each category varies in accordance to the role 

that category plays in the retailer’s and the consumer’s portfolio . Dhar, Hoch, and Kumar 

(2001) classified the categories according to “low” and “high” frequency (average number of 

times per year the category is purchased) and penetration (percentage of consumers that 

buy the category). Accordingly, the categories were divided into four groups: (1) staples 

(high frequency/penetration); (2) niches (high frequency/low penetration); (3) variety 

enhancers (low frequency/high penetration); and (4) fill-ins (low frequency/low 

penetration). Because the consumer's incentive for buying product varies for different 

categories, the effectiveness of the retailer’s actions regarding the marketing of each 
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category differs too. Thus, the retailers apply different pricing, promotions, assortment and 

private strategies to different categories and accordingly, the quantity of the products they 

buy differs too (Van Everdingen et al., 2011). 

   

Figure: 3.7 Frequency of purchase/households buying sourced from (Dhar et al., 2001) 

3.5.2 Product Range, Merchandise and Assortment Plan Management  

“The product range is the total product offering expressed regarding its width and depth” 

(Varley, 2014, P.82). Different types of product category are referred as width, while the 

depth is related to the number of choices offered in terms of the product and different 

brands within a product category (Dhar et al., 2001). Increasing the depth will allow the 

retailer to cover different price levels; of course, that should fit with the overall product 

strategy. The terms of product range, it may also be referred to as product assortment 

(Varley, 2014). One of the basic functions of a retailer is to provide an assortment of 

products and services (Levy, Weitz, & Grewal, 1998). Customer acquisition and retention are 

highly dependent on retailer assortment decisions, that is why the retailer is highly 

concerned with the success of their assortment (Grewal et al., 2010; Grewal, Levy, 

Mehrotra, & Sharma, 1999). A retailer’s market position and their image are highly 

determined by the decisions on the quality, price level and variety within their assortment 

(Ailawadi & Keller, 2004; Mantrala et al., 2009). There is an extensive number of empirical 
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works that show the assortment offered by the retailer is the primary determinant for 

retailer patronage (Pan & Zinkhan, 2006).   

Nevertheless, assortment planning is one of the most challenging activities for retailers. 

Notably, a situation when consumer perception and preference is defined to be dynamic 

(e.g. desire for variety and flexibility, preference instability). Retailer constraints (e.g. 

physical space, budge) and the changing environmental factors (e.g. economic trend, 

completion related to assortment and competition between retailers) create considerable 

difficulties for effective assortment planning (Mantrala et al., 2009). Moreover, the 

transition from traditional brand management to category management (CM) as a recent 

retail management practice  has formed new challenges to assortment planning in the 

grocery retailing industry (Basuroy, Mantrala, & Walters, 2001; Gruen & Shah, 2000).   

Rather than managing brands across product categories, the majority of retailers today have 

started to use category management (CM) and follow “ a process of managing categories as 

a strategic business unit” (O’Brien, 2015). In other words, the concept of category 

management has changed the focus of assortment planning, from the brand level to the 

category level  (Gruen & Shah, 2000). Under CM practice, a category manager will be in 

charge of the product mix, pricing and merchandising all the brands within that specific 

category (Basuroy et al., 2001). These responsibilities not only form a main strategic and 

operational challenge, but require the retailer to meet consumer needs at the category level 

as well as understand the consumers’ behaviour (Basuroy et al., 2001; Desrochers & Nelson, 

2006). 

However, in any operational and strategic challenge, the consumer expects that the retailer 

would offer the right mix of products, at the right price and with the right promotion and 

the right time and at the right place  (Gruen & Shah, 2000). Even though many types of 

research have tried to understand category performance and dynamics (Basuroy et al., 

2001; Dhar et al., 2001), most retailers struggles to know what constitutes “the right mix of 

products” or a “good assortment” for their consumers (Bauer, Kotouc, & Rudolph, 2012). As 

a result, retailers have started to become very conservative in accepting new products and 

follow a scrutinised process to put products within their assortment (Group et al., 1992). 

They limit their product acceptance only to products characterised by appropriate product 
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advantage (Calantone et al., 2006; Nakata et al., 2006). That is why, the suppliers have to 

provide a degree of uniqueness, the ability to meet market needs, enhanced variety and 

manufacturer reputation, trust  (Kaufman et al., 2006), commitment  (Wetzels, De Ruyter, & 

Van Birgelen, 1998), dependency on (Andaleeb, 1995), continuity in relationship (Bolton, 

1998), a slotting fee (Fuller, 2011, p.141-142;  White, Troy, & Gerlich, 2000) and consumer 

marketing support (Lin & Chang, 2012; Van Everdingen et al., 2011). Each of these factors 

has been discussed in section (3.4). 

3.6 Summary 
This chapter explained the importance of product management in the retail industry and the 

retailers’ evolution from passive players in the supply chain, to gatekeepers for product 

introduction. This chapter also elaborated on the subject of category management, the 

process of its implementation and its drawback for smaller suppliers. In addition, it 

explained the importance of private labels to the retail supply chain management, the role 

of power in the supply chain, and the tactics and factors that retailers use to accept a new 

product. Finally, the chapter explained how retailers divide their categories, choose their 

product range, and merchandise them in their stores.
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CHAPTER 4 - Retail Product Acceptance Models and Selling Model 

4.0 Introduction:  
This chapter provides an overview of the importance of the retailer’s product acceptance, 

existing studies in the field and their limitations. It then moves onto highlighting the general 

characteristics of SMEs, their innovation activities and the way they approach 

commercialising and selling their new products. Further, the chapter describes in details the 

role of the owner in this process and explores the literature on product selling. Finally, it 

concludes with a summary of the contents covered in the chapter. 

4.1 The Importance of Product Adoption and the Existing Model of 

Retailer Product Acceptance  
For most product categories, retailers have become the first destination for firms to sell 

their products to consumers. Understanding the innovation acceptance process and the 

factors affecting it are essential for suppliers so they introduce their new product to the 

market in the most effective way. Rogers (2003, p. 168) defined the process as  “the 

innovation-decision process is the process through which an individual (or other decision-

making units) passes from gaining initial knowledge of an innovation to forming an attitude 

toward the innovation, to making a decision to adopt or reject the implementation of the 

new idea, and to seek confirmation of this decision”. There are plenty of studies that have 

investigated the retailer's product acceptance decision; the next section will explain these 

existing studies and their limitations.  

 

4.1.1 Studies on New Product Acceptance between 1960-1970s  
 

The Progressive Grocer was among one of the first studies on this particular area of 

research. In 1967 a survey by Progressive Grocer carried out on retail buyers and product 

acceptance, concluded that advertising, promotion and on-time delivery were the most 

critical factors affecting retailers’ acceptance of a new product. Soon after, Borden (1968) 

performed in-depth interviews with retailer buyers at several different supermarkets. He 

found out that factors relating to the manufacturer's promotion and advertising of the new 

product were the most important ones affecting the acceptance decision, while economic 

factors, like the gross margin of a new product were found to have little effect. These early 
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scholars identified the importance of this research topic on product acceptance, but they 

provided little in the form of theoretical arguments about how this process takes place.  

By the 1970’s, three studies had tried to develop a model of retailer product evaluation for 

new products, with the common goal of enhancing the prediction of rejection or acceptance 

of decisions by the retailer. A study by Grashof (1970) developed a simulation model to 

predict the decision of a retailer during the acceptance of a new product for one category. It 

identified that the net profit per unit, dollar ($) contribution, the newness of the product, 

and the new product’s role in the retailer merchandise affect the acceptance decisions of 

the retailer. 

Similarly, Heller et al. (1973) demonstrated a model of acceptance, using “brand attitude” as 

a surrogate for new product acceptance or rejection by the retailers. Equally, Montgomery 

(1975) modelled the retailer’s new product acceptance decision through “a gatekeeper 

analysis” which functioned like a decision tree. The framework was applied to a set of 

hypothetical products and showed that the manufacturer’s reputation, followed by the 

newness of the product, promotion and advertisement were essential factors affecting the 

decision. The absence of a connection between a variety of factors related to the retailer’s 

acceptance decision limits the understanding from the research to only new product 

adoption, and no detail about how the process will unfold is provided.  

4.1.2 Studies on New Product Acceptance by the 1980s 

The Sheth Model 

In 1981 Sheth proposed a model (see Figure 4.1) which tried to conceptualise the retailers’ 

buying, giving detail as to how the retailer makes a decision whether to accept a product 

from the manufacturer. His model is composed of the following.  

-Merchandise Requirements: Sheth defined merchandise requirements as ‘the motives and 

criteria used by the retailer, to evaluate different product offerings from suppliers.’ 

According to him, the merchandise requirement is affected by two significant types of 

factors, the inter-organisational factors and intra-organisational factors. He defines the 

Inter-organisational factors as elements that separate one retailer from another and affect 

the individual retailer’s merchandise requirement. These include the retailer size, retailer 
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location and management mentality. The Intra-organisational factors include the variety of 

the retailer’s merchandise and its positioning of different products.  

-Choice Calculus: This forms part of the retailer’s decision rule (heuristics). This may 

constitute a trade-off between sequential or dominate choice of calculus.  

-Supplier Accessibility: This includes the total number of suppliers that the retailer would 

consider in a given buying situation. However, this does not include the total number of 

suitable suppliers. The competitive structure, corporate image and relative marketing effort 

by the supplier also affect which supplier would be chosen. In a competitive market 

situation there will be a limited number of suppliers for a particular product category. Thus, 

the supplier's corporate image affects the accessibility of the supplier either positively or 

negatively. Additionally the amount and quality of marketing efforts that a supplier would 

provide to the retailer will affect the retailer’s accessibility to the supplier (Sheth, 1980).  

-Ideal Supplier/ Product Choice: This forms the rational and formal decision-making 

process, considering the merchandise requirements and accessible suppliers. Sheth (1980) 

also mentioned that the actual or ideal supplier would not always be chosen because of 

some intervening factors, such as business climate, business negotiations, market 

disturbance and company’s financial position (Sheth, 1980). Business negotiations are the 

terms of trade and whether there will be any trading would be decided within the 

negotiations between the manufacturers and the retailers. If the negotiations break down, 

the retailer would have to settle for a less than ideal supplier. Market disturbances are 

unforeseen disruptions which include strikes and, disasters. Finally, the company’s financial 

system refers to the available retailer liquidity which may influence the buying decision.  

The Sheth model captured the big picture of how buying decisions would take place in a 

retailer organisation. On the other hand, the model does not show the supplier perspective 

which remains an unanswered phenomena waiting to be clarified.  
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Figure 4.1 Sheth buying Model (1981)  

By 1989 Rao and McLaughlin presented a model of the retail buyers’ decision process and 

tested it on a group of new products introduced to the supermarket chain. Their findings 

stated that product uniqueness, new product contribution in the category and a group of 

competing stores stocking the product had a positive effect on the retailer’s decision to 

accept the product. Although this research was well conceived and provided many 

interesting insights on new product acceptance by the retailer, it still did not give a detailed 

insight into how these factors affect the new product acceptance over the stage of 

adoption. Additionally, it did not show how the suppliers offer such benefits to the retailer.  

4.1.3 Studies on  New Product Acceptance in the 1990s 

By 1990, a group of studies had been carried out which investigated the new product 

acceptance process. One of them was done by McLaughlin and Rao (1991),  ( See figure 4.2) 

suggested that the manufacturers or brokers make a product presentation to the buyer, and 

the buyer then considers the presented information and evaluates the new product’s long-

term potential. There are several judgement points before the buyer gives the final 
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recommendation; these include the evaluation of the product’s attributes and of its short-

term and long-term profitability. The short-term profits are judged against the proposed 

figures to be made by the manufacturer in the introductory period. The long-term profits 

are assessed by judging the forecast figures against the marketing support that the 

manufacturer will provide to achieve them.  

Through these evaluations, the buyer can make a recommendation to the buying committee 

whether to accept or reject the new product. Once the new product is stocked on the 

shelves, its effect on the category as the sales progress is monitored. After a certain period, 

a review is carried out and a decision is made on whether to continue to stock the new 

product or delist it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 A conceptual view of the new product acceptance process (McLaughlin & Rao, 1991)  

McLaughlin and Rao's (1991) comprehensive research on decision criteria for new food 

product acceptance categorised the factors affecting the decision process into four groups 

as seen in Table 4.1. A logical model of the variables was produced, with acceptance or 

rejection as dependent variables; this permitted the researcher to check the degree of 

importance for each factor by testing the significance of the coefficients. Considerable 

differences were found across different buyers; buyers appeared to accept new products 

with limited competition in the retail chains, but showed their reluctance to be first in the 

market. A further finding from the research was that buyer preference towards new 

products was not for the product with either too high or too weak support by the 
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manufacturer, but for those that had a degree of product uniqueness, or just below the 

average. 

Although this study provides an insight into the retailer product acceptance process by the 

retail buyer, it still had some limitations. It failed to include the effects of logistics, and the 

supplier’s characteristics on the decision process and did not describe the relationship 

among the decision criteria. 

 

Table 4.1 Categories of new product decision criteria. Sourced from (McLaughlin & Rao, 1991) 

In the same period, Pellegrini and  Zanderighi ( 1991) tested a model on Italian retailers 

within the convenience store market and proposed their model of the relationship among 

retail assortment decision criteria. They found that economic conditions and logistic effects 

were regarded as factors affecting the costs, while sales potential, marketing support and 

newness affected the revenues. Together both the costs and revenues affect short-term 

profits. Further, the pair found that competitive considerations and supplier characteristics 

affect strategic considerations. The findings from this research are insightful, but the 

research was solely dependent on data collected from the retailers’ buyers. 

Gerlich et al. (1994) also researched into the different factors affecting the different type of 

decisions on the new product (innovative, line extension and me-too). Their model argues 

that the factors retailer buyers employ in their decision to accept or reject a product vary 

according to whether the new product being introduced is an innovation, a me-too product 

or a line extension. They collected the data from supermarkets chains buyers in the US and 

ran a regression model (See Figure 4.3). Their result found that retailer’s new product 
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acceptance decisions tend to be complex and consider additional variables. These variables 

include the likes of off-invoice, trade allowances, coupons, and if sampling has a positive 

impact on a new product with incremental innovation (line extension and me-too products) 

or products with a substitute in the category.  

In the same year, Davies (1994) surveyed retail buyers to understand why they delist 

products after accepting them. The results of the study found a group of delisting factors 

divided into two categories: major and minor factors. The major factors for delisting 

included if the level of sales was low, if the potential sales were too low, gross margin and if 

the price was too high. Minor factors included reasons such as,  if poor delivery, poor 

product quality, too strong competition and too big a product range . Although both models 

gave insight into why a product would be accepted or delisted, it still did not describe the 

process of accepting the product.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Model Retailer New product Acceptance Process for Different Types of New packaged 

goods (Gerlich et al., 1994)  
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In 1998 Hansen and Skytte revised the model proposed of retail buying by Sheth (1980) (see 

Figure 4.4), by adding up a group of other variables including: product characteristic, 

centralisation, formalisation, buyer characteristic and relationship with the supplier. 

However, difficulties arise when we try to apply this model to our research question. 

 Figure 4.4: Theory of merchandise buying behaviour – revised by (Hansen & Skytte, 1998). 

4.1.4 Studies on  New Product Acceptance in the 2000 

In 2006 Kaufman, Jayachandran, and Rose conducted a 35-hour interview and survey on 

two grocery retailers in the United States, one with approximately 500 stores, and the other 

with more than 1000 stores, to test the role of relational embeddedness in the retailer 

buyer’s selection of new products. The study indicated that buyer-salespersons and firm-to-

firm relationships have a bigger influence on new product acceptance. This was particularly 

the case when a new product’s attractiveness is modest compared to when the new 

product is unattractive or very attractive. However, this study had several shortcomings. 
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Firstly, it was based on self-reported data and could be influenced by common method bias. 

Secondly, the results of this research cannot be generalised, as only two larger grocery 

retailers participated. Finally, this study fails to include the supplier’s perception on how to 

commercialise their product.  

In 2011 Van Everdingen, Sloot, van Nierop, and Verhoef surveyed Dutch food retailers and 

provided evidence that both relationship and category variable do matter in new product 

adoption decision by retailers. However, the results from this research cannot be 

generalised as it focuses on one case in one country (Holland). In addition, the results were 

gained through a survey, which limits our understanding of the process of adoption by the 

retailer.  

In 2012 Lin & Chang developed an integrated research framework assessing the 

determinants of retailer new product acceptance. They tried to incorporate the buyer-

supplier relationship into the process of retailer new product acceptance. They developed 

several hypotheses and tested them with ordinary least square regression analysis. 

However, whilst the study reveals valuable insights about the determinants of retailer 

adoption, it still has several shortcomings. The first is that it focusses explicitly on the 

retailer perspective on adoption decisions, while it is well known that selection of new 

products is a dynamic process involving evaluation, communication and interaction between 

both retailer and suppliers. Secondly, the results of this study cannot be applied to the food 

sector as it focuses on the cellular phone market in Taiwan.  

In 2014 Bahng and Kincade surveyed retail apparel buyers, merchandisers and store owners. 

Their results divide the decision into levels that the retail buyer would look at during 

sourcing products from their suppliers; saleability (including saleability of product), selling 

season of the product and sales history were some of the main factors that retail buyer 

would refer to during decision making.  

Further, on the second level, they found that the buyer would look at whether the profit 

was related to inventory, costs, and mark-ups of product and budget. The results of this 

study seem to be of particular interest as it showed a significant change in retail buying 

behaviour post-2008 compared to the 1980s. Also, the research found that the age of the 

buyers affected the way they perceived consumer needs, and that younger buyers tended 
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to be more consumer-oriented. Although this research touched insightful dimensions of 

new product acceptance by the retailer, the result cannot be applied to the food sector as 

the data collected was from the apparel industry. Additionally, this research was heavily 

reliant on quantitative analysis, which limits the understanding of how the process unfolds 

for the acceptance of the new product.  

Authors Methodology  Name of the journal 

published  

Finding from the study  

(Borden, 1968)  Interview and survey of 

retail buyers   

Harvard university press  Manufacturers’ 

promotion and 

advertising of the new 

product were the most 

important factors for the 

acceptance decision, 

while economic factors 

like a new product gross 

margin were found to 

have little effect  

(Grashof, 1970)  Case study and 

simulations programme  

Journal of Marketing 

Research 

Net profit per unit, dollar 

contribution, newness of 

the product, and the new 

product’s role in the 

retailer merchandise 

affect the acceptance 

decisions 

(Berens, 1971)  Quantitative Journal of retailing Did not consider the 

company size  

(Heeler, Kearney, & 

Mehaffey, 1973)  

Quantitative: a survey of 

the supply houses 

Journal of Marketing 

Research 

The main purpose of the 

study was to reduce 

waste management. 

(Montgomery, 1975)  Quantitative  

Gatekeeper analysis  

Journal of Marketing 

Research 

Manufacturer reputation, 

followed by the newness 

of the product, promotion 

and advertisement were 

essential factors affecting 

the decision. 

(Sheth, 1980)  Quantitative: Survey  College of Commerce and 

Business Administration, 

the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign 

Conceptualising the 

retailer buying process 

identified the big picture; 

how does the retail 

buying takes place from a 
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retailer perspective   

(Hirschman, 1981)  Explanatory study  Retail patronage theory, Consideration not given in 

to supplier’s size  

(Ettenson & Wagner, 

1986)  

Quantitative: :Survey  Journal of Retailing. Consideration not given in 

to supplier’s size 

(McLaughlin & Rao, 1991)  Quantitative Quorum books A logistic model was run 

on the variables, with 

acceptance or rejection as 

dependent variables; 

failed to include the 

logistic impact of the 

supplier’s characteristics 

(Pellegrini & Zanderighi, 

1991)  

Tested a model between 

Italian retailers within the 

convenience store.  

 

International Review of 

Retail, Distribution and 

Consumer Research, 

Economic conditions and 

logistic effect regarded as 

factors affecting costs, 

while sales potential, 

marketing support and 

newness affect revenues. 

(Gerlich et al., 1994)  Quantitative: The data 

was collected from a 

supermarket chain that 

operates stores in the 

Midwestern USA.  

Journal of Food Products 

Marketing  

Showed the difference 

between acceptance 

decision for innovation, 

me too, and line 

extension and ignored the 

supplier size and process. 

(Reid & Buisson, 2001)  Quantitative:  Survey on 

targeting UK and 

European Wholesale retail 

fruit buyers 

International Journal of 

Retail & Distribution 

Management 

 

The research looked at 

factors influencing 

adoption of new apple 

and pear varieties in 

Europe and the UK  

(Johansson, 2001)  Interview and survey The International Review 

of Retail, Distribution and 

Consumer Research 

 

Did a process study to 

understand how retailers 

used information and IT 

during their buying 

process  

( Kaufman et al., 2006)  Conducted interview and 

survey on two grocery 

retailers in the US. 

Journal of Marketing 

Research 

 

The study indicated that 

buyer-salespersons and 

firm-firm relationships 

have a bigger influence on 

new product acceptance 

when the new product’s 

attractiveness is modest, 

than when the new 
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product is unattractive or 

very attractive. 

(Van Everdingen et al., 

2011)  

Quantitative study: 

questionnaires were 

designed, and data was 

collected from large Dutch 

retailers that operate four 

supermarket chains. 

Journal of Retailing 

 

The results in this paper 

are based on cross-

sectional survey data, 

which implies that results 

cannot establish a cause 

and effect relationship. 

(Lin & Chang, 2012) Qualitative study: 

conducted interview and 

survey of retailers.  

Developed several 

hypotheses and tested 

with ordinary least square 

regression analysis. 

Journal of Business & 

Industrial Marketing 

 

This study focused only 

the retailer’s side of 

evaluation on 

understanding retailer 

product adoption, and it 

focused on the cellular 

phone market in Taiwan.  

(Bahng & Kincade, 2014)  Quantitative study: 

surveyed retail apparel 

buyers, merchandiser and 

store owner. 

Journal of Retailing and 

Consumer Services 

Found that the age of the 

buyer affected the way 

the buyer perceived 

consumer needs, as they 

found out that younger 

buyers tended to more 

consumer-oriented.  

Table 4.2: Summary of Retail Acceptance Models  

4.1.5 Conclusion about Existing Models of Retailer’s Product Acceptance  

So far, previous models pinpoint a single decision in the new product acceptance process – 

the final choice on whether to accept or reject stocking the new product. The models focus 

on this instead of looking at the process that leads up to this decision stage and the process 

that then follows it. From the retail buying literature, we already know that the decision 

itself is embedded in the organisational process. So, viewing the decision as a process would 

increase our understanding of how retailers source new products from SMEs. This is 

especially interesting given UK’s multiple retailers are growing in power and are trying to 

decrease the number of their suppliers ( Hingley, Boone, & Haley, 2010;  Hingley, 2005).  
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4.2 General Characteristics of SMEs and their Innovation 
SMEs tend to lean towards a raising culture of creativity and innovation, more so than larger 

firms (O’Shea, 1998; Susman, 2007) and are usually considered the engine of innovative new 

ideas (Kuratko, 2016). The latest developments by the OCED embrace an innovation 

strategy, which identifies the importance of SMEs as a driver of economic growth (OECDa, 

OECDb 2010; 2010). According to Moutinho and Evans (1999), SMEs’ proximity to the 

market  allows them to respond to market changes quickly, and creates the ability to adapt 

and make decisions swiftly (Rogers, 1990). SMEs maintain a tiny market share within any 

given sector (Deakins & Freel, 2009), their planning ability is low and often with a live for the 

moment attitude (O’Regan, Ghobadian, & Sims, 2006). Decision-making within SMEs is 

highly personalised and restricted to a few select decision makers, including the lead 

influencer who is the owner-manager and who usually decides what should be done 

(Fitchew, Stokes, & Blackburn, 1997). The owner-manager is involved in all the aspects of 

the firm's operation and the total sum of expertise in a business lies in its owner-managers. 

However, the owner-managers’ degree of knowledge can differ massively (Hurmerinta-

Peltomdki & Nummela, 1998). Not all SMEs are alike but there are certain commonalities 

identified, like the owner's style of management or growth goals, but this mostly depends 

upon the industry which the SME operates in (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007). 

Resource scarcity has long been known as one of the main factors affecting business growth 

and SMEs’ performance . Cohen and Klepper (1992) stated that the small size of the SMEs 

limits their ability to innovate, but further added the effects that limited access to finance 

had venture capitation on innovation (Verhees & Meulenberg, 2004). The UK government 

has introduced many governmental initiatives which focus on encouraging innovation in 

SMEs (Oke, Burke, & Myers, 2007). However, despite the provision of these initiatives, 

Baregheh et al., (2012) and Avermaete (2002) found that food SMEs are more focused on 

incremental innovations (e.g. new packing of an existing product), compared to radical 

innovations (e.g. entirely new introduced food product). Acknowledging the variation in the 

kinds of innovations, in the context of this research, SME innovation is therefore defined as 

both incremental and radical innovations. Furthermore, the success or failure of new 

product launches becomes more dependent on distribution factors and the retailer’s 

assortment decision (see figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4) and gained an increasing significance for the 

product innovation policies for manufactures (Fornari, Grandi, & Fornari, 2009).  
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4.3 Commercialising and Selling in SMEs 
Commercialisation is linked to the process of getting a new product to the market. This 

involves performing the operation of selling and marketing or licensing the new product or 

its related technologies. This process will include the commercial exploitation of an 

innovation, resulting in a profitable return on investment (Berkhout, Hartmann & Trott, 

2011; Chakravorti, 2004). This stage will often be critical for the business to recover or fail to 

recover the investment it made developing the innovation. Commercialisation is therefore 

one of the vital activities linked to the management of innovation (Akgün, Lynn, & Byrne, 

2004). 

The majority of studies investigating commercialisation and SMEs have focused on high-tech 

industries and the interaction between large firms (Azarmi, 2016; Ernst, 2002; Hang Do, 

Mazzarol, Volery, & Reboud, 2014). Research has also concentrated on the role of certain 

strategies like licensing (Kollmer & Dowling, 2004). However, within the manufacturing 

industries, and especially the food industry which is low tech, the innovative firm’s success 

and product performance is highly linked to getting precise consumer insight (Laursen & 

Salter, 2006), further characterised by product distribution within the innovation adopting 

channel to gain market share (Wilbur & Farris, 2014).  

During the commercialisation stage, the entrepreneurial firm would expect at a minimum an 

appropriate economic return, a value that is above the cost of production and marketing of 

the innovation (Alvarez, 2007). However, calculating the potential financial gain from an 

innovation is not a straightforward calculation, like a conventional financial model of net 

present value, and may be unpredictable. Estimating the potential returns depends on the 

riskiness or uncertainty of the context in which the innovation occurs (Adner & Kapoor, 

2010; Alvarez, 2007).  The capability of entrepreneurial firms to produce and gain from new 

market opportunities is described by Alvarez and Barney (2004) as resource control, type of 

knowledge, and efficiency of “isolating mechanism”. When the entrepreneurial firm controls 

the necessary resources required to generate the potential rent from an innovation, there 

will be no need to plan forpartnering with others to obtain them. Nevertheless, when the 

firm does not possess enough resources, governance’s options affect the ability to harvest 

the result from the potential opportunity. Hence a company’s innovation might face supply 

chain problems; that is why understanding the strategies that the firm follows is important 

in order to predict their market success  (Teichert & Bouncken, 2011).  
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The Holistic model of SME’s Marketing presented by Hill & Tiu Wright (2001) and Hill (2001) 

and “Mode of SME Marketing” presented by Gilmore, Carson, & Grant (2001) have  arisen 

from SME/small business marketing and entrepreneurial marketing investigation (Carson, 

Cromie, McGowan, & Hill, 1995). There is though, very little evidence of success in the 

implementation or testing of either of these models on practical grounds (Dwivedi, 2011). 

Hill's (2001) holistic model overlaps with the 1960 traditional 4Ps marketing mix model with 

some vital aspects of SME entrepreneurial approach. However, it does offer some 

explanation of the “marketing in context” dimensions and how these suit specific SMEs and 

their marketing approach. But it only deals specifically with the selling process in SMEs.  

In SMEs, there is typically no difference between the sales and the marketing roles, as these 

are usually ‘parcelled up’ in accordance to the requirement for one individual. Most of the 

time this is the SME owner or someone employed or hired by the SME (Carson et al., 1995). 

The selling and marketing is usually characterised as spontaneous and informal (Gilmore et 

al., 2001), with limited expertise in evidence (Verhees & Meulenberg, 2004). The habits of 

the owner-manager often determine the sales or marketing (Hill & Tiu Wright, 2001). This 

individualist approach results in unstructured and haphazard short-term focus (Baker & 

Hart, 2008). The method of selling and marketing becomes reactive to the growth in 

demand. Stokes (2002) argued that selling and marketing are devised for the needs of the 

moment, without adequate attention directed towards analysis, planning and strategies. 

Mc Cartan-Quinn and Carson (2003, p. 205) stated that the “boundary between marketing 

and selling becomes very blurred; marketing in most SMEs takes place during the selling 

process”. For the majority of SMEs, marketing is presumed to be “selling” (Oakey, 1991). 

Selling becomes a synonym for marketing in SME’s (Murdoch, Blackey, & Blythe, 2001). In 

practice, marketing in SMEs is tends to be “informal, intuitive and selling focused” (Gilmore 

et al., 2001; Mc Cartan-Quinn & Carson, 2003, p. 206 ) In a study on SMEs found they attain 

predilection towards a sales-oriented approach (Hill, 2001). Coversely,  Hill (2001) in his 

research, while sales focused (suggested as sale orientation), found SMEs also engaged in a 

customer-focus approach by attempting to have “meaningful and sincere relationship with 

customers” (Hill, 2001 p. 219). In the technology sector, SMEs have driven sales in the 

international market because of being too product or sales –oriented, and it was suggested 

that there should be a move to customer-centred focus for delivering integrated sales 

solutions to the customers (Lehtimaki, Uusitalo, & Lehtimaki, 2011). In a study by (Murdoch 
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et al., 2001)  which was focused on Welsh SMEs, it was stated that most of the businesses 

interviewed maintained a “good customer orientation and were keen to satisfy their 

customers’ wants and needs”. Nevertheless, this research did not directly involve Food and 

Drink SMEs.  

Combinations of the transactions, relationships, and network marketing tend to form the 

marketing/selling in SMEs (Brodie, Coviello, Brookes, & Little, 1997; A. Gilmore et al., 2001). 

Personal contact networks are of high importance to SMEs (Hill, 2001; Hill & Tiu Wright, 

2001). Using networking to do business by gathering information, exploring facts or getting 

introductions to potential customers and keeping in touch with prospect buyers, is a 

common practice among SMEs (Gilmore & Gilson, 2007). Thus, gathering information is 

essential, and customer relationship management (CRM) tools are priceless for both selling 

and buying firms; by doing this, SMEs identify their best customers (Rigby, Reichheld, & 

Schefter, 2002). To activate the interest of the parties to get sales started, networking, 

recommendations and referrals are all used and play an important role (Stokes, Blackburn, 

& Fitchew, 1997). According to Dalgic, Leeuw, and Tevfik (2006) SMEs expand by obtaining 

more of these like-minded customers after the start of the initial customer base.  Once 

secured, the SME starts to trial new customers, and the development of meaningful and 

long-term relationships begins with the customer  (Payne, Christopher, Peck, & Clark, 1998). 

4.4 The Role of the owner and the Importance of Relationship Initiation 
Owner-managers adopt the personal selling method as it facilities SMEs to keep in touch 

with the market and provides them with the opportunity for a quick response to the 

customer’s needs. This is regarded as a source of competitive advantage along with an 

informal organisation that personal networking is the best cost-effective way for promotion. 

For the majority of SMEs, their choice is limited to their owner-manager to personally take 

responsibility and sell their product or service, although their time is not taken into 

calculation in the cost equation (Murdoch et al., 2001). To build a good seller-buyer 

relationship, the first step for SMEs is to get in front of a buyer. The relationship is regarded 

to be one of the critical dimensions that retailers rely on when evaluating and accepting 

new products from their suppliers (Hultink, Thölke, & Robben, 1999;  Kaufman, 2002; Lin & 

Chang, 2012; Rao & McLaughlin, 1989). Notably, the relationship is characterised by trust 

(Kaufman, Jayachandran, & Rose, 2006), commitment (Wetzels et al., 1998)  and 
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dependence (Andaleeb, 1995). It offers both the retailers and their suppliers the possibility 

of value creation by enabling the transaction of the new products between the two 

(Srivastava, Shervani, & Fahey, 1998).  

However, developing a relationship could be a hard part of the process for an SME, since, as 

mentioned earlier, SMEs have limited resources to carry out calls to get sales appointments. 

Some studies related to the initiation of relationships put forward by many entities, 

personnel, organisations, individuals, artefacts and other business relationships (Holger 

Kollmer & Dowling, 2004). This could ease the initiation and emergence of the business 

relationship (Rogers, 2003). The study by Aarikka-Stenroos and Halinen (2007), mentioned 

12 roles that the third actor can play in relation to initiation.  They were as follows: scouter, 

awareness builder, need a creator, access provider, accelerator, advocator seller, 

matchmaker, trust builder, evaluation assistant, expectation builder, risk reducer and giver 

of concrete evidence. But employing a professional agent or entity could be costly for the 

SMEs  (Donaldson, 2007). Also, the employment of an agent could remove the SME’s direct 

connection to its customers. Personal selling could lead to losing interaction with the 

market, losing control over how the product is exhibited to the customer, being less 

influential on the level of marketing effort and in additional losses in revenue per item sold. 

That is why a stream of research has concentrated on newly established SMEs and startups 

from universities, concluding that there is a variety of factors for their development and 

growth (Rothaermel, Agung, & Jiang, 2007), for example, the liability of being new (Rao, 

1994) and access to resources (Lockett & Wright, 2005).  Although there is a substantial 

interest in research and practice, the majority of these newly established businesses do not 

generate revenue for many years, with some exceptions (Fini, Fu, Mathisen, Rasmussen, & 

Wright, 2016).  Aaboen, Laage-Hellman, Lind, Öberg, and  Shih (2016) devised the industrial 

marketing and purchasing perspective to study how start-up companies create their 

position in the network by initiating relationships with the supplier and the customers. 

Further, they looked at how these interactions shape the development of the start-up and 

its position in the market. 

Studies about relationship development and initiation, have given this phase various terms 

such as “creating”, “forming”, or “ building” relationships or as the “emergence“ or “birth” 

of relationships (Edvardsson, Holmlund, & Strandvik, 2008). Even though the literature 
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hardly gives a clear definition for the relationship initiation, Edvardsson et al. (2008, p. 3) 

gave provide this definition: “[Initiation] starts when the companies in a potential 

relationship recognise each other and ideally ends when a business agreement is reached”.  

Research by Holmen et al. (2005) stated that this phase is difficult to explore because of the 

possibility of many beginnings. Additionally, it is hard to point out which particular contact 

between the parties bring about the initiation of the relationship (Andersen, 2001).  

That is why another research stream other than the one on relationship development has 

been used to study this initiation process. This particular phase or stage of the business 

relationship involves the role of sellers and buyers and their individual business tasks, both 

the organisational – buying and sales literature investigates the initiation from a non-

interactive angle. The necessary activities and events from the initiation stage have been 

acknowledged in the sales literature (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). This stream of research 

proposed that the sellers screen and evaluate potential customers and gather information 

about them, build knowledge and awareness about potential customers and that they use 

different communication activities and approach potential customers (referring to existing 

relationships) as a proof of their trustworthiness.  

One of the elements of the initiation process is recognising an opportunity and identifying 

the need for mutual business, since many of the models highlighted this search process 

during new product acceptance, e.g. (Rogers, 2003).  An additional element of the initiation 

process is identifying and matching an attractive partner. However, awareness and 

attraction are not enough for the initiation; both parties need to succeed in accessing one 

another. Consequently, after this the parties would be able to move forward, to a closer 

dialogical interaction that includes serious mutual negotiations related to the economic 

value gained from the exchange. The parties can then demonstrate operating conditions; 

that is, form and define the content of their possible exchange. 

The lack of mutual understanding can result in a fragile initiation throughout this phase and 

as a result, the initiation could easily be terminated (Edvardsson et al., 2008). This key 

process needs unilateral evaluations of both parties to reach the desired type of exchange, 

relationship and intended content. In addition, a mutual dialogue wherein the parties 

communicate their understanding and moderate the distance between their respective 

setting of intentions is also a desired outcome.  
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During the initiation, stage parties begin to build the conditions for operation and creation 

of trust. As the initiation advances, the distance is reduced, and a mutual understanding is 

expected to grow. The parties will then begin to establish the future of their potential 

relationship (long-term compatibility and relational expectations) in accordance with the 

common goals, strategic matching, personal compatibility and the long-term benefits of the 

relationship, such as financial, reference and learning values  (Ulaga & Eggert, 2005).  

Considering this, research in this area (especially when it comes to small companies) of the 

initiation process has become a no man’s land; this is why a study by Aaboen and Aarikka-

Stenroos (2017) tried to understand the challenges that small companies face when they 

approach bigger players. As a result, their research has identified six subprocesses that 

newly established companies go through when creating business relationships. Although 

this research has provided very good insights into the initiation process, it did not, however, 

give a detailed description of how to sustain this relationship. Despite this, there were calls 

by Geiger and Finch (2011) and Narayandas and Rangan (2004) to understand how do the 

relationships between the buyer and supplier remain sustainable. Furthermore, Adams, 

Bessant, and Phelps (2006), in their review of the literature linked to innovation 

management, observed that how SME sustain their relationship had not been given enough 

attention within academic literature. This lack of attention to the process of 

commercialisation and sales for food SMEs has also  been mentioned by several researchers 

(Gooner et al., 2011; Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997; Kumar, Scheer, & Steenkamp, 1995).   

4 .5 The selling process theory and review of the literature  
The selling process is composed of some interrelated steps. It is usually named as the seven 

stages of selling: prospecting, preapproch, approach, presentation, objection handling, the 

close, and follow-up (see figure 4.5). These steps are usually recognised to form the 

personal selling process (Ingram, 1990).  
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Figure 4.5 Seven steps of selling - Figure retrieved from (Dwyer, Hill, & Martin, 

2000) 

There are many authored book versions of the steps of the selling process: “SELL” by e.g. 

(Ingram, Thomas, Ramon &Charles Schwepker, 2016)  and “selling today” by Manning and 

Michaelahearne, (2012), “Relationship selling” by Johnston and Marshall (2016) and Selling: 

Building partnership by Weitz, Castleberry, and Tanner (2007). Below you can find the 

details on the literature on the steps of selling:  

 

4.5.1 Step one - prospecting: 

In this step the seller will use a variety of sources to identify a prospective buyer for their 

services and product.  

Variety selling attempts by the business bring new customers to a business (Johnston & 

Marshall, 2016). The person that is responsible for the sales is not only accountable for 

them but also for the creation of new customers (Campbell, 2003). Prospecting is one of the 

critical steps in the sales process. It could be named as engagement with potential 

customers either in person or by email. Boe (2007) considers this not just as sales activity 

but a mindset. By finding the customer that needs an innovative company’s products and 

services by approaching the correct person, the process of sale can be shortened down. The 

sale process could sink if not planned well or may have limited success and put pressure on 

the selling company.  Consequently, the sale targets are not met because the prospect is not 

sufficiently qualified (Shane & Delmar, 2004). To accelerate the process is to discover the 
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prospect or target that most needs the product (Anderson, 2000). Thus, value could be 

added, which means legitimacy to place the business according to Leeds (1993) and means 

to buy or financial security (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). 

Historically, the process of finding a lead has been performed manually through data 

collection from websites, contact with the buyer’s company, or by forming a relationship 

with those who know the prospect (Anderson, 2000). Better identification of the prospect 

and qualification of leads are attained through good preparation and putting in place of a 

systematic prospecting plan. Previously acquiring information on the customers may have 

taken selling company’s considerable time. However technology has sped this process 

up(Tanner,  Honeycutt & Erffmeyer, 2013; Visser, Trienekens, & Beek, 2013).  

Sometimes, existing loyal customers give a referral for a new potential prospect (Beatty, 

Mayer, Coleman, Reynolds, & Lee, 1996). Satisfied customers do refer to helpful comments; 

using their word of mouth or customer advocacy are known sources for leads (Fazal e 

Hasan, Lings, Neale, & Mortimer, 2014). Usually, people responsible for sales nurture and 

create networks of contacts, as networking is an essential start for a potential new business, 

either by using a professional crowd, friends or social media, e.g. Twitter, LinkedIn and 

Facebook (Hoffman & Novak, 2012). Social media such as Twitter is regarded to be one of 

the tactical tools that businesses use (Bulearca & Bulearca, 2010). The study by Johnston 

and Marshall (2016) mentioned access to listing directories is easy by using the internet 

through google search platform of websites and contact email addresses. Trade shows also 

form a fertile landscape for new contact and generation of leads but a  smaller possibility of 

the business transaction during the show because product offering and the buying process 

are usually complicated and do not permit detailed decisions to be finalised on the day of 

the trade show (Blythe, 2005). 

4.5.2 Step two - pre-approach  

Pre-approach: information is collected about the prospect for the preparation of the sales 

call. This information is utilised to further qualify the prospect and to design an effective 

approach and presentation for the customer.  

According to Johnston and Marshall (2016) usually both step one, the prospecting and step 

two, pre-approach do overlap during the prospecting stage. In this stage, the selling 
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company establishes goals for the first sale. This involves: agreement to demonstrate the 

product, checking of references (Solomon, 2009) and decision-related to what technology to 

use for the presentation, setting out the agenda in advance (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). 

Most importantly the stage becomes worthless if it is not linked to the customers’ buying 

process (Rackham & DeVincentis, 1999). 

Planning the preapproach (step 2) overlaps with the presentation (step 4) because 

organising the preapproach could arguably be a vital component of the presentation 

strategy because a well- designed presentation increases the possibility of reaping value 

from the sale call (Cicala, Smith, & Bush, 2012a). Thus it delivers better value for the 

prospect and leads to the increase of the seller’s productivity (Shields, 2017). 

Although the presentation objectives are different for different meetings, Manning and 

Michaelahearne (2012) recommended the selling company needs to prepare a presentation 

objective for every call during the stages of the selling process. Usually, the presentation 

objective for the first sales meeting with a new prospect aims to build rapport, as “need 

identification” questions and securing business and personal information on the firm and 

their buyer. Usually, the meeting objective delivers details of the topics to be discussed and 

can be sent via an email to the buyer beforehand. Often the buyers request a proposed 

solution in written format, and a well-written proposal will increase the value and 

differentiate the selling company’s product from its competitors (Manning & 

Michaelahearne, 2012).  

For effectiveness, the sale calls are tailored and adopted in accordance with the buyer's 

specific needs wants and concerns. The sales person might need to alter their behaviour for 

the sake of improved communication with the prospect customer during this meeting 

(Franke & Park, 2006). Planning, calculating travel costs, are essential because the rivalry 

among competitors is getting fiercer (Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). 

4.5.3 Step three - approach   

Approach: This step forms the first few minutes of the sales call. The salesperson aims to 

make a favourable first impression and to gain the customer’s attention and sufficient 

interest to make the presentation  
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The study by Johnston and Marshall (2016) defined this step as the first contact with the 

buyer. This could be by telephone to confirm the detail of the meeting place and time, with 

a follow-up letter or mail. The first impression could lead to a difference between failure 

and success (Cicala, Smith, & Bush, 2012b). It is common and expected to have a little 

amount of personal rapport building by not approaching controversial talks (Teven & 

Winters, 2007). Usually, this could involve looking for common grounds between the seller 

and the buyer, such as hobbies or interests.  

The face-to-face sale call begins with the social interaction prior to launching a business 

(Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). Securing this attention is made through the move from 

the social interaction to the business interaction through a variety of techniques. Some 

suggest product demonstration, as the seller might utilise technology for a specific product 

to provide simulation (Johnston, & Marshall, 2016, p. 41). Referral approach is used for 

direct referrals (Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). A beneficial approach ensures the 

product will benefit the buyer (Boyles, 2001). Using the question approach (e.g. Survey) 

involves the buyer directly in how the problem is solved. The identification of need may 

require the use of many approaches, that is why Manning and Michaelahearne (2012) 

praised a flexible or adaptive selling approach.  

 

4.5.4 Step four - Presentation   

Sale presentation: This is the “core” of the sales process, where the salespeople present 

their offers, the features and the benefits of their services and product to the potential 

customers.  

Effective sale presentation carries its importance in the interaction between the seller-buyer 

and it forms the primary structure of the sales call (Moncrief & Marshall, 2005). Futrell 

(2011) found that presentation seems too challenging, especially the satisfying and pleasing 

aspect of the buyer-seller interaction. The study by Johlke (2006) states a more experienced 

sale person can deliver better presentations skills, as understanding the emotion of the 

prospective buyer and what motivates them to affect the success of sales presentation 

(Kidwell, McFarland, & Avila, 2007). Keillor, Stephen Parker, and Pettijohn (2000) suggest 

that leaning toward customer orientation during the presentation is likely to deliver better 
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performance. The study by Cicala et al., (2012b) suggested that knowledge, adaptability and 

trust are the main themes that form a gap in the expectation between what is considered a 

compelling presentation by the buyer on the receiving end and what is considered a 

compelling presentation by the buyer; communication and technical knowledge do matter 

too. 

The structure of a good sales presentation involves a transferring of the value proposition 

with both non-verbal communication, orally and through a written proposal  (Brexendorf, 

Mühlmeier, Tomczak, & Eisend, 2010). That is because buyers merely buy products, they 

buy a product based on what it can do for them (Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). The 

seller’s ability to be clear about the advantage and value of the service or the product 

mainly related to the competitor is vital as it enriches the customer’s understanding of the 

company by demonstrating the development process and the efficiency of the product 

(Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Often the failure of the whole sales process becomes a 

possibility when the seller fails to prove these claims of benefits/saving through 

documentation and demonstration (Anderson, Narus, & Van Rossum, 2006). 

Highlighting the common interest, using praises, reinforcement and trustworthiness all 

together forms value by focusing on the vitality of the relationship. Realising what is 

essential to the buyer, such as, on-time delivery, communicates and targets the internal 

emotions of the buyer and has to be touched during the presentation. In general what is 

important is that the selling person needs to deliver an exciting and unforgettable 

presentation (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). An effective presentation would lead to the 

existing or the new customer to meet again and do more business (Cicala et al., 2012a).  

4.5.5 Step five - handling objections  

Handling Objections and Overcoming Resistance: salespeople try to overcome the 

prospect’s reluctance and resistance to purchasing by responding to the objections and 

emphasising particular product benefits to promote purchase decisions. 

Negotiation aims to result in the satisfaction of both the buyer and the seller (Lee, 2007). 

Nevertheless, some of the sellers consider that when the customers win a negotiation, the 

selling person losses or vice versa (Chakrabarty, Brown, & Widing, 2010).  Negotiation has 

been an essential element of the sales process, and it is about compromise and discussion, 
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not about creating conflict (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). The buyer needs to be sure before 

deciding to buy a product. So usually the seller’s objective has to recognise a need and to 

highlight the benefits, features, and advantages of the product compared to the 

competitor’s product (Jones, Brown, Zoltners, & Weitz, 2005). As selling is about trusting, 

that is why in some of the cases the buyers are reluctant to change their suppliers or usually 

it is their last resort (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Often, they are concerned about the new 

company’s capabilities to make good on its promises.  

When it comes to small companies, they are concerned because of their lack of experience 

and funding and the possibility to be in business in the future. These concerns may slow 

down the decision-making process; the timeframe significantly depends on the industry.  

Also, one of the most important concerns raised during this stage is the price of the product 

(Reilly, 2002). When the price becomes the concern, the seller will come face to face with 

two choices, either to decrease the price or increase the perception of the benefits beyond 

the price tag (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). This could be done by adding value (Wotruba, 

1996), such as improved customer support and additional financial payment terms 

(Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Concerns about the price often come at the end of the sales 

process but in reality are the cause used to high spot the value of the service or product 

more successfully, usually earlier, in face-to-face meetings. 

A good negotiation has to end with a win-win result for both parties. Being prepared for this 

meeting, being knowledgeable about the buyer and their company, being prepared about 

the possible concerns that might be raised during the presentation, all these could help get 

an optimum result (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Buyers are well-known and experienced in 

raising objections, so being able to solve these problems before the buyers raise them up is 

essential (Campbell & Davis, 2006), before getting in front of the buyer, in order to create 

trust.  

4.5.6 Step six - closing  

Closing: Salespeople start the purchase decision through different ways of retaking orders. 

They use most the appropriate effect ways, asking the customers to purchase 

continuously.   
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The closing of the sale is defined as asking the buyer to say either yes or no (Jobber & 

Lancaster, 2006). One of the benefits of closing sales deals is to go back to what has been 

agreed (Willingham, 2003). Once the sale is made it usually is the start of a partnership with 

the buying organisation. Repetitive transactions and modified re-buys noticed once the 

seller proved its services or the products added value in the shape of on-time delivery, 

follow-up and accuracy with the buying customer (Beverland, 2001). 

4.5.7 Step Seven – follow-up  

Follow-up: This step aims to emphasise on satisfaction in the post-sale period. In general, 

the goal is to build intension for an enhanced chance of future sales.  

For successful companies, after-sales service is vital to the sale itself. Day after day, the 

customers expect more from their suppliers. Thus, the selling companies that do not follow 

up are prejudiced, because repeated business success depends on retaining customers 

(Stevens & Kinni, 2006). Therefore the selling firm can add this value wins the repeat sale. 

The step of follow-up, or after-sales service, and the quality of the service delivered is vital 

in forming enduring relationships (Kaura, Durga Prasad, & Sharma, 2015). Reliability, 

assurance, empathy, responsiveness and tangibility like marketing communication and the 

website of the selling company are vital for successful sales according to Wilson, Zeithaml, 

Bitner, & Gremler (2016). Also promptly returning calls, information communication and 

diligence, all do matter in maintaining the relationship (Tanner, Ahearne, Leigh, Mason, & 

Moncrief, 2005).  

The buyer would not expect to be abandoned once the sale has been made (Ahmad & 

Mohsin Butt, 2012; Vavra, 1992). The buyer would expect sales during the selling stages, 

and the gap between what was promised, and what was provided could result in 

complaints. Complaints may involve product performance concerns, invoice errors and 

product delivery problems (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). When the complaints are handled 

effectively, and timely (careful listening, never arguing, expressing empathy, not bringing up 

excuses and expressing appreciation) all participate to solidify customer relationship and 

achieve service recovery (Gonzalez, Hoffman, Ingram, & LaForge, 2010). But winning the 

loyalty of the customer goes beyond just making these things right (Reinartz & Kumar, 

2002). Some studies found that usually the customers do not know how to make their 
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complaint and the majority of the customers go to buy the product somewhere else 

especially when the market is full of substitute products (Spekman, 1988).   

Selling organisation that perform well-practised follow-up do undertake performance 

reviews, and analyse customer satisfaction. Usually, unhappy customers are unlikely to 

continue being loyal and to repay their satisfaction with loyalty (Reichheld, 1994). As 

Johnston and Marshall (2016) stated, that re-examination of customer expectation is an 

continuous activity in the sales process. Furthermore, this could be done through telephone 

calls, personal visits, email messages, cards or letters and could all add value and care 

(Reilly, 2002).  

4.6 Summary   
This chapter started by giving an overview of the existing models of product acceptance by 

retailers and the limitation of these models regarding the proposed research questions. 

Furthermore, it explained the general characteristics of SMEs, their innovation activities, the 

way they commercialise their products, and the importance of the owner during this entire 

process. The chapter also explored the literature on product selling and highlighted that it is 

not specific to food SMEs. Furthermore, it stated that no study had adequately addressed 

how SMEs commercialise their product to their customers. 
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CHAPTER 5 - Development of the Conceptual Framework and 

propositions 

5.0 Introduction  
This chapter represents the theoretical framework used in this research to investigate the 

commercialisation process of a new product by food SMEs, and the factors that affect this 

process. By developing this framework, this chapter contributes to the knowledge base of 

retailer adoption theory (Lin & Chang, 2012; Luo, Kannan, & Ratchford, 2007). The chapter 

also describes a series of developed propositions that detail the critical activities of SMEs 

within the three stages of retail buying (i) Getting listing, ii) Planogram implementation (iii) 

Category review stages, that they should follow to encourage their innovation’s adoption by 

retail customers. Figure 5.1 represents the conceptual framework and propositions for 

product adoption from food SMEs. It is divided into three stages and describes the process 

of the SME’s first contact with the retailer customer, the appearance of the product on the 

shelf of the retail customer, and finally the stage where the new product is reassessed on 

whether it should remain on the shelves or not.  

Stage one (on the left-hand side) of the framework summarises the SMEs’ activities to help 

them get their product listed by the retail customer. Stage two, represents the SMEs’ 

activities to reassure that the product stays on the shelves of the retail customer as agreed 

in the first stage. Finally, stage three (on the right-hand side) of the framework describes the 

stage in which the SMEs resist the innovation rigidities that are formed due to inserting 

similar products into a product category and the changes in the retailer’s strategy and 

competition.  
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Fig 5.0 Conceptual Framework for SME’s new product commercialisation into retail customer. 
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5.1 Getting Listed  

5.1.0 Category management and category buyers  

Retailers sell products in categories and apply category management (Gooner et al., 2011; 

O’Brien, 2015). During the implementation of category management, the retailer divides 

product types into categories to suit the organisational strategy, relative to consumer 

shopping behaviour (Nielsen, 1992). Part of the strategic planning around this is the 

assignment of category buyers or category managers to perform the buying process for 

individual categories (Basuroy et al., 2001). These buyers look for new products to increase 

the sales within their category, rather than focusing on individual brands (Dussart, 1998). 

Although the decision-making units within retail organisations decide on different aspects of 

the products within the retail chain, the position that the retail category buyer holds seems 

to be very significant regarding that of new product acceptance (Trott, 2017). For example, 

they are responsible for including the product in the planogram (Nielsen 1992), they are 

positioned between the manufacturer and the consumer, and they assess purchases of 

finished goods for resale to the consumer (Kline & Wagner, 1994). 

Retailer buyers use a variety of factors in their decision-making process to accept or reject 

products and it all depends on the product’s newness (Gerlich et al., 1994). Usually, a 

product with high newness carries a higher risk for the retailer than that of one with lower 

newness. Thus, manufacturers reduce this risk by offering financial benefits to the retailers. 

These include things such as healthier profit margins, promotions, and marketing support 

for the new product in a way that works for both the SMEs’ and the retailer’s strategy. 

Altogether this is important to establish the functional basis for a relationship between the 

two parties (Glynn et al., 2012; Lin & Chang, 2012) which affects the future decision to 

include new products in the assortment or planogram (Nielsen, 1992).  

5.1.1 SMEs’ ability to prospect and pre-approach retail category buyers  

SMEs are particularly vulnerable to resource scarcity (Verhees and Meulenberg 2004), which 

amplifies the impact of category management, because category management requires 

maximum cooperation between the seller and the buyer  (White, 2000). Resource and 

supply chain management and coordination play an important role in this collaboration 

(Vlachos & Bourlakis, 2006). The ability of the SMEs to leverage their limited resources in 

the creation of networks, product development and supply chain alliances, accelerates and 
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shapes markets for their innovations (Sebastiao & Golicic, 2008) and for a successful product 

launch (Golicic & Sebastiao, 2011). Forming a suitable demand for the product therefore 

becomes a must (Benedetto, 1999). Additionally, being informed about the role of category 

buyers in a retail context and identifying the category buyers in the retail chains for 

initiating sales of new products, are regarded as essential resources in the journey of the 

new products within retailer supply chains.  

For the majority of SMEs, there is no choice but for the owner-managers to personally take 

responsibility and sell, even if his or her time is not calculated in the cost involved (Murdoch 

et al., 2001). The academic literature on personnel selling suggests that the process of any 

sale starts with prospecting, pre-approaching and approaching the buyer of the targeted 

organisation (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). During these stages, the company begins to 

identify prospective buyers for their products or services. This stage is an essential step in 

the sales process, and Boe (2007) emphasised the importance of the mindset of this stage. 

Kähkönen and Virolainen (2011) believe that the characteristics and roles of the actors 

involved depend on the activities they control and perform. Thus, the duration of the sales 

process can be significantly reduced if the right people have been approached in a timely 

way (Sarasvathy, 2001). Contacting insufficiently qualified actors may result in low sales for 

the new product or not meeting sales targets (Cook, 2009; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1986). 

Therefore, to speed up the process, finding the prospects or target customers who exhibit 

the greatest need for the product will increase efficiency and reduce costs (Anderson, 2000).  

As previously stated, Trott and Simms (2017) noted that retail category buyers are well 

informed of their consumers’ needs, and buyers define what product will sit in a specific 

category. Thus, approaching them will add value to the sales process (Schein, 2013). Leeds 

(1993) defined this as legitimacy to start the business, which Johnston and Marshall (2016) 

noted pertains to the means to buy. For example, Anderson (2000) suggested collecting 

data e.g. contact information from a buyer’s company website and contacting the company 

directly. Bulearca and Bulearca (2010) proposed that SMEs could deploy new media 

techniques at this stage, like Twitter. Searching for listings in directories could also be done 

via Google to find contact email addresses (Johnston and Marshall 2016). Blythe (2005) 

suggested that trade shows form a fertile ground for generating contacts and potential 

leads, and are less likely to be involved in a buying process, which needs more time. 
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All this information and these pre-approaching activities are regarded to be extremely 

valuable and more likely to influence the buying process (Aarikka-Stenroos, Sandberg, & 

Lehtimäki, 2014; Rackham & DeVincentis, 1999). The pre-approach process should be 

planned for, as careful planning can make sure that the presentation is within the scope of 

meeting the needs of the prospect (buyer).  

P1/ The SMEs’ ability to prospect and pre-approach retail category buyers from retail 

organisations is a necessary activity to start the new product sales process.  

5.1.2 SMEs’ ability to build relationships and personal trust with retail category buyers 

Prospecting and pre-approach are followed by the approach stage, in which the SME first 

contacts the buyer (Johnston and Marshall 2016). In this stage, the SME forms their first 

impressions (Evans, Kleine, Landry, & Crosby, 2000), both the seller and buyer search for 

common ground (Swan, Trawick, & Silva, 1985) and common interests or hobbies (Kasari, 

2016). According to Manning and Michaelahearne (2012), social interaction takes place 

before business interactions and has a significant impact on the inter-organisational level 

business exchange (Ellegaard, 2012). Specifically, in the supplier and buyer contexts, 

Bonoma and Johnston ( 1978) argued that “the major factors influencing the purchasing 

decision are social ones, not rational-economic ones”. In reality, the attraction has been 

shown as an important dimension during purchasing (Ramsay & Wagner, 2009; Schiele, 

Veldman, & Hüttinger, 2011).  

The purchaser’s trust is positively correlated with the salesperson’s likability; this includes 

salesperson’s traits such as being friendly, nice, polite and pleasant to be around. Attracted 

individuals perceive the reward of an interacting salesperson, which leads to the arousal of 

positive emotions like joy and happiness (Ellegaard 2012). Accordingly, interaction 

frequency, intensity and range intensify, resulting in a chance to surpass the other’s reward 

expectations, leading to the induction of additional increment in attraction. Through 

continual interaction, sellers are better able to demonstrate their attractiveness to potential 

buyers (Blau, 1994). The rewarding behaviour incorporates help, favour, advice, assistance 

and conflict resolution (Ellegaard 2012), which contribute to better future business 

interaction (Ellegaard 2012).  
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SMEs are aware that manufacturer reputation and brand comprise heuristic cues for 

retailers when evaluating new products for listing decisions (Hultink et al., 1999; Lin & 

Chang, 2012; White, 2000). Reputation often depends on past actions (Weigelt & Camerer, 

1988) and often requires a relatively extended period of time to be formed (Kim & Cavusgil, 

2009). Thus, a start-up SME constantly seeks to achieve good reputation and interpersonal 

trust, as this trust is essential considering the radicalness of the new product into the 

category (Lin & Lin, 2016). As reputation improves, the flow of new products within supply 

chains increases and creates sales (Golicic & Sebastiao, 2011). Such processes ultimately 

enrich consumer awareness through the retailer’s distribution chains to build brand 

reputation and ultimately earn better profit margins (Norris, 1992).  

Understanding the emotions of prospective buyers and anticipating what motivates them 

will affect the success of sales presentations (Kidwell et al., 2007). Cicala, Smith, & Bush 

(2012) mentioned that knowledge, trust and adaptability are three main points that expose 

a gap in the expectation among what sellers consider an effective presentation and what 

the buyer experiences on the receiving end. Knowledge about targeted consumers where 

the product will likely be selling is essential (Estelami, 1998; Ruokolainen & Aarikka-

Stenroos, 2016). Also, communication skills are central to communicating the value that the 

product delivers through the sales presentation and sales process (Brexendorf et al., 2010; 

Ruokolainen & Aarikka-Stenroos, 2016).  

P2/ The SMEs’ ability to approach and develop relationships with retail category buyer is a 

necessary stage of commercialising new products. 

5.1.3 SMEs’ win-win positions with category buyers for planogram listing 

Retail category buyers may face a significant number of offers simultaneously, and they are 

constrained by the amount of space within the category depth (number of lines within the 

category and service level, the number of individual items) (Desiraju, 2001). Therefore, 

introducing a new product means finding a space on the shelf and sometimes making 

fundamental strategic alterations in their supply chain, such as the removal of existing 

products on the shelf to introduce new ones. Buyers do not simply buy new products; they 

buy products based on the perceived benefits of these products (Manning & 

Michaelahearne, 2012).  
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Acknowledging this, the SMEs’ ability to satisfy buyers’ intuitive feelings about new products 

facilitates penetrating into the retail assortment using tactics such as price value (Trott & 

Simms, 2017). This also includes: securing a gross margin for retailers or a relative gross 

margin compared to existing products in the category (Van Everdingen et al., 2011), a 

degree of promotional support for the new product ( Lin and Chang, 2012), and  an 

engagement with the slotting or introductory strategy (Aydιn & Hausman, 2009; Lariviere & 

Padmanabhan, 1997; White, 2000). All of these factors, alongside the interpersonal 

relationship formed in previous stages, play an important role in convincing the buyer to 

insert the product into the planogram and secure an acceptable shelf location (Gómez & 

Rubio, 2008). This is particularly important as product category presentation and new 

product shelf location are central in some product categories, such as impulse category 

consumption, like snack food (Desmet & Renaudin, 1998; Duarte, Raposo, & Ferraz, 2013; 

Hong, Misra, & Vilcassim, 2016).  

However, all these offers are not one-way, and there are interactions and possible 

resistances, objections or rejections from the buyer’s side. Therefore, negotiations need to 

take place. Indeed, negotiations about the customers’ objections comprise a major part of 

the sales process, and the aim of the negotiations is to compromise and discuss, not to 

cause conflict (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). In addition, some sellers believe that when a 

customer wins a negotiation, the seller will lose or vice versa (Chakrabarty et al., 2010), but 

if either party (seller or buyer) loses, both parties have effectively failed. The outcome of 

any negotiation should be to satisfy both the seller and the buyer (Lee, 2007).  

Category buyers only approve a product they think will fit in with their category’s goals 

(Varley, 2014). Therefore, the seller’s ability to identify the need and to present the required 

features, advantages and benefits over a competitor’s products in the same category is 

highly valued. Selling is about trust, and buyers are usually apprehensive and worried about 

changing supplier once they have established a relationship (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). 

Specifically, changing to a new supplier is usually a high-risk option, considering the buyer’s 

doubts about the new company’s abilities to deliver on its promises. Small suppliers often 

lack funding and resources (Freel, 2000), which raises buyers’ concerns about the likelihood 

of sustainable adequate service in the long term.  
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P3/ Getting into to a win-win position with category buyers throughout the negotiation 

process is a necessary stage to get the product listed in the planogram. 

5.2 Planogram 

5.2.1 Planogram implementation and new product trial stage  

Trialability of new products before their adoption is defined in the diffusion of innovation 

(DOI) literature, as the degree to which an innovation experiments on a limited basis 

(Rogers, 2003). Prior research conceptualised this stage, as a belief that shapes the 

framework of attitudes towards adoption (Pan & Zinkhan, 2006). In the retail grocery 

context, the trialability of new products starts when the product is listed in the planogram 

and is distributed to stores, with the aim of being tested (Group et al., 1992). This is 

regarded as the first stage of applying the category planogram, where the content of the 

planogram and the new product’s location on the shelves have been agreed between the 

supplier and retailer. It is regarded to make up half of the category management process 

related to the implementation of strategic planning on the retailers’ shelves (Group et al. 

1992).  

Furthermore, Dominiczak, Swinford , Armstrong  (2016) mentioned that this stage could 

even be problematic for big suppliers, and it could be a costly stage in the process, where 

planning effectiveness manifests (Mitel, 2015). The explanatory study by Dominiczak, 

Swinford, Armstrong (2016) revealed that category plan implementation worries most 

manufacturers. This is due to the hugely varying performance between retailers and 

manufacturers, who find it frustrating when they see the agreed plan being wasted due to 

improper or incomplete implementation. A poorly implemented plan may result in low 

category performance and in products delisted at a later stage of category and sales 

evaluation (Dominiczak, Swinford, Armstrong, 2016).  

In other words, setting an ideal planogram is not easy, even after controlling the inhabitant 

characteristics in the demographic catchment area of the store (Grocer, 2016; Varley, 2014). 

Furthermore, different sizes of stores will be visited by different types of customers for 

different kinds of shopping trips (Middleton, 2015). Thus, each store under the auspices of a 

retailer has it is own personality, strengths and environmental challenges (Golden & 

Zimmer, 1988). Additionally, a report from Keynote (2013) argued that setting accurate 
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promotion plans seems to be complicated when there is a wide variety in store size, and one 

promotional deal will not fit all kinds of stores.  

Sometimes overestimation of promotional demand by the central office or category buyers 

may result in high storage costs and losses due to perished items within stores (Mantrala et 

al., 2009), or lead to a decrease in consumer willingness to buy the product (Gibbons, 2015). 

Thus, the role of individual stores and the store manager within these individual stores is 

critical in the execution of marketing new products on the shelves (Varley, 2014). 

5.2.2 The role of the store managers in the planogram implementation  

The role of store managers differs according to the type and size of the retail firm 

(Bäckström & Johansson, 2006). People in this role play a vital part with an inherently broad 

scope, continuously managing thousands of stock-keeping units (Nielsen 1992) and 

promoting certain items (which causes demand fluctuation). In addition to this they are 

responsible for monitoring personnel costs and maintaining human resources capital, facing 

contingent events and challenges like shrinkage, which is difficult to control as inventories 

increase (Kotler, 1973).  

Not surprisingly, a strong connection between out-of-stock (OOS) status with and store’s 

ordering practice was noticed by Kotler (1973), Crawford and Melewar(2003), Glynn et al., 

(2012). They found that most OOS was due to store level decisions. Also, Desmet & 

Renaudin (1998) reported that 88% of OOS is due to store reasons. Delisting of the products 

by store staff could serve as a good example for this since it forms about 12% of OOS status 

of retailers. Another example why OOS may also arise is because of store managers 

performing boundary spanning roles between the store and the consumer (Nielsen, 2014a) 

and their personal judgement can lead to unnecessary, uninteresting or controversial 

products (Nielsen 2014a). Some studies including The Guardian (2015) and Choi (2016) say 

that store managers participated in the fine-tuning of their assortments when they believed 

the solutions or suggestions given by the system for stock products were inappropriate. This 

was to make it easier for their consumers to buy products, in accordance to the 

demography of their store (Thang & Tan, 2003). This occurs by bypassing plan suggested by 

the head office and trying to add or delete products, brands and SKUs themselves. Also, 
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Muruganantham and Bhakat (2013) indicated that retail employees possess valuable tacit 

knowledge on product and process factors that the main office lacks.  

Kotler (1973) mentioned that the non-compliance of the store with the planogram can 

generate OOS or overstock. Also, Kotler (1973) suggested that OOS could be the outcome of 

ordering practice, replenishment or planning errors. The ordering process is vulnerable if 

the retail store orders too few items or if it orders too late, preventing the warehouse from 

delivering its products before the retailer runs out of the product. The second format is 

when retailers misjudge product demand and insufficient supply.  

Poor replenishment practice (Group et al., 1992;  Luo, 2005) due to poor management 

within the store may be associated with product availability, as well as poor handling 

procedures and shelf placement practices. Planning problems occur in supply chain 

management if the item is delisted or if the manufacturer is unable to supply enough units 

of the product.  

The literature on consumer reaction to OOS covers four decades and mentions five main 

responses of the consumer to OOS within stores (Fernie & Grant, 2008; Narayandas & 

Rangan, 2004a). They are as follows: 1) store switching, 2) delaying the purchasing, 3) do not 

buy the item, 4) substituting the same brand, 5) switching to another brand. The studies on 

OOS found significant losses for manufacturers and retailers (Kotler, 1973). Emmelhainz and  

Stock (1991) mentioned that OOS might cause a manufacturer to lose more than half of 

their buyers to a competitor, while the retailer’s losses for missing products and buyers can 

account for 14% of lost revenue. This could be prolonged for long and spill over into other 

product categories.  

Direct retail oversight of store managers is problematic due to the number of different store 

managers in different geographical locations (Bäckström & Johansson, 2006). Grewal, Levy, 

Mehrotra, and Sharma (1999) mentioned that even though the Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) brought an improvement to the replenishment process in retailer 

stores, it can still give false-negative reads. Michael & McCathie (2005) mentioned that it 

would be naive to believe that retailers had decreased the ratio of OOS, even though there 

is a real hype around the efficiency of consumers’ responses and the use of new 

technologies. There has been little evidence of improvement regarding out-of-stock issues, 
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especially pertaining to new products. As part of a joint manufacturer and retailer strategy 

to encourage consumers to try new products;, most if not all new product introductions are 

launched on promotion (Ettouzani, Yates, & Mena, 2012).  

Kotler (1973) stated that there will be a higher OOS for promotional items from non-

promoted items. Ettouzani et al. (2012) stated that during the promotional activity phase, 

the store management plays an important role to avoid the product becoming out-of-stock 

or over-stock. Mittelstaedt and Stassen (1990) noted that marketers and store managers 

play important roles in controlling products in the backrooms of the retail shop. A Marks 

and Spencer’s investigation of out-of-stock availability revealed that higher service levels 

could also lead to a decrease in expired products by up to 3.1%. The same study also noted 

the importance of back store control for out-of-stock and over-stock product issues on 

shelves. Nielsen (1992) studied both the centralised and the decentralised distribution of 

the products and mentioned that a store manager’s intuition plays an important role in the 

confirmation of product availability on the shelves. Hingley (2001) and Hingley (2005) also 

mentioned that the selection and evaluation of suppliers is highly influenced by the 

replenishment process that takes place within the retail supply chain. Also, Makkonen and 

Johnston (2014) suggested the supplier’s effort affects the adopter’s evaluation of the 

innovation. 

 

P4/ SMEs’ effort to encourage retailer store managers to replenish, re-order and allocate 

new products in accordance with the plan agreed with the retail buyer is a necessary 

activity when commercialising new products into retail customer.  
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5.3 Category Review Stage  

5.3.1 Category review and product delisting stage  

The last stage (stage three of the conceptual framework) of category management is the 

category review stage. In this stage, the past performance of a specific category is reviewed, 

and assessment for future sales is periodically outlined (Azimont & Araujo, 2007; Varley, 

2014). Richardson (1975) observed that, “it is of the essence of competition that the 

participants hold uncertain and divergent beliefs about their chances of success”. Each 

supplier has a competing vision of the market and defines it in its own way, they will be 

competing for the attention and support of the retail customer.  For example, a retailer may 

require competing manufacturers within the same category to link their measurements and 

definitions of the market, or to obey specific delivery routines. The category review stage is 

known for its importance of the manufacturer-retailer relationships. This is because it 

creates a reflection on the recent activity in the market and also triggers a series of 

discussions for the future, which can help in shaping the prospective market. In addition to 

this, it also helps decision further distribution of a new product or brand within a retailer’s 

chain (Azimont & Araujo, 2007; Group et al., 1992).  

However, determining the market conditions according to the supplier’s wishes is often a 

challenge, as the continual changes challenge the retailer. This includes aspects such as: 1) 

consumer perception and preferences, e.g. (desire, flexibility, preference, instability, global 

versus local utility, available choices, etc.),  2) retailer’s own constraints, e.g. (physical space, 

category budget, market position, format of choice, emergence of store/brand, etc.) and 3) 

environmental challenges e.g. (emergence of discounter (Metzger, 2014), change in 

economy, change in trade areas, etc.) (Mantrala et al., 2009). Thus, the retailer’s category 

buyers review the location of a new product on its shelves, price and amount of promotion 

needed for an individual brand or product, to achieve targeted sales within a category. 

Accordingly, actions to delist, change in product location on the shelf, reduction of price or 

asking for additional promotion to maximise profitability, may be suggested to the 

manufacturer (O’Brien, 2015). All these suggestions affect the way a new product is 

distributed within a retailer’s supply chain. This is necessary, because all of the new 

product’s distribution needs to be assessed against average items in the category (Eales, 

2016). It is often questionable if the supplier can reap value from their innovation or not, 
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considering the presence of some pressures on the supplier (Towill, 2005) during the whole 

process.  

Larger suppliers are often able to create buffers and combat transparent and masked 

pressures (Azimont & Araujo, 2007; Towill, 2005). Nevertheless, this might be the opposite 

case for SMEs, which are less powerful in bearing this pressure ( Hingley, 2005a; Hogarth-

Scott & Dapiran, 1997; Lindblom & Olkkonen, 2006, 2008). A considerable body of research 

has provided evidence that shows that the bargaining power has detrimental effects on the 

inter-firm relationship (Benton & Maloni, 2005) and a firm’s performance (Hoppner,  

Griffith, and Yeo, 2014). Furthermore, a seller’s ability to manage dependency was 

mentioned, and more commitment to dependant parties was emphasised (Andaleeb, 1995). 

SMEs’ increasing investment in branding tends to have major performance outcomes in the 

B2B context (Ndubisi & Matanda, 2011). They have the ability to offer better relative 

margins in contrast to other products in a similar category (Van Everdingen et al., 2011), and 

success in commercialising the new product to competing retailers ( Kaufman, 2002).  

P5/ It is necessary for SMEs to build a degree of retailer dependence by the time products 

reach the category review stage so that a retailer will continue to distribute and sell their 

new product within their chain. 

5.4 Summary 
The conceptual framework presented in this chapter adopts a different approach to 

conceptualising the commercialising process of a new product by SMEs. The stages are 

based on the literature review in previous chapters (chapters 2, 3 and 4). As previously 

mentioned, other proposed models have failed to capture the process of new product 

commercialistion by SMEs, especially in the food and drinks market. The main argument 

proposed in this chapter was that the product needs to  pass through several stages for it to 

be successfully commercialised by the SMEs.
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CHAPTER 6 – Research Methodology 

6.0 Introduction  

This chapter describes the research methodology used in this study. The methodology is a 

definition of “how the problem was investigated and why particular methods and 

techniques were used” (Bell, 1993, p.155). The chosen methodology should be linked with 

the philosophical assumption of the overall research paradigm (Jill Collis & Hussey, 2013). 

This thesis will look forward to understanding how the social actors (SME) interviewed 

perceive the new product commercialisation into their retail customers in the United 

Kingdom (UK).  

To accomplish this, outlining and justifying a suitable approach for the primary research 

become a must. This chapter analyses the chosen research philosophy (interpretivism), 

methodology (interpretive), the research strategy (qualitative and case studies), the data 

collection method used (semi-structured interviews) and the method of data analysis (cross-

case analysis and theme analysis between the cases) (see Figure 6.1). Additionally, the 

choice of interviews and research interview arrangement is explained, and challenges faced 

in ethical consideration, reliability and validity and generalisability are mentioned. This 

chapter summarises, with an explanation of the data analysis approach, the thematic 

analysis between the cases and the existing limitations to the overall research design.  
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Figure 6.1 Research Paradigm (ontology/epistemology/methodology) 

6.1 Research Philosophy  

The academic research considers building explicitly or implicitly, on some philosophical 

positioning. Having a clear philosophical perspective impacts upon the value of 

management research (Amaratunga & Baldry, 2001). A comprehensive understanding of 

philosophical research approaches helps identify alternative research approaches and 

designs, and also in the selection of a suitable approach to research questions (Easterby-

Smith, Thrope, & Jackson, 2012). It is fundamental beliefs that must lead to the research 

process (Guba, 1990a; Sarantakos, 2005). This consists of three basic questions:  ontological 

(researcher viewpoint - what is the nature of reality?), epistemological (attainment of 

knowledge - what is the nature of the relationship between the knower and the known?), 

and methodological (research design and interpretation – how must the researcher find the 

knowledge?) (Creswell, 2003; Denzin, Norman, Lincoln, 2011a; Guba, 1990b).  

A “paradigm” informs an example of principles around fundamental pieces of reality. It is a 

general conception of the nature of the scientific attempt in which an enquiry takes place 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1994a). The two main research paradigms are positivist and constructivist 
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Inductive 
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(interpretive). As stated by Smith (1983) and  Collis & Hussey (2014) the positivist assumes 

reality as independent of the researcher, using experiment and observation to unearth a 

new theory, to determine cause and effect positively, while variables will be tested and 

eliminate under controlled condition. Usually, the methodology used under this approach is 

deductive and quantitative in nature. 

A positivist position would result in a detachment from the object of study, and would not 

sufficiently capture the role of the social actors in reality. Hence it would not provide 

enough room to get a deeper, richer insight into the commercialisation process of a new 

product from the SMEs’ perspective. Social scientists argue that the positivism paradigm will 

be insufficient because reality is moulded by our perception and it is subjective  (Jill Collis & 

Hussey, 2014). An objective scientific positivist research approach would not assist the 

researcher in addressing the key research questions, especially when the research is trying 

to focus on a study to provide information about a situation that takes place in real-world 

context.  

In contrast, according to the interpretivist approach to research, there is a plurality of 

realities that can be understood, constructed empirically as well as socially, on what 

individuals tell about themselves and the world around them (Alvesson, 2003). Alvesson and 

Sköldberg (2009,p.18 ) stated: “conceive [reality] as an expression for, or a sign of, deeper-

lying processes”. By collecting data in more realistic environments, the interpretivist 

philosophy can deliver understanding into “how” and “ why” questions that a positivist 

perspective would not permit (Rowlands, 2005).  According to Mir and Watson (2001), the 

interpretivist belief is that knowledge is not independent of the researcher from their 

research and study participants. Indeed the theory and practice are inter-dependent.   
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Theory Research Design Research Method Emphasis/ perspective 

Positivism  

 
Social surveys;  

Experimental.  
Structural interviews;  
Structural 
observations;  
Official statistics.  

A strategy in which “science must 
(and presumably can) be 
conducted in a way that is value 
free (that is, objective)”(Bryman, 
2004, p.28)  

Interpretivism  

 
Ethnography.  

 
Participant 
observations;  
Unstructured 
interviews;  

A strategy that “respects the 
differences between people and 
the objects of the natural sciences 
and therefore requires the social 
scientist to grasp the subjective 
meaning of social action” (Bryman, 
2004, p.30).  

Realism  

 
Experimental;  

Comparative.  
Non-specific, but the 
methods are theory 
focused.  
 

Realism shares the view of 
positivism, that there is “a reality 
that is separate from our 
descriptions of it”, but also 
comprises a subjective element 
based on human actions (Bryman, 
2004, p.29) 

Table 6.1 Theory, Design and Method,  with additional quotes from (Bryman, 2004) to summarise 

each perspective  

Interpretivists assume that social research should account for the subjective influence of the 

values, assumption and interpretations of the researcher that is investigating the 

interpretations and meanings of the social actors in specific circumstances (Burrell & 

Morgan, 1979). Research is usually done on a small scale, by using qualitative data methods 

with emphasising on validity rather than reliability or generalizability of the research 

findings (Mertens, 1998). By adopting an interpretivist philosophy, this research will try to 

gain a detailed understanding and more precise insight into food SMEs’ new product 

commercialisation into their retail customers in the UK. Interpretivist researchers select 

interviews as a research method. This approach concentrates upon the interaction between 

the researcher and their interviewees (Mingers, 2001). Knowledge comes from the 

interaction because “findings are literally created as the investigation proceeds” stated by 

Guba and Lincoln (1994, p.111), and backs the researcher’s development of a conceptual 

new product commercialisation framework based on interviews and secondary data from 12 

food SMEs.   

The interpretivist paradigm suggests that it is not possible for the researcher to arrogantly 

expect a neutral standpoint since he/ she cannot be completely detached from the object of 
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the study (Orlikowski & Robey, 1991). This implies that new knowledge is viably co-created 

and additionally that there is no objective reality which might be revealed by researchers 

and replicated by others (Walsham, 1993). As Crotty (1998, p.42 ) claims that interpretivism 

is  “the view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is contingent 

upon human practices, being constructed in and out of the interaction between human 

beings and their world”.   

In the present research, the interpretivist approach serves to produce findings of barriers 

and enablers that affect the sale/commercialisation process of a new product into retail 

customers. This approach is suitable because there is a lack of published research mainly on 

the steps of commercialising the new product by food SMEs into a retail customer, 

especially as most existing publications focus on factors and criteria retailers use when 

accepting new product.  

6.2. Research paradigm (Inductive versus deductive approaches)  

The two general paradigms of enquiry underpinning research approaches are the inductive 

discovery (inductive) and deductive proof (deductive) (Dewsnap & Jobber, 2009). This 

research will take an inductive approach as the main purpose is to collect an in-depth 

investigation and analysis of empirical reality to assist a better understanding of the new 

product commercialisation into retail customer chains by food SMEs and any additional 

insights that might emerge as barriers and enablers throughout this process (Bryman & Bell, 

2011). The inductive approach strives to build new theory (Mark Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2012). According to Collis and Hussey (2014), once relationships and patterns 

emerge between variables become apparent (Gray, 2014). Reliability is attained by using 

more than one observation or instance. An inductive approach is used to evaluate or justify 

a theory (Van de Ven, 2007) and looks to determine patterns, consistencies and meaning 

from the gathered data.   

On the other hand, a deductive approach leans toward hypothesis testing  (Miller & Brewer, 

2003). In this research, there is no attempt to test the sales process method specifically for 

SMEs, so there is no hypothesis to test. The scarcity of SME new product commercialisation 

literature is in favour of this study, so an inductive approach is used, particularly in 

conjunction with qualitative methodology (Bryman, 2004; Neuman, 2013). 
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6.3 Research Strategy  

The qualitative strategy for research design was developed in a manner that would bring 

rich data about approaches to and aspects of, the new product commercialisation process 

practised by UK food SMEs. The researcher follows Van de Ven's (2007) definition of the 

process: “process studies are centrally concerned with how change unfolds in the entities”; 

he also mentioned that the theory of the process is made up of a description of how and 

why a process unfolds over time. Furthermore, Pettigrew (1985) notes  “the more we look 

at present-day events, the easier it is to identify change; the longer we stay with an 

emergent process and the further back we go to disentangle its origins, the more likely we 

are to identify continuities”. Thus, using the interpretivist approach and conducting detailed 

interviews with the owner-managers to produce case studies of SMEs allowed the 

researcher to investigate and develop an insight into the commercialisation process of new 

products by SMEs in considerable depth and detail.  

Information on the newly developed product sales process practised by SMEs and the 

factors essential to Food SMEs during the operationalisation of new product 

commercialisation into their retail customers will be analysed. The factors which either help 

or obstruct, during the commercialisation of the new product into retail customers –will also 

be uncovered.  

6.3.1 Qualitative Research 

Figures have less to tell in a qualitative research (Cassell & Symon, 2006). It is linked to an 

interpretative methodology that typically delivers a high degree of validity. Qualitative 

research is about “attempting to make sense of or to interpret, phenomena regarding the 

meanings people bring to them” (Denzin, Norman, Lincoln, 2011, p.3). It allows the research 

to “see and understand the context within which decisions and actions take place”, as 

stated by Myers (2009, p.5) and to investigate them more profoundly (Hoffman & Novak, 

2012). 

A key characteristic of the qualitative research is to focus “on naturally occurring, ordinary 

events in natural settings so that we have a strong handle on what real life is” (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p.10). This approach is often preferred when there is empirical knowledge 

available on a particular subject and information is captured through participants who have 
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a comprehensive insight into that topic (Creswell, 2003). Some advantages linked with 

qualitative content analysis: it is transparent, unobtrusive, and flexible across numerous 

contexts and it depends on what is being analysed, and thus the data must be real, 

representative and believable. There are a number of drawbacks to qualitative content 

analysis which include: the labelling of code schemes, carefulness of categorisation, 

researcher biasness and inference and dealing with sheer amount of rich data (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011).  

6.3.2 Case Study Strategy 

According to Yin (2003), a case study is a  “strategy for doing research which involves an 

empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context 

using multiple sources of information”. This strategy avoids dividing the world into a 

number  of independent and dependent sets of variables separated from their context 

(Pettigrew, 1985). Within qualitative research, case studies could focus on the group, 

individual, neighbourhoods, programmes, or organisation (Patton, 2002). According to Noor 

(2008), case study research is a specifically useful approach when the researcher is trying to 

understand a specific situation or problem in great depth and furthermore to understand a 

process of a particular phenomenon (Stuart, McCutcheon, Handfield, McLachlin, & Samson, 

2002). In the same way, Langley (1999) stated one could use narrative strategy to construct 

a detailed story from the raw data, and this strategy is one of the most accurate strategies 

to represent a process data, as it enables the researcher to tell a story to describe a 

progression or sequence of events (Van de Ven, 2007).  Also, case studies are suitable when 

“how” and “why” questions are being asked (Yin, 2003). Neuman (2013) mentioned some 

strengths of the case study research, the most important one being that it leads to theory 

generation, for instance, collecting of rich, detailed data and the elucidation of the social 

process within a given context. Similarly, Gilmore and  Gilson (2007, p. 414) define the 

ability of case study research to “illustrate or explain the decisions and motivations that 

underlie the observed processes thus providing a rich, multi-dimensional picture of the 

organisation being studied”. There are a number of approaches to a case study research 

which are all explained in sections 6.5.1, and 6.5.2.  
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6.4. Chosen data collection Methods: 

6.4.1 Semi-structured interviews for the case studies  

The observation was not used because it might affect the sale process negatively. The 

possibly normal behaviour might be transformed to relay a better impression compared to 

how the relationship normally played out under observation or securitisation. It is likewise 

not for a buyer to permit private business to be observed (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). 

Moreover, background data would be excluded from the buyer/seller dialogue, and 

rendering the meeting would result in a confusing experience for the researcher unless 

repeated visits are made, but accessing this would be impossible.  

Focus groups were rejected due to the difficulty in getting necessary participants, as the 

majority of these businesses were scattered around the UK and agreeing to date and time 

was impossible. Likewise, it would have not been appropriate to bring salespeople/owner 

managers from competing and different SMEs together, revealing sensitive and important 

data about their business and the processes in front each other (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

Excluding the above methods, the researcher chose face-to-face, in-depth interviewing of 

sample Food SMEs to write down a case studies because it recognised that this would lead 

to a rich source of data on the process of new product adoption by retail customers. The 

research interview permits direct communication between the interviewees and 

interviewers, as checks and clarifications may perhaps instigate if initiated in situ, as stated 

by Bryman and Bell (2011); also issues are investigated in full and notes kept of minor 

nuances and feelings ( Collis & Hussey, 2013). 

Using exploratory interviews helped in developing ideas to understand how ordinary people 

feel and think about “something” (Oppenheim, 2000). During the semi-structured 

interviews, the interviewee talks and reveals a lot of information and it is, therefore, vital 

that the researcher listen “with the third ear“, not just to what is being said, but 

significantly, to what is not said or being omitted (Oppenheim, 2000). Semi-structured 

interviews are branded by Burgess (2002, p.102 ) as “conversations with a purpose”. 

Moreover, the extent of the flexibility provided by the open-ended question was deemed 

necessary to explore and elaborate novel thoughts and why concepts may have emerged 

from the interviewing process (Neuman, 2013).  
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6.4.2 Interview Process 

The amount of time for each of face-to-face interview was 60-120 minutes, but commonly 

around 90 minutes. The identity of the interviewees and the name of SME were kept 

anonymous, they have been told the interview would be recorded digitally to assist with 

note taking when writing up the cases. A semi-structured interview approach adopted used 

a list of open questions on steps of commercialising new products to the customers (see 

Table 6.2). Forming the interview questions were not “so specific that alternative avenues of 

enquiry that might arise during the collection of fieldwork data were closed off” (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011, p. 482). Alteration of the questions sequence were adopted depending upon how 

the interview proceeded. Overall, all the questions were asked but not necessarily in the 

intended order (Willman, Fenton-O’Creevy, Nicholson, & Soane, 2002). This approach was 

more akin and fluid into the research into the “real world” (Gray, 2014). The researcher 

tried to encourage their interviewees by informing them if there were any worries about 

ambiguity or questions that were difficult to understand at any point during the interview.   

Throughout and after the interview, the researcher made notes about the conversation, the 

findings, new avenues that arose from the interview and so on. It was critical for the 

researcher to focus on the interviewee’s understanding of the new products 

commercialising process practised by SMEs and not on the meaning that the researcher 

possibly brings to the research (Bryman & Bell, 2011). To answer the research questions, the 

interviewees were permitted to speak continuously and were interrupted only when there 

was a need to gain additional clarity on the issues being discussed. The researcher tried to 

avoid leading questions and tried to use investigative and follow- up questions, and to 

ensure these were non-specific and non-directive (Oppenheim, 2000; Vaivio, 2012). 

Although when the interviewee departed from the main theme of the sales, they were not 

interrupted, and were allowed to converse marginally of the themes of sales and marketing 

in the way the respondent practised and understood it. The respondent could consequently 

form the themes that allowed the study to be more revealing. During qualitative 

interviewing, interviewing often departs from the script as the interviewee discloses more 

that is related and important  to them; this is the rich data investigated in this research 

(Cassell & Symon, 2006). Using this methodology was successful, as the respondent 
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mentioned some exciting ideas linked to the selling process of the new product to their 

customers.  

6.4.3 Interview questions 

Several authors mentioned that it is important to dedicate a significant effort and time to 

prepare interview questions that will result in meaningful knowledge (Bryman & Bell, 2011; 

Patton, 2002). Thus, a number of semi-structured, open-ended questions were drawn up 

based upon general themes relating to the commercialising of new products to retail 

customers and factors identified in the lecture review (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Semi-

structured open-ended questions were generally designed around the sales process forming 

an interview guide. In this context, Table 6.2 lists the interview questions; to provide 

consistency 20 interviews with 12 SMEs were conducted. This helps with the reliability of 

the interview process and respondent validity. 

The following questions were asked during this research: Question 1A was designed to 

understand the SMEs’ number of employees and their story, their experience in the industry 

and to get an insight into what sort of preparation SMEs do before approaching their 

customers Question 2A was intended to understand how SMEs approach establishing their 

relationship with their customers. Question 3A was to understand if their different 

customers treat product in a different category in a different way and its implication for 

SMEs. Question 4A was to explore what the SMEs think made the retail customer accept 

their new product. Question 5A was designed to examine if the SMEs were aware of the 

adoption criteria and if this had changed over a period of product acceptance. Question 6A 

was intended to understand what sort of problems SMEs face during supplying their retailer 

customers and how these problems were solved and to what degree SMEs were satisfied 

with the solutions. Question 7A was related to the production of private label as the 

literature stated that private labels form a critical dimension for the relationship (Ter Braak, 

Deleersnyder, Geyskens, & Dekimpe, 2013) between the retailer and the suppliers. Thus this 

question was designed to understand the implication for SMEs. Both questions 8A and 9A 

were asked to get insight into SME satisfaction about the slotting fee and the location they 

got on retail customers shelves. Questions 10A and 11 A were designed to understand how 

SMEs plan for promotion with retail customer and what sort of payment SMEs pay, their 

price negotiation,  their satisfaction with the amount and kind of payment they make 
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toward new product. Questions 12A and 13A were designed to understand how the SMEs 

manage their relationship over the stages of their product acceptance by retail customers.  

 

Variable it link to 
Propositions  

Questions’ 
 statement 

Source 

 
Related all Propositions 
To understand what sort 
of preparation the SMEs 
do before approaching 
their customers   
 
Related to P1, P2, P3 To 
see who usually SME 
approach to develop the 
relationship 
 
 
Related to P5 
 
 
 
 
Related to P1, P2 
 
 
Related to P1  
 
 
Related to P4 and P5 
 
 
Related to P5 
 
Related to P1, P2, and 
P5 
 
 
Related to P1, P3, P5  
 
 
 
Related to P1, P3, P5 
 
 
Related to P1, P3, P5 
 
 
 
Related to P1, P3, P5 
 
 
Related to P1, P3, P5 
 

 
1A - Tell me about your story, company and your 
experience in the industry? How did you get your 
product to the shelf of (e.g. Tesco, Morrison ’s, and 
Sainsbury)? How did you plan for it? What were 
necessary preparations for it?  Who did you 
approach first?  
 
2A -Who did you contact first? Buyer, store 
manager? How did they help you?  
 
 
 
3A - Which of the big 4 was the most helpful to your 
new product? How? Why? What were the 
fundamental differences evident in the process of 
getting your product adopted by each of the main 
retailers?  
4A - Why do you think retailer(s) rejected/accepted 
your product?  
 
5A - Were you aware of their buying/adoption 
criteria?  
 
6A - Have you faced any problems during supplying? 
And how did you solve them?  
 
7A - Have you discussed Own label?  
 
 
 
8A - Did you pay a slotting fee? To what extent do 
you think the amount you spent is well-matched 
with your products’ space and position within the 
assortment? 
 
9A - After you agreed on space or location for your 
product, did you have any problems with it? And 
where and why did this problem happen?  
 
10A - how did you arrange the promotions? How did 
you contribute? Tell me about your price 
negotiation?  
 
11A - Did anybody ask you for extra payments, like a 
magazine, or charity payment?  
 
12A - To what extent do you agree that forming a 
relationship with the retail buyer helped you get 

 
 
Developed by the 
researcher  
 
 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher  
 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
 Adopted from Lin and 
Chang (2012) 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
Developed by the  
researcher  
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
 
Developed by the  
researcher 
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Table 6.2 Interview Questions asked to the SMEs in this study 

All the interviews were digitally recorded except for two, the interview content was sent 

back to the interviewees for them to check its accuracy (Bryman & Bell, 2011). To achieve 

thematic saturation from the interviews as suggested by Fusch and Ness (2015) and 

Eisenhardt (1989), the researcher tried to continue with the interview process until data on 

the steps of selling a new product in SME started to be repetitive and no more information 

was presented. 

6.4.4 Gaining access to the sample interviewees 

Appropriate senior figures (owner-manager, senior employee, co-founders or sales and 

marketing managers) were identified, and the outline of the area of study and research was 

explained to them either over the phone, Skype or face-to-face. The researcher guaranteed 

the SME owner’s approval of the interview to their salesperson or themselves or key sale 

resources (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). Once the consent to proceed was given, a data, time 

and place were fixed verbally. Most of the meeting took place in the interviewee’s natural 

setting (Creswell, 2014), their place of work. A hard copy letter or an email posted 

introducing the research focus and confirming the time, date and location of the interview 

were sent to the interviewees in advanced. The interviews took place within two years’ 

timeframe, between January 2016 and December 2017.  

6.4.5 The sample and case selection 

There is no particular sampling scheme for process research (Van de Ven, 2007). Neuman 

(2013) mentioned that purposive sampling is suitable when choosing difficult-to-reach, 

specialised populations. Purposive sampling was also recognised to be appropriate for the 

exploratory studies as it can highlight specific areas of interest and precise type of case for 

in-depth examination (Neuman, 2013). Participants were selected as key informants within 

Food SMEs that have expertise in new product sales and commercialisation into retail 

customers. Patton (2002, p. 321) defines key informants as individuals who are “particularly 

knowledgeable about the inquiry setting and articulate about their knowledge” and who can 

Related to P1, P3, P5 
 

your product accepted?  
 
13A - To what extent do you agree that forming a 
relationship with the store manager helped be sure 
your product is in the right location within the 
store?  
 

 
Developed by the  
researcher 
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help the researcher in understanding “what is happening and why”. As this approach of 

sampling intends to increase the credibility of the research (Miles & Huberman, 1994; 

Patton, 2002). Although gaining access to key informants is difficult, they are considered as 

a knowledgeable and credible source (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Lowman, Trott, Hoecht, & 

Sellam, 2012). The researcher was able to gain access to key informants by participating in 

food exhibitions. (e.g. Speciality and Fine Food Fairs, Food Matters Live, Natural Products 

Show, Lunch Food Fair, Pro2Pac, The International Food and Drink Event, waste work, 

Hampshire Local Produce Show, Southsea Food Festival, The Romsey Show). Alongside this 

the researcher also used the contacts within the research group.  

 

The researcher approached eighty SMEs within the snack and drink category which have 

new products and ready to seek market with retail customers. Only twelve of these SMEs 

showed interest and were ready to cooperate and be interviewed. Four of these SMEs had 

“intrinsic value” (Stake, 1995) as case studied, in terms of detail for phenomena that the 

researcher was trying to investigate, as these SMEs had a diverse market share supplying 

both small and large customers in the market. Twenty individuals from SMEs that engaged 

in sale activity into retail customers were interviewed. All four offered details and eight mini 

cases were produced from SMEs that operate in the food Industry within Snack and drink 

category. Seidler (1974) mentioned the key informants’ abilities, such as going beyond 

telling their own opinions and feelings, to also delivering broader insight into organisational 

relations. The relatively limited number of participants affected the researcher’s capability 

to generalise from the data collected, the access to key informants delivered valuable 

understanding toward achieving the objective of the topic of study. Information about the 

participants in the study can be found in Table 6.3.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.foodmatterslive.com/
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Major cases  

No. of 

people 

interviewed  

Person Interviewed / Position SME Name Firm Details  

1- 

2 

BB1: Managing Director-owner 

BB2: Marketing Manager  

Case A Production of chocolates and 

premium ice-cream. 

3- 

4- 

5- 

BR1: Co-Founder-owner 1 

BR2: Co-Founder-owner 2* 

BR3: Marketing Manager 

Case B  Protein-rich snack balls 

6- 

7- 

MR1: Co-Founder and owner 1 

MR2: Co-Founder and owner 2* 

Case C  Premium Chocolates  

8- 

9- 

PK1: Co-Founder-owner 1 

PK2: Co-Founder-owner 2* 

Case D  Premium brand of gourmet 

artisan popcorn 

 Mini cases  

10- BL1: Managing Director  Case E Date snack bar 

11- CC1: Owner  Case F Low salt     cheddar-style cheese 

12- 

13- 

GR1: Managing director  

GR2: Sale Manager  

Case G Healthy snack 

14- MM1: Managing Director  Case H Marshmallow products 

15- CH1: Owner-Cofounder  Case I  Cake company 

16- TR1 : Co-founder  Case J Primum chips  

17- 

18- 

UD1: Co-Founder 1 

UD2: Co-Founder 2* 

Case K Sugar and sweetener free drink 

19- 

20- 

YD1: Co-Founder-owner 1 

YD2: Co-Founder –owner 2* 

Case L Artisanal and handmade 

cordials drink  

Note*: The following were contacted for follow-up by telephone/email for further clarification.  

Table 6.3: Details of the Participants during the data collection 
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6.4.6 Pilot Study - lessons learnt 

The researcher tried to run a pilot study to check feasibility to increase the design of the 

research; in other words, “a trial run, done in preparation for the major study” (Polit & 

Hungler,2001,p.467). The researcher started a pilot study to help further clarify the research 

focus. The pilot examination helped test the researcher’s philosophy, approaches, strategies 

and methods and decide on the feasibility of a larger study. The pilot study mainly trailed 

the correctness of the researcher’s qualitative approach, the interview guide, data collection 

method, mode of analysis and was required to identify any practical problem that might 

arise.  The SMEs that contributed to the pilot study remained in the main data collection 

phase, since there were no substantive changes to the interview guide required. 

Nevertheless, some lessons were learnt from the pilot study and linked to main study 

protocol:  

1. Respondent to be contacted to shed light with regard to any vague or unclear 

statement contained in the transcripts or the cases.  

2. Transcripts to be denaturalised because only “informational content” is required. 

3. Interviews (face-to-face interview) to be sent back and be asked to confirm the 

transcript.  

6.5 Data analysis and interpretation 
Qualitative data analysis could be described as the transformation of data through an 

analytical process into “clear, understandable, insightful, trustworthy and even original 

analysis” (Gary, 2014, p.1). This transformation process includes sorting, retrieving and 

indexing and data management (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Ritchie, Lewis, Nicholls & 

Ormston 2014). Qualitative data analysis is also about the interpretation of what the topic 

of the study says about a particular phenomenon (Denzin, Norman, Lincoln, 2011b). In 

essence, it includes both handling of data and its interpretation (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; 

Flick, 2007). Data collection and data analysis are inseparably connected in the qualitative 

research approach as data analysis begins from the moment the first interview is 

progressing with the researcher’s assumption unavoidability affecting data collection 

(Myers, 2009). A qualitative research strategy looks to comprehend the responder’s point of 

view (Krauss & Putra, 2005). 
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The interaction between the subject and the researcher delivers a subjective understanding 

of the phenomenon to be studied, thus it could be affected by the researcher’s bias or their 

past knowledge of the literature (Creswell, 2014). A large volume of qualitative data was 

collected, and the coding phase helped to organise and manage the data (Gray, 2014),  as 

“rich” data leads to “thick” description of the focus of the study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). As 

a result an explanation of what is happening through the discovery of patterns from the 

data  was emerged (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The data analysis in this research was conducted 

on multiple levels:  within case analysis, cross-case analysis (Yin, 2003). The primary purpose 

of the first stage was to let the patterns of each case study emerge. The purpose of the 

cross-case was to compare identified patterns among case studies. The following two 

sections explain how each was conducted.  

6.5.1 Individual case analysis and the coding process 

Initially, the researcher analysed the cases on an individual basis. Eisenhardt (1989, p.540) 

suggested that the “staggering volume of data” that originates with case study research 

drives the necessity to conduct within-case analysis. Doing that was to avoid what Pettigrew 

(1990, p.281) defined as “death by asphyxiation”. Within this study, the process of within-

case analysis concentrated on detailed write-ups of interviews, the respect of new product 

commercialisation into retail customers, and the (firm level) cases as a whole. The aim of 

the within-case analysis concentrated on pattern matching and explanation building (Yin, 

2009). 

 

The researcher used Cresswell’s (2014) stepped approach for data analysis in the qualitative 

approach, exploiting a thematic analysis approach (Roulston, 2001). The first step was the 

preparation and organisation of data, reading through all the data to get an overall sense of 

the information, followed by a coding process to get the data into controllable bite-size 

pieces before any sense could be derived from it (Rossman & Rallis, 2011,p.171). The 

recorded data permitted a repeated examination to aid correct limitation of memory. This 

guaranteed familiarity and an enhanced insight into the transcribed data (Kvale, 2008; 

Patton, 2002; Silverman, 2004). At that point, the topics were organised into categories and 

codes; these were then labelled and connections were identified. Codes are labels or tags 

for conveying units of meaning to the descriptive data accumulated during a study. Creating 

the codes was linked to the conceptual framework (see chapter five) and the research 
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questions (see chapter one) and the key variables and problem areas within this study. Thus 

the codes required definition; this study uses thinking to contact the customers as a starting 

point, for example “pre-sale”, “during –sale” and “post-sale” etc.  

The researcher used an “analogue” approach to attribute and organise the codes, involving 

a coloured code note-taking system. Codes were first applied to the margins of the pages, 

with colours applied as categories developed. Even though acknowledging some benefits in 

terms of organising and managing codes (check Robert Yin, 2009), software like NVIVO has 

been criticised for leading research to place greater focus on pattern identification at the 

expense of explanation building and theory development (Glaser, 1998; Soliman & Kan, 

2004). Thus, the researcher used a more “traditional” approach to guarantee that interview 

and organisational contexts were linked to theory generation, not just pattern matching.  

After coding the interviews, the transcriptions were organised into broad themes. As 

themes are simply a group of categories (codes) that are linked and carry similar meaning. 

Each theme was then analysed given the sum of evidence from all 20 interviews and 

secondary data (John, Snow, Anderson, & Lofland, 1971).  

Although qualitative data analysis is “dynamic, intuitive and creative process of inductive 

reasoning, thinking and theorising” (Basit, 2003 p.143), Miles (1979) mentioned that the 

analysis of qualitative data is complicated. When rich, raw information is analysed 

comprehensively can the interviewee’s observations of the phenomenon under 

investigation be understood. Coding and subgrouping the data into themes has enabled the 

researcher to identify similarities, differences, patterns and structures (Ayres, 2016). In this 

study, after the comprehensive reading and re-reading of the transcribed interviews (Braun 

& Clarke, 2006) and secondary data collected,  codes and themes were converted to 

detailed case stories.  

6.5.2 Cross-Case Analysis  

Having completed the analysis of individual cases, the cross-case analysis was adopted. 

According to Eisenhardt (1989, p.541) cross-case analysis assists to “force investigators to go 

beyond initial impressions” and “enhance the probability that investigators will capture the 

novel findings which may exist in the data”. Though cross-case analysis can offer the 

advantage of increased generalisability, at a deeper level it assists the researcher to “see 

processes and outcomes across many cases, to understand how qualified they are by local 

conditions”, therefore facilitating the development of “more sophisticated descriptions and 
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more powerful explanations” (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014, p.101). Likewise, Yin 

(2013) suggests that final findings will be more robust when the result was obtained by 

conducting several experiments, which could be achieved by doing more than one case 

study within the research. Furthermore, he mentioned the ability to do 6-10 case studies on 

related topics; a few cases (2 or 3) would be literal replications, while a few others cases (4 

to 6) might be designed to pursue two different patterns of theoretical replications. In the 

case when cases are contradictory with the propositions, the initial propositions have to be 

revised and rested with another set of cases (Yin, 2013).  

The replication approach to multiple–case studies is shown in figure 6.2 and figure 6.3. The 

figure shows that the very first step in designing the study should consist of theory 

development, and then shows that case selection and the definition of specific measures 

are essential steps in the design and data collection process. Each individual case study must 

be handled individually as a “whole” study, and individual case report should indicate how 

and why a particular proposition was demonstrated in contrast to developed theory. While 

analysing the data, this report should detail the extent of the replications’ logic and why 

certain cases were contrasting or had specific results. When deciding upon the number of 

replications, a vital consideration is related to the researcher’s sense of strength and 

importance of rival explanations; in the case of a stronger rival, the need to conduct more 

cases becomes a necessity (Pettigrew, 1997; Yin, 2013). 

Within this study, analysis across the different cases was aiming to compare pattern, 

relationship and themes. This permitted for comparison and interpretation of the effect of 

the “local condition” within each SME into commercialising their new product into retail 

customers. Therefore, the cross-case analysis that was conducted led to a “thick 

description” (Geertz, 1973) and “thick understanding”(Woodside & Wilson, 2003). By using 

analytic induction, the research was able to draw upon replication logic, wherein cases that 

confirmed emergent pattern enhanced confidence in the theoretical propositions, as the 

divergence provided a chance to revisit the data and refine the proposition. As such, the 

analysis followed Bogdan and Biklen's (1992) version of “modified analytic induction”, 

where the researcher developed proposition identifying behaviour, interaction and 

perception rather universal or causal hypotheses (as was the original purpose of analytic 

induction) (Gilgun, 1995, p.269). In the same way, Pettigrew (1997) highlighted the 
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importance of linking the analysis to the final outcomes, in this case which retailer 

customers adoption products from the food SMEs. 

Figure 6.2 Multiple-Case Study Procedure by Yin. Source: COSMOS CORPORATION 
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Figure 6.3 The process of the development of the Conceptual framework.    

   This Figure is not intended for reading; please see full versions (Figures 5.0 and 8.2) 
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6.6 Ethical and confidentiality considerations 
To ensure ethical treatment of the participants, the University of Portsmouth procedure 

attached to appendices was followed to explain the purpose of the study. Also, other 

considerations have been taken into account.  

 Informed consent: All the participants were informed about the project and its aim, 

also the methodology used. Information sheets were distributed to the participants 

(see appendices). In case of an illiterate subject, the interviewers made sure he/she 

read the information sheet and ticked the relevant box before starting the interview. 

A copy of the information sheet was left with key informants.  

 Debriefing: Participants were provided with the researcher’s contact details for any 

query about the research. A summary of the results can be obtained upon request.  

 Deception: The research methodology required disguising the participant in this 

study, and the participants were fully briefed on the project. 

 Freedom of participation and withdrawal: The participants were voluntary; only 

those participants that agreed on taking part in the research were interviewed. 

Participants were made aware of their right to refuse to take part in any stage for 

whatever reason and to withdraw their data up to the point at which their 

contribution could no longer be distinguished within the data set.  

 Confidentiality of data presentation and recording Presentation of findings 

becomes challenging when people are not identified (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Kaiser 

(2009) stated the difficulty in ensuring that the same safeguards concerning 

confidently can be assured when secondary researcher examines the data from the 

original researcher. Thus, all the interviewees were assured that their name and the 

name of their company will be anonymised; all were happy about his approach to 

confidentiality. The researcher, however, was not responsible for anyone that freely 

chose to reveal his/her participation in the study. The 20 interviewees in the SMEs in 

the study were labelled, e.g. (BB1, BR3, MR2, CC1, MM1, etc.) to protect their 

anonymity - see the table (Table 6.3)  

All the interviewees approved the digital recording of the interviews and consented for the 

interview material to appear in the research papers. All agreed to the materials appearing in 

the researcher’s papers. All the interviewees within the cases agreed and a draft of the 
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transcript was sent for approval  (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The data collected by 

the researcher has been encrypted and stored in keeping with University of Portsmouth 

policy (Several of these form part of the Appendices). 

6.7 Reliability, validity and generalisability 
According to Winter (2000), accuracy determines the means of evaluation of research 

findings when considering validity and reliability in terms of replicability in the qualitative 

research (Krauss, 2005). The researcher’s direct involvement would compromise the validity 

in quantitative studies (Golafshani, 2003). However, in qualitative data, this is quite 

challengeable because the interviewer’s views are interpreted and render each interview 

episode in a unique way ( Collis & Hussey, 2013).  In a qualitative study, the replicability and 

the definition of validity is accuracy (Winter, 2000). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested 

credibility, confirmability and neutrality can help ensure quality.  

 

Validity is a positive strength for a qualitative research strategy. The meaning of qualitative 

validity is that the researcher’s findings are accurate from “the researcher’s and 

participant’s perspectives” (Creswell & Miller, 2000 p.191) or “suggest truthfulness [and] 

refers to how well an idea fits with actual reality”. The researcher is aware that the validity 

of the research originates from the careful employment of protocol and procedures during 

the study. As mentioned earlier in section (6.4.3) , the transcripts and written cases from 

the semi-structured interviews were sent back to the interviewees to check the accuracy of 

the data provided at the interview.  

Reliability refers to whether the researcher’s data collection techniques and analytical 

procedure would reproduce consistent findings if repeated on another occasion or if the 

research were replicated by another researcher. The threat to reliability may come from 

participant error and researcher error. Participant error may include any factor which 

adversely alters the way in which a participant performs, such as an inconvenient time for 

the interview and any factor that may produce a false response. For this reason, the 

researcher chose to meet the research participants in the location and time that was most 

suitable for them. Turning to researcher error, this may include any factor that might alter 

the researcher’s interpretation, for example conducting all the interviews within a limited 

time span. Also, another source of researcher error may stem from being subjective within 
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the recorded response. These were also avoided by conducting the interviews in an 

expanded time frame and using a reliable data collection method and instrument.  

Qualitative “reliability” emanates from the researcher’s data collections from interviewing 

SMEs. Reliability originates from “making as many steps as operational as possible and to 

research as if someone was always looking over your shoulder” (Yin, 2003, p.38). The 

researcher planned a Research Protocol to assist bringing “reliability” into the face-to-face, 

semi-structured interview data collection method. The Research Protocol consisted of an 

outline of the case, field procedures, interview questions and guide for the report (Several 

of these form part of the Appendices).  

Acknowledging that achieving perfect reliability and validity is impossible (Neuman, 2013), 

this research strengthens its validity by adopting multiple case study to develop a tool, to 

understand and investigate the perspective of many food SMEs. The researcher also used  

Yin's (2009) techniques to head toward these ideals. As he outlines four norms for judging 

the quality of the research designs: construct validity, internal validity, external validity and 

reliability. By adopting these four principles, Table 6.4 provides a meaning for each and 

outlines how the research in this study was designed to reduce weakness in these four 

areas.  
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Quality Criteria Meaning 

 
Design of research 

 

Construct validity  

 
Creation of correct operational 
measures for the concept being 
studied  

Depending on a variety of sources 
of evidence (achieving 
triangulation).  
Reviewing draft case study 
questions with key informants and 
presenting findings to 
interviewees/organisations.  

Internal validity  

 
Establishinga causal relationship, 
whereby certain conditions are 
witnessed to lead to other 
conditions, as distinguished from 
spurious relationships.  

 

A rigorous data analysis approach 
was adopted through pattern 
matching and analytic induction.  

 

 

External validity  

 
The ability to generalise the 
research findings to other relevant 
setting or groups. 
 

 

The researcher did not intend to 
develop generalisations, but rather 
an in-depth understanding on 
which to develop theory and to 
achieve a level of transferability 
(Guba, 1981).  
Transferability was sought through 
the use of multiple case studies 
(Yin, 2009), and by tying research 
findings with comparable studies 
or cases elsewhere.  

 

Reliability  

 
Demonstrating that the operations 
of a case - such as the data 
collection procedures - can be 
repeated, with the same results.  

 

Procedures used during the data 
collection and analysis were 
documented.  
Available procedures were 
identified, compared and 
documented, thus enhancing the 
transparency of how the research 
was conducted.  

 

Table 6.4 Strategies adopted to ensure the quality of data collection and analysis (adapted from 

Yin, 2009) 

The interview process progressed interview by interview until data on the steps of 

commercialising new product by food SMEs started to become repetitive and no further 

“emergent” themes/ information were offered (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The sample size 

prevents generalisability to an entire population; nevertheless as an interpretivist, the 

finding from this research could be transferred to a similar setting, like the UK based food 

industry (Gummesson, 2000).  
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6.8 Limitation 
One of the main critics of the qualitative research from those outside the field is the opinion 

that “anything goes”. For example, this feeling is echoed within the very first sentence of 

Labuschagne,'s (2003) abstract: ’For many scientists used to doing quantitative studies the 

whole concept of qualitative research is unclear, almost foreign, or ‘airy fairy’ or not ‘real’ 

research’. Nevertheless, acknowledging that the qualitative’ research cannot be subjected 

to the same criteria as ‘“quantitative” approaches, it does deliver a method of analysis that 

should apply rigorously to the data. Moreover, the standards to conduct a good qualitative 

research lies both in data collection and analysis do exist (Parker, 2004; Silverman, 2013).  

Another criticism that we are aware as we used case study is that the case study research 

results cannot be generalised (Bryman, 1989). However, according to Yin (2009), and 

Woodside and Wilson (2003) case studies are interesting phenomena and are essential for 

learning. Prior studies showing that the value of focusing on a smaller number of cases 

(Mintzberg & McHugh, 1985; Siggelkow, 2007). Moreover, case studies could be the ideal 

method to study organisations with unique characteristics (Siggelkow, 2007).  Furthermore, 

Siggelkow, (2007) in his paper “Persuasion with case studies” suggests that there are at least 

three benefits of using case studies in research: motivation, inspiration, and illustration.  

Cases are often used to motivate the research question and some time to falsify a theory or 

to build a theory  (Eisenhardt, 1989), as the research will be able to offer a real-life situation 

which is more appealing. Also, the rich case data enables the researcher to inspire new 

ideas which are not limited to the theoretical knowledge on a particular phenomenon. 

Finally, he also mentioned that in the context case studies could be used as an illustrative 

tool to make a conceptual contribution.  
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6.9 Summary  
This chapter explained the researcher’s worldview and research philosophy, and justified 

the research design, data collection method, and used analytic procedures to investigate 

how Food SMEs commercialise their new product to a retail customer. This chapter 

explained and outlined why interpretivism offers the most useful philosophical position to 

gain insight into phenomena being explored. It has mentioned the argument about the 

merits of semi-structured interviews as a research tool and case studies. It concluded with a 

brief discussion about the reliability and validity of the sample populations adopted in this 

study. This debate acknowledged the weaknesses and stressed on the method used to 

minimise these. 
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CHAPTER 7 - Case Study Findings 

7.0 Introduction  
This chapter details the findings of each of the twelve cases. Each begins with a brief 

introduction of the company being studied, its story and how each company approaches its 

customers and how the process of commercialising the product is developed. The discussion 

and analysis chapter follows this chapter.  

7.1 Major case A  

7.1.1 Introduction 

[Company A] was created in 1999 in Norfolk, England, and specialises in the production of 

chocolates and premium ice-cream. Since their inception as a small start-up, they have 

grown into a medium-sized business. The company chose to make their products 100% 

organic, non–GMO (genetically modified organism), dairy, wheat & gluten free, and suitable 

for vegetarians and vegans. 

7.1.2 The Company Starts Supplying Independent Retailers 

The company has now grown in size and employs around 45 people. More recently the 

company has started to supply one of the multiple retailers. Nevertheless, [Company A]’s 

journey into multiple retailers did not come all at once. The company spent eight years 

building and investing in its brand, supplying the majority of the independent stores around 

the UK and electronically selling its products to consumers.  [Company A] ’s owner explained 

that they could not have built this success if they had supplied multiple retailers at the very 

beginning. This is because these supermarkets were keener to deal with big brands and put 

price pressure on small suppliers.  

“When our business started, we exclusively sell to independent stores not sell 

to major supermarkets, that was one of the success dimension of the 

business.” [BB1]. 

“In the early days, the supermarkets were kind of looking for commercial 

giant and monsters; they were trying to screw down the price. A price that 

was not in our interest to develop the product that we wanted to serve our 

consumer with. Especially we aimed to keep the same quality” [BB2]. 

The company started to develop a website and use social media to maximise the exposure 

of their products to their potential consumers. Using such a channel for commercialising 
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their products and communicating with high-end consumers were incredibly important. This 

allowed the company to explain to consumers how to store the products in the right way, as 

they were quite sensitive to the ambient temperature and needed to be stored correctly.  

“at the very beginning we wanted to interact with the high-end consumer 

through our website, and recently we used social media.  All these had quite 

an important role because at that time we delivered our product, and our 

chocolates were more heat sensitive, and they melt when getting too hot or if 

stored in the wrong way.” [BB1]. 

7.1.3 Initial Contact with one of the Small Retailer 

By the time the company had increased its sales from independents and their consumers, 

[Company A] started to realise that it was time for them to approach a retail chain. They 

specifically chose to supply [Independent Retailer W] and proceeded by contacting the 

buyer through email. Shortly after the email an initial meeting was held. As a result of the 

meeting, an agreement was made and [Company A] started to supply [independent Retailer 

W]. The buyer from [independent Retailer W] was very helpful, giving them insight from 

consumers. Furthermore, [Company A] began to allocate further resources to develop 

product packaging that allowed the product to be distributed in the retail chain setting, 

without the product dissolving on the retailer’s shelf or during distribution.  

“We knew we had to put a lot more into product development, that was more 

about the packaging and distribution. But we had to choose a retailer that 

can understand the product and give us good feedback. It had to be a 

supermarket that is premium and understands ethical aspect of our product 

and [independent Retailer W] is on the top of this. Their buyer's feedback was 

valuable to us.” [BB1]. 

7.1.4 Planning to Approach the Multiple Retailers 

After changes were made to the packaging and having supplied more than three hundred 

[independent Retailer W] supermarkets for four years, [Company A] started to investigate 

further distribution routes into multiple retailers. This first-hand experience of distribution 

to [independent Retailer W], independent retailers and the specialists they had employed to 

help them achieve this, prompted the team within [Company A] to investigate how to 

achieve this within [Multiple Retailer 3]. The company visited [Multiple Retailer 3]’s stores, 

taking photos and studying the existing products in their categories. However, [Company A] 

struggled to identify a specific category that their product would sit in as there were no 
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items similar to their product. Considering this, the company thought it was more critical 

selling the product to the buyer than selling it to the retailer. Consequently, [Company A] 

used social media to find out what sort of products the buyer was interested in. As a result 

of this research, the company made contact with the buyer, sending samples in a specially 

designed box and a gift to attract the buyer’s attention.  

“We understand that these retailers are different to work with and the buyers 

are very busy. We employed specialised people who got direct experience 

with major retailers and understand what's going inside major retailer buyer’s 

mind, and they searched around and got a lot of photos; we are at a different 

price point for that as a similar product. So we go and see for how much they 

sell. So for chocolates, we check what alternative chocolates they got. For us, 

there is nothing quite same as that, and it is great because there is nothing be 

the same in the popular, but it is bad because it takes a bit more selling to the 

buyer” [BB1]. 

“We also try to find out a little bit about the buyer as well. So we found the 

Linkedin, and we try to find out the profile and have a look and understand 

what they might be attracted, we used quite a different way of 

communication we sent a bunch of flowers to the buyer with the box of our 

samples” [BB2]. 

7.1.5 Initial Meeting  

After these preparations, the company got the chance to meet with the buyer from 

[Multiple Retailer 3], and negotiations began. The buyer was not familiar with [Company 

A]’s product as it was unlike existing products within this category. He asked them to 

participate in a kitchen test. After passing the kitchen test, negotiations started on where to 

place the product within the confectionary items category. [Multiple Retailer 3] accepted 

the proposed price and agreed on a promotional offer that had been suggested by 

[Company A], except [Multiple Retailer 3] asked them to pay the listing fee.  After six of 

months of negotiations, the contract was signed, and supply of the product begun. 

“[Multiple Retailer 3] have testing kitchens. Basically, we were testing our 

product in their kitchen” [BB1]. 

“The product acceptance in any of the major retailer depends on a number of 

approval coin that buyer has to go through. They have to go through the box, 

go through different forms of a range of views, and there are different people 

have to approve the things, this process takes at least six months depending 

on where you get on with it” [BB1]. 
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7.1.6 The Product in the Trial Stage and Product Follow-Up 

The process of planning the demand with [Multiple Retailer 3] needed continual 

communication between the [Multiple Retailer 3]’s buyer and [Company A]. Planning the 

demand formed a major challenge for [Company A], as [Multiple Retailer 3]’s buyer was not 

passing the exact demand figures for [Company A]’s product to them. These figures were 

very important for [Company A] to order accurate amounts of raw material from their 

supplier abroad. This was additionally important as there were only a few farms that 

[Company A] could import from, and they had to import raw materials in advance which 

would be consistent with their production and sales of their products. This lack of 

communication became a significant point of conflict between [Company A] and [Multiple 

Retailer 3], and [Company A] faced stock-out in some of [Multiple Retailer 3]’s stores.  

“Our product made from whole cashew nuts, as special kind. So we had to 

know the exact forecast from them otherwise we could not cope with 

demand. They are unlike independent stores that stockpile a lot, for example, 

[independent Retailer W] was continually sharing stock data with us 

electronically. They have a non-supply tolerance only for six weeks, while this 

is 12 weeks in independent and wholesaler. So we were in real need of 

communication with the buyer” [BB1]. 

To overcome this challenge of stock-out, [Company A]’s owner organised a team within the 

company (including himself) to inspect their stocks within [Multiple Retailer 3]’s stores 

locally. In addition to this, the company hired an agency to check stock levels in stores all 

around the UK. Under these conditions, the company was able to overcome the forecast 

and stock-out problems in [Multiple Retailer 3]’s stores. This also leads to an increase in 

sales as stock out in [Multiple Retailer 3] decreased and allowed [Company A] to plan a 

more robust raw material import plan. In fact, [Company A] had a similar experience with 

independent retailers. However, this was not what [Company A] expected from [Multiple 

Retailer 3] because they are heavily equipped with technology to pass this information onto 

them. This situation was causing additional cost to [Company A] in commercialising the 

product into [Multiple Retailer 3], mostly due to the buyer blocking the electronic 

information from them.  
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We had to inspect our stock level, locally we do it ourselves, we were 

expecting this online system in [Multiple Retailer 3], but this was not the case 

with [Multiple Retailer 3]  at the beginning”. [BB1]. 

“there were delivery issues; there are forecasting issues and few things all 

combined to result in a lot of stores being out of stock they did not tell us that, 

we just found out. Just by visiting the stores, so yes communication is always 

great, but the store manager does help. And we expect that we were helpful 

just we gone wait and we ask questions about slots” [BB1]. 

7.1.7 Challenges Faced by [Company A]  to Approve Adoption by [Multiple Retailer 3]  

The increase in sales and solving the stock problem had positively affected [Company A]’s 

relationship with the [Multiple Retailer 3]’s buyer. As a result, the buyer had started to 

share the online stock information with [Company A]. However, the on-field follow-up was 

still required to avoid any future forecast problems. Nevertheless, improving sales and 

increasing the volume of production had also lead to more pressure on [Company A] 

specifically with regards to renegotiating the promotional activity and on shelf product 

location.  

“one of the challenges that we regularly have is major retailer do try to push 

you into stumbling either to their marketing channel or proposition. As you 

grow as you are busy sell more through them. They push you harder and 

harder” [BB1]. 

“I am predominantely from a marketing background, I worked quite a lot with 

promotional staff and loyalty so that I can know the value of it in some 

circumstances, however probably what they demand is greater than we get 

as a supplier. So yes that was one of the challenges. They want you to spend 

more on media and promotions, and we always try to spend less, because we 

do not have the budget as a small producer. That is kind of constant battle.” 

[BB1]. 

[Multiple Retailer 3] formed one of [Company A]’s critical retail customers, and [Company A] 

committed many of its resources, product supply and time to them. Although there were 

continual negotiations about the promotion activities, the company wanted to participate in 

activities that would develop into sales but sometimes had to accept some of [Multiple 

Retailer 3]’s demands on promotional activities even if they believed that it would not 

provide a positive financial return. 
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“We have the price promotion side, we do price promotion with them, and 

then, they are generally pretty well analysed so that we can understand the 

impact of the price promotion on sales” [BB1]. 

”not every promotion we do just generally shows us an increase in sales, and 

see our product listed on that sale. That is why we advertised in the 

magazine, they are always keen for the producer to do that, that is quite 

expensive, just ten thousand pounds for a feature in a magazine and that is a 

small feature within a feature, and that is a lot of money” [BB2]. 

 

7.1.8 Case Summary 

This case study explains the challenges faced by [Company A] as they grew their brand and 

listed their product in one of the multiple retailer chains. The company spent several years 

avoiding selling its products to major retailer markets and alternatively distributed its 

product among wholesalers, independent and small retailers. After increasing sales and 

after the company grew in size, it started to look for multiple retailers to accept their 

products. Once a retailer showed an interest in the product, the adoption process did not go 

as smoothly as anticipated and took [Company A] six months of discussions and negotiations 

with [Multiple Retailer 3]. 

 These challenges continued beyond the initial acceptance of the product, as the buyer was 

not promptly sharing the stock levels with [Company A]. This led [Company A] to hire a team 

from an agency to check stock levels in [Multiple Retailer 3]’s stores. As a result sales and 

the volume of [Company A]’s products increased, and stock out decreased. However, after 

all of this, [Company A] still faced pressure from [Multiple Retailer 3]. According to them, 

[Multiple Retailer 3] requested unnecessary promotional activity, which [Company A] could 

not measure in effectiveness.  [Company A] recognised that this pressure grew as the 

volume of sales in [Multiple Retailer 3]’s store rose.  

In conclusion, we can see the pressures on the company continued through each of the 

stages of selling the new product, but in some instances, [Company A] was able to resist 

these pressures. They were able to do this as they grew their volume in a sustainable way, 

which allowed the company to be able to afford some additional payments to the retailer 

and non-calculated costs.  
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7.2 Major case B  

7.2.1 Introduction  

[Company B] was founded in Australia and was started by two business partners. The pair 

saw a gap in the market for natural, high-level nutrition food for impulse consumption. The 

company was five years old by the time they started selling its snack products into UK 

market. This natural brand is among the few UK businesses which own its brand 

distribution. It is currently employing just twenty full-time staff, with outsourced 

manufacturing. 

[Company B]’s products are protein-rich snack balls, which are sugar-free, without artificial 

additives or preservatives and include health-giving ingredients such as Omega-3 and 

superfoods like spirulina. The premium snack range includes: cashew & pecan, fudge 

walnut, almond, spirulina & ginseng and premium protein. Recently the company managed 

to introduce a vegan-friendly option to its portfolio. 

The company started by introducing its products into “health confectionery” and “snack 

bar” categories, which is known to be heavily populated with confused consumers. When 

the company introduced its products into the market, there were at least 68 separate 

product lines competing side by side for the consumer’s attention. The majority of the 

products were lower price natural health bars. [Company B]’s balls were the highest priced 

product in the health confectionery category, and the second most expensive in the sports 

nutrition bar category (price per gram). The retail price was between £ 1.40 and £ 1.60 per 

ball and the target market was based on gyms and office canteens.  

"They are just as suitable for performance athletes or gym-goers looking for a 

nutritional energy boost before, during or after sport as they are for busy 

office workers who want to ward off a mid-morning hunger pang or an 

afternoon slump without a sugar-rush or piling on the pounds." [BR1].  

7.2.2 Approaching a Multiple Retailer   

After two years since [Company B]’s first introduction into health and independent retailers, 

[Company B] decided to introduce its products into [Multiple Retailer 2]. Being new to the 

market the [Company B] had to drive its way into [Multiple Retailer 2] and find a starting 

point to introduce its products. Thus, the owner and a small team within [Company B] 

investigated the ways to get into [Multiple Retailer 2]. They developed a strategy to call, 
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email, and visit the buying department within multiple retailers and invite them to their 

manufacturing location. After several attempts of this kind to [Multiple Retailer 2], 

[Company B] only managed to get the generic email and phone numbers of people that 

were totally unrelated to buying their products.  

“whenever you want to sell go to that place, speak to someone that normally 

helps or call the head office ask for the buyer, but when you ask for the buyer, 

you do not know who they are, they normally give you a generic email, so you 

get like Buying@[Multiple Retailer 2] s.co.uk. Fantastic awesome I will wait 

for six months to get a reply and we invited them to our production site but 

they never bothered to visit us” [BR2].  

Considering the failure to get in touch with the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 2], an 

alternative entry strategy was put forward by [Company B]’s owner. He decided to 

participate in a trade show.  

“on the trade show, they came to us, oh we like to look at that reaching an 

initial agreement on the price with the buyer, we were able to put our product 

on their shelf on late 2008” [BR1]. 

After the show [Multiple Retailer 2]’s buyer asked [Company B] to send some samples to the 

retailers. After sending these samples to the retailer, there was no response for a while. 

Their samples had been missed in between the huge amount of samples that the buying 

office receives from other suppliers. Therefore, the owner and small team within [Company 

B] had to follow up on the samples they sent with the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 2].  

“There is a pile of samples when you call them, hey my sample is there, oh is it 

that one, they might grab it, give you five minutes on the phone” [BR2]. 

After the follow-up process to find the samples and speak about it on the phone, [Company 

B] was invited into the retail buyer’s office to deliver a presentation about the company and 

the product. However, [Company B] were not happy about the amount of time assigned to 

them to present their product “our presentation was only for a half an hour to present, half 

an hour!” [BR3].  

7.2.3 Negotiation about initial listing in Multiple Retailer  

After the presentation that was given by the managing director of [Company B], the topic of 

the listing fee came into negotiation. The buyer started to question how much [Company B] 
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was going to participate towards the listing fee in order for them to list them within their 

planogram. This initial amount that the retailer asked [Company B] for was something 

[Company B] could not afford.  The retailer justified this by explaining that [Company B]’s 

products were quite radical in their existing product portfolio. However, after showing the 

selling figures from some independent retailers that [Company B] used to sell to, [Company 

B] was able to decrease the amount they were supposed to pay and get a listing.  

“basically you showing them your faith by giving them high listing fee and 

show them some other markets that you perform in. [BR2].  

Nevertheless, the negotiation did not stop there. It was joined by a tough and tricky 

negotiation about the price that the product should be sold to [Multiple Retailer 2]. The 

buyer within [Multiple Retailer 2] was trying to decrease [Company B]’s gross margin, using 

a variety of ways to erode what has been offered to them.  

 “so different retailer have different way to confuse you, so I had worked out a 

gross margin, which if you selling 4 pounds, 1.2 take-ups out the VAT, selling 

four pounds, I sell it to them for 60 p, he makes a gross profit margin of 40 

pence, which is 40 percent, then he said No No I need  net over gross, which 

 said including the VAT and his side. All it does is he reduced the margin, his 

margin was 40, suddenly looked like 35” [BR2].    

Another dimension of this negotiation was where the product would sit on [Multiple 

Retailer 2]’s shelves. [Company B] asked for a specific shelf location that is close to eye level, 

to generate good sales. However, the buyer within [Multiple Retailer 2] did not offer this to 

[Company B], with the justification that [Company B] was new to the category. 

Nevertheless, it was agreed that he would move them to the requested shelf location after 

acceptable sales had been generated by [Company B].   

“So you choose what fixture you want to be in, and you recommend that, but 

within the fixture you will not have a say on whether you will be on the middle 

or bottom middle or top shelf” [BR2]. 

7.2.4 Product trial in Multiple Retailer  

After [Company B] presented its product and negotiations on shelf location and terms of 

supply were completed, [Multiple Retailer 2] agreed to stock [Company B]’s products. But 

out of the blue, just three months into supplying [Multiple Retailer 2], [Company B] received 

a call from [Multiple Retailer 2]’s buying office asking them to provide samples within their 
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shops. This has not been agreed on during negotiations and was not calculated into the cost 

of supplying by [Company B]. They had to solve this problem as this demand by [Multiple 

Retailer 2] would add unnecessary costs for [Company B]. So [Company B]’s owners and 

their team participated in the sampling themselves to avoid costs of distribution into 

[Multiple Retailer 2]’s escalating.  

 “sometimes they have agencies that do the sampling, but they are a bit 

expensive, so if you were looking for sampling it will be around 20 grands, 

which at the time when I started that business it certainly did not have, so I 

tried to organize, we pay for sampling stuff, one day like it’s 300 pounds, but 

actually you could do it yourself” [BR2].  

Although [Company B] had managed to overcome the uncalculated cost of sampling, they 

faced another group of problems related to the location of their product within [Multiple 

Retailer 2]’s shelves. [Company B]’s owner realised that their products were not put onto 

the shelf locations that had been promised in the first place. In other words, their products 

were put into categories that were unrelated with the consumption pattern of the 

consumers they targeted and the way their product was created for the consumer. This was 

controversial and not what had been agreed in the first meeting.  

“So we launched in the different category with what I agreed, so clearly either 

my presentation did not listen to, or the store manager just made up their 

own mind, I do not know the reason” [BR1]. 

Nevertheless, this resulted in the loss of sales for [Company B] in some geographical 

locations. This was coupled with the products being out of stock or not put on the shelf of 

individual stores. So, [Company B]’s owner decided to follow product replenishment within 

the stores by themselves, as they did not have enough financial resources to hire an agency 

to do that for them “working capital is a real issue for a growing business, we had to follow 

up these by ourselves” [BR1].  

These incidences caused frustration to [Company B]’s team as they witnessed the amount 

they paid for the listing fee had been wasted, as they were not exhibited on [Multiple 

Retailer 2]’s shelves.  “I have been to the stores and it was not there, they take your money 

for booking it” [BR1]. Therefore, [Company B]’s owners decided to raise these issues with 

the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 2] “we did and we did not in some occasions” [BR2]. 
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However, they were reluctant and feared to approach the buyer with such a request. They 

thought that this may result in arguments and spoil the newly established personal 

relationship with the buyer.  

“You have to be careful, they really do not like it, and it is a bit like, telling 

someone that their mother is ugly but sometimes we had to because we are 

paying for listing fees and participating in promotions and we are not there. 

There is no compliance and that is not there” [BR1]. 

After attempts were made to solve all these problems by the small team within [Company 

B], [Company B]’s products gradually started to record sales that they had previously 

achieved. However, after a two-month period of no problems and sales increasing back to 

what it was, [Company B] was called again for another meeting for further negotiations on 

the amount paid towards promotions. During this meeting the buyer within [Multiple 

Retailer 2] suggested that [Company B] should put further an investment into a number of 

promotional activities that were taking place within their chain and maybe additional 

further price reduction if possible.  

“[Multiple Retailer 2] wanted a price reduction and they asked me what are 

you going to invest with us? how many promotions you are going to buy, and 

we thinking about putting you on the top shelve next year, so going into a 

business investment plan, they are pretty much sort of, saying get on to the 

shelf if you invest, I think that is more a tactic” [BR1].  

Even though the small team within [Company B] was leaning towards paying these 

additional promotional costs, the managing director was reluctant to, as he thought these 

kinds of demands would never stop. His personal trust towards the buyer had decreased, 

because during the first meeting he was told that they would move them to the requested 

shelf location once they recorded reasonable sales. Yet this had never happened and the 

buyer asked for a promotion to move them to the requested shelf. Considering the negative 

response from [Company B]’s managing director, the buyer allowed [Company B] another 

six months on their shelves to see how sales would develop. “Go along a line we will give 

you six months listing period [BR2]. Just a few months after the meeting, sale started to 

deteriorate again below the introduction point and out of stock problems occurred again. As 

a result, [Company B] had to decide whether to withdraw their products from [Multiple 

Retailer 2]’s chain.  
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7.2.5 Withdrawal from the first Multiple retailer  

Considering [Multiple Retailer 2] wasn’t [Company B]’s sole customer, [Company B] decided 

to withdraw from them because of the unending promotional and price reduction requests 

during their product adoption. Accordingly, [Company B]’s owner decided to withdraw from 

[Multiple Retailer 2] as they could not foresee any future growth there.  

“[Multiple Retailer 2] they were just trying to make as much money as 

possible. In term of fees, so they were not very supportive of a young brand” 

[BR3].  

Furthermore, the managing director of [Company B] aimed to continue to sell their products 

to independent retailers. It was up to the company to grow to be a well-known brand, 

allowing them to be further resilient if they started to supply multiple retailers again. 

“It is really hard to say it easy to get into retailer well just want to warn you it 

is quite chaotic sometimes, so you plan for something, or whatever it always 

on paper looks like a smooth transition but it really never works out” [BR2].  

The instability of [Multiple Retailer 2]’s changing demands in terms of price reduction and 

price promotions led to the devaluation of [Company B]’s brand. Buyers from independent 

retailers are always continually exploring what products are being sold, for what price, in 

what chains. Thus, if [Company B] had agreed to do these concessional price reductions and 

additional promotions for [Multiple Retailer 2], this could have led to problems with the 

independent shops, which were forming a considerable amount of [Company B] market 

share at that time.  

 “if I do have different pricing for different retailers, is gonna get into trouble, 

‘cause buyers move around, so if you sell to one retailer at one price, and then 

the buyer moves around, and discovers that, then that situation was going to 

be a serious problem ” [BR1]  

Obliviously, having two prices for two different retailers might have affected the consumers 

buying [Company B]’s product from the independent retailers. The consumer may have 

even changed their habit of shopping in the independent stores to multiple chains or totally 

avoid shopping in independent retailer at all based on the price. [Company B] speculated 

what [Multiple Retailer 2] might achieve if [Company B] had two different price policies for 

the two different retailers. It could make [Company B] totally dependent on [Multiple 
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Retailer 2] and force them to carry out [Multiple Retailer 2]’s demands. This would upset 

buyers from the independent retailers and could cause catastrophic damage to [Company B] 

too, confusing their consumers and existing markets.   

 “I think number 1) it upsets the independent retailers, when you put the same 

product into the same, because they want to look different and they want to 

attract consumers. So if the products suddenly appear on the shelf of the 

supermarket, when their customers are going to buy that product cheaper in 

the supermarket. I think there is point 2 about consumers; I think I would say 

99% of consumers, who shopped in independent. Also, they shop in 

supermarkets” [BR1]. 

Furthermore, this change in strategy of whom to supply to was very important for 

[Company B]. The direction [Company B] wanted to head in was away from multiples like 

[Multiple Retailer 2], towards being more focused on independent retailers.  

“If we going in to [Multiple Retailer 2], and stayed in [Multiple Retailer 2], 

that would have been wrong, So these things are really really important, and 

you can see why, it could be catastrophic, you going into the wrong price and 

you going to wrong retailer, that is why you are not going to get listing 

beyond, 12 months, because you have just gone on the wrong approach” 

[BR1].  

7.2.6 [Company B]’s restart to focus on product distribution in independent stores  

As a result of [Company B]’s experience with [Multiple Retailer 2], they started to focus on 

further product distribution in independent retailers, as they were more welcoming of 

innovative products.  

“Many independent retailers looking for innovative products or for products I 

think will be successful and the reason we started with independent retailers 

and this is really important” [BR1].  

At the same time, these independent retailers allowed [Company B] an easy way to 

communicate with the innovative consumers. The majority of these consumers visiting 

independent health stores were looking for newly invented products “most health-conscious 

consumers got into independent retailers” [BR1]. Additionally, it was much easier for 

[Company B] to discover and get in touch with people that were responsible for buying new 

products in these chains.  
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“We spoke to the store manager because they know internally how to get the 

product listed. They know who to speak to then give you few names, you just 

need to inquire” [BR2]. 

Within this period, [Company B] was able to build and prepare its supply chain and further 

regulate the amount of demand in accordance with their production capacity.  

 “I would not think about them like a supermarket. I think they are a very 

specialist chain, because it has only 250 stores and we were able to adjust our 

production accordingly” [BR1]. 

[Company B]’s ability to supply and follow up their products was much easier in the 

independent retailers as they were very welcoming. The independent retailers also avoided 

the use of price reductions and promotional demands which could hurt new brands and 

products. [Company B] took this opportunity to continue its product distribution there, 

rather than supplying products to multiples and facing logistical and stock out problems “so 

my belief is if you start with independent, you build up a reputation” [BR1].  

All the meanwhile, step by step, [Company B] started to build up its production capacity and 

aligned it with the marketing budget for the product categories they were distributing in. 

Building a good reputation and brand enabled [Company B] to find a balance between the 

number of products they produced and distributed with the marketing budget they had.  

“so I would say one of the failures, that a brand is going too quickly in too 

many to retailers, and they cannot really support their brand in any of them. 

Because it is too much, and too soon. The consumers are buying here and 

here, so without being a brand got established, the retailers tend to put the 

price tag. Because they are really competing with each other and it is only 

that they cannot support more marketing, price discount and volume of 

supply” [BR1]. 

Furthermore, the distribution of [Company B]’s products into the independent retailer had 

created a niche image for their brand. This brand image was important for [Company B], 

especially looking towards the future. If they start to distribute into multiple retailers again, 

this would help them avoid being compared to random or unsuccessful products within the 

same category.  

“identify a niche market where you can sell first to see the product in terms 

of distribution, you do not want to go to supermarket initially that is always 
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what if find around [Multiple Retailer 4] , everyone just develops oh this 

really will sell around [Multiple Retailer 4] or maybe it would, but you need to 

show [Multiple Retailer 4] that there is a demand for it” [BR2].  

[Company B] also started to focus on gyms and niche product sellers for further distribution 

and diffusion of their brand amongst consumers. This was particularly important because 

building demand by using a consumer base would provide [Company B] with leverage in the 

future, when they talk to the multiple retailers.  

“We were able to build a brand, get loyalty, have more people see every year, 

more people will try it and then you just build up that rate of sale” [BR1]. 

Still, [Company B] was able to make this manoeuvre away from [Multiple Retailer 2] and 

withdraw from them. They increased its distribution within independent supermarkets and 

shops because they knew that their product was very innovative and ahead of competitors 

with similar products. 

 ”and your product is pretty different and you can afford to wait, because it is 

pretty crazy strategy right? Not to go to retailer” [BR1].  

“You have got, remember you got different types of products, you got a 

product like us that is quite different and was very quality, and there was 

nothing related to it” [BR1] and “I think we were lucky that we ahead of our 

time, we were ahead of similar products, so that takes up time to build the 

reputation and to build the brand [BR1].  

 [Multiple Retailer 2] had tried to get a higher listing fee from [Company B] because their 

products were very radical for them. However, [Company B] had successfully used this 

radicalness or newness to build their brand and reputation outside the multiple retail 

chains, which also allowed them to take their time to do so. Furthermore, this newness was 

another reason for them to withdraw from [Multiple Retailer 2]. As time passed [Company 

B] was able to successfully diffuse their products into other independent retailers. They 

prepared themselves for any contingency order by improving the geographic location of 

their production location and communication to their consumers.  

“We starting making in Wales rather than the US, so we still we forecast but 

not anymore 40 day delivery time anymore, we got four day delivery time, so 

we had a problem in the early days” [BR1]. 
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 “you go to the buyer and this is fantastic can your product produced in a 

scale and do you have the certificate .and are you ready can you give you an 

order for ten grand and you can fill it in 2 days. So if you are not ready for 

that then do not go to the supermarket” [BR2]. 

Another dimension that [Company B] worked on was the use of social media. They were 

able to trigger demand through social media as it raised consumer awareness about 

[Company B] and its products. It was an affordable way that they could deliver future 

promotions through what may be needed for further product distribution to any chain.  

“We were never had done any advertising, we do social media, and there is a 

lot of word of mouth, people recommending [Company B] [BR1].  

[Company B] chose to distribute their products in a slower way, to get their product to the 

right point, where it could be launched into multiple retailers again.  

“So we actually, we had this first 5 - 6 years doing things quite slowly, and I 

want to take off when we're well positioned, so but you going to have the 

right product” [BR1]. 

During this period of supplying independent retailers, [Company B] and its team within the 

company were able to learn about the packaging requirements for introducing a new 

product into a retail chain. They were able to further align their product’s packaging with 

these chain requirements.    

“Look at what happened when we changed that and made that, that is more 

attractive, friendly, so change your brand, improve your packaging. And you 

can keep working on it. That is what keeps them listing” [BR1]. 

7.2.7 Getting relisted in multiple retailers  

After spending several years of building consumer and customer awareness, increasing 

production capacity, choosing a closer geographical production location, learning about how 

to communicate effectively with retailers, and enhancing its logistic distribution, the buyer's 

from multiple retailers started to approach them.  

“With all these retailers come to us, because of the push factor, the thing that 

was putting them under pressure. It is consumer trends” [BR1]. 
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[Multiple Retailer 2] approached them again, however this time when supplying [Multiple 

Retailer 2] it was quite a different experience as they were far more flexible with [Company 

B].  

“[Multiple Retailer 2]  this time was furthermore flexible and relaxed about 

our conditions, and we did live what we had with them before, we did not 

even put any further investment toward following up our products too, the 

buyers have visited us several time, have seen our office and factory too” 

[BR2]. 

Although [Company B] started to supply these multiple retailers again, they continuously 

improved their product and made further adjustments to their promotions for multiple 

retailers. 

“You need to tell them this is what I am thinking, this I what I am thinking for 

the future. I would build that in, if you got one product to pitch” [BR2]. 

“do not get your brand get into sleep, look at what happened when we 

changed that and made that, that is more attractive, friendly, so change your 

brand, improve your packaging. And you can keep working on it. That is what 

keeps them listing” [BR2]. 

The managing director of [Company B] knew it was not easy for them to get into multiple 

retailers. The company had spent ten years building up a reputation to get prepared for the 

pressures of being in the mainstream and mass market.  

“Think just for the purpose of the project that our timing, it was such we had 

nearly ten years to build up a reputation” [BR2]. 

 

7.2.8 Summary of Case Findings  

This case study examines the stages and process that led [Company B] to be successful in 

getting into a multiple retailer, in this case [Multiple Retailer 2]. At the beginning of their 

product launch into [Multiple Retailer 2], [Company B] faced a lot of communication barriers 

to get in contact with [Multiple Retailer 2]’s buyer and to develop a relationship with them. 

Nevertheless, after participation in exhibitions and the development of a communication 

channel and sending the appropriate samples, [Company B] then had to follow up their 

samples with [Multiple Retailer 2]’s buyer. The company struggled with their initial 
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negotiations over the price, production position and amount of promotional contribution in 

order to put their product onto [Multiple Retailer 2]’s shelves. In addition to these early 

pressures, it is also notable that the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 2] broke his promise to 

move [Company B]’s products to the shelf they agreed on, but instead put further pressure 

on them to participate in additional promotions and price reductions.  

Having said this, [Company B] successfully managed to withdraw from [Multiple Retailer 2] 

and focus its distribution on the independent retailers. Obviously, focusing their product 

introduction and distribution on independent retailers allowed [Company B] to further 

develop its brand, reputation and supply chain under little pressure. Consequently, only 

after ten years of distribution to independent retailers and gyms, [Company B] able to go 

back to distribution to multiple retailers and engage with the pressures from such chains. 
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7.3 Major Case C  

7.3.1 Introduction  

[Company C] started as a small chocolate business, in 2000, with only a kitchen sink size 

machine used for production. The idea for the business came after the co-founders returned 

from a camping trip to South America in 1999, where they had visited a cocoa plantation 

and eaten various types of chocolates. They came back with an ambition to bring chocolate 

innovation, to a boring and traditional staid British chocolate market. 

They used the highest quality ethically sourced cocoa from plantations that meet their strict 

“Trading Fairly Policy”. In 2000 they started selling [Company C]’s chocolates through their 

small shops they ran in Brighton, hand making all the bars themselves. Within the first few 

years of their product’s introduction, [Company C]’s owner concentrated on increasing the 

number of the individual shops they had. [Company C]’s sales peaked during the holiday 

seasons including Halloween, Christmas, and Easter because of the majority of the Christian 

population that celebrate the two religious holidays and buy chocolates as gifts.  

“We have eight shops; our shops are very busy on Christmas and Easter” 

[MR1]. 

7.3.2 Approaching Multiple Retailers  

After several years [Company C] decided to approach a few multiple retailers. The owner of 

[Company C] aimed for one of the larger retail customers in particular. With this, he started 

to call the office of this multiple retailer’s buyer to make contact and arrange a meeting. 

However, they were given a generic email to send their contact details to, so that the buyer 

could contact them and give [Company C] the opportunity to explain their product to them. 

The owner tried to call and email the office many times, but nobody responded to them at 

all.    

“we called them several times, and whenever we called, we were given a 

generic email or phone number, and we had to call and send email, but it was 

totally useless” [MR1]. 

After the failure of getting hold of the buyer from these retail chains through phone calls 

and emails, the owner of [Company C] decided to participate in trade shows. They did this 

thinking that a buyer from one of the multiple retailers would be attending and visiting 

these shows. This was a very important opportunity to identify and initiate a relationship 
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with the buyer from these chains, especially as [Company C] did not have any previous large 

retailer connections. “Going back 8-9 year ago, we did a couple of trade shows” [MR1]. 

Having met the buyer at a trade show, [Company C] started to follow up with this buyer and 

asked him when to contact them and where to send samples to. The buyer acknowledged 

their shops in Brighton and had made all these details about when to call and where to send 

the sample much easier. The buyer had also given [Company C] his personal phone number 

in addition to his formal phone number and email, “I think the buyer lived in Brighton and 

they were aware of our products anyway” [MR1]. 

“We had to call them several times if we had not known the buyer, but we 

were lucky as the buyer knew our brand, so he did give us his personal phone” 

[MR1].  

After the samples had been received by the buying office, [Company C]’s owner was called 

in for a meeting with the buyers and negotiation started about pricing, promotional 

activities (price discounts and in-store promotion). However, these negotiations were not 

that difficult as the buyer knew their brand. The buyer had almost accepted what [Company 

C]  suggested in terms of pricing and promotion, as the buyer was trying to be fair with them 

and the discussion was orienting them toward the right decision, as [Company C]  did not 

have any previous sales experience into any of the multiple retailers.  

“Although we did nothing, we were completely naive about the whole price 

that they are paying for it, it is great. We were completely naive about the 

promotional activities we would have to commit to, or that cost to us, but the 

buyer was a very helpful buyer at that time [MR1].  

In addition to the relationship with the buyer, [Company C]’s owner thought that success of 

listing in multiple was down to the fact that their products were different from what was 

available in the current market. Mainly as [Company C]’s ingredients were imported 

ethically from abroad and their products had unique packaging that portrayed that this 

product was quite different from the rest of the products within the category. “So I think the 

reason was the same we are British we can give a difference in the selling point” [MR1]. 

However, the only concern of the buyer in this initial meeting was if [Company C] would be 

able to supply them continually without causing any stock out or not being able to respond 

to increased demand if sales increased.   
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 “so they were quite content, as long as the products kept selling, and we 

have been supplying it, that was good enough” [MR1]. 

For a while, [Company C] was happy about their sales. The retailer had asked them to 

provide samples for each individual shop, but this had not been calculated into the 

production and supplying agreement. This posed both financial and manufacturing 

difficulties which [Company C] had to manage.  

“mainly with promotions or the free stuff for each shop for testing, it is like 

five cases for each shop, when you got 350 shops, five cases is quite a lot 

when you might not be looking at the selling of 50” [MR2].  

As a result, the owner-manager of [Company C] had to contact the buyer to give them 

concession about making promotions within the stores and limit the sampling to some 

select stores. The buyer understood and agreed to this.  

7.3.3 Product on Trial within Multiple Retailers  

In time, the pressure of the sales increased, and owner-manager had to follow up sales, 

check on their stock levels and monitor the way the product was exhibited within individual 

stores “Gradually as the sells increased, that pressure changed” [MR1].  

“With [independent Retailer W], that system is not so good, so my wife Helen 

did the most follow up, whenever we are going in to somewhere, and it has 

not been displayed properly, so we do try to follow up” [MR1].  

So in a way, it was the cooperation of the husband and wife team that lead [Company C]’s 

to be able to produce and supply to [independent Retailer W]. This generated reasonable 

sales and this continued for a while. Until out of the blue, [Company C]’s products were 

moved from the agreed shelf space to the bottom shelf, and as a result, sales dropped. 

“[independent Retailer W] had moved us from a very good eye position to 

button shelf that was all down to the buyer, because we won’t agree to spend 

as the wanted and he sorted kind of petty punishment, so he moved us down 

the bottom shelf ” [MR1]. 

After this, [Company C] discovered that the buyer had gained all his experience in a different 

category which is dominated by two big suppliers. Each of these suppliers used to do lots of 

in-store promotions. Therefore the buyer asked for further investment towards promotion, 

but [Company C] refused to do so. Subsequently, [independent Retailer W] moved their 

shelf position to a less eye-catching location on their shelves.  
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“The buyer changed, the new buyer came in who had come from a different 

category which had been pet foods, which is entirely driven by one or two 

international manufacturers, who will spend and spend on promotional 

because they try to kill each other. So he had the same approach with 

confectionery” [MR1]. 

[Company C] found themselves in a vicious circle and did not know what to do with their 

situation. In other words, [Company C] had to wait to another December to justify the sales 

or change their shelf location. Also, the buyer within the retailer were using the sales figures 

to push them for more contribution towards promotional and non-promotional activity. “So 

we got in the position where he was saying, he was saying your sales had dropped” [MR1].  

 [Company C]’s owners had several discussions about what do to do with this situation with 

[independent Retailer W], either to pull out or not. [Independent Retailer W] was a 

significant portion of their trade and sales, and [Company C]’s owners decided to take this 

dispute to higher management within [independent Retailer W]. Acknowledging that this 

involved a higher risk, they decided to write to the buying director to see if there was any 

future for them in this retailer. 

 “We are thinking to pull out our self, this is more about [independent Retailer 

W], we are very disappointed, the relationship had changed massively since 

we started dealing with you and this is miscommunication” [MR1].  

After waiting for a period of 2-3 weeks, [Company C]’s owner had the chance to meet the 

buying director, and described the actions of the buyer. They discussed whether his decision 

to move them from their previous shelf position to their new one was good or not. In this 

discussion, [Company C] showed old sales figures before moving them and upon seeing this, 

the buying director agreed to move them back to their previous shelf position.  

“Apart from the term of your suppliers which is accepted by the board 

director, a lot of this is still based on an old-fashioned relationship with a 

buyer and if you get a buyer, you are really in tune with the market, then you 

are lucky” [MR1].  
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7.3.4 Renegotiation of product being on the shelf  

After this, [Company C] was able to drive sales as they previously had, and continued taking 

orders from [Independent Retailer W]. Not long after, the buyer from [Independent Retailer 

W] started to put pressure on them again for promotional activities that did not have any 

return for [Company C].  

“They come to us within six months again asking for more …16% of the 

turnover we spend on the promotional activity, like paying on tickets, paying 

for promotion, that we did not want to be part of” [MR1]. 

For instance, [Company C] was asked to contribute towards payment for editorial 

promotions, such as participating in magazine promotion. The owner of [Company C] 

thought that this was a totally non-useful promotion for them at this stage. They believed it 

would not make a huge contribution toward increasing the sales of their brand’s products, 

but that it was rather [Independent Retailer W] who would benefit from this. [Company C] 

considered this an unlawful payment; [Independent Retailer W] has disguised this payment 

from them by showing it as a payment for promotional activities within the invoice.  

“so for example in [Independent Retailer W] they asked us to be in 

[Independent Retailer W] magazine, yet that would be nice, so all that would 

be ten thousand quit, and unblinkingly breaking the law, so it does not appear 

in the magazine as advertorial, it appears editorial, and which is against the 

law, they are not allowed to do that. But they will disguise that invoice, it 

won’t say, for a promotional article in [Independent Retailer W] food monthly, 

it will be for promotional cost, blinkingly dishonest” [MR2].  

Unfortunately, [Company C] did not have much of a choice other than sticking with 

[Independent Retailer W] as their main retailer. They did however escape and resist the 

pressure from [Independent Retailer W] by further investment in their own shops. 

Additionally, pursuing other markets such as airlines, where the market was known for less 

pressure in terms of price reduction and costly promotions.  

“A current target is about the airline market, which is very lucrative, with 

world duty-free and they are really good customers, they sell a lot of stuff, 

high-end stuff” [MR2].  

Finally, an additional strategy was to change the geographic location of their production 

sites, in order to reduce the associated costs.  
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“We had to move our factory to close by to the retailer hubs, it saves us a lot 

of transportation and logistics cost” [MR1]. “Opening in London shop as well, 

and we see a lot of overseas buyers, as they come to our London on some 

take some stuff back” [MR1]. 

As a result of these new strategies and gaining reputation, they were able to resist some of 

the additional promotions that [Independent Retailer W] asked for and swayed it in the 

direction that benefited their own brand. 

“I think there is a snowballing effecting, so the bigger the better known a 

brand becomes, the more people coming to knock on your door. Probably as a 

brand, we became more powerful, as if you look in terms of people awareness 

increased” [MR2].  

7.3.5 Approaching similar multiple retailers 

Adopting the new strategies benefited [Company C] as other retailers started to approach 

them and ask for their products.  

“[Multiple Retailer 3] and [Multiple Retailer 4] approached us several times 

before, let’s go seven years ago, we would have avoided them specifically…we 

wanted some loyalty from [Independent Retailer W]” [MR2].  

After being sure that everything was okay with [Independent Retailer W], [Company C] 

learned how to deal with approaching retailers and how to communicate with them. This 

also included learning how to say no to promotional requests or terms that would not be to 

their benefit. This was particularly useful, since they were not entirely dependent on these 

new retailers, as they had an established market with [Independent Retailer W] and other 

retail markets. “Dealing with [Multiple Retailer 3] were payment terms 90-120 days to pay 

us, is not acceptable we would never accept that” [MR1].  

Following this, [Company C] was able to make [Multiple Retailer 3] accept their terms of 

payment, which would be done in a shorter time period. “With [Multiple Retailer 3], our 

payment will be done within 21 days from invoice will be paid, no deductions, what often 

happens” [MR2].  

Considering the limited production capacity they had, [Company C] had to balance the 

amount of production which pricing at a reasonable price for them.   

“We know that we have 4 production units, we do not want to be run like 

headless chickens. And we know that we could be most profitable business as 
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long as we hit net margin all the time... so we price everything now, so we do 

not go in with very low prices on the stuff” [MR1].  

Furthermore, [Company C] was trying to increase their production in order to slowly 

introduce and diffuse their product into different retailers at the same time. This prevented 

them from depending solely on one retailer. Additionally, it avoided any unnecessary or 

extra payments that the multiple retailers might ask them for at different stages of the 

product adoption.    

“We are trying to avoid exposure to the big retailer at once but having 2 or 3 

of them would save you from total dependency on one of them” [MR1].  

“We are not in this for the glory of being [Multiple Retailer 3] , that is not in 

our interest at all, we want to make money out of your account, so we cannot 

run promotion the whole time, so we agreed that we would make two 

promotions in year maximum” [MR2].  

[Company C] was able to drive sales by using a considerable amount of promotion in 

accordance with their sales, without overspending on promotional and non-promotional 

activities.  

“Is for the brand loyalty be so fickle, they only ever you buy on promotion, so 

you do not want the condition, the idea is the consumer will perhaps buy the 

product” [MR2].  

Learning from past negotiations had a positive effect on the upcoming negotiations 

[Company C] had with other multiple retailers. [Company C] had learned that retailers might 

ask for extra contribution at different stages of their adoption, which is why they started to 

prepare and suggest a price that is 20% higher than what they would usually ask for from 

normal smaller retailers. This way compensated [Company C] for the price erosion, due to 

extra multiple retailer demands that might arise at the different stages of their product 

acceptance by the retailer.    

“Instead of selling that for 1 pound we will sell it 1.16 just because of all of the 

extra margins that we need to pay” [MR2].  

“we were putting the price in and I think they probably accepted that and we 

had not calculated in the promotion, so there was an erosion on that price 

that we had offered; so the erosion on that price that we originally thought 

was quite significant, and that point we did not have an account system that 

we look at the profitability of single accounts” [MR1].  
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7.3.6 Summary of Case Findings 

This case study explores the stages and processes that led [Company C] to be successful in 

getting into multiple retailers, [Independent Retailer W] and [Multiple Retailer 3]. Although 

it is clear that this initial stage of product acceptance in [Independent Retailer W] went very 

smoothly because of participating in the trade show and the buyer’s familiarity with their 

brand, after the buyer changed, [Company C] faced some problems related to their 

products’ location within the shelves. This resulted in huge sales loss.  

Following this, the new buyer started to judge them in accordance to these low sales 

figures. Surrounded by fear [Company C] decided to raise this problem with higher ranked 

people within [Independent Retailer W]. Only then did the buying office respond and 

brought back [Company C]’s products to where they were positioned on the shelves before. 

Soon after the sales recovered, the new buyer asked them to contribute to editorial 

promotion (magazine). Forcibly, they had to contribute to these editorial promotions, 

because their products were only being sold in [Independent Retailer W] and eight of their 

own stores.  

Despite this situation with [Independent Retailer W], [Company C] developed a new strategy 

to communicate and open up new high-end markets such airlines, and duty-free shops 

which decreased and managed the dependency on [Independent Retailer W]; coupled with 

opening up to a select few independent retailers gave [Company C]  the ability to move 

slowly to mass production. This required further investment in their product range and 

production facility. As a result of these strategies to decrease dependency on the retailer, 

with less struggle [Company C] was successful in the introduction of its product into 

[Multiple Retailer 4] and [Multiple Retailer 2].  
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7.4 Major Case D  

7.4.1 Introduction  

[Company D] is based in the UK and is a leading premium brand of gourmet artisan popcorn. 

It was founded by husband and wife team, with the mission of creating “the best popcorn 

you will ever taste”, using traditional home popped methods. [Company D]’s popcorn is 

made using only ingredients found in kitchen cupboards and does not contain any crisp 

seasoning or artificial flavourings. All of the popcorn is wheat, gluten, dairy, nut, soya, and 

GMO-free, as well as being approved by the Vegetarian Society.  

[Company D] started when managing director (MD) decided to quit her day job and set up a 

mobile catering business which toured the festival circuit during the summer months. 

During these months the MD spent time researching her kettle and popping methods for 

popcorn. Eventually, in April 2012 they produced their first batch of popcorn and sold it at 

the farmers’ market in Ripley.  

That same summer, after displaying and selling their popcorn at farmers’ markets, MD 

received a large amount of feedback from customers telling her that they had an amazing 

product and how much they loved their popcorn. After each event she attended, she 

received emails and Facebook posts from people asking where they could buy their popcorn 

and by the end of 2012, the couple started to explore retail packaging for their product.  

In the beginning, MD started to distribute their products to small corner and coffee shops. 

However, the logistics and the follow-up to the distribution to such a market required a 

considerable amount of effort and employees. This was because these shops did not reorder 

the products that they had previously purchased - due to the limited amount of space 

available in their shops.  

“I pulled selling personnel off the street, pre-Christmas, and three of us now 

hit the phones trying to speak to everybody who had ordered from us before, 

because we lost a lot of people through the gaps, and the independent 

retailers don’t reorder. Some of them do, but the biggest problem is that they 

go to tiny shops with tiny storerooms; they can hold onto a lot of popcorn, 

and it takes a lot of space.  Our minimum order is four boxes, that is, 24 bags. 

For a small coffee shop, four boxes is a lot of space to take up.” [PK2]  
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That is why MD decided to invest in a database to decrease the amount of time and effort 

needed to follow up these tiny corner and coffee shops. Whilst these shops made initial 

orders, the shop owners were in two minds about what would sit on the shelves of their 

shop in the long run and did not have a habit of reordering from [Company D]. MD expected 

that investing in such a database would increase the amount of distribution from [Company 

D] to these tiny shops and cafes and decrease the amount of human error and instances of 

forgetting to phone these shops back.   

“We got an online database to try to manage it, but if you don’t put a task 

there, then 2 weeks later, if you are calling them again, what happens is that 

they have a couple of bags left, so the next thing is that they’ve got a delivery 

of something new on the shelf.” [PK1]  

Although she had invested in such a database, MD was still struggling with tiny shops with 

regards to product reordering, the cost involved in supplying them, and the huge number of 

delivery trips made to individual shops for the small number of boxes that each shop would 

order. Consequently, MD decided to work on this market at the same time as opening up to 

multiple retailers to guarantee consistent production with the aim to secure large market.    

7.4.2 Approaching multiple retailers  

As a first step, MD decided to approach [Multiple Retailer 1] and [Multiple Retailer 4] and 

started by emailing and calling the buying offices within the two chains. However, these 

emails and phone calls did not run as smoothly as MD had intended. Her emails were 

ignored, and she did not receive any replies, and her phone calls were transferred to the 

buying office where a buyer told her that he would contact her with an appointment within 

one month, but he never did. After several attempts within one month, she eventually had 

the chance to speak to the buyer and make an appointment. This was twenty days after the 

initial call was made. However, just two days before the appointment, she received a phone 

call saying that their appointment had been postponed. This happened twice, taking one-

and-a-half months each time. When MD finally arrived for the arranged appointment, the 

category buyer who was responsible for the popcorn category was not present. So MD 

decided to call them again and again, but none of these calls or emails resulted in setting up 

another appointment.  
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“So many of the people I know who had food businesses try to get into 

retailers would say that they were trying to cope with them for like a year ... 

for a year every month or every 2 weeks they would send them an email or 

leave a voice message for the buyer and send samples 12 times just for 

nothing”. [PK1]  

7.4.3 Introducing the products to independent retailers  

As a result of these unsuccessful attempts to enter [Multiple Retailer 1] and [Multiple 

Retailer 4], MD decided to target independent retailers, as she thought it would take less 

time and effort to communicate with them and initiate a relationship with their buyers. As 

one of the independent retailers was only a street away from her production site, she 

decided to visit the shop.  

“I literally went to my local [Convenience Store Chain] with a bag of my 

popcorn and said we live down the road; we make popcorn, we are really 

local; are you able as a shop to buy my product?” [PK1] 

Fortunately, MD was able to form a personal relationship with the store manager in that 

particular [Convenience Store Chain] shop. The store manager was able to guide her 

towards the person to send the samples to and whom to contact for the product to have a 

chance of being listed within [Convenience Store Chain] shops. The store manager asked MD 

to leave the samples with her, as she would contact the responsible people within the chain. 

“I said “okay, I will leave this popcorn with you”, and she said “I will find out 

who you send the samples to and I will let you know and pop back and it is 

better for the samples to come from a colleague than sending them yourself”. 

[PK2] 

 

7.4.4 Becoming listed within an independent retailer chain and initial negotiations   

After a short wait (only a couple of days), MD received an email from the buyer of the 

[Convenience Store Chain] asking her to attend a meeting. Knowing the right people at the 

right time reduced the waiting time to set up the initial meeting. “It was being more in the 

right place at the right time. Just a product they might be looking for.” [PK1]. During the 

meeting, MD was allowed enough time to give a presentation about the product and the 

manufacturing process. After the presentation the buyer was very happy and welcoming 

and promised to stock [Company D]’s product. At the same time, he also made some 

suggestions.  
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“He is young and dynamic and really wants to make an impact and make an 

impression and really owning this local thing.”[PK2]  

Obviously, the buyer was looking for products to be put into the category that he was 

controlling, as the category buyers are under pressure to grow their category.  

“He wanted to widen the range; it used to have only certain products as 

fixtures in the local section.” [PK1]  

During that meeting, MD and the buyer were able to explore different options concerning 

where the product should sit on the shelves. Putting the product in a shelf location that 

would be able to generate good sales at the existing original price was suggested by MD. 

The buyer proposed the amount of promotions and samples that MD would need to 

contribute to increase people’s awareness of the brand and [Company D]’s share within the 

category.  

This meeting was finalised by supplying the product to the distribution hub of local products 

for the [Convenience Store Chain] and arranging some direct deliveries to some 

[Convenience Store Chain] stores around the production site.   

“So he put us in, he got some cake bars in, and he got some crisps in, which 

were all local to that area” [PK2]  

After this point, ongoing contact and communication took place between MD and the buyer 

to further increase sales. The buyer was able to give them indications about how [Company 

D]’s sales were performing, compared with other items within the category and advised 

them to send samples to individual stores in a way that was affordable to popcorn 

production scale.   

“We supported them daily by sending some samples, and then he just sends 

me new stores.”[PK1]  

“Here now he sends me probably for a while two stores a week; he just sends 

me an email saying “please can you supply these stores, you know they will 

call you next week or this store has done refurbishment”. [PK2]  

This cooperation process continued with frequent communication between MD, the 

category buyer and the store managers from time to time. While ongoing sales were 

occurring, MD and her partner were able to develop their production plan further and look 
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for new chains that they might enter; this included approaching [Multiple Retailer 4] and 

[Multiple Retailer 1]  again.  

7.4.5 Attempting  to enter multiple retailers again - using trade exhibitions  

Considering her previous failure to enter [Multiple Retailer 1]  and [Multiple Retailer 4] and 

her success with the [Convenience Store Chain], MD decided to find another way to connect 

with the buyers in these retailers. This is why she decided to find appropriate exhibitions in 

which the buyers from [Multiple Retailer 1]  and [Multiple Retailer 4] would be attending. 

However, because of her inability to pay the complete fee for the exhibition, as each square 

metre was highly priced, MD had to participate in this fair using an agent to lower the cost.  

“I was using an agency for the first time, because those shows are such hard 

work for me for so little return; we just about break even. I had to pay 

upfront, plus all the stock samples didn’t sell. Plus I paid for the pallet delivery 

to be stored there; I thought we would sell so much stuff. And we had to 

deliver it to central London; it probably cost me thousands of pounds. It was a 

pain in the ass, and I’ve done it for three years now.” [PK1]  

7.4.6 First meeting with multiple retail buyers  

After participating in the trade shows for three consecutive years, MD was finally 

approached by [Multiple Retailer 1] ’s buyer. Nevertheless, the buyer would not have shown 

their interest if she had not had an established market along with providing sales figures for 

each of these markets.   

“[Multiple Retailer 1] found us at a trade and consumer show last December 

after supplying the [Convenience Store Chain]” [PK2]  

 “Then you say where that comes from, but by that point, they may have seen 

it in another store or chain” [PK1]  

The buyer approached them and left his contact card, asking to be contacted by [Company 

D]. 

“The local sourcing team member left his business card and asked if we could 

send him an email.” [PK2] 

And so, a week after the fair, MD contacted him to ask where to send the samples to. 

However, the reply from the buyer was slow. She had to wait for one-and-a-half months to 

receive a reply and the address to which the sample products should be sent.  
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“... about five weeks later I got an email from the buyer.” [PK1] 

Considering the long response time from the buyer, samples were sent in an artistic format  

alongside a lot of bags of products and a catalogue explaining the [Company D]’s journey 

from start to its current point, all the while, emphasising how ethically the company 

produce their products and also in a way to catch the buyer’s eye among the mass of 

samples sent to his office, to create an emotional response encouraging the buyer to 

contact [Company D].  

 “I made a box of stuff and sent it off; I made a giant box and sent bags, we 

had recently made scrapbooks, which are like pictures, of when we first 

started all day through, with all the comments around, the different 

packaging we had, and the events with the kids helping out. Just a nice kind 

of emotional plea, a family business, trying to catch the buyer’s attention.” 

[PK1]  

Consequently, MD was invited to a meeting with the local buyer. During the meeting MD 

started to give a presentation about the product, the company and where the product was 

currently being sold. In response the buyer told her that, as long as she could supply the 

shop and ensure that the shelf was not empty, he would keep the product on the shelf 

without any comparison with non-local products.   

“I heard from him, “as long as you supply and you don’t have any issues with 

supplying a product as a local one you can just stay in; you just sit on the 

shelf, and nobody looks at you too closely”. [PK2]  

The only concern during this meeting was the price, since [Company D] was asked to reduce 

the price, which was below the margin that Popcorn makes in other markets. However, MD 

wanted to sell for £1.99, but the buyer tried to convince her that the price should be at most 

£1.79.  

“So you can suggest this is the price that we would like you to sell. But they 

did not get back to me; there was an issue with the price that I suggested to 

them to sell it for £1.99, but they wanted to sell it for £1.79, which would 

mean a smaller margin normally.” [PK1]  

In addition, [Company D] had to pay the barcode fee (listing fee). After discussing these 

issues, the first meeting ended, and the date for the next meeting was scheduled. At the 

next meeting, a medium solution for the price was agreed. 
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“We are going to reduce the case cost by £2.32 per case, because they 

wanted to sell it for less; the price that we had suggested already lost their 7 

percent margin, but most importantly we would not be contributing to any 

promotional stuff.”[PK1]  

Accordingly, the agreement to supply [Multiple Retailer 1]  was signed.  

7.4.7 Product trial stage with multiple retailers  

[Company D] started to supply the regional hub of [Multiple Retailer 1]  with its product, 

ready to be distributed within the chain. [Company D]’s sales gradually began to grow in the 

first four months of supplying [Multiple Retailer 1]. Suddenly, by the middle of the fourth 

month, the sales started to drop. As a result of this, [Company D]’s owner began an 

investigation process of its stock within the individual stores that it had agreed to supply. 

“That is literally what selling personnel was doing; I had been paying him for 

the last 2 months to drive his car 4 hours a day, and he may get into 4 at 

most a day. Just checking on the shelves that we are at the right price 

point.”[PK1]  

As a result of this follow-up procedure, [Company D] realised that there were a number of 

stores where its product was not presented on the shelves. It was decided to investigate this 

situation further to identify the cause. MD decided to contact the buyer within [Multiple 

Retailer 1]  to find out whether it was really in their assortment plan or not. However, this 

follow-up process was not easy, as she had to call the buyer several times to reach him.  

“After several calls and emails, we had the chance to talk to the buyer in the 

head office, and he was telling me that they can see it on the system” [PK1] 

 “Even if that is in the planogram, it does not necessarily mean that he is 

putting it there.” [PK2]  

“The sales were falling off a cliff, and that was one of our bestselling stores of 

all. If we did not go in, we did not know that.” [PK2].  

After checking this with the head office, the owners of [Company D] had to plan visits and 

returned to the stores to tell them that the product should be on the shelves. Within the 

[Multiple Retailer 1] stores [Company D] had to arrange several visits to the individual 

stores, in order for the store manager to determine and check whether they had the 

product within their stores.  
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“So I was going back the next week, telling them you’ve got it in stock. We 

went to find it. He was literally climbing, raking, finding it to bring it out to 

the shop floor, and the manager then said “oh ... That is a trial product, we 

are not putting it in the local fixture, it is not going to be on the shelf, and you 

can put it in the dump place by the till”. [PK1]  

Subsequently, MD had to endure the hassle of contacting the buyer again. At that stage, 

even the buyer showed his shock that a product listed in her planogram did not exist in the 

shops and explained they did a proper listing and it should have been there on the shelves.  

 “She said “that is rubbish. That is not a trial, you are a proper listing, and will 

be a local one. He should have you on the shelf. And pick it up, then email it 

now, just saying we are not in the dump bin anymore.” [PK1] 

Once again MD undertook a campaign, calling selling personnel to check whether [Company 

D] was on the shelves of individual stores. Because of the email, [Multiple Retailer 1]  put 

the products on the shelves and properly displayed them in their stores. However, after 

another month, when the selling personnel returned to these stores, they did not find the 

product again:  

“When I went there, he told me that we are on the shelf, but we could not find it! He 

told me “I have placed you with dried fruits and nuts”. [PK2] 

“It is true that we are in the system, as they trace it all the way through, but I 

am not sure; saying it in the store could mean it is in the storeroom and not 

actually on the shelf.” [PK1] 

Consequently, to avoid this vicious cycle of travelling between the stores and the head 

office, MD decided to try another strategy, which was to start to build a friendship with the 

store managers of these individual stores.  

“You know I am quite personable, friendly; an email is easy to delete or 

ignore, but once you get in there it is hard to, so I was really pushing.” [PK1] 

This strategy worked to an extent; however, there were still problems with some stores, as 

they were not cooperating as they were supposed to be. The store managers in these stores 

were leaning towards selling private labels, rather than selling local products, and some of 

the manager did not even care about [Company D]’s products. For example, sometimes 

[Company D]’s products were not put back onto their shelves after the shops were cleaned.  
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“The shops might do best in Clapham. The store manager is an asshole … he is 

too busy, you know he has got the busiest [Multiple Retailer 1] in the 

southeast to run. What does he care about? Has he got milk, has he got bread, 

has he got eggs, has he got bananas! You know his top things that he will lose 

money if he does not have are there. [Company D]! He is not going to lose any 

money if he does not have us. People will buy Peppercorn or Tyrell’s or 

MacCafee. Or own label [Multiple Retailer 1] at 60 p a bag. He is not going to 

lose sales, because he does not have [Company D]. We are not big enough for 

that, so he just does not care”. [PK2] 

“Our selling personnel have been to another shop; he found that the unit cited 

line empty on the racking in the storeroom. Because it sold out, and, instead of 

refilling it, so unless you are in there all the time and that is why I just don’t 

know how tenable supermarkets are for a small business.” [PK1]  

7.4.8 Category review stage in multiple retailers  

Approximately six months into the distribution of [Company D] to [Multiple Retailer 1], 

[Company D] was called to a meeting, at which it was told that sales were low, so the buyer 

was threatening to delist it. MD tried to explain the situation, by giving examples and 

evidence that some of the stores refused to put the product on the agreed shelves. While 

the buyer was listening, she interrupted MD by suggesting a solution to improve her sales by 

swapping these stores with new stores.   

“You are not selling very well, so we are going to delist you”, and it is like we 

have been on the shelf. And I got back to them and said “we are not on the 

shelf. We no longer in the dump bin”, and she says that, according to their 

report they are on their system, we are on the shelf.” [PK2] 

“They suggested that we can swap eight stores for another eight stores, as 

you can get a more affluent market and we could sell better” [PK2] 

However, this suggestion was coupled with two other demands. Firstly, MD was asked if she 

could contribute to the listing fee and a price reduction and secondly if she could supply 

product samples within stores. These requests would persuade the buyer to be able to keep 

the listing and continue the distribution of the products within the chain.   

 “They asked us if we could participate further towards some listing fee [PK1] 

or a further price reduction or product sampling within the stores” [PK2].  

“She wanted me to pay a listing fee, and it was not a lot, but it was a lot for 

me. I think she wanted £100 or £120 per line. And she wanted to be paid in 2 

weeks. I said, “look, I just don’t have the cash”. [PK1] 
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Although MD acknowledges that this payment was not legal and was unaffordable for the 

business, she agreed to pay it, in smaller instalments, as she could not afford to pay 

altogether. MD did not agree to reduce the price, as she was afraid that it would devalue 

her brand and lose the market in the independent and corner shops that she was still 

supplying, that she mostly depended on while building her brand . At the same time, having 

these markets gave MD an allowance (surplus, excess) or the power to refuse a price 

decrease. However, she agreed to supply sample products, as she thought that at least this 

would benefit her brand more than a price reduction at this stage of product adoption.  

 “Although I know they cannot delist you because of that, of course, there are 

different reasons if they do not like you, but I was definitely not going to 

accept a further price reduction.”  [PK1]  

“My concern then was the concern of the smallest businesses. You don’t want 

to devalue your brand. So the moment you start to reduce it to half price, or 

whatever. People only buy it whenever it is on promotion. And you don’t have 

a valuable brand anymore. And the real challenge is getting support for a trial 

in the first place. Get people to like and buy it.” [PK2] 

MD could not afford much sampling, as she was a small producer and had not scaled up 

[Company D]’s production to mass production. However, she felt it was obligatory, as she 

did not have much leverage not to provide samples; at this time [Multiple Retailer 1]  was 

going to be the only big retailer with which she was dealing. At the same time, this option 

was better than a further price reduction.    

“We will support you with sampling and information, but the base price needs 

to be no less than 1.89, and that was the biggest negotiation that we had and 

she went with it, but she was worried that she wouldn’t sell enough at that 

price.” [PK1] 

“If you make a penny a bag, proper corn is selling 3 million bags a month, and 

I don’t mind making a penny profit per bag if I am selling 3 million of them”. 

[PK2] 

7.4.9 Final Adoption  

MD had to hit the sales targets [Multiple Retailer 1]  had set to keep the product listed, and 

carrying out the sampling she stood to save money.  
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“If we don’t hit that in six months, we will probably be out, and that is it; what 

are you going to do with that for making samples, and they charge you for 

samples. As local suppliers you get three samplings for 50 quid; that is not 

much money, but still somebody has to stand there for 6 hours, which I did 

myself, and it is kind of a hidden cost. [PK2]  

Considering all these pressures from [Multiple Retailer 1]  in the category review stage (the 

threat to delist [Company D] if it did not provide more samples and promotion and asking 

for a price reduction), MD was trying to keep [Multiple Retailer 1]’s listing of the product as 

silent as possible. She believed that she could only say that her product had been accepted 

once it was under her conditions and nobody would push her for further price reductions 

and more promotions.  

“The sales in [Multiple Retailer 1] aren’t worth it at the moment, considering 

all these additional promotions that we are obligated to take on after the first 

agreement with them. Our biggest problem is that our independence will get 

really upset, so we keep quiet, we don’t post anything on Facebook, and we 

don’t talk about it, because we really do not want people to know that we are 

selling in [Multiple Retailer 1].” [PK1]  

“The most important point is to keep your product listed under a condition 

that you would like to keep”. [PK2]  

“All my independents are trying to sell it for £2 a bag, but [Multiple Retailer 1]  

is trying to sell it for 1.79 or less; when I count all this promotional stuff that I 

am obligated to do after listing, it is not promising at all”. [PK1] 

Having said all this, [Company D] started to investigate further how to differentiate its 

products and reduce its costs, by considering ways to decrease the cost and increase the 

value of its packaging.  

“And the challenge for us in popcorn is that we don’t have a world-changing 

product. It is a good food product and people like it but people like the other 

popcorns and that is what we are trying to do with the packaging format. 

Different stuff that is going to add value to the category, because in the end it 

is going to sit on the shelf of a big retailer” [PK2]  

An additional option that Claire was considering was to increase the proximity to the hubs 

of the retailers. One option she thought of was renting out a production site that could be 

close to the regional distribution centre of [Multiple Retailer 1] .  
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“We might need to move our production site to somewhere else as we are far 

from these hubs and it is really costly to deliver products to their current 

location”. [PK1] 

[Company D] was afraid to lose its position as an artisan product and move to automation, 

especially over the possible changes to its packaging:  

“At the same time, we are worried because it is balancing between mass 

markets and losing our brand position of not being artisan” [PK1]  

“Maybe we won’t pack bottles by hand; they have to be packed and as we are 

ready we pack them by hand.” [PK2]  

Considering the ongoing toing and froing with [Multiple Retailer 1], [Company D] was trying 

to limit its distribution within [Multiple Retailer 1]  and indeed may withdraw later if 

[Multiple Retailer 1]  continues to apply more pressure.  

“I don’t think we would stay in 22 or never go further, but [Multiple Retailer 1] 

is not really right for us”. [PK1] 

 

7.4.10  Summary of Case Findings  

This case study investigates the stages and the process that [Company D] went through to 

get its product into [Multiple Retailer 1]. As a first step to approach [Multiple Retailer 1], the 

owner-manager of [Company D] tried to get in touch with the buyer in the buying office at 

[Multiple Retailer 1]. After the failure to get in touch with the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 

1], [Company D]’s owner decided to approach an independent retailer chain that was close 

to her production site. Within the period of supplying this independent chain, [Company D] 

devoted some of its profits towards participating in trade shows. During one trade show 

[Company D]’s owner was able to get in touch with the buyer form [Multiple Retailer 1]. 

After a long wait, [Company D]’s owner was invited to make a presentation about their 

company, new products and the markets that they supply their products into. Within that 

presentation the discussion about product price was made; [Multiple Retailer 1]  was willing 

to list their product with a lower price. However, [Company D]’s owner did not like this, but 

agreed to make a per case discount for them, thus, the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 1]  

agreed to list them.  
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However, during the trial stage [Company D] faced some problems as some of the store 

managers within [Multiple Retailer 1]  chain refused to put them on the shelves with the 

excuse that they were trial products. Consequently this led to low sales, resulting in further 

problems within category review stage. Only then did the buyer suggest that he was able to 

change the stores that [Company D] had problems with, under the condition that they 

either further reduced their price or participated in sampling within the stores. Clearly, 

lowering the price was not acceptable to [Company D], and so the owner accepted to do in-

store samplings even though it was a cost that was not calculated into distribution. 

Because of all these pressures, [Company D]’s owner-manager looked to limit its product 

distribution into [Multiple Retailer 1] and to investigate new options to improve their 

products in terms of packaging and factorisation of their production line and change their 

geographical location and supply independent chains if they still want to continue with the 

multiple retailers.  
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7.5 Mini Case E 

 

7.5.1 Introduction 

 
[Company E] was originally established as a small family business in Manchester, UK. Over 

five years, the company has grown and on the way entered the snack bar category. The 

owners did this with the mission to champion the date fruit and noticed that there was a 

gap in the market for an alternative to traditional sugar-rich snack bars. This was in line with 

the UK government’s plan to reduce sugar intake and increase fibre intake. [Company E]’s 

snack bar products contain a mix of cereal, and date juice concentrate, instead of sugar 

sweeteners. 

7.5.2 Searching for the First Contact into a Retailer  

 
While [Company E]’s product was in the development phase, it started to cooperate with 

and supply [Independent Retailer W]. Soon after, the company began to investigate and 

plan ways to sell its products into the multiple retailer chains. They participated in one of 

the food shows, and succeeded in attracting the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 1]  to their 

stand so they exchanged business cards. Approximately one week after the exhibition, 

[Company E]’s owner sent samples to the buying office at [Multiple Retailer 1]. Predicting 

that the buyer might be quite busy, he designed a box with products in an artistic way to 

draw the buyer’s attention to their new product.  

“I knew from the past when we sent samples to others. Because when you 

send the samples, it goes into a lot of other samples, so you need to make 

something that gets their attention, unless of course if it is a product if they 

want to take” [BL1]. 

Although [Company E]’s owner sent the samples in an eye-catching box to the first buyer, he 

had to follow up his samples to make sure that it got into the right person (the category 

buyer) within [Multiple Retailer 1].  

“there is a massive sort of categories, and you would have to search for the 

buyer in that category, and you start to contact them” [BL1]. 
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7.5.3 Initial Meeting and Product Listing 

After many calls, [Company E] had the chance to arrange an initial meeting. They planned to 

give a presentation about their product and describe how their product was different from 

existing products within the category. Additionally, the meeting enabled [Company E] to 

learn about [Multiple Retailer 1]’s  sales targets in that assortment.  

“we gave a brief about our company, and also the products that we sort of 

selling, and why it will be good for them to have our products, and why is 

unique and why is it different to other competitors, so sort of gap in the 

market” [BL1]. 

“Within this meeting, we knew what their target would be, what of their rate 

of the self-target would be, and then we learnt whether we would align to 

that” [BL1]. 

A month after the first meeting, another meeting was planned. This was to discuss the initial 

terms, related to price, promotion and the quantity that [Company E] would supply in each 

delivery to the [Multiple Retailer 1] ’s distribution centre.  [Multiple Retailer 1]  agreed to list 

the product as a trial in 50 stores with the possibility to list them nationally within six 

months if they hit the sales target, and so the first contract was signed. However, when it 

came to where [Company E] would sit on [Multiple Retailer 1]’s shelf, [Company E]’s owner 

did not have the chance to say much, and suggested a few positions that would be ideal for 

their product. 

“you cannot tell where your product will sit, but you can suggest. You cannot 

just say what a retail price that they should sell for, it  is up to them, so it is 

always the recommendation.” [BL1]. 

 After two months supplying [Multiple Retailer 1], the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 1]  

contacted them and suggested it could be time for them to prepare for the national listing. 

This was on the condition that [Company E] provided more support for their product by 

providing sampling in their stores and suggested some changes to the packaging of the 

product. As a result of this feedback , [Company E] decided to allocate some money towards 

renting stands for sampling in [Multiple Retailer 1]’s stores. Additionally, they agreed to 

make changes to their packaging, all to achieve the national listing.  

“We knew whatever we do we will be obligated to pay, so we did pay for that 

sampling, but it was the buyer who made us believe that we are not selling as 

we supposed to” [BL1]. 
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“we changed our packaging to make it more stood up in their shelves, 

although it was our design we had to show the proposal to the buyer about 

what we are going to do, we just wanted to make sure that they were happy 

with that” [BL1]. 

7.5.4 Product Delisted 

After three months of making all these changes, there was a noticeable increase in sales. For 

that reason, the [Company E] owner contacted the category buyer of [Multiple Retailer 1], 

but the buyer did not agree that they had reached the targeted sales needed to reach 

before being nationally listed. [Company E]’s owner thought this contradicted from what 

[Multiple Retailer 1]’s buyer had previously said in their first meeting. This situation caused 

[Company E] a lot of frustration as they had hugely invested in the number of packages and 

raw materials from their suppliers to scale up their production and distribute their product 

nationally. The situation got worse for [Company E], as six months after changes to the 

packaging, it was delisted by [Multiple Retailer 1]’s buyer, stating low sales as the reason. 

Luckily [Multiple Retailer 1]  was not the only customer [Company E] had, and gradually 

[Company E] was able to dissolve the amount of the extra stock with [Independent Retailer 

W].  

“it was a frustrating situation for us we hugely invested in that package for 

[MULTIPLE RETAILER 1]’s sake and, they delist us, it is just unfair, totally 

rubbish” [BL1]. 

“It was good that they were not our only customer, we had [Independent 

Retailer W], and they are quite welcoming regard of helping us to grow” 

[BL1]. 

7.5.5 Case Summary  

This case explains the stages that [Company E] followed, from listing their new product to 

the final stage when [Company E] was delisted. [Company E] was fortunate in some stages, 

as seen when the company participated in a trade show to overcome the lack of contacts. 

However, not every stage of the product acceptance went smoothly. [Company E] had to 

send out a sample box and make sure it reached the person that was responsible for buying 

their products.  

Following this, the first meeting was held and sale figures were agreed and supply of the 

product to [Multiple Retailer 1]  began. However, after two months of supplying to [Multiple 

Retailer 1]  the buyer from [Multiple Retailer 1] asked [Company E] for in-store sampling and 
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changes to the packaging in order for their product to be upgraded to a national listing. 

Three months after these changes, their product had not been nationally listed. As a result, 

[Company E] snack products got delisted from [Multiple Retailer 1]. Fortunately, [Company 

E] supplied to [Independent Retailer W], which saved them from damaging their brand and 

significant financial losses.  
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7.6 Mini Case F 

7.6.1 Introduction 

The  [Company F] was founded in South West England in May 2013 and is Ronald Farm’s 

new half fat and low salt cheddar-style cheese. The owner’s idea was to shake up the UK’s 

cheese industry by quickly distributing its products to all UK retailers. Notably, they were 

able to position their half-developed product to the consumer and the market after 

participating in a cheese show.  

“our product looks like cheddar. We went to the cheese shows and tried to 

expose it to the consumers. They liked it, that is how we launched, but behind 

our rational thinking, there is a gap in the market for this product was the 

fact that there is an increasing momentum in the market for healthy 

products” [CC1].  

7.6.2 Approaching retail customers  

Although receiving encouraging comments from consumers was vital for them to improve 

their products, [Company F]’s journey into retail stores did not go as smoothly as they 

expected. When they first started distributing to the [Convenience Store Chain], the buyer 

began to limit [Company F]’s product distribution to regional stores only and was not willing 

to put them in the healthy cheese category. [Company F]’s owner tried to distribute this 

with the Co-operative’s national buyer. After 18 months of lengthy communication and 

negotiations with the buyer, [Company F] was able to distribute its product nationally to the 

Co-operative.   

“working with the national retail is a challenging time, especially as these 

discounter coming to the market. And consumer often changes 

their shopping habits, they shop online, click and collect. So actually if you 

want the retailer to give a straightaway their shelves that is not easy” [CC1]. 

“For more than 18 months, we have been engaging with the buyer in 

[Convenience Store Chain] to persuade them that cheese - despite its 

naturally high fat - should be considered in healthy category” [CC1]. 

During this negotiation time, [Company F] had to engage in different activities to increase 

the brand's exposure to consumers within their region. This was all to ultimately convince 

the Co-operative’s buyer that the product would sell better if they listed their product in the 

healthy cheese category. Firstly, the company used social media to generate an online 
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interest in the product, then taking advantage of the internet by using their website to sell 

their products to large clients. Secondly, they called in a packaging expert to improve the 

design of the [Company F] packaging, to better communicate their message of Britishness. 

Finally, they put out radio advertisements to increase the consumer's awareness of such a 

healthy product within [Convenience Store Chain]’s cheese category.  

“We started intensive use of social media and sold through our website, and 

we tried to work with airlines, catering and the Royal Navy and other similar 

markets, to increase the exposure of our brands” [CC1]. 

“We brought packaging specialised in bringing this up. The red tractor, 

Britishness very important, and we brought that in front of the packing” 

[CC1]. 

“we set up in the meantime with some radio campaign from last year, then 

actually when people are aware of the brand, then stroll the product as much 

as possible” [CC1]. 

As a result of all these activities, [Company F] managed to list its product into  [Multiple 

Retailer 1]  and [Multiple Retailer 4]’s store local to them in Devon. Then finally the 

[Convenience Store Chain] upgraded them to the national listing towards the end of 2015.  

“we focused on the region that we were selling it. Our objective was trying to 

boil this local sell-up and boil. We managed to get listing in local [Multiple 

Retailer 1]  and [Multiple Retailer 4], that helped in term of proof of sale for 

[Convenience Store Chain]'s buyer to upgrade us into a national listing in 

healthy category” [CC1]. 

“So [Convenience Store Chain] agreed to list us nationally. 500 stores, which 

mean us a national brand that we started to play with” [CC1]. 

7.6.3 Case Summary 

This case tries to explain how [Company F] has managed to secure a national listing for its 

product into the [Convenience Store Chain] retail chain. The company achieved this by 

challenging the buyer from the [Convenience Store Chain] which had slowed down 

[Company F]’s product adoption and diffusion into their retail chain. The refusal by the 

buyer to put them in the category they wanted and blocking the national distribution of 

their product pushed [Company F] to take action to convince the buyer. This included 

investing in their website, packaging and getting the product listed in other retail chains like 

[Multiple Retailer 1]  and [Multiple Retailer 4] to prove that the product would be able to 
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sell in the healthy cheese category. Finally, after two years of continual negotiation, the 

product was finally listed nationally in [Convenience Store Chain]’s shops. 
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7.7 Mini Case G 

7.7.1 Introduction 

[Company G] is a healthy snack company that was established in the UK in 2008. By 2016 

the sales at [Company G] had grown to £70m, with a pre-tax profit of £7.6m. The company 

started to distribute its products directly to consumers using a subscription business model.  

Healthy snacks were not very common when [Company G] started up, so the company used 

this model of business to reach its limited customer base, in hopes of increasing the number 

of subscribers over time.  

“Healthy snacks were not very well established. The healthy option was not 

very widely available when we started in 2008; this was after a couple of year 

of conceptual work. We began as a subscription” [GR1]. 

7.7.2 Approaching retailer customer 

After the increasing number of consumers subscribing to buy their products and the 

increasing sales that followed, the company started to build and develop its factory and 

business further. They automated their production line to decrease the production cost 

associated with manufacturing their snacks. Furthermore, [Company G]’s owner had used 

his connections to export some of its product range to the US.  

“By 2011, we established ourselves as a brand of business, and we build 

our machinery, in our factory to automate everything. To draw efficiency and 

also to allow us to scale; 2013 we launched in states; we were selling in all 50 

states within a month” [GR2]. 

In late 2014, the government started to put pressure on retailers to change the high sugar-

containing products and unhealthy snack options from the tills, with more healthy snack 

options.  Around this time, [Company G] was approached by a buyer from [Independent 

Retailer B]. After several weeks of short talks (without much need of negotiation on price 

and promotion), the buyer from [Independent Retailer B]  decided to list some specific items 

that they thought would be suitable to sell in their stores. 

“So for us, the timing was critical, and with that in mind [Independent Retailer 

B]  approached us and said you know, we have got this challenge, we loved to 

work with you to resolve it” [GR2]. 
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By February 2015, [Company G]’s products were on trial in [Independent Retailer B]’s  

shops. Whilst these products were in the trial stage, [Company G] was continuously in 

contact with [Independent Retailer B]’s buyer, collaborating by exchanging important 

feedback. [Independent Retailer B]  was recording sales of [Company G]’s products in their 

stores, and getting feedback from their consumers about the product. The buyer from 

[Independent Retailer B] helped [Company G] to continually develop its packaging and 

design so they could reach an optimal design. This helped [Company G] develop a product 

that would improve sales to ultimately maximise sales revenue and profits in [Independent 

Retailer B]’s stores and further for [Company G]. Although [Company G] has grown in terms 

of brand awareness and popularity, their presence in the retail setting was insufficient at 

that time.  

“ There was a brand; we did not know what the appetite was for [Company G] 

in retail space. So early 2015 we were on the trail, the trail went very well. 

The buyer in [Independent Retailer B]  was very collaborative and guiding us 

regarding of packaging changes. They provided us with the business case we 

needed; then we went to other retailers, this what was happened” [GR1]. 

[Company G] considered the positive comments they received from the buyer from 

[Independent Retailer B]  and made changes based on these. They amended the product’s 

design and range in a way that would be in fitting with the mainstream market and retailer’s 

tastes. For example, [Company G] changed their packaging design from an opaque closed 

box to a new open window style packaging, as to view its contents. Changing the packaging 

was combined with continually increasing consumer awareness about the product, by 

distributing samples around London and in supermarkets.  Then in the summer of 2015, 

[Company G] started to approach multiple retailers while their product was still on trial with 

[Independent Retailer B], and successfully listed their product in [Multiple Retailer 3], 

[Multiple Retailer 4], and [Multiple Retailer 1] .  

“We gave out one million samples in London that summer. That summer we 

kinda quickly had to work out what our range is going to be for retailers. We 

went through a crucial time, but it was manageable we had all our 

automated machines in place. So it was rapid to establish what our real 

product would be, being distributed our products in [Independent Retailer B]  

before ” [GR2]. 
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“We were well-established brand and able to move it into different channels, 

and focus on our consumers gained us a lot” [GR1]. 

7.7.3 Case Summary 

This case study provides an understanding of [Company G]’s product introduction into 

multiple retailers. As the case shows, the company moved into multiples retailers without 

much of a challenge and continued into three of them at the same time. [Company G] 

achieved this by building brand awareness among consumers over the years and by 

cooperating with the buyer from [Independent Retailer B]. [Company G] was able to gain a 

lot of knowledge about how to be successful in a retailer setting from this. In addition, 

having suitable machinery in place ready for scaling up production when the demand 

increased, enabled [Company G] to develop suitable packaging. From the success [Company 

G] experienced with [Independent Retailer B]  (developing their brand and gaining 

experience in the retail setting), other multiple retailers chose to stock [Company G]’s 

products quickly after; the additional push from the Government to encourage retailers to 

stock healthy products also benefited.  
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7.8 Mini Case H  

7.8.1 The start 

[Company H] is a company that was established in 2013 in Winchester, UK, which produces 

uniquely tasting marshmallow products. 

7.8.2 Approaching Retail customer 

From the company’s inception, the managing director attempted to persuade a buyer from 

one of the large supermarkets to stock their product. Despite the number of attempts made 

by [Company H]’s owner, the company failed to convince any of these large supermarkets to 

stock their products. This was partly because their product was different from what these 

large supermarkets currently offered and [Company H] lacked the initial business 

relationship to get onto their shelves.  

“it is not imminent as that. Otherwise, everyone would be doing it; it is very 

difficult to get into the multiple retailers, especially with the product that 

is not in the mainstream. If you are a small producer, and you do not know 

who the buyer is, and you do not have a way to the large supermarket” 

[MM1]. 

The company therefore started to invest in online selling and social media to reach the local 

cafes, independent retailers and wholesalers so that they could make some initial sales and 

raise their company’s profile.  This was a less expensive and resource consuming way to 

start a relationship with their consumers and potential stockists and further diffuse their 

product into the market than doing it with a large retailer. To achieve this, the managing 

director of the company had to expand their knowledge on how to utilise social media for 

the purpose of product promotion and invest the appropriate funds. Although working with 

wholesalers seemed to be a cheap route to market, they were taking about 40% of the 

[Company H]’s margin.   

“you want your customers to be asking for your product. But the problem the 

cost of raising your profile with the customers is very expensive to do. People 

think that social media, you can put it in Google advertising, you have to pay 

for Facebook, and it is very technical” [MM1]. 

“They look for 30 plus margin. So you have to be very careful who you work 

with. You have to set up a higher minimum value so that you can cover the 

cost of delivery” [MM1]. 
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Gradually the company’s owner expanded their sales and was able to free up some funds to 

participate in the trade shows, to meet the buyers from the large supermarkets. However, 

participating in these trade shows was not a cheap way of establishing a relationship with 

these buyers of multiple retailers. The company had to pay several thousand pounds to 

participate in these main trade shows that occurred in London, which meant the owner was 

particularly picky about which shows to participate in to keep costs down. 

“it will cost you 2000 pounds, it is very difficult, because when you are a small 

business,  cashflow is difficult, we often you have to pay your supplier before 

you paid by your customers. The trade shows are a way of meeting the 

buyers, but it is not often with an imminent return” [MM1]. 

After participating in a trade show, [Company H]‘s owner met the two buyers from two of 

the large retailers and both of these showed an interest in their products. The company was 

persistent in following up the buyers from these retailers on a continuous basis to secure a 

first meeting with them. 

“You have to be very persistent in calling and following up them after first 

meeting with the buyer“ [MM1].  

However, after the first meeting with the buyers from both retailers, it appeared the buyers 

were only interested in the private label format of the [Company H]’s product. The 

justification for this was that the retail price would be very high for an entirely new product 

and their consumers are very sensitive toward a highly priced product in the sweets 

category.  

From the [Company H]’s perspective, this was not good news as their new product might 

commoditise. But considering the company lacked the infrastructure to produce a massive 

amount of stock, and the required employees to process sales and stock control even if they 

had supplied their brand, this opportunity was the only chance the company had to supply 

such massive amounts of product to large customers in the years of trying to get into them. 

The owner spent a considerable amount of cash and time to reach the stage of meeting and 

negotiating with the retailers. She then had the idea to outsource the production of some 

their product until the business grew in size and accumulated the necessary resources for 

stock follow-up and production certificates. 

“ I couldn't follow up my product if I have supplied my own product” [MM1]. 
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“So they are looking for hundred thousand unit. Both of them like to stock 

their product in their packaging. It will cost me a lot of upfronts, so I have to 

buy money to pay for the work involving get it done, and then they take 

hundred thousand unit” [MM1]. 

“I found a producer in Europe that has BRC certificate and produced it for 

cheaper” [MM1]. 

7.8.3 Case Summary 

This case illustrates the stages that [Company H] followed to get into a large supermarket. 

As the case shows, the company found it very challenging to go into business with the large 

supermarkets. Alternatively, they started to approach small shops and continued to 

distribute their product through a wholesaler with the additional use of social media and 

online selling. The owner therefore had to increase their technical knowledge about how to 

use social media for such a purpose.  

At the same time, supplying the wholesaler seemed to be expensive, as they cut into their 

profit margin. That is why the company chose to participate in trade shows, with the aim to 

hunt down some of the buyers from these large chains. After some years participating in 

these expensive shows, two different retailers finally approached [Company H] and showed 

an interest in their products. However, it took persistent following up to set up the first 

meeting with them. In that meeting, both retailers refused to accept [Company H]’s new 

product and alternatively proposed sourcing their product in a private label format. 

Although the company owner did not seem very happy about this decision, considering the 

limited production and follow-up resources, this appeared to be the best option for them at 

the time, as the company did not have any alternatives to pursue. 
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7.9 Mini Case I  

7.9.1 Introduction  

[Company I] is a cake company launched in 2007. The owner first started her business 

selling her homemade cakes at her local farmers’ market in Oval, South London. The idea 

behind her business was to produce healthy, lovingly made cakes for a community which 

cares and enjoys eating locally produced food. Her cakes are filled will a variety of fillings 

including almonds, cheese and fresh fruits. The owner baked and sold the cakes and other 

baked goods herself, using her green Pashley bicycle to deliver them. 

In 2009 the owner was joined by a friend - a baker, and from that point on the [Company I] 

company grew from a kitchen in the old Marmite building to a factory located behind the 

Oval. During this period, the owner continued to deliver the products herself on her bicycle 

and still found time to innovate the [Company I] cake range. She did this by balancing her 

culinary ambitions with the customers’ tastes. Whilst these developments were all 

happening, the company employed more staff who helped sell the cakes at the farmer and 

food markets enduring all manner of British weather. All of this to bring a glimmer of 

happiness to people’s lives, in the form of cakes, all served with a smile to the customers. 

The owner also added, “We really believe our cake can be the answer when things go wrong, 

while equally transforming an event into something really special”. [CH1] 

The owner grew the business over the last ten years to reach a turnover of £250,000. She 

achieved this by using [Company I]’s website to deliver its baked goods from their kitchen to 

the people of London. This included baking and preparing cakes for food markets, working 

offices, weddings and birthdays, all of which allowed the owner to grow [Company I]’s brand 

nationwide. “We pride ourselves on our personal customer service that keeps the chain of 

communication short”. [CH1].  

7.9.2 Not Approaching retail customer  

The owner is willing to grow her business all around the country without using a 

supermarket chain. “We always hear bad stories about supermarkets” [CH1]. Although the 

owner had a unique range of products that might easily attract supermarkets if she had 

approached them, she was still afraid that if her products got into multiple retailers, the 

brand would lose its niche position in the market and potentially struggle financially. 
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“I can’t imagine having our cakes commoditised in that way; I’d have to use 

ingredients to preserve them and then wait months to be paid after they’ve 

been sold.” She added: “We are a small company and I want to make sure we 

are all treated well.” [CH1] 

“It’s essential to us to produce a quality product and that can’t always happen 

if you’re under pressure to do the things a supermarket wants you to do too” 

[CH1] 

“I know people who have launched a range with a big name and they’ve had 

issues with quality because the supermarket doesn’t understand the product 

they are selling.” [CH1] 

Furthermore, the owner was concerned that she would be unable to maintain a good 

relationship with both her customers and multiple retailers, if she had approached and 

supplied them, especially as she was currently enjoying a close relationship with her 

customers and the small shops she was supplying [Company I]’s products to “At the moment 

we have a close relationship with our customers and that is very important to us.” [CH1]. 

Whilst dealing with multiple chains has historically been acknowledged as a path to riches 

for the majority of small businesses, some small businesses avoid large retailers altogether 

in favour of growing their business independently. In an interview with the owner, she 

revealed the way small businesses are treated by big retailers. The owner described her 

frustration on hearing how [Multiple Retailer 4] threatened to delist their supplier if they did 

not decrease the price of their products, despite concerns by the supplier about how it 

could damage the brand’s name and business. 

“We heard that [Multiple Retailer 4] started to demand their supplier to cut 
prices, and the risk of being delisted if they refuse to comply and stories of 
paying small companies much later that it promised had already been 
whispered for some time. We cannot afford such a situation at all, we are 
really small and can’t afford such as situation at all.” [CH1]. 

The owner added that she had already developed a sustainable model for growth and that 

she was continually building up a good reputation without any problems. According to her 

understanding, the real fear was that if she decided to supply a supermarket, she would 

have to invest a majority of her resources and production to meet the demand of that 

particular supermarket. In other words, by supplying to them she would have locked herself 

into them.  That being said, supermarkets are quick in changing their assortment and a 
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result could have catastrophic consequences on small businesses including [Company I], if 

she had been let down by them. 

“If we found growth without supermarkets, why should I go to them? There 
are lots of routes to market if you are selling cakes” [CH1]. 

“To meet the supply needs of the supermarkets with this small-scale set-up 
means putting all your faith in that one contract, in which you are very 
vulnerable to be delisted at any moment” [CH1]. 

For the owner, supplying a supermarket could compromise the company from a branding 

perspective, as she was afraid that her products would be compared to lower quality 

supermarket label products.  She believed that supermarkets do not generally understand 

the real quality of the products and that they are superficial as they tend to care more about 

the packaging of the product. 

“Some of our competitors supply to supermarkets but I am trying to give you 
an idea about products with a shelf life of six months that have been 
packaged to death,” she said. “There is no value to be had going down that 
route.” [CH1]. 

7.9.3 Summary of Case Findings 

This case study attempts to explain the main obstacles and reasons behind [Company I]’s 

decision not to supply multiple retailers. For instance, [Company I] feared that they would 

lose their close contact with customers, as they would not be communicating with the 

segment they were originally aiming for. Additionally, the company felt that their products 

would be commercially compromised, because they would get lost within the shelves of 

multiple retailers. The case further explains what compromises the owner had to make to 

the product in terms of packaging and product quality to meet the retailer’s requirements. 

With these concerns, [Company I]’s owner was worried that if they supplied a large retailer 

with their current capacity, the company would have to commit most of their resources and 

production to fulfilling the large orders. This would result in the company entrusting their 

investment in the hands of one retailer. Consequently, the retailer might demand that the 

company decrease the product’s price, or expand their production to the extent that the 

business might not be able to afford. 
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7.10 Mini Case J 

 

7.10.1 Introduction 
 

[Company J] Crisps was founded in 2002 in Herefordshire, UK. The owner was previously a 

farmer and was one of [Multiple Retailer 4]’s largest suppliers of potatoes, but after 20 

years of supplying to the big four ([Multiple Retailer 4], [Multiple Retailer 1], [Multiple 

Retailer 2] ’s and [Multiple Retailer 3]), he experienced some disillusion with the industry. 

He was upset by the big four retailers, after he found that most of the promises made to 

him while supplying them potatoes, were only word of mouth, and not contractual. “All that 

we had was word of mouth” [TR1]. However, the pressure he experienced from the retailers 

was a significant factor in the success of establishing [Company J] Crisps.   

“Most of the potatoes I grew I supplied to supermarkets, which often left me 

feeling detached - without any feedback or thanks from my end customers. 

With the continual price pressure from the supermarkets, realised I had to 

change direction”. [TR1]. 

7.10.2 The Start  

The owner’s experience with the big retailers helped him when developing his new crisp 

venture. He insisted that small suppliers would have to increase their degree of 

professionalism, improve their health awareness that they might lack and move towards a 

more niche production to survive in the long run or consider getting lost in the market. 

Because of this decision, the owner committed himself to the exploration of the perfect 

potato chip production method and source and the equipment he would need to achieve 

this.  

Although the owner had limited knowledge about health-conscious consumers, he thought 

about bringing out a product that would mostly appeal to them. He therefore chose to use 

old potato varieties (e.g., Lady Rosetta, Record, and Lady Claire), which are different from 

varieties used for mass production, as they contain less starch. In addition to this, he tried to 

process and fry the potatoes in smaller batches without adding any artificial additives, to 

result in a homely tasting product.  

To reflect the quality of the products and the story behind the brand, the owner used an 

unusual packing to differentiate it from its competitors. [Company J]’s product had an old-
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fashioned look and the consumers were able to see through a clear window on the bags, 

which increased the consumers’ feeling of the freshness of the chips. Simply by applying 

such distinguished packaging, made the consumer remember the brand and differentiate it 

from other brands, which increased the brand’s exposure. To further distinguish the brand 

apart from its competitors, [Company J] started to produce limited edition flavours 

specialised for events around the year. This included a special flavour for Christmas, 

strawberry, sweet chilli and white wine for Valentines Day, barbeque, and asparagus and 

crushed black pepper for summer and beef and horseradish, and Worcester sauce for 

winter.  

7.10.3 Avoiding Multiples for Years 

The owner achieved the expansion of the number of varieties of flavours he was offering 

and increased the exposure of his brand without the help of the multiple retailers to 

establish the [Company J]’s brand. Instead, [Company J] did this by relying on independent 

shops, farm stores, upmarket department stores and some independent supermarkets. 

Further, this anti-supermarket stance drove the owner to react very strongly to [Multiple 

Retailer 4], after he realised that they had started to source [Company J] from the 

wholesalers and put the product on its shelves. After a heated discussion between the 

owner and [Multiple Retailer 4], he successfully managed to delist [Company J] from 

[Multiple Retailer 4].   

“[Multiple Retailer 4] does not care about the sustainability of the industry. 

They strip out all the money out of the producer side. The sustainability is with 

independents, who make a profit and pass off that back to the 

producer“[TR1]. 

Furthermore, the owner believed that going into multiple retailers too early would have a 

devastating impact on their young brand and could lead to a squeeze of their margins, as 

they would have to compete with bigger players in the market.   

“We were a small business. We did not want to go up against Walker. We 

weren’t ready for it “[TR1]. 

“It is quite refreshing dealing with independents. They make money, and we 

make money. If we sold to [Multiple Retailer 4], our crisps double selling for 

half the money and only they double making money” [TR1].  
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7.10.4 Going back to Multiple Retailers 

[Company J]’s hard-line stance against the multiples’ supermarket had softened after 5-6 

years since the launch of their first product. So in 2007 for the first time, [Company J] agreed 

to supply to supermarket chain [Multiple Retailer 3]. As [Company J]’s spokeswoman 

claimed, the decision not to supply to [Multiple Retailer 4] was mainly due to lack of scale to 

supply to them. The spokeswoman adds that [Company J] was capacity-constrained like any 

small-scale business and she confirmed that time was needed to build up the right 

infrastructure and brand that would satisfy the customers’ expectations. The agreement to 

supply to [Multiple Retailer 3] was only confirmed by [Company J] after [Multiple Retailer 3] 

had agreed to sell [Company J]’s crisps products at the recommended price set by [Company 

J].   

[Company J] finally returned to [Multiple Retailer 4] in September 2011, after the arguments 

of former [Company J] owner and a five-year absence from the retailer. By this time the 

company had taken external financial investment and had grown its sales by 30%, reaching 

£25 million.  

7.10.5 Case Summary 

This case study explains why [Company J] avoided multiples at the early stage of their 

brand’s launch. The owner’s previous knowledge about the way small suppliers are treated 

by these multiple retailers changed the way [Company J] operated and had an extensive 

positive effect on [Company J]’s growth and success. Even though the owner knew that he 

had a unique product and brand, he was afraid it would be too big of a risk if he moved to 

these multiples too quickly without building his brand, consumer awareness and 

distribution. The possible outcome could have been a squeeze on their margins, resulting in 

erosion of his brand, and face failure similar to what previously happened to him as a raw 

potato supplier. That is why he ferociously fought [Multiple Retailer 4] not to stock his brand 

on their shelves as it could have hurt [Company J]’s brand image. However, he did agree to 

have [Company J] listed in [Multiple Retailer 3] only after they accepted to sell [Company J] 

at their recommended price. Finally, [Company J] decided to be listed in [Multiple Retailer 4] 

after many years of absence, but not before the extensive growth of sales, brand and 

distribution in other markets and retailers.  
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7.11 Mini Case K 

7.11.1 Introduction 

[Company K] was established in February 2016 in London, by two former marketing and 

sales managers from the drinks industry. The idea to develop a sugar and sweetener free 

drink began after both co-founders realised that the number of people diagnosed with 

diabetes had increased, and that the market of sparkling beverages was mostly dominated 

by big brands, such as Coca-Cola and Pepsi. Both co-founders believed it was time for them 

to reveal the ugly truth about these two big players and the role they play in damaging 

people’s health.  

The pair believed in launching a disruptive new product, but understood that there would 

be high costs associated with launching in this sector, especially if they targeted the wrong 

customers and market. Fortunately, they thought they did not have to rush into every 

market, as they had an innovative brand and product combination.  

“We tried not to spend too much money when launching. It’s too easy to 

spend lots of money right at the beginning because you’re excited and 

tempted” [UD2]. 

“For us, it was a very disruptive product; it was not something that you could 

give it to everyone straight away, so we knew that we have to launch it to the 

right areas and customers” [UD1]. 

“We chose to get into market step by step because we believed in our product 

and brand” [UD2]. 

7.11.2 Avoiding Multiple Retailers 

Considering the radical nature of their products, [Company K]’s owners followed a 

conservative launch into to the market - by slowly distributing their products to corner 

shops in London. They did this because it was easier to access the shops’ owners and was 

therefore easier to cooperate with and understand consumers’ feedback to improve the 

existing product. [Company K] had to sell the initial product to retailers at the set price 

because these small shops had little leverage to negotiate on the price. Additionally, 

feedback from customers about the material the drinks container was made of encouraged 

[Company K] to make the change from plastic bottles to metal cans.  

“You cannot go to pick up an [Company K] for 15p for a can, but as local we 

could do things for these small shops and small wholesaler, and they highly 
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appreciated our effort to stick these banners to their window. Indeed none of 

these big players would do this for them” [UD2]. 

 “we had to understand consumer response to this existing product, we could 

have lost this chance if we had introduced it to a retailer chains.”  [UD1]. 

 “We originally started in a plastic bottle; from very early feedback from our 

consumer from these shops and small wholesaler we understood we have to 

shift to cans” [UD1]. 

While [Company K] used these comments from consumers to improve their product, they 

also started to investigate ways to get their product to a broader audience by using social 

media.   

“We massively believe in the Omnichannel world, because it is quicker and 

quicker, I do not have the data to prove that, but I believe 

Millennium consumers today are more likely to buy things online” [UD1]. 

7.11.3 Supplying Independent Retailers 

The co-founders realised that if they increased consumer awareness of the [Company K]’s 

brand without the drink being available in the retail store that they would be wasting their 

time - a valuable resource. [Company K] therefore decided to explore ways to get their 

product into these retailers.  

Considering their limited capacity of production, [Company K]’s owners chose to persuade 

the small number of affluent retail chains (e.g. [Independent Retailer 3] ), instead of going 

into larger multiple retailers. However, they had to make this move into the retailer as 

quickly as possible, so as not to waste valuable time developing a first contact with retail 

buyers.  

The initial contact [Company K] had with some of the wholesalers allowed them to consider 

an approach on how to supply [Independent Retailer 3] and [Independent Retailer PO]. 

[Independent Retailer 3] is a high-end retailer that would welcome such an innovative 

product and by contacting them with the aid of the wholesaler that is already supplying 

[Independent Retailer 3], this would increase [Company K]’s chances of being stocked. 

“We did not work directly with them in term of selling to [Independent 

Retailer 3]; we had a wholesaler called Marihold. We used a middleman that 

was because they were already supplying them” [UD2]. 
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“Especially at the beginning, because as soon as you launch into 100 accounts 

and you have 100 accounts to take care of, winning that listing is the easy bit 

of anything? So it is all about how you then interact with this thing with your 

customer” [UD1]. 

“we put all of our resources into activating [Independent Retailer 3]. Making 

sure that the product was selling like crazy, they gave us big display ” [UD2]. 

Launching in [Independent Retailer 3] benefited [Company K] in two ways. Firstly [Company 

K] started to form important information about consumer demand which could be used as 

proof, in case they wanted to approach other big retailers. Secondly, they learned how to 

cut down unnecessary costs, in case they began to scale up.  

“We know it from our previous experience in Coca company that it is much 

easier to turn up whole food or any bigger retailer. We know the buyers in 

these retailers are very busy and bombarded with samples.  They probably 

don’t look at their email, or looking at it for 5-10 second then they file it away. 

But, now we can tell them look what we have done, we are in [Independent 

Retailer 3] and show them the big picture of activation, show them potential 

rate and sales number, that will make the whole process much easier” [UD1]. 

“We were able to learn from supplying to [Independent Retailer 3] especially 

in the first 18 months. Also, we learned things related to our packaging which 

commercially were not viable if we wanted to distribute our product into the 

retail chain.” [UD2].  

7.11.4 Case Summary 

This case study explains why [Company K] decided to launch into smaller shops first and 

high-end retailers later with the use of a wholesaler. Both co-founders had worked within 

the beverage industry for some years. They acknowledged that the buyers in multiple 

retailers would probably be too busy to listen to their pitch, especially when they first 

started as they did not have any potential sales figures or consumer demand for their 

products. That is why [Company K] preferred to slowly diffuse their product into the market, 

starting from small shops and then moving to wholesalers that can quickly pass consumer 

demand patterns to them. The fact that [Company K] had an innovative product and brand 

combination helped. This stage allowed [Company K] to adjust and amend any product 

related problems, as they did not have a significant scalable production in place prior to this.  

After [Company K] fixed their product-related issues, we can conclude that [Company K] 

rushed into the retail market by using a wholesaler rather than approaching the retailer 
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themselves. Apparently, this was because they did not want to spend the time establishing a 

relationship or at least a quality relationship that would protect [Company K] in case any 

problems occurred. In conclusion, [Company K]’s co-founders do not believe that it was very 

healthy to introduce their new drink product to multiple retailers at the very beginning of 

the commercialisation process.  
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7.12 Mini Case L  

7.12.1 The start  

[Company L] is a producer of artisanal and handmade cordials, started by a husband and 

wife team in 2009, in Devon, UK. For the first two to three years, the company was 

distributing their new product into [Multiple Retailer 2] through a wholesaler. Suddenly 

their sales decreased considerably after the wholesaler they used went bankrupt, because 

[Multiple Retailer 4] had changed their payment terms from sixty days to one hundred and 

twenty days. Additionally, [Company L]’s owners started to notice that a couple of their 

friends’ companies went bankrupt as a result of supplying the big retailers and not getting 

paid.  

“We have a lot of friends that went out of business because they have 

supplied them and have not got paid ” [YD1].  

[Company L] considered all of these circumstances, in addition to the lack of direct 

connection with [Multiple Retailer 2] 's buyer and not knowing who is responsible for buying 

their product into [Multiple Retailer 2]. The owners therefore chose the long route in 

building the brand and consumer base to approach the big retailers in the future.  

“Small companies do not realise that there are different buyers for different 

categories” [YD2].  

Following this, the company started to invest in their website. Also, they used an old van 

(driven by their daughter) to sell and distribute their product to local food fairs and 

businesses, all to increase the brand’s exposure and communicate the heritage of their 

product to the consumer. At the same time, the owner decided to exhibit at some of the 

relevant trades shows in London, but avoided some because of the high cost associated with 

exhibiting there.  

“There are certain shows that you don't need to spend 4000 pounds on it.” 

[YD2].  

Along with these activities, the owner started to export some of their products into 

Sweeden and Netherlands.  
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“We do export a bit as well, which is quite good for us, to Sweden. We are 

talking to a couple of people in the Netherlands, about exporting out there” 

[YD1].   

Additionally, the company invested in rebranding their product. They used an agency and 

spent one year going backwards and forwards to complete the process. After the newly 

rebranded product was launched, their sales increased by 50%. 

“ This is new, this has been less than one year, completely rebranded. That 

was a lot of money and hard work and a lot of hard take. You got to have a 

look to get into retail, it’s more about packaging. ”[YD2]. 

7.12.2 The company approached by retailers  

Following [Company L]’s rebranding of their product, buyers from [Multiple Retailer 4] and 

[Independent Retailer W] approached the company at one of the trade shows and indicated 

their interest in stocking their product. However, after the first meeting between the two 

parties, [Company L] was not very happy with the result of the negotiations. [Multiple 

Retailer 4]’s buyer had suggested [Company L] host a premise visit which they refused to do.  

Additionally, [Multiple Retailer 4] asked them either to reduce the price or to produce a 

private label for them. All of these were a red line for [Company L] who was afraid they 

would get stuck in this negotiation forever with further price reductions suggested which 

could result in [Company L] losing their existing customers. [Company L] was also not keen 

on the idea of handing over their recipe for the production of a private label, as they were 

afraid of losing their unique formula.  

“We do have clients that come to meet us when we are making it, and they 

come to see us. But she wanted to come down a visit us in Devon, but she 

asked us to stay in one of the top hotels, and pay for this and the other. We 

said No, we could not afford that” [YD1].  

“were us if we go with [Multiple Retailer 4], they say we will have that, we say 

2.50 for you. They will say we will give it two quits for you. Then they start to 

pay  £ 1.5 for it, that is how they work. Then you go oh my god, I do not want 

to lose my contract because you got all these paperwork and all 

these machineries. Next year they got 1.25 £. Meanwhile, all your cost is 

going up” [YD1]. 
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“if you say okay [Multiple Retailer 4], they will get the recipe, with [Multiple 

Retailer 4] six month on the line, we do not want to use you anymore. Let us 

give it to coke which makes it for them cheaper with your recipe” [YD2]. 

With regards to the negotiation with [Independent Retailer W], [Company L] had a very 

conservative stance on further expansion and national distribution. They therefore limited 

the distribution of their product into only 18 of [Independent Retailer W]’s shops. Another 

reason for limiting their expansion is that [Company L] did not have enough staff members 

to follow up their stock to the distribution hub and retail stores. They experienced some 

problems while sending their products to the distribution centres when supplying 

[Independent Retailer W]. Expansion meant a lot of additional logistics and relying on one 

retail for selling their product.  

“We had some barcode problem and resulted in later delivery and lots of 

follow-up” [YD2]. 

“We supply the [Independent Retailer W] farm shop; they are up in Romsey. 

We are going into 18 of them. They have been seeing us for four times, but 

we said no. Because we wanted to build a big foundation and we are trying to 

put bites everywhere. We use fruits; vanity and sanity are important for us ” 

[YD1]. 

“We are trying to upscale slowly, slowly, do not want to get stuck with one 

market, at the same time, you have to have a client base to be able to 

upscale.” [YD1]. 

“We expanded our consumer base, sometimes when a consumer calls us and 

says that the product is spoiled, so we asked them if they have kept it the 

fridge, then they say no it has been on the side for two weeks. It clearly says 

on the fridge once it is open. We will send them another bottle.” [YD2]. 

7.12.3 Case Summary 

This case explains how [Company L] managed to resupply retailers after the wholesaler that 

went bankrupt stopped distributing their product to [Multiple Retailer 2]. The company had 

to work for 5-6 years to relaunch their product into the big retailers. This was because they 

lacked a relationship with key people in [Multiple Retailer 2] and did not know who to 

approach to continue to supply them. That is why the company participated in trade shows, 

expanded its consumer base, started online selling and rebranded its product. After nine 

years of increasing sales and growing popularity with consumers, [Multiple Retailer 4] and 
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[Independent Retailer W] showed interest in stocking [Company L]’s product. However, the 

owner refused to supply [Multiple Retailer 4] due to fear of being entirely dependent on 

them and [Multiple Retailer 4] asking for further price reductions. Though the owner had a 

similar stance with [Independent Retailer W], they decided to supply some of their 

production to [Independent Retailer W]'s 18 shops, leaving the rest for existing customers.  
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CHAPTER 8 - Cross-case and Discussion and Analysis 

8.0 Introduction 
Firstly, the chapter draws from summaries and discusses the conceptual framework created 

in chapter five and the literature review in chapters four and three. Additionally, it 

compares the findings to the series of propositions that detailed the essential activities of 

SMEs within the three stages of retail buying (stage of getting the product into assortment, 

sending the product to store for trial, category review and adoption) and  (P1, P2, P3, P4, 

and P5). Also, nine subfactors that emerge from the cases will be discussed at the end of 

this chapter. This chapter will develop a refined conceptual framework based on the cases. 

Accordingly, a new model is presented at the end.  

8.1 Propositions for the steps of new product commercialisation  
This section offers an analysis of the steps of commercialisation of a new product by the 

Food and Drinks SMEs into multiple retailers in the UK. Literature will aid this on the stages 

of commercialising and by direct examples from the cases and interview quotations. 

Accordingly, the propositions are either supported or not. Table 8.1 below gives a summary 

how the propositions are supported or amended by the summary of the findings (Tables 

8.2, and 8.3.) Lastly, there is a discussion of the steps into new product commercialisation in 

SMEs.  
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Propositions Evidences from the  cases to amend the 

proposition  

Supported / Amended 

proposition 

P1/ The SMEs’ ability to 

prospect and preapprach retail 

category buyers within retail 

organisations is a necessary 

activity to start the new product 

sales process. 

[Company A]  [Company B] [Company C] 

[Company D] [Company E] [Company F] 

[Company G] [Company H] [Company I] 

[Company J] [Company K] [Company L ] 

 

P1/ SMEs’ prospect and 

preapproach activities have to 

result in meeting the retail buyers 

or category managers to initiate 

the new product 

commercialisation process. 

P2/ The SMEs’ ability to 

approach and develop 

relationships with retail 

category buyer is a necessary 

stage in commercialising new 

products.  

[Company A]  [Company B] [Company C] 

[Company D] [Company E] [Company F] 

[Company G] [Company H] [Company I] 

[Company J] [Company K] [Company L ] 

 

P2/ SMEs’ attempts to approach 

and develop relationships with 

retailer category managers is 

challenged by the time devoted to 

larger customers 

P3/ Getting into to a win-win 

position with category buyers 

throughout the negotiation 

process is a necessary stage to 

get the product listed in the 

planogram  

[Company A]  [Company B] [Company C] 

[Company D] [Company E] [Company F] 

[Company G] [Company H] [Company I] 

[Company J] [Company K]  [Company L ] 

 

P3/ To list a product in the 

planogram getting into win-win is 

easily achieved with smaller 

customers, but often the SMEs 

have to compromise from the 

value of their innovation in order 

to get their product accepted by 

larger retailers   

P4/ SMEs’ effort to encourage 

retailer store managers to 

replenish, re-order and allocate 

new products in accordance 

with the plan agreed with the 

retail buyer is a necessary 

activity when commercialising 

new products into retail 

customers. 

[Company A]  [Company B] [Company C] 

[Company D] [Company E] [Company F] 

[Company G] [Company H] [Company I] 

[Company J] [Company K]  [Company L ] 

 

Approved.  

P5/ It is necessary for the SMEs 

to build a degree of retailer 

dependence by the time 

products reach the category 

review stage ,so that a retailer 

will continue to distribute their 

new product within their chain. 

[Company A]  [Company B] [Company C] 

[Company D] [Company E] [Company F] 

[Company G] [Company H] [Company I]  

[Company J] [Company K]  [Company L ] 

 

P5/ It is necessary for the SMEs to 

build a degree of retailer 

dependence by the time products 

reach the category review stage, 

so that a retailer will continue to 

distribute their new product 

within their chain; nevertheless 

building that dependency needs 

years to come true. 

Table 8.1: Summary of the proposition and amended proposition  

The change from white to grey is to represent that new or amended propositions are introduced. Evidence in the cases either do support 

or do not support to amend the proposition. Non-ticked cases- Evidence does not exist to support the amended proposition. 
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Table (8.2): Summary of the four case studies 

CASE  [Company A] [Company B]  [Company C]   [Company D]  

Product 
description 

Non-GMO and 100% organic chocolate product Energy Ball – Sugar-free without additives Organic chocolate Hand packed popcorn and GMO-free.  

Chains name  
 

Smaller customers  
(e.g.  Corner shops, small 
booths)  

Four Big retailers. (e.g. [Multiple 
Retailer 4] , [Multiple Retailer 1] 
, [Multiple Retailer 2] , and 
[Multiple Retailer 3] )  

Smaller 
customers  
(e.g.  Corner 
shops, small 
booths) 

Four Big retailers. (e.g. [Multiple 
Retailer 4] , [Multiple Retailer 1] 
, [Multiple Retailer 2] , and 
[Multiple Retailer 3] )  

Smaller 
customers  
(e.g.  Corner 
shops, small 
booths) 

Smaller customers  
(e.g.  Corner shops, small 
booths) 

Four Big 
retailers. (e.g. 
[Multiple 
Retailer 4] , 
[Multiple 
Retailer 1] , 
[Multiple 
Retailer 2] , and 
[Multiple 
Retailer 3] )  

Smaller customers  
(e.g.  Corner shops, small 
booths) 

Four Big retailers. (e.g. 
[Multiple Retailer 4] , [Multiple 
Retailer 1] , [Multiple Retailer 2] 
, and [Multiple Retailer 3] )  

1) 
Approaching 
and listing  

-Meeting and agreement 
with the buyer after 
observing social media 
sales.  
-Aimed shelf location is 
given.  

- Planning who to contact and 
increase the number of staff for 
investigating the product fit into 
[Multiple Retailer 3]’s 
categories.  
-Investigating to find out the 
who is the buyer and find out his 
personality through social media 
and sending the samples in 
design box accordingly.  
 

- Online 
selling. 

-Selling 
product to 
gyms 

 

 

 -Approaching [Multiple Retailer 
2] after two years of 
establishment.  

- Plan and search for the buyer 
and how to contact them.  

- Prepare selling figures in 
general.  

-Contacting and cold-calling the 
buying office. 

-Buyer promised to move them 
to eye-level after the sales 
review.   

-Participation in Tradeshow. 

-More 
straightforward 
to approach and 
develop a 
relationship with 
buyers.  

-buyer are 
approachable 
and do accept 
new ideas.  

-No issues in 
regard to 
product shelf 
location.  

-Planning to get into them.  

-Buyer started to cooperate 
with them after the trade 
show as he knows their shops 
from Brighton. 

-Tough negotiation did not 
take place because the owner 
was able to achieve a certain 
level of personal relationship 
with the buyer.   

 

- [Multiple 
Retailer 3] and 
[Multiple 
Retailer 4] 
approaching 
[Company C].  

-Good sales  

-Initial meeting and personal 
relationship with the store 
manager helped them in 
sending the samples to the 
central office.  

 -Buyer is happy to list them 
and gave them time to present 
the product.  

-pre-approach and planning 
activity.  

-Cold calling  

- Buyer giving the card  

-the owner is reading the 
buyer’s personality.  

Challenges  -No particular challenge is 
observed  

-The buyer does not understand 
what the product is after the 
presentation. [Company A]  
chocolate sent to Kitchen test 
and different teams within their 
office.  
 
- Six months’ time of 
negotiation.    

No particular 
challenge 
observed.  

 -The buying office only gave 
them generic emails and phone 
calls. [Company B] struggling to 
get hold of the buyer.  

-Buyer is not intended to visit 
their factory and see their 
processing.  

-Sample got missed among 
other products.   

-Limited time is given for 
presentation about the product 
and company.  

- [Multiple Retailer 2]  is trying 
to impose huge fees for listing 
the product because they are 
not familiar with the product in 
their category.  

-No particular 
challenge is 
observed  

-Not having previous 
experience.  

-Generic email is given. 

-Buyer is not accessible.  

-participation in an expensive 
trade show. 

- Extra payment 
for promotion.   

-reorder and small order are 
received, delivering them was a 
problem.  

-cold calling does not result in 
anything. 

-the retailer is postponing the 
meeting time twice.  

-Participate in the trade show. 

- Hard to develop a personal 
relationship with the buyer.   

- Tough negotiation about price 
and keeping product within 
local store level distribution.  

- Preparing the samples in a 
very artistic way.  

- Long waiting time where to 
send the samples. 
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-Morison is trying to trick 
[Company B] during the 
negotiation and trying to learn 
their factory gate price to 
reduce their margin.  

-Not given the aimed shelf 
location. 

 

Strategy  -Giving example sales figure 
on online.  

-Wait and observe and continue 
to work with other clients.  

Keeping 
scaling up.  

 - Participation in Trade Show to 
find the right links (.e.g. buyers) 
within multiple retailers. 

- Showing evidence that they are 
driving sales in other markets. 

   -Using the sales figure from 
the shops to show it as 
evidence to the Buyer. 

- Increase 

production 

capacity.  

-Say no to non-

logical 

requests; we 

have already 

had an 

established 

market in 

[Independent 

Retailer W] and 

other markets.  

-Invest in a database. 

- Keep in touch with the buyer.   

- Reduce trade show cost by 
using an agency.  

- The owner insists on calling 
and follow-up the given card.  

- Providing an example of an 
established market in other 
retailers.  

2) Trail stage   -The product goes into 
shelves smoothly.  
-The product is put on the 
agreed shelf and [Company 
A] is satisfied with the 
product service level.  
 

-The product listed after six 
months.  

No particular 
challenge 
observed.  

  - [Company B] asked to supply 

samples in the stores. 

-Buyer changes.  

No particular 
challenge  

- The product is on the right 
shelf and the buyer is 
cooperating and giving figures.  

- Buyer is very [Convenience 
Store Chain] and providing 
advice for the optimal sales 
from the promotion and 
sampling.  

- Sales drop after four months 
into distribution.  

Challenges  -No particular problem 
observed  

-[Multiple Retailer 3]  did not 
pass the exact amount of future 
demand to them and not 
sharing EPS information with 
them. Thus, facing stock out 
from time to time. 
-Buyer is not passing stock out 
issues to [Company A].  

No particular 
challenge 
observed. 

 -Three months from the 
product on shelf product being 
on the shelf [Company B] asked 
to do sampling in the stores of 
Morison.  

-The product put in shelf 
locations that are unrelated to 
the [Company B]’s consumption 
partner and sales decreased. 

-Fear to challenge buyers about 
the existing problems. 

-No particular 
challenge 
observed.  

-This cost has not been 
calculated into supplying 
terms. 

  - Buyer is not accessible.  

- the product is out of stock in 
some of the stores  

- Low level of cooperation at 
the store level and especially 
the store manager.  

 

Strategy  -keep in touch with the 
buyer, and the buyer is 
accessible.  

- Inspecting product by the 
company owner and staff to 
overcome the stock-out for the 
sales to increase.  

-keep in 
touch with 
customers. 

- [Company B] owner team are 
doing the sampling to reduce 
the cost of sampling in these 

 -Contact the buyer to give the 
concession to limit the 
sampling to fewer stores.  

  - Keeping relations with the 
category buyer at a high level.  

- Employ people and owner 
follow up in these stores.  

- Try to contact the buyer again 
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-Higher agency to follow up the 
sales.  
-Developing a relationship with 
stores managers.  
 

stores. - Owner participates in the 
sampling to reduce the cost. 

and again.  

- The private label put in a 
better position.  

3) Category 
review  

-Buyer is passing consumer 
feedback and their 
observation to [Company A] 
for further product 
development.  

-Sales increase just before 
reviewing the category. 
  

  -The decrease in Sales due to 
not putting the product in the 
agreed location as the buyer 
promised during the first 
meeting.  

 1-Product moved into less 
attractive shelf location.  
2-Sale Increased  

 No particular 
challenge 
observed. 

-They do not order.  

 
- Buyer suggestion changes the 
store which they had a problem 
with.  

Challenge  - No challenges observed  -Buyer started to share sales and 
demand figures. But Buyer from 
asking for more media 
promotion, and magazine 
contribution that the [Company 
A] could not reflect it into their 
sales. 

No particular 
challenge 
observed. 

 -Product Commoditised 

-Buyer is not keeping a promise 
to give the agreed shelf location.  

- Although sales have improved, 
Morison is asking for further 
promotional demand and priced 
reduction. 

- No challenges  1-Sale dropped.  

2- Retailer asking for 
contribution more 
contribution toward 
promotion and magazine 
payments. 

   - The product at the risk of 
delisting because of low sales. 

- Buyer is asking for extra 
promotional payment and price 
reduction to make these 
changes. 

- Accepting payment for an 
additional sample even though 
not calculated in the costs.  

Strategy  -Keep in touch with the 
buyer.  

-Obey with some of the 
unjustified requests because the 
[Company A] has invested a lot 
of time and resources to deal 
with [Multiple Retailer 3].  Until 
the brand will get its power from 
further distribution in other 
multi-retailers to sustain such 
requests. 

-Get 
comments 
and further 
development 
and scaling 
up.  

- [Company B] managed to delist 
it is products from [Multiple 
Retailer 2] ’s and continue 
distribution and brand 
expansion in another market, 
and independent retailers. 

-Prepare for 
contingency 
incidents in the 
supply chain.  

 

1-take the risk and contact the 
buying director and explain 
the situation.  

2- obey with payment, but 
expand into other markets 
and slowly decrease your 
dependency ( airline and 
catering, change in 
geographical proximity, open 
more own shop) 

 

  

- Keep scaling production and 
continues packaging 
development.  

- The owner keeps insisting that 
the price should remain the 
same not to mess up their 
market  

  

Summary of 
survival 
strategies  

- Spending eight years avoiding supermarket and selling the 
product online and to independent retailers.  
- Scaling production after getting positive comments about 
packaging development from [Independent Retailer W].  
-Continual product development.  

- Spending five years avoiding supermarkets in general and ten years out 
of multiple retailers before going back to them.  

 -Building a niche product segment that will appeal multiples, by further 
distributing the product to independent retailers.  

-Improve the geographical location by increasing the proximity to the 
customer.  

-Learning from failure and [Company B] team learned from the previous 
failure in [Multiple Retailer 2] ’s.  

- Concentration on building consumer awareness 

by using the brand shop.  

- Avoiding big retailers at the beginning.  

- scaling up and brand breeding in other markets.  

- Never depend on one retailer.  

-Continual incremental innovation.  

 

-Get into multiple retailers. 

- Keep silent about listing in [MULTIPLE RETAILER 1]].  

- Further investigation to change packaging and cost reduction ways 
move to automation.  

- Considering withdrawal if more [Multiple Retailer 1] puts more 
pressure on them.  
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Table (8.3): Summary of the eight case studies 

CASE  [Company I]  [Company J]  [Company G] [Company K] [Company E]  [Company 

F] 

[Company 

L] 

[Company 

H]  

Product description -Healthy style cake  -Potato chips  - Healthy snack 
mixture  

-Innovative Brand 

name.  

-Innovative nonsugar 

is containing Fuzzy 

drink.  

-Date fruit snack  -Innovative 

cheese product 

Innovative drink Unique 

flavoured 

Marshmallow  

1) Approaching 
and listing  

-Not approaching  - Not approaching  -Not approaching 

for two years, then 

starting with 

[Independent 

Retailer B], Buyer in 

[Independent 

Retailer B] helped to 

conceptualise their 

product in a retail 

setting.  

-Change packaging 

through the help of 

other retailers before 

approaching multiple 

retailers.  

- preparing  

-pre-approaching  

-initiation 

relationship through 

the exhibition. 

-preparing  

-pre -approaching 

 

Approaching  -pre-approach 

-Approach  

Challenges  -Buyer is unable to 
understand their product. 
-Preferring competitor 
products with longer shelf 
life.  
-Limited marketing staff.  
-The owner is doing most 
of the things.  

-The managing director 

old experience  

-Focusing on building 

the brand outside the 

mainstream retailers. 

And fighting [Multiple 

Retailer 4] because 

stocked their product.  

 -Buyers are busy and 

would not give fast 

feedback on their 

product if have been 

approached.  

-Buyer is busy. 

-have to look for the 

category buyer. 

-Only could make 

suggestions about 

where the product 

will sit and what 

price could the 

retail sell the 

product.  

-Buyers are 

unable to 

understand the 

product.  

- do not know 

the buyer  

-Lack of 

relationship 

with the buyer  

Strategy  -Quality product   -Quality product 

suitable for 

 -Participate in 

Tradeshow.  

-Change in 

packaging.  

-change in 

packaging  

- social media 

and trade show  
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mainstream 

contribution.   

-Artistically sent the 

sample.  

-online and 

trade shows 

-accepting 

private label 

production  

2) Trail stage       Not Stated   -Product needs 

follow up  

 

Challenges      Note stated     

Strategy          

3) Category 
review  

  -Change in 

Packaging design by 

the help of buyer in 

[Independent 

Retailer B] .  

 Product delisted 

because the buyer 

believed that they 

did not reach the 

aimed sales in the 

category. 

   

Challenge  -Product Commoditised,  
-Price cut by the retailer,  

-Product Commoditised   Obligated to make 

sampling and 

packaging change. 

 -Product 

commoditised  

 

Strategy  Scaling up in future is a 
must  

       

Summary of 
survival 
strategies  

-Avoiding supermarkets at 
this stage of their product 
development and not 
putting all of the 
investment in the hand of 
one retailer.  

-Shifting from raw 

potato production into 

healthy chips.  

- Avoiding supermarket 

because of old lousy 

experience with 

[Multiple Retailer 4]. 

-Building and exposure 

of the brand to the 

consumer though from 

the non-supermarket 

channel.  

-Avoiding multiples  

-Building brand by 

subscription.  

-Scaling up before 

approaching 

mainstream.  

- Managing director 

role.  

- Owner old 

experience made to 

prevent the multiples 

at the beginning.  

-The particular 

arrangement with a 

wholesaler for 

product distribution. 

-Scalability   

-Omni-channel 

strategy and 

product distribution 

in other markets.  

-Scaling up for 

different market. 

-Omni-channel 

strategy in 

another market to 

convince the 

wanted retailer to 

stock them in the 

aimed category.  

- Omnichannel 

and avoiding 

total 

dependency on 

one retailer.  

-increasing 

consumer 

awareness.  

- Raising brand 

awareness 

among 

consumers and 

online selling.  

-Omni channel.  

- reducing 

product cost by 

outsourcing 

their 

production. 

-Accepting 

private label 

production   
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-Scaling the production  
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8.1.1 Prospect and pre-approach retail category buyers 

8.1.1.1 Prospecting and the role of the owner 

As documented by Hill (2001) and  Verhees & Meulenberg (2004), SMEs lack sales and 

marketing resources. We can observe from the cases that the owner-manager undertakes 

prospecting. There were a few exceptions to this, the two SMEs ([Company A] and 

[Company C]), that had a small sales and marketing department which played a role in 

performing this activity.  

In this study, the majority of managing directors in the SMEs are personally involved in some 

way in the prospecting part of the process. Even where there was an alternative or 

additional resource within SMEs, such as sales manager or agent acting on the SME’s behalf, 

still the managing directors in these SMEs participated in this stage to reduce cost and make 

sure that the right people have been approached. This is consistent with Sarasvathy (2001), 

to meet the right people timely, as well as avoiding meeting the unqualified people as 

stated by Cook (2009). Their role was apparent in each of [Company I], [Company J], 

[Company K] s, [Company A] and [Company B], as the owners in these companies had a 

critical role in prospecting and pre-approaching the customers at the right time. Sometimes 

they avoided prospecting and pre-approaching activities to be wasted, by intentionally not 

targeting particular retail customers for a number of years. Thus the owner-manager is an 

interesting part of the prospecting and pre-approaching activity “When our business started, 

we exclusively sell to independent stores not sell to major supermarkets that was one of the 

success dimension of the business.” [BB1]. 

Even though most of the SMEs in this study have some established small customers, in the 

end, they all employ a regular looking for, and in most cases, the necessity of getting into 

retailers which coincides with the first step of commercialising, which is prospecting. The 

collected data contradicts Johnston & Marshall's (2016) statement that the sales effort 

should be oriented exclusively towards preserving the customers. Although distributing new 

product to new customers/retailers is essential to all the SMEs in this study, though the 

approached and methods differed significantly, it was hard to find a consistent developed 

planed of actions among the SMEs.  
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Some of the SMEs run this prospecting on a reactive basis, through referrals, such as the 

case of [Company D] when the store manager within the [Convenience Store Chain] referred 

their product into the main office within their chain. “I said okay I would leave this popcorn 

with you and she said I would find out who you send the samples too and I will let you know 

and pop back and it is better the samples to come from a colleague than sending it yourself ” 

[PK2].  

On the other hand, in the majority of cases, the SMEs were proactive, identifying leads from 

traditional sources such as directories, customer website, and surrounding companies. For 

example, [Company I] mentioned that their approach was not prospecting only but 

observing how other companies are performing with multiple retailers and succeeding in 

the market. “I know people who have launched a range with a big name, and they’ve had 

issues with quality because the supermarket doesn’t understand the product they are 

selling.” [CH1]. 

SMEs used different techniques to prospect, and behaved in both reactive and active ways, 

by using referrals to seek out prospective businesses which supports SMEs ( Gilmore et al., 

2001; Mc Cartan-Quinn & Carson, 2003). The buyers from smaller customers were identified 

via the internet, social media/networking sites such as LinkedIn. SMEs lacked the 

understanding of how to identify the contact in large retailers. For example, in the case of 

[Company D], the owner was prospecting the store manager while in other cases the 

companies were prospecting the buyers. Thus, in this study on SMEs, prospecting is barely 

an organised activity and not a “mind-set” as suggested by (Boe, 2007). It is somewhat 

better to refer this activity to SMEs as revisiting customer steps.  

8.1.1.2 Pre-approach  

Pre-approach includes the actions that take place before the buyer/customer visit or 

meeting (Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Most of the Food SMEs within this research agreed 

that the group of activities encompassing the pre-approach was very important. This 

included the identification of the buyer within the retail organisation, and the 

communication with the “ gatekeeper” or securing a meeting and preparation for a meeting 

(Andersen et al., 2016; Maitlis, 2005).  
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In all of the cases in this study, SMEs are continuously searching up for information about 

prospecting or looking for information about a business partner, a new retailer, and further 

information in preparation for the first meeting. Almost all of the companies used the 

internet to perform that activity; this supports the idea that there is increased use of 

technology ( Anderson, 2000; Johnston & Marshall, 2016). Using research data and 

preparing for presentation within this activity added value (Rigby et al., 2002), but it was 

time-consuming and could be expensive. Not all SMEs do research or are able to afford it 

because it might need staff to manage it “we got an online database to try to manage it” 

[PK1]. “We tried not to spend too much money when launching. It’s too easy to spend lots of 

money right at the beginning because you’re excited and tempted” [UD2]. 

However, the majority of the SMEs in this study stated that it was essential to have such 

data, as it assisted them in their meetings with buyers and offered them a better chance of 

putting their case forward and getting listings, since the retailer will assume that the 

product has passed a more significant number of hurdles to be accepted by others (Gerlich 

et al., 1994). Nevertheless, as it can be observed from the majority of the cases in this study, 

the buyers in the multiple retailers were keener to see the success of the product in a retail 

setting rather than in another market. For example, “we focused on the region that we were 

selling it. Our objective was trying to boil this local sell-up and boil. We managed to get 

listing in local [Multiple Retailer 1] and [Multiple Retailer 4], that helped in term of proof of 

sale for [Convenience Store Chain]'s buyer” [CC1]. 

Almost all the companies that participated in this research found it tough and frustrating to 

secure a face to face meeting with the buyer (Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). Most of 

them claimed that this was particularly the case when they approached multiple retailers. 

Some of these SMEs even did their research about the buyers through the social media in 

these retailers, but the majority of them had to call the main office within these retailers 

and buying departments several times over an extended period to reach them. Usually, over 

the phone, there was a short window of opportunity to identify the right person responsible 

for buying their products or the category buyers (Trott & Simms, 2017). Even after 

discovering them it was hard to convince these buyers to agree to a face-to-face meeting. In 

many occasions, they were obligated to leave a voice message for the buyer, which most of 

the time was ignored by these buyers, or send a generic email to the retailer’s main offices, 
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but mostly with no response. “call the head office ask for the buyer, but when you ask for 

the buyer, you do not know who they are, they normally give you a generic email, so you get 

like Buying@[Multiple Retailer 2].co.uk. Fantastic awesome I will wait for six months to get 

into a reply [BR2].” “we called them several times, and every time when we called, we were 

given a generic email or phone number, and we had to call and sent email, but it was totally 

useless” [MR1]. 

Particularly those SMEs with no previous retailer experience found this stage more 

frustrating than those with experience in a retail setting (Manning & Michaelahearne, 2012). 

For example, the managing  directors from one of the SMEs that had experience with 

retailers knew that this is a time and effort consuming activity, thus they were ready to 

employ more staff into their company to chase these category buyers within the retail 

chains .“We understand that these retailers are different to work with and the buyers are 

very busy. We employed specialised people who got direct experience to major retailers and 

understand what’s going inside major retailer buyer’s mind” [BB1].  

8.1.1.3 Importance of participating in trade shows 

The majority of the SMEs found that participating in a trade show was a necessary step to 

initiate a relationship with buyers within retailers (Blythe, 2005) and the relationship can be 

“initiated” amongst actors that have been in contact before (Batonda & Perry, 2003; 

Polonsky, Gupta, Beldona, & Hyman, 2010). These trade shows formed a platform for the 

first face-to face-meeting and card exchange, also overcoming the inertia from the retail 

buyers. In most cases, these trade-shows were very expensive and unaffordable, but they 

did not have much choice but to participate. In the majority of the cases, the owner-

manager or the managing directors of the SMEs participated in these trade shows to avoid 

paying for the employee, or they hired an agency or rented a stand with other companies to 

reduce the cost involved with the trade shows.  

8.1.1.4 Investigating the customer’s assortment 

Considering that part of the preapparoch process is to log activities, monitor, and track the 

customers, consistent with Rigby et al. (2002) more than half of the SMEs in this study 

mentioned that they researched what existing categories the targeted retailer was carrying 

in their assortment. Furthermore, the SMEs were more oriented toward building this 

tracking of retail assortment from a brand perspective rather than a category perspective; 
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this is what contradicts the main principles of category management which state shifting 

from a brand management perspective to category management perspective (Glynn, 2007; 

Steiner, 1993). Some of the SME that did the follow- up and investigation around retailer 

categories stated it was a costly process, but they had to devote a special team to go around 

and make an investigation around the categories that the retailer was carrying. “We 

employed specialised people, they searched around and got a lot of photos; we are at a 

different price point for that as a similar product. So we go and see for how much they sell. 

So for chocolates, we check what alternative chocolates they have.” [BB1]. 

Some of the SMEs operated this activity on a “computerised database”  in order to reduce 

the cost involved with this activity. This is consistent with Moncrief & Marshall's (2005) 

findings that smart technology (e.g., phone/ laptops) used to load customer data had 

replaced the old-fashioned manually written document as information needed for the sales 

purpose. This suggests the SMEs in the food and drinks sector could buy this simple, smart 

technology and with a little experience in previous selling, manage this activity 

economically.  

The majority of the SMEs prepare something in advance for the face-to-face meeting: an 

agenda, marketing information about the product and the company, and samples too. This 

applies regardless of the size of the customer. Apparently, according to this study, the more 

information the SME has related to the buyer and the assortment they carry the better 

prepared they were for this. In the same way, considering this research was about the food 

and drinks industry, the presentation and the availability of the samples formed an 

important dimension of this activity.  

8.1.1.5 Summary  

In conclusion, almost all of the SMEs engaged in some form of prospecting and pre-

approach activity and gathering information about the customer or retailer they were 

planning to present the new product to. The electronic technology and smart devices 

assisted them in the preparations. Many of the SMEs recognised the significance of 

accessing data (trends and dynamics) about the industry and the category they wanted to 

place their product in. All mentioned that such figures were significant in their presentation 

for the buyer, particularly with the multiple retailer buyers. Nevertheless, it can be observed 

from the cases where that obtaining this data from the retailer was prohibitive. The 
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significant part of preparing for the meeting was making sure that the samples were ready 

to be sent. It can also be observed that SMEs recognise the importance of a face-to-face 

meeting, but guaranteeing such a meeting with the buyers in multiples seems to be difficult. 

That means achieving this, using phone calls and sending emails, is a stressful experience. 

Thus SMEs need to know that there is an extended time between making contact and 

getting a meeting. For most of them, there is no conventional approach to do this part of 

the activity to prepare for listing their product in the multiple retailers. This activity is mainly 

about getting ready to retain with the buying office, and it could be called the meeting 

preparation step. Thus, the analysis of the data suggests an amendment of the proposition:  

 

 P1/ The SMEs’ prospect and preapproach activities have to result in meeting the retail 

buyers or category managers to initiate the new product commercialisation process. 

 

8.1.2 SMEs’ ability to build relationships with retail category buyers 

Following the prospecting and pre-approaching and the steps, the majority of the SMEs that 

participated in this research admitted the importance of approaching and creating a social 

interaction with buyers within the multiple retailers and this is consistent with Ellegaard's 

(2012) findings. Nevertheless, driving this relationship toward a personal level does not 

seem to be an easy task for the majority of the SMEs in this research. This has been a 

particular concern when approaching the multiple retailers. That is because the buyers 

within the multiple retailers only provided limited room for the development of such 

chemistry between them. Notably, limited time was given by the retailers, when the SMEs 

were invited to a meeting to give a presentation about their new product. Yet, experienced 

SMEs owners were able to exploit this opportunity to build a degree of social chit-chat and 

explore common interests to start a dialogue with the buyer (Andersen & Kumar, 2006) and 

create a working relationship and an interpersonal trust with the buyers, which brought 

benefits for them. The more experience the owner had with a retail setting the easier it was 

to deliver the presentation to the multiple retailers. This can be seen in all the cases studies, 

in which the owner found it easier to overcome the limited time frame of the presentation 

in this phase.  
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8.1.2.1 The Importance of the sales presentation 

In this research, most of the cases findings were in agreement with Moncrief and Marshal's 

(2005) findings, that in the seller-buyer interaction the effective sales presentation do 

matter, and it is often considered the most critical step in the process (Cicala et al., 2012a). 

The accomplishment of a sale or having a chance to go back for a further face-to-face 

meeting indicates a successful presentation (Cicala et al., 2012a). Successful delivery of the 

value proposition and benefits to the customer forms the ingredient of an excellent sales 

presentation (Anderson, Narus, & Van Rossum, 2006), including both oral presentation and 

non-verbal communication via written proposals and presentation (Brexendorf et al., 2010).  

 

In this study, there was a variation in the ways of communicating the information to the 

buyer in sales presentation or dialogue, while when giving the sales presentation to small 

customers it was more like a casual meeting. ”we were randomly visiting these wholesaler 

and individual stores” [UD2].  But, for the large-sized retailer or multiple retailers, a formal 

power point was preferred. Most SMEs mentioned that they had to keep the number of 

slides short because of the limited time devoted to them: “our presentation was only for a 

half an hour to present, half an hour!” [BR1]. Furthermore, as it can be understood from the 

cases, it is more about the person presenting the product that is on offer. In some of the 

cases like [Company A]’s case, the product was too radical to the category, and because of 

the limited time devoted to the presentation, the SMEs were complaining that the buyer 

could not understand their product. However, sales figures in other markets and proposed 

sales to the category also helped when giving the presentation. 

8.1.2.2 The importance of convincing the buyer 

In all of the cases, the significant focus was placed on going into a meeting with buyers to 

delivering more information to the buyer about the SME, and its new product. 

Furthermore, the presentation was a platform to understand what the buyer was looking 

for. “So obliviously you present your products, through the presentation, you can do 

whatever you like, just to introduce, what is the product? And who are the consumers?” 

[BR1]. In addition to the product presentation, the SMEs were keen for their product to be 

tested by the buyers. 
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8.1.2.3 Sending samples with a gift box or artistic samples 

Nevertheless, as it can be observed from all the case studies, almost all of the companies 

were struggling with the way that multiple retailers handled their samples. For example, 

when [Company B] tried to approach and send their samples to one of the multiple retailers 

for the first time, after sending the samples to the buyer's office, the samples got lost. 

“There is a pile of samples when you call them, hey my sample is there, oh is it that one, they 

might grab it, give you five minutes on the phone [BR2]. [Company D]’s managing director 

had witnessed that on some occasions; the SME had to send the same sample to the same 

buyer for more than ten times. ”send samples 12 times just for nothing” [PK1]. 

The experienced owners or managing directors, or the SMEs that had experience in dealing 

with multiples or with retailer setting in general, did not face such challenges related to 

retailer’s product sample handling. They managed to send these samples artistically or in 

specially designed boxes that would grab the buyer’s attention, presumably acknowledging 

that the buyers of these chains were busy. For example, [Company B] did not face similar 

problems when they approached the retailer after the first failure in [Multiple Retailer 2]. 

Both [Company A] and [Company D] sent their new product samples in the specially 

designed box for the buyers in these retailers.  

This step of action in the commercialisation process includes not only the early beginning of 

the interaction, rapport and relationship building. The majority of the SMEs in this research 

mentioned that it was critical for them to create a degree of personal trust with the buyer. 

Furthermore, the owner, through their sample and presentation, tried to make the retailers 

recognise that there was a need for their product. Developing this personal trust through 

the personal source of information seems to be critical for radically innovative products 

compared to a buying situation of low complexity and low risk for the buying organisation as 

the decision process progress (Bienstock & Royne, 2007; Kennedy & Deeter-Schmelz, 2001; 

Viitaharju & Lähdesmäki, 2012). Nevertheless, reaching this degree of trust needs to defeat 

the challenges raised to approach the large retailer, which seems to be time and effort 

consuming for the SMEs, as most of them spent between six months to twelve months to 

reach the next stage of the listing.  
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8.1.2.4 Summary  

In conclusion, giving the presentation and the way the retailer handles the SMEs’ samples 

do vary significantly among the SMEs; there is a noticeable difference when delivering either 

to the small or the large retailer. This study suggests that SMEs are more relaxed when 

approaching the smaller customers. The critical concentration of SMEs is the extraction of 

information related to wants and needs of the buyer for listing their new product. However, 

the majority of SMEs struggle to build relationship and rapport because of the short amount 

of time devoted to this stage by the multiple retailers. However, the experienced SME 

owners were able to adapt to the buyer to help the relationship. Thus, approaching, 

presenting and sending sampling and initial contact development are an essential stage of 

commercialising a new product, but this step was challenged by the time devoted by the 

large retailer. Thus, the analysis of the data suggests amending the proposition:  

 

P2/ The SMEs’ attempts to approach and develop relationships with retailer category 

managers is challenged by the time devoted by larger customers 

 

8.1.3 SMEs’ win-win positions with category buyers for planogram listing 

Moncrief and Marshall (2005) mentioned that usually the sales need would not be made on 

the first encounter and according to this research it will be optimistic to think that it might. 

Because the retailers review and revise their existing items in their categories, the new 

products have to comply with existing assortment before the retailers insert the new 

products into their planogram or list them (Hong et al., 2016). Thus, as is seen in all the 

cases, the SMEs’ ability to adapt their offer to meet or closely align or match their offering 

to the buyer’s need and their ability to supply the products formed a critical dimension of 

their discussion and negotiation (Robson & Rawnsley, 2001, 2005). Clearly, from all the 

cases, none of the SMEs reached a truly win-win outcome at this stage; nevertheless, 

regular contact and meetings between the SMEs and the buyer, where joint plans were 

discussed, were aimed for both parties to achieve something from the established 

relationship.    

8.1.3.1 Using the collected information about customer assortment during negotiations 

The SMEs in this research raised the dilemma that despite the fact that they recognise the 

importance of mutual benefits as mentioned by (Chakrabarty et al., 2010) and the need to 
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deliver a solution, SMEs still need to convince the buyer to take their new product whatever 

the size of their customer is. It is evident from this study that owner-managers in these 

SMEs that are offering entirely new products use tactics or techniques in an attempt to 

persuade the buyer they need the SME’s new product. In keeping with Carbonell & 

Rodríguez Escudero, (2010) and Ozer's (2006) findings, the SMEs that collected the data and 

information about the category they wanted to sell in, and attempted to prove consumer 

demand for their product, were able to convince the buyers to list their product in the 

category. Also, the SMEs tried to convince the buyer not to compare their product with their 

current products in the category. This was time and resource consuming for the SMEs; this 

mainly is true when it comes to commercialising their new product into larger retailers 

“because we do not have the budget as a small producer. That is kind of constant battle.” 

[BB1]. 

8.1.3.2 Tolerating long negotiation duration 

Most of the SMEs in this research neither have time, nor the financial resources to revisit 

the buying candidate of these customers and specifically large retailers over and over again. 

Therefore, it seems it is essential to overcome the objections and put themselves in a 

position to make a sale on the day if possible once the opportunity for meeting the buyer 

had emerged. Almost all the cases support this, and it is explicitly obvious in [Company D]’s 

case, as the managing director was trying to limit the number of customers she is dealing 

with, because of the amount of time, employees and resources needed to negotiate with 

these customers. To engage with larger retailers, the SMEs confirmed there was a cost 

involved in coming back time and time again for the meeting, to start the sales or list the 

product in their planogram. Apparently, the SMEs seem to be disconnected between 

building a relationship and dealing with large customers’ objections and the need to 

overcome, and the time that the process takes to identify the need, and present a solution 

for selling their product. That is because of the involvement of a high number of decision 

makers “there are different people have to approve the things, this process takes at least six 

months depending on where you get on with it” [BB1]. 
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8.1.3.3 Tolerating tough negotiation about price, promotion and customer support and being 

ready to compromise 

Inevitably the price, promotion, customer support, and product shelf location were 

negotiated and discussed between the SMEs and the retailers, before listing the new 

products in the planogram (Group et al., 1992; O’Brien, 2015). Nevertheless, most of the 

SMEs stated when they approached the large retailers they faced tough negotiation about 

price and the price margin for selling the new product; this was entirely different from what 

they experienced with smaller customers. “So different retailer have different way to 

confuse you, so I had worked out a gross margin, which if you selling 4 pounds,1.2 take-ups 

out the VAT, selling four pounds, I sell it to them for 60 p, he makes a gross profit margin of 

40 pence, which is 40 percent, then he said No No I need  net over gross, which  said 

including the VAT and his side, All it does is he reduced the margin, his margin was 40, 

suddenly looked like 35” [BR2].  Also, [Company D]’s owner adds “I suggested to them to sell 

it for £1.99, but they wanted to sell it for £1.79, which would mean a smaller margin 

normally.” [PK1]. 

 

Often the buyers in larger retailers tried to reduce the buying price and get the best price at 

the expense of the SMEs. Not always but often, the buyers from the large retailer were 

accused of attempting to learn the SMEs’ factory gate price or to understand what is the 

actual cost of the product, thus they could take more profit and commoditise the price. The 

cases from [Company I], not approaching these retailers, and [Company J]’s decision to 

withdraw its products from [Multiple Retailer 4] once it was listed are all similar supports for 

these claims. These claims are particularly true when the SMEs are in the early stage of their 

growth and new to the market, and do not have a volume of sales to bear this pressure “in 

the early days; the supermarkets were kind of looking for commercial giant and monsters; 

they were trying to screw down the price. A price that was not in our interest to develop the 

product that we wanted to serve our consumer with. Especially we aimed to keep the same 

quality” [BB1]. 

8.1.3.4 Negotiation about the slotting fee 

Another component of the negotiation were the slotting fees or cost of securing shelf in the 

retailer’s stores and consumer product support. Mainly, the larger customer did apply the 

slotting charge to the SMEs. Along with (Fuller) 2011 and  White, Troy, & Gerlich's ( 2000) 
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findings, this cost was a deterrent for the introduction of the new product. Conversely, the 

SME’s owner believed that their product would generate sales once the product was 

distributed, as from their experience with smaller customers, did not have a problem with 

paying the listing fee. In some of the cases, this fee was subjective to the buyer's 

interpretation of the new product and how innovative the buyer thought the new product 

was (Fornari et al., 2009) and in which category he or she was thinking of placing the 

product. Consistent with Desiraju's (2001) findings, in this research, if the buyer put the new 

product in a proliferated category, then the SME was asked for a higher slotting fee, 

because the category already had products that were generating profits for the retailer, and 

removing profitable items from the category meant losing profit for the retailer. 

Acknowledging that the buyer had the power to decide on which category the new product 

will be placed, the SME’s owner-manager’s ability to keep in peace with the buyer was 

necessary to avoid the unaffordable amount of listing payments. “We tried to keep the buyer 

happy, although I know they cannot delist you because of that, of course, there are different 

reasons if they do not like you [PK1]. Although, investing in a relationship with the buyers in 

larger retailer was time-consuming, in some of the cases it paid back, as [Company D] was 

able to convince to buyer to pay this fee in instalments rather than paying all of it in one go. 

  

Also, this research supports Lin and Chang (2012), Steenkamp and Gielens (2003) and  Van 

Everdingen, Sloot, van Nierop, and Verhoe's (2011) findings, that the retailers preferred a 

supplier that provides consumer support package for their new product to listed in the 

planogram, irrespective to the size of the retailer. However, when it comes to the larger 

retailer, the experienced SMEs directors were more conservative in providing these 

promotional offers, trying to negotiate and get concessions to postpone a full payment of 

the consumer support or paying these fees in instalments. This is because the owners of 

these SMEs knew that the retail buyers were going to renegotiate the supplying conditions 

once the product had been sold by them for a period of time. “Instead of selling that for 1 

pound we will sell it 1.16 just because of all of the extra margins that we need to pay” 

[MR2].  

Nevertheless, neither paying the listing fee nor consumer product support guaranteed the 

shelf location that the SMEs aimed for “Within the fixture, you will not have a say on 

whether you will be in the middle or bottom middle or top shelf” [BR2]. This decision, about 
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where the product will be sitting, was entirely for up to the buyer; in some cases, buyers 

made promises that they would move the SME’s product to a better shelf location once they 

saw the product sales and after reviewing the category after six months to one year.  

8.1.3.5 Summary  

In conclusion, it appears to be essential for the SME to have some knowledge about the 

product and the categories that the product will be sitting in to overcome the buyer's 

objection in the retailer chains. Consistent with Lin and Chang's (2012) findings the SMEs 

that had their product accepted by other retailer or a competitor had some leverage for 

their position when negotiating with the buyers about price, promotion customer support, 

and shelf position. This research is consistent with Trott and Simms' (2017) findings that the 

selling company should focus on trying to persuade the buyer or category buyers in the 

retail chain. Nevertheless, the SMEs found it time-consuming to chase the buyers as they 

were always busy and did not have time to build rapport with them. In general, SMEs found 

this stage to be challenging especially when dealing with larger customers as they were 

always leaning towards deducting benefits at the expense of the SMEs. Thus, the analysis of 

the data suggests amending the proposition: 

 

P3/ To list a product in the planogram getting into win-win is easily achieved with smaller 

customers, but often the SMEs have to compromise from the value of their innovation to 

get their product accepted by larger retailers   

 

8.1.4 Planogram implementation and sales follow-up 

As it can be seen from the cases studies, regardless of the retailer or the customer’s size the 

SMEs claimed it was vital for them to follow up their stock with the customers. This activity 

is not a one-off action but part of the ongoing process of building a business and solving the 

problem that happens with the SME’s product within the customer’s distribution centres 

and stores. Most SMEs in this research provided some evidence of what actions they take 

after their product was stocked by their customer/ retailers. In most cases, it is clear that 

SMEs need to follow up their stock regardless if this has been agreed or not with the 

retailers as this follow-up rarely comes from the retailer buying office. Consistent with 

Hingley's (2005) findings this research also claims that this became the industry norm for 

the SMEs or selling the company to commence the follow-up because this is not what the 
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buyers worry about. Thus if SMEs want to do business, they will do follow-up. “We had to 

inspect our stock, locally we do it our self” [BB1]. “the selling personnel has been to another 

shop; he found that the unit cited line empty on the racking in the storeroom. Because it sold 

out, and, instead of refilling it” [PK1].  

8.1.4.1 The technology for follow-up 

In this research, this follow-up contact became very important in the early days when the 

new product was sent to the retailers’ distirubtion centres or stores directly. The follow-up 

takes from a letter (usually from an email) or sometimes a call. Access to technology and 

smartphones helps speed up the response time to. Sometimes issues during follow-up were 

solved by making a call. Some others invested in the database to follow up with their 

customers and when they have last ordered: “We got an online database to try to manage 

it” [PK1]. Some others were able to convince the buyers to share the stock information 

electronically or over smartphones. “They have an online system that tells us the stock level” 

[BB1]. However, consistent with Michael & McCathie's ( 2005) findings, having the online 

stock information did not guarantee the stock availability so a follow-up was still needed . 

“there are delivery issues, there are forecasting issues and few thing all combined to result in 

a lot of stores being out of stock they did not tell us that, we just found out. Just by visiting 

the stores” [BB1]. In some other cases, the retail buyers refused to share this information for 

free, and they asked payment for it.   

As it appears from some of the cases, the problems in the supply chain with the retailers 

needed be a follow-up and it was more likely to be responded by a letter or an email from 

these retailers. But this was not necessarily true when the buyers were busy. Thus, the SMEs 

that had their product distributed in more than few shops or nationally had to perform this 

activity by themselves, using a member of staff, or employing more people or paying an 

agency on their behalf to check on their stock which was an additional cost for the SMEs. “I 

pulled selling personnel off the street, pre-Christmas and three of us now hitting the phones 

trying to speak to everybody that had has ordered from us before” [PK2]. Some SMEs were 

struggling to hire an agency for this activity so the owner had to get involved “working 

capital is a real issue for a growing business, we had to follow up these by our self” [BR1].  

Apparently, some SMEs thought that by supplying more significant customers they would 

decrease the follow-up cost because the products will be directed to the central distribution 

centre. Nevertheless, this was not the case with the majority of the companies as they had 
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to follow up on their product on a continuous base up to the point where the product was 

placed on store shelves. However, unlike those who distributed their products locally, they 

were able to do this with fewer costs because of the geographical proximity. This might 

explain why some of the SMEs refuse their product being distributed nationally. 

8.1.4.2  Going forwards and backwards between the store managers and the buyers and the 

effect of buyer rotation  

SMEs consider the importance of keeping in touch, also from the professionalism of the 

follow up with action points, the majority of the SMEs find this step very challenging as 

some are confused where to put their effort, the buying director, the category buyer and 

the store managers and [Company C]’s case is a clear evidence of this. Some others, even 

after discovering the problems in the hubs or stores, were afraid to raise these problems 

with the buyers or buying directors fearing that this will spoil their relationship. “You have to 

be careful, they really do not like it, and it is a bit like telling someone that their mother is 

ugly if you consider achieving improvement without doing that. But sometimes we had to 

because we are paying for listing fees and participating in promotions and we are not there” 

[BR1]. 

Some of the owner-managers suggested that building friendships with the store manager 

was necessary because the buyers were changing in some of the retailer as it happened in 

[Company C]’s case, that is why SME needed to go and come back to the store managers 

many times. “You know I am quite personable, friendly; an email is easy to delete or ignore, 

but once you get in there it is hard to, so I was really pushing.” [PK1].  Some of them even 

built a friendship with store managers and visited them from time to time to keep the SME 

in the back of the store or buyer manager’s mind. However, this was not the case with some 

of the store managers as they did not want to cooperate at all because the product was on 

trial or because of store managers’ demographic knowledge (Bäckström & Johansson, 

2006). “That is a trial product, we are not putting it in the local fixture, it is not going to be 

on the shelf, and you can put it in the dumping place by the till.” [PK1]  

8.1.4.3 Summary 

In conclusion, this step regarded one of the most critical stages of commercialising a new 

product. Usually, these additional meetings are required to advance the trail of the product. 

It is essential that the SME and their customers can keep each other well-informed and their 

relationship intact. SMEs do require following up and putting action points to work on, as 
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the buyer in retailer never offers to undertake this duty irrespective of the size of the 

customer. SMEs may need to add a new staff member to ensure their product has been 

followed in all of the shops. The relationship needs to be sustained, and a mechanism for 

this is ongoing contact whether a further meeting is required or is imminent. One method of 

keeping in touch is to build a relationship with store managers. This step is regarded to be 

more than a follow-up, it is related to maintaining contact through the follow-up and some 

activities as described in this study. Thus the proposition is supported: 

  

P4/ The SMEs’ efforts to encourage retailer store managers to replenish, re-order and 

allocate new products in accordance with the plan agreed with the retail buyer is a 

necessary activity when commercialising new products into retail customers. 

 

8.1.5 Category review and final product acceptance  

Almost all the companies that participated in this research mentioned that this stage was 

one of the most critical ones for their new product commercialisation. As known from the 

literature (Azimont & Araujo, 2007; Group et al., 1992) retailer fine-tune their existing 

categories by exchanging existing products with new ones or similar products, and 

theoretically speaking the outcome of this process had to satisfy both the retailers, and their 

suppliers (O’Brien, 2015). Nevertheless, this was not the case with most of the SMEs that 

participate in this research. Specifically, those SME that dealt with larger retailer mentioned 

that the retailer went beyond the known norms of reviewing price, promotion and shelf 

location compared to their brand sales or what their category sales were.  

8.1.5.1 SMEs offering additional values to keep the product on the large retailer's shelves 

In this stage, the SMEs were happy to invest in their relationship with retailers by adding 

new services to assist the category buyer to drive their sales and business, for example 

offering concessional price down for clearance of the stock.  At the same time, they were 

keen on raising and resolving their concerns related to supplying problems and low sales if 

any existed. However, the large retailers were more after benefiting from such situations for 

their own sake. For example, although [Company D] raised concern regarding low sales in 

some of [Multiple Retailer 1]’s stores due to factors related to low demographic demand of 

their product, and asked [Multiple Retailer 1] to exchange these stores to other ones within 

[Multiple Retailer 1]’s chain. Nonetheless, the buyer put a condition for the change and 
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linked it to what additional values they were going to provide to [Multiple Retailer 1] to 

make the needed amendments. Similar ways to obtain more benefits from SMEs could be 

observed in the majority of the cases.  

The result of reviewing and keeping the new product on the shelves of larger retailers 

depended much more on the additional values that the SMEs were offering or were 

obligated to provide unlike when selling products to smaller customers. The SMEs had a 

dilemma with these payments, because they did not have any measurable positive effects 

on their sales, and the payment seemed to benefit the retailers, (e.g.Magazine, coupons, 

damage discounts, extended contract deal, seasonal event payments, charity payment, and 

hosting the buyer for factory visit) rather than the SMEs. In some cases, the payments were 

toward increasing the sales of the whole category rather than the SME’s brand. “Not every 

promotion we do just generally show us an increase in sales, and we see our product listed 

on that sale. For we advertised in the magazine, they are always keen for the producer to do 

that, that is quite expensive, just ten thousand pounds for a feature in a magazine and that 

is a small feature within a feature, and that is a lot of money” [BB1]. 

8.1.5.2 SME tolerating the timing of category review 

Another problem noticed from the cases was the timing of this reviewing process, from the 

day the product went to the shelf to the day the product was delisted or upgraded. The 

SMEs accused the retailer of being fast in their delisting decisions and more conservative in 

providing a better shelf location. To an extent, one of the SME’s products were delisted only 

three months into the changes they made to their product because of that particular large 

retailer. “It was a frustrating situation for us we hugely invested in that package for 

[MULTIPLE RETAILER 1]’s sake and, they delist us, it is just unfair, totally rubbish” [BL1]. The 

SMEs saw that the timing of the category review by the larger retailer was mostly used as a 

tactic to retain more value from their suppliers rather than advising on improving their 

products. “They come to us within six months again asking for more …16% of the turnover 

we spend on the promotional activity, like paying on tickets, paying for promotion, that we 

did not want to be part of” [MR1].   

 

8.1.5.3 New product sales compared with the sales of private label 

Consistent with İpek, Aşkın, and İlter's (2016) findings, the retailer who had a private label 

product in place had compared sales from the private label to what SMEs were offering. 
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Although the large retailer knew that these SMEs were new and could not produce the 

private label products at this stage, the topic was on the table during the negotiations.  

Nevertheless, this comparison was made for the sake of putting more pressure on the 

suppliers, as they would have less bargaining power (Meza & Sudhir, 2010)  and it was 

meant to retain more values from the SMEs. While the majority of the SMEs in this research 

refused to produce a private label for the large retailer, one SME [Company H] decided to 

produce the private label because it did not have any option at the time. The owners 

acknowledged that these retailers stem their power from private labels. Thus she was trying 

to retain some control from the retailer to convince them to buy their new product by 

producing private labels. This is consistent with Anderson and Weitz's (1992) suggestions 

that a pledge could be created to bind a channel member to a relationship and initiate a sign 

of cooperative behaviour (Zippel et al., 2013). Nevertheless, contradicting Ter Braak, 

Deleersnyder, Geyskens, and Dekimpe’s (2013) findings, [Company H] still could not 

guarantee their brand’s presence on the retailer’s shelf.  

  

8.1.5.4 Managing the buyers demands and the degree of dependency 

Some of the SME owners were very careful not to go too far with the demand of the buyer 

at this stage. Because, they believed that this was contradictory to what they had agreed on 

the initial meetings, and the SMEs already agreed to supply these large retailers with a 

maximum reduction in their price, and promotional supplies during the initial meetings. 

Although Benton and Maloni (2005) and Hoppner, Griffith, and Yeo, (2014) mentioned that 

bargaining has a detrimental effect on inter-firm relations and firms position, not all the 

SMEs were able to bargain at this stage. Some felt trapped, because they had already used 

most of their personal and company resources to build a relationship and supply that 

particular large retailer. SMEs that were in this situation were forced to tolerate the misuse 

of the power and engaged with the large retailer’s demands because they did not have any 

options other than supplying them. Some even agreed to pay these fees as they feared that 

they would be delisted even when they knew that retailers could not force them to make 

these payments legally. “Although I know they cannot delist you because of that, but of 

course there is the different reason if they do not like you” [PK1]. SMEs like [Company I] and 

[Company J] avoided the large retailer at the early stage of their companies’ establishment 

and some others used a wholesaler in order not to get trapped with the large retailers.  
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Consistent with Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp's (1995) findings, the SMEs that created a 

degree of retail dependency were in a better situation of not tolerating this misuse of power 

and resisting such post-product acceptance conditions. These SME were able to initiate a 

degree of commitment to their products from these large retailers to continue to use their 

items without many objections. As it could be observed from the majority of the cases, the 

retailer’s commitment increases the use of the SME’s product, and their additional demand 

request fades away when the SMEs spend some years building their brand and their supply 

chain. “You got to have a look to get into retail, it more about packaging. ”[YD2]. That is why 

the SMEs that created a demand for their product outside the retailer chain were happy for 

their product to be delisted by these large retailers after they felt a bit of pressure from 

them. “[Multiple Retailer 2]  wanted a price reduction, and they asked me what are you 

going to invest in us? how many promotions you are going to buy, and we thinking about 

putting you on the top shelve next year, So going into a business investment plan, they are 

pretty much sort of, saying get on to the shelf if you invest, I think that is more is a tactic” 

[BR1].   

under such circumstances, the SME approached the larger retailer after years of being 

absent from their shelves because they needed to build their consumer base and brand by 

further investing in packaging, websites and technologies to reach their consumers directly 

or through smaller customers. Nevertheless, this was still a risky move because a competitor 

product could attack the new product and the new product could lose its novelty by the 

time they were reaccepted by the large customers. Thus, while the SMEs were distributing 

their new product to these small customers or the consumers directly, it was critical to 

cooperate with them and include the consumer’s feedback for the purpose of product 

development. Consistent with Kleinschmidt and Cooper (1991) and Lariviere and 

Padmanabhan (1997), a balance between the newness and risk of failure was needed to 

guarantee success  before approaching the retailer “We knew we had to put a lot more into 

product development, that was more about the packaging and distirubtion. But we had to 

choose a retailer that can understand the product and give us good feedback. It had to be a 

supermarket that is premium and understands ethical aspect of our product and 

[Independent Retailer W] is on the top of this. Their buyer's feedback was valuable to us.” 

[BB1]. 
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8.1.5.5 Summary 

In conclusion, for the SMEs, passing this stage was critical, because it conditioned the 

continuity of the new product supply to the retailer’s chain. Theoretically, this stage is 

designed for both parties to solve problems and raise concerns . Nevertheless, some of the 

SMEs even feared raising these issues with the buyer of the large retailers and perceived 

this stage as being reaped off, as the large retailers were conditioning them to pay 

additional value to keep their products on their shelves  (e.g., magazine, coupons, damage 

discounts, extended contract deal, seasonal event payments and charity). Notably, this was 

the case with those who got trapped and got only one customer to buy their product, which 

was the case with most SMEs in this research when they first started and supplied a sole 

large retailer. Those SMEs that managed to create a degree of retailer dependency were 

able to resist and not accept all the term during this renegotiation stage. Nevertheless, 

building a brand and updating packaging, investing in technology, and developing 

alternative market alliances takes years because of resource scarcity. Thus, the analysis of 

the data suggests amending the proposition: 

 

P5/ It is necessary for the SMEs to build a degree of retailer dependence on them by the 

time products reach the category review stage so that a retailer will continue to distribute 

their new product within their chain, nevertheless building that dependency needs years.  

 

8.1.6 The Summary of the stage into product commercialisation to large retailers 

From this study on the SMEs, a summarised version of the steps of commercialising new 

products for SMEs can be developed: 1 - Finding Customers though prospecting-

preappraching and meeting the category buyer, 2 - Being persistent in calling the retailer 

buyers, 3 - Being prepared to compromise from margin in the negotiation, 4-Devoting time, 

personnel, and resources for following up the stock and relations with store managers, 5 - 

Creating a degree of dependency or being prepared forpayments to drive sale and continue 

business with the large customers/retailers.  This is captured in figure 8.1.  
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Figure 8.1: Stage of new product commercialisation into retailers  
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8.2 Factors  affecting the commercialisation process  in the SMEs 

8.2.1 SME Related Factors 

8.2.1.1 Importance of the owner-manager 

The following section explains the sub-factors directly related to the owner-manager’s 

importance in the commercialisation process of a new product: visibility, passion, and 

decision-making power and intuition. 

8.2.1.1.1 Visibility  

Owner managers perceive their visibility with the buyers as crucial in the seller-buyer 

interface. According to their understanding, a lack of visibility implies there is a fear of not 

being in touch and perceived as essential resources,  potentially leading to the relationship 

between the SMEs and the buyer being severed (Gilmore et al., 2001; Hill & Tiu Wright, 

2001). The owner-manager significantly influences the way the company is marketed. Some 

owner-managers not only decide on the marketing /selling approach, but are part of the 

marketing and selling plan itself (Gilmore et al., 2001). That is because of the scale of the 

SMEs; the owner-manager is the salesperson, the only “person” the buyers meets. The 

owner-manager is perceived as part of their firm; very often they are the business as 

mentioned by Hill & Tiu Wright (2001). This could be observed in all the SMEs when trying to 

commercialise their product, except for one, [Company A], which had grown their firm to a 

considerable size by the time they had approached the retail market. Also, the owner-

managers were the last line of negotiation between the selling firm and the buyer.  

8.2.1.1.2 Passion  

There is a belief from the owner-manager that their passion has a positive effect on the 

buyer. Equally, however, the evidence mentioned that too much passion could lead to the 

buyer questioning the common sense commerciality of the new product. Thus the owner-

manager is challenged to consider whether or not they should step back a little and employ 

a dispassionate sale resource to manage the sales activity. “You know I am quite personable, 

friendly, the email is easy to delete or ignore, but once you get in there is hard to, so I was 

really pushing” [PK1].   

8.2.1.1.3 Decision-making power and intuition  

The critical role of the owner-manager is further evidenced when the role of decision maker 

is articulated (Carson et al., 1995). It is the owner who delivers the final word on any sales-

related matter. There is evidence on authorisation and control. This can be seen in all the 
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cases, e.g. ([Company D], [Company J], [Company B]) until the SMEs were considered 

competitive in the market. Another observation that can be felt in this study is that SMEs 

mostly operate by using their instance rather than knowledge or facts and few of them do 

use market research. This is supported by Matthews and Scott (1995). This study proves that 

SMEs’ length of service will drive their intuitive understanding of what to do and when and 

how it can be derived. The guesswork informs this process. Most of the SMEs in this study 

convinced the large retailer to keep their product only after several failed attempts and 

previous failure with them.  

  

8.2.1.2 Lack of sales knowledge and Financial resources implications  

As it can be observed, most SMEs operate a business with weakness in their sales process. 

The lack of knowledge regarding the sales process of the new product appears to be directly 

linked to not just specific SMEs as an entity in this study, but to individual tasks performing a 

role within the SMEs (Gilmore et al., 2001; Verhees & Meulenberg, 2004). Two out of the 

three owner-managers that participated in this research mentioned that they had been 

directly involved in the selling activities on a day-to-day basis. Some of them, at the very 

early stage of their firm involved or relied heavily on their party agent and distributor as a 

partner to help their firms undertake the sales activity. Some of them did not approach the 

large retailer because of what they heard from media and friend SME owners.  

Owner managers do the selling because there is either no one else to do it, the company is 

too small to have specific function resources as explained before, or they believe they can 

do the job better than a trained salesperson. The cost of recruiting a fulltime salesperson is 

prohibitive, “That is literally what was this selling personnel doing, I have been paying him. 

For the last 2 months to drive his car 4 hours a day he may get into 4 at most a day [PK1]. 

Although those whom had employed agencies found that it is expensive and time-

consuming to deal with them “This is new this has been less one year, completely rebranded. 

That was alot of money and hard work and alot of hard take [YD2]. Though SME identify 

that help is needed but at the same time acknowledge lack of financial resources to take this 

step.  

8.2.1.3 The role of technology  

The interaction between the sellers and buyers was pretty much inconceivable without the 

use of technology in business. New technology brought efficiency, speed and saved SMEs 
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both money and time. For example, by using the social media (Facebook and Twitter), the 

SMEs gained direct access to their consumers and exposed their brand to a broad audience. 

Furthermore, the SMEs used the internet to access more information about prospects prior 

to the first contact or phone call to try to arrange the first face-to-face meeting. This meant 

the SMEs were able to get the background information for the prospect. This study shows 

the multiple uses of the technology. It is was used to inform the prospect buyer about the 

existence of the SME as a potential supplier, and the SME website provided information 

about SMEs and what products they sell. 

Moncrief and Marshall (2005) mentioned that smartphones/ laptops with data and 

sophisticated CRM (customer relationship management) systems are used for customer 

record keeping. The technology used by the SMEs in this research included phones, laptops, 

emails. Smaller customers and individual consumers were more likely to place an order via 

phone or by email. While the large customers were more likely to make these orders 

remotely by using the Electronic Data Interchange. SMEs needed to have these 

technological resources in place to do business with larger customers. 

Consistent with Lindblom and  Olkkonen's (2006) findings, the SMEs did accuse the 

technology that been used by the larger retailer of not being accurate in tracking their 

products, and that is why they needed to follow up their products. Furthermore, the SMEs 

accused the large customer of blocking or conditioning their access to the information 

created from the sales of their product within the retailer chain. This comes with some 

downsides for the SMEs. As the new technology systemically replaced verbal contact and 

face-to-face new product sales dialogue, it erased the personalisation aspect of the new 

product sales process, the rapport, relationship building aspect of the seller-buyer 

interaction. Buyers became a lot more unknown to the SMEs because of emails. 

8.2.1.4 Type of problem to solve (simple or complex)  

The the complexity of product affect  what a firm is  selling. The variables from this study 

could be summarised as:  

- Standardised product: included product manufactured or distributed without any 

customisation; these products could be both expensive products and equally 

inexpensive.  
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- Customised product: included a product that had some adaptation to make it unique 

to the customer. These products could consist of both expensive and inexpensive 

items e.g. production of the private label for the retailer.  

 

The SMEs in this study in new and modified selling task situation started the sales process by 

presenting a standardised product to the customer (small and large). Customisation and the 

ability to supply a non-standard product regularly suited large customers because of their 

power in the relationship and order that they could place on SMEs. However, not all of the 

SMEs were able to customise their product at the very young age of their company. There 

was the logic to this that large quantities of non-customised product can be produced 

economically. However, many of the SMEs needed years to overcome the challenges related 

to production and infrastructure. Eventually, they were able to supply these large customers 

(e.g. production of the Private label).  

8.2.1.5 Geographic location constraints  

Similar to previous research findings,  (Hingley, Boone, & Haley, 2010), the following section 

explains how the sub-factors linked to the geographic location of the SME affect the new 

product sales process, which will be further described under these headings: Sending 

samples, Planning appointments, Effects on socialisation and Factory visits.  

8.2.1.5.1 Sending samples 

Sending samples either to trade shows or retailers was necessary for the SMEs. Either ahead 

of meeting with the buyer or after the meeting, samples had to be sent to the category 

buyers for tasting as part of this process. This helped see whether or not a meeting is 

evaluated in the first place or if a follow-up meeting was required, or if business would be 

awarded at a later stage in the process. The geographic location of SMEs in this study shows 

some challenges to SMEs regarding both logistics and cost implications. Consistent with 

Dreyer et al.'s (2016) suggestions the SMEs were considering to sell their product to the 

business around them, some were trying to find a lead to connect and referrals from their 

nearby business.  It was easy for a buyer to ask for samples to be sent. However, there is a 

cost for the SMEs that needs to be taken in consideration and a calculation of whether the 

process of sending samples is likely to enhance the opportunity for sales. That is why those 

who were close to the aimed market benefited better from their proximity.  
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8.2.1.5.2 Planning appointments  

When the SMEs located some distance planning, an appointment becomes a real challenge 

for them whether it is with a large or a small prospect. Either it is the first meeting or in a 

series of meetings with the buyer. Because the buyers control the meeting, almost 99% of 

the meetings were held in the buyer’s office. Considering the SMEs that participated in this 

research had a shortage of staff, it was challenging for them to organise some meetings in 

one day. Usually, the SME tried to organise these meeting to avoid accommodation 

payments while visiting their customers. Often, when dealing with the large customer, there 

was one meeting because of the difficulty of securing the meeting with them. Typically this 

meeting was held in the large customer’s head offices. This put pressure and significant cost 

of transportation on the SMEs if they happened at the last minute. 

8.2.1.5.3 Affect on socialisation 

As it can be observed from the cases, during the commercialisation process, building 

relationships occur over different and with different team players (store managers), 

spending social time and moments became a need for the SMEs. For the SMEs located far 

away from the headquarters and stores establishing face-to-face contact and the chance of 

engaging socially are substantially minimised. Especially for the follow-up, the SMEs were 

forced to hire agencies to check out their stock in the stores.  

8.2.1.5.4 Factory visits  

The SMEs tried to enhance customer relationship with the buying firm by inviting them to 

their offices and production sites so the customer could learn about their new product, 

process, and heritage. Factory visits provided the SMEs with the opportunity to secure what 

is not easy to achieve: the buyer’s undivided attention for a period. This kind of visits will 

enable the buyer to understand why a product might sell at a particular price and how the 

products are manufactured. This study proves that it is tough to secure a commitment from 

the buyer to visit the SMEs sites. Furthermore, one of the SMEs mentioned that the buyer 

was asking for luxury accommodation from the SME; being geographically far from the 

customer raised the possibility for such demands from the buyers.  

8.2.2 Related Industry Factor 

8.2.2.1 Tolerance of an unequal relationship 

The following section explains the two main sub-factors that are related directly to the 

tolerance of unequal relationships in the SME commercialisation process: limited 
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communication opportunities and buyers being busy; the buyers determine meeting 

arrangements, and product shelf location and blockage of stock information sharing.  

 

8.2.2.1.1 Limited communication opportunities and buyers are busy  

For SMEs, the most significant challenges are communicating with multiple retail buyers, 

especially in a new selling task situation; it is difficult to get to the buyer. Some fail to see 

the buyer again for a long time after the initial meeting whether or not this awards the 

business, sometimes the time frame between the first and following meetings takes up to 

six months. The opportunity to communicate is limited because the category buyers are 

simply not replying to calls or emails because the buyer in large retails receive several 

hundreds of email in a week. Although this is a barrier in communication, the SMEs lean to 

use email communication since it is cheap. This puts a pressure on the Food SMEs to decide 

how best to handle busy buyers. Some of them left multiple messages and got disappointed 

as they realised that buyers do not respond to the messages. Recognising the buyer’s “busy-

ness,” the SME tries to secure a meeting for a specific period within the year to fit with 

seasonal patterns in business cycles; a key time when meeting might be most useful and 

appropriate. Retailers have “windows” when they make a change in their assortments, 

which usually happens once or twice a year. It is essential that not only are SMEs aware of 

these timings, but also push for meetings to coincide with these changes.  

8.2.2.1.2 Buyer Determines Meeting Arrangements 

Buyers are busy and hard to access. Most of the  SMEs that participated in this research did 

not have the luxury to pick the time of the meeting with buyers; it is the buyer that decides 

that “when” and “where” (Hingley, 2005b). Although, the SMEs were asking for the 

meeting, but it was the buyer who found the gaps in their diary and suggested dates and a 

time to suit them, and not the other way around. The location of the meeting was always in 

the buyer’s office. Whenever a meeting was cancelled on a short notice, it caused 

frustration for the SMEs; this was because of three reasons: the time to arrange a new 

meeting, the cost incurred for transportation was not always recoverable, and the process 

had to start again. SMEs realised that it was easier to deal with smaller size companies than 

larger sized companies. Consistent with Dreyer et al.'s (2016) suggestions, this study states 

that there is better chemistry between similarly sized businesses. It is not easy to achieve 
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this with larger retailers because the relationship is unequal and leans to the favour of the 

larger retailers (Hingley, 2005a).  

8.2.2.1.3 Buyer determines the shelf location and  limits stock information sharing:  

Consistent with Corsten & Kumar's (2005) findings most of the SMEs in this study do not get 

what they deserve in terms of shelf location and stock level information sharing when 

supplying retailers. This automatically led to low sales for the SMEs, which resulted in lower 

bargaining power for the SMEs especially at the category review stage. Nevertheless, this 

was not a concern when dealing with smaller customers, but these concerns were 

particularly highlighted when the SMEs were dealing with larger customers. This proves that 

as the size of the retailer customers increases, their willingness to cooperate with suppliers 

decreases (Hogarth-Scott & Dapiran, 1997).  

8.2.3 Other Factors 

8.2.3.1 Type of customers  (Large or small)  

Regardless of the size of the customer (big or small), the prospecting and pre-approaching 

step is required because the SMEs does not rely on their existing network to secure leads 

and guarantee pipeline sales. Equally, there are some potential smaller customers across 

the food and drinks sector to engage with, so a combination of more selling resource by 

using assistance from third-party wholesalers or distributors needs to take place. SME’s 

action to call the customers is undertaken regardless if the customer is smaller or larger, but 

this study reveals that a larger customer requires more persistence to get in touch and meet 

with. This study shows that there is a more comfortable relationship between the SMEs and 

small customers than larger customers because of the similarities in size and operating 

challenges. 

However, SMEs still attempt to build relationships with larger customers, though this can be 

difficult because of issues related to access and resource constraints. Furthermore, this 

study suggests SMEs were keener on pushing the sales of their standardised products or 

“one-size-fits-all” approach, (Dreyer et al., 2016) rather than making a lot of change to their 

products because of limited production resources. The action points from the meeting step 

with smaller customers were pursued in the first meeting, while with larger customers it 

was neither expected nor achievable. Thus the decision from the meeting was postponed 

when the SMEs engaged with larger customers.  
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8.2.3.2 Type of relationship (transactional or relational) 

This study explicitly mentions that SMEs engaging with the smaller customer were operating 

a more transaction-based approach. Although they wish the customer to re-order again, 

there was no time to build a meaningful relationship, so the emphasis is on “doing a deal 

today” just in case the SME cannot return for a follow-up meeting or in case a competitor 

gets the opportunity to win any business that is on offer. The findings also mention that  

SMEs with larger number of customers and little resource and that are time-constrained 

lean to transact and do not set out to build a relationship. Few though do achieve this as a 

by-product of the seller-buyer engagement (Hingley et al., 2010). At the same time, SMEs 

that choose to look for and deal with more significant customers to adopt a more relational 

selling approach. However, the ability of the SMEs to build rapport and relationship is 

hugely shut down because of the challenge to get in front the buyers, the scarcity of 

ongoing contacts and the waiting time between meetings.   

8.2.3.3 The time perspective (short-term or long-term)  

This study also finds out that there is variation in the duration of the SME sales process. The 

process is remarkably shorter in a new task selling situation when the SMEs deal with 

smaller customers. The findings also prove that SMEs basically do not have the time or the 

resources to return subsequently for many time for face-to-face meetings with a candidate 

customer’s buyer with whom they fail to close a sale for the first time around, so the burden 

is on them when attempting to approach customers. Sometimes follow-up phone calls, and 

email are made, but this hardly results in any outcome. So the SMEs move on the next small 

candidate customer because it is hard to maintain contact.  

The duration of the sale process is significantly greater and tenser when SMEs are involved 

with larger customers (Corsten & Kumar, 2005). There is no guarantee for the sale from the 

first encounter of the new selling task situation. All the cases in this study identify returning 

time and time again to large clients to follow the objection and having to provide more 

information often helps solve a problem earlier than a sale can be agreed, sometimes with 

new information, better price, modified product and alternative promotion to try to get 

listing. Any meeting has to end as the time for a new one is set; of course, there was a 

follow-up, and then the cycle repeats itself until eventually, a sale is made or not. Also, 

there is no guarantee that the time and resources put into a large prospective customer will 

result in a positive outcome.  
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8.3  Summary of the Factors affecting the sales process 
Three main aspects were identified throughout the data analysis. The first SME-related 

factors included: it was not possible to separate the owner-manager from the process; the 

SME’s lack of sales knowledge and financial resources mainly affected this process; SMEs 

using basic technologies to follow up with their customers; the SMEs’ ability to customise 

and sell standardised product affects the commercialisation process; difficulties because of 

the location of the SME, such as sending samples, planning appointment, socialisation and 

factory visits.  

The second aspect that was affecting the process was an industry related factor about the 

imbalance in the relationship between SMEs and their large customers. Other additional 

factors were also identified in this study: type of customer; SMEs find the steps easier when 

approaching smaller customers; type of relationship - buyers in the retailer chain shaped the 

relationship as transactional or relational, and the SMEs were keen on developing a 

relational transaction with larger retailers; and finally the time perspective -  the duration 

for commercialising a new product is affected mainly if it is a new task of selling or if the 

SMEs previously have engaged with the customer. When the SMEs deal with smaller 

customers it is more likely the deal is completed in one encounter because the subsequent 

duration of interaction is shorter. Accordingly, the factors were added to the process to 

present a holistic final conceptual model for this study. This is captured in figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2: A holistic model of product commercialisation in food SMEs in the UK  

8.4 Summary of the Chapter 
This chapter focused on discussing the findings and analysis of the collected data. For that 

reason, that data from the case studies in chapter seven was compared to the literature in 

chapters two and three and the propositions in chapter five. Accordingly, four of the 

propositions introduced initially were amended and one was kept as it is. Also, the 

framework introduced initially was revised, and a final conceptual framework that 

represents reality model was presented together with a group of factors that impact the 

process. By following this analytical approach, introducing a new framework and comparing 

the data with the existing literature on product commercialisations, this research delivered 

new insights and knowledge about the process of commercialisation of new products into 

retail customers. Furthermore, it contributed to the theory of SMEs new product 

commercialisation into the retail customer in the food sector.  

The next chapter will summarise the research aims and objectives and the overall findings 

from this study. Industry and academic implication of the findings from the research are 

summarised, and recommendation for further research related to SMEs into the 

commercialisation process will be presented.
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CHAPTER 9 - Conclusion 

9.0 Introduction 
This chapter will revisit the research aim and questions of this study, provide a background 

to the summary and to the overall findings. An overview of the findings from each of the 

areas is presented: the stage of the selling process and the factors are directly or indirectly 

affecting the commercialisation. All together they composed the final conceptual framework 

(model) of the commercialisation process practised by UK’s Food and Drinks SMEs. This 

chapter likewise highlights the academic contribution of this study and the implication of 

the findings for practitioners and suggests future research in the area.  

9.1 Research aim and justification 
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the commercialisation process practised by 

Uk’s Food and Drinks SMEs. Regarding the studies on new product commercialisation or 

acceptance by food retailers no previous model research has implicitly or explicitly put 

forward a framework before. By using a qualitative research approach, a framework that 

represents the reality of the process commercialisation by UK’s Food and Drinks SMEs is put 

forward. The primary data was collected through face-to-face semi-structured and open 

questions from 12 SMEs (20 owner-managers- sales managers or key informants) who were 

involved in the commercialisation activity, and the cases were written.  

This research is vital because of the need for SMEs to commercialise their product to 

existing markets, not only to survive but also, to grow. An understanding and knowledge of 

the commercialisation process do matter, not only for the SMEs themselves but also for the 

British economy which they contribute to. This area has not been given sufficient attention, 

and there is little quality research related to SMEs and mainly the researchers’ studies were 

related to factors that lead to a new product acceptance from a retail buyer’s perspective. 

Nevertheless, the focus of this research was to form an understanding from the SMEs’ 

perspective, because the food and drinks industry faces an enormous challenge because of 

the growth of large food retailers and food wholesaler-distributors.  

The majority of the SMEs in the Food and Drinks industry are faced with few choices: supply 

a large number of smaller customers or service one or two large customers. Either way, 
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accessing and supplying these channels is massively complicated. UK’s Food and Drink 

industry is an essential part of UK’s economy, spending £113.5 billion and contributing each 

year on food and drinks and the SMEs form a vital part of this industry, so understanding 

what these SME are faced with throughout the process of the commercialisation is 

essential.  

This study has addressed the fundamental research question raised in the research related 

to SMEs’ new product commercialisation to their customers  (see chapters two, three and 

four). The findings also answered the aim of the study which was to investigate the new 

product commercialisation practised by UK’s Food and Drink SMEs and also to highlight the 

enabler and challenges during this process.  

As a fulfilment of the research aim and questions, the research was conducted by a critical 

evaluation of the literature and collected field data through semi-structured, and open-

ended qualitative interviews and the cases were structured accordingly. It identified the 

process and what forms each stage of the commercialisation process in UK’s Food and Drink 

SMEs. It also discovered and investigated some factors that affect the commercialisation of 

the new product in UK’s Food and Drinks SMEs. Finally, this chapter will put forward 

tentative practitioner suggestions to support a more effective commercialisation process for 

UK’s Food and Drink SMEs.  

9.2 Findings  

9.2.1 Key findings of the research  

The findings of this research suggest that the commercialisation process practised by UK’s 

SMEs in the food and Drinks industry is a sophisticated phenomenon to understand. There is 

a difference in the process between a new and repeated selling task when approaching the 

customers. Research into SMEs is exceptionally not straightforward according to Cartan-

Quinn and Carson (2003), and it is a difficult area to investigate - for instance, unclear 

structures of the SMEs (Jim Curran & Blackburn, 2000). Also, because of the role of large 

retailers in this industry, when the question was directed to the SMEs to reveal their 

experience, the SMEs were afraid to participate, rise and speak up about their process and 

challenges, the challenges into this study were not different from the Adjudicator's (2016) 

findings. Nevertheless, once 20 SME owners and people from 12 SMEs were interviewed, a 
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more clear insight into the steps of the commercialisation process became visible, as well as 

some factors affecting the operation . Steps to the commercialisation process and the 

factors affecting it are summarised in the next sections,  (9.4, 9.5) respectively.  

Generally, the proof from the cases proposes that most of the SMEs in this research do lack 

consistency in their commercialisation process, and knowledge into the sales process. Many 

of the SMEs do consider the importance of trying to link the commercialisation process to 

meet the customer’s/buyer’s needs. There is recognition of the significance of the 

relationship building suggested by Kaufman, Jayachandran, and Rose (2006) and Lin and 

Chang (2012), which is done, both reactively or proactively. It is evident that the key focus of 

all the SMEs is to get in front of the customer/ buyers and try to make the sales. Despite the 

difficulties expressed by the SMEs in this study, there is a clear recognition that SMEs 

undertake a personal selling by the owner-manager while they commercialise their new 

products.  

In this research, SMEs expressed a positive attitude toward their smaller customers and a 

protesting attitude toward their larger customers. Despite the extensive reference to the 

vitality of the relationship and what that means in business terms, almost in none of the 

cases, the SMEs expressed a win-win approach. Yet, the SMEs did appreciate and revealed 

the benefits that a valuable relationship brings. Developing trust with the customer and 

gaining their commitment to using new food product is particularly vital to the SMEs in this 

research. 

Most of the SMEs expressed difficulty in accessing and keeping contact with the 

buyers/customers, and those who thought that they would fail to develop a degree of 

dependence did not approach the large customers. There seems to be a general acceptance 

that this was how it had to be and what is more, that SMEs could do very little about it, 

other than being resilient and persistent. SMEs did express their frustration about the more 

significant customers, but they were mainly overly negative when approaching these large 

new customers and interacting with existing customers.  
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9.2.2 Findings - steps of the commercialisation of a new product  

In this research, what is clear is that finding new customers in some form or shape starts the 

process. This could happen reactively or proactively, and a follow-up or keeping in contact 

of some sort happens toward the end of any one sales meeting, but this does not 

necessarily indicate the end of the process. Finding new customers and planning through 

prospecting and pre-approaching activities for how to deliver a sale presentation can form 

the first step of new product sale process practised by UK’s Food and Drinks SMEs.  

The second step in this process is approaching the buyer for a presentation, which also 

includes few moments of social contact; the social contact and rapport building had a 

positive impact for the time dedicated for this stage. SMEs did not raise their complains 

when dealing with smaller customers. Nevertheless, this stage was found to be restricted 

when dealing with larger customers, because of the limited time that the buyers devoted to 

the presentation of the new product and company. Regardless of the challenges SMEs face 

at this stage, it is regarded as an essential platform to listen to the buyers, to understand 

their concerns, their criteria for listing and sending the samples to them accordingly. 

Therefore this step is practised by UK‘s food and Drinks SMEs.  

Nevertheless, all these efforts of prospect, pre-approach and approaches to proceed with 

the commercialisation process are meant to result in listing the product in retailer 

planogram and stores. This stage was characterised to contain tough negotiation about the 

price, promotion and product shelf location between the SMEs and their customers. This 

particular stage, like any previous stage, was time-consuming for the SMEs. On some 

occasions, it took at least a month if not six months to a year of going forward and 

backwards to sign the agreement. SMEs found this stage to be less tense when dealing with 

the smaller customers, and convincing the retailer buyer was significant,  nevertheless to 

reach a win-win position was almost null when dealing with larger customers, and they 

accused the larger customers of deducting benefits at their expense. Thus, overcoming the 

challenges at this stage is necessary but will not always result in a win-win situation, as the 

SMEs have to be ready to compromise on their end and offer promotions to get listed with 

their larger customer.  
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Maintaining contact and follow up of the product in the trial stage is the fourth step in the 

commercialisation process of the new product. After the product is listed in the customer’s 

store and shelves, the SME needs to decide how much effort should or can put into the 

follow-up activity. The follow-up step is important and notable can include relationship-

building with a different player within the customer's organisation, like a store manager, 

irrespective of the customer’s size. This finding is consistent with Dupre and Gruen's (2004) 

findings for the supplier to achieve a competitive advantage. SMEs whose products were 

distributed nationally, which was the case when selling the product to the more significant 

customer, got  involved in follow-up payment to agencies,  because sometimes the data 

about the stockout was not accurate or not shared entirely with the SMEs. As a result, this 

step is practised in UK’s food and Drinks SMEs.  

The final stage for the SMEs followed Rogers' (2003) definition with the adopter continually 

using their new product to call the process successful. When the new product is adopted 

and continuously ordered by the retailer closes the process. Nevertheless, most of the SMEs 

in this research stated this final stage was never an easy one when it came to dealing with 

the large customer. As they reported, the way the large retailer viewed the contract was 

provisional, during the amendment the SMEs were not happy. Especially the SMEs where 

the large retailers were buying most of their products felt obligated to provide additional 

benefits that were not in the SMEs’ benefit. These benefits included payments for coupons 

or fees to keep their product on existing shelf. The literature in the FMCG sector has ignored 

the effect of such factors on new product acceptance by food retailers. Most of the SMEs 

stated that a degree of retailer dependency was essential at least to refuse these unfair 

payments.  

9.2.3 Findings – Factors that impact the stages of the commercialisation of a new 

product 

The study reveals nine important factors that shape the process when SMEs commercialise 

their new product. They either directly or indirectly affect the commercialisation process in 

SMEs. The first group of these factors is related to the SME itself. Frist, it was not possible to 

separate the owner-manager from the process. Secondly, the SME’s lack of sales knowledge 

and financial resources mainly affected this process. Third, SME utilises basic technologies 

to follow up on their customers. Nevertheless, information for a broad set of data was 
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blocked or conditioned by larger customers. Fourth, because of the location of the SME 

difficulties arose with sending samples, planning appointments, socialisation and factory 

visits, and all these together impacted building a relationship between the buyer and the 

seller. Fifth, the SME’s ability to sell a customised or standardised product affects the 

commercialisation process. 

 The study also revealed industry-related factors and a group of other factors affecting the 

process. The industry-related factors were about the role of the buyer who is “king” in the 

buyer/seller relationship in every sense, making the SMEs “dance” according to its 

“piper”.These finding were consistent with earlier research findings (Dapiran & Hogarth-

Scott, 2003).  A group of other factors were also revealed in this study, which were related 

to the type of customer  - SMEs find the selling steps quite easier when approaching smaller 

customers. Secondly, buyers in the retailer chain shaped the relationship as transactional or 

relational, and the SMEs are keen on developing a relational transaction with larger 

retailers. Thirdly, the duration for commercialising a new product is affected mainly if it is a 

new task of selling or if the SME had previously engaged with the customer. When the SMEs 

deal with smaller customers it is more likely the deal is completed in one encounter because 

the subsequent duration of the interaction is shorter.  

The process does vary when the product is standardised, and it is more challenging for the 

SME when the product is not similar to the customers’ existing products. It differs from 

being a straightforward short-term transaction and, typically with a smaller customer, it will 

either result in a sale or not,. With a more significant customer it is a longer-term process, 

which may not necessarily result in a sale but a further iteration of the process, that will 

eventually result either in a sale or not.  

There is no a significant difference in the steps of the commercialisation process when the 

SMEs engage with larger or smaller customer. The time perspective seems to form the 

difference between two sizes of the customer, and the difference between the type of 

relationship (relational and transactional). When the SMEs’ customer is smaller, the 

relationship type leans to be more transactional,  because of the lack of resources, with time 

prospecting being restricted  to one meeting, where the result is “yes” or “ no”.  

The owner-manager of the SME is undistinguishably related to, and as a result, has some 

recognisable participation in the commercialisation process. They are involved in the 
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commercialisation process because of necessity (there is no one else to do the role, or it is 

too expensive to hire someone else). Their presence does not seem to be in question (from 

their perspective); in reality, their presence or visibility in the process enables them to bring 

enthusiasm, passion and cost reduction that they think is difficult to replicate in an 

outsourced/or third party agent. Very importantly, they control the decision-making, are the 

final arbiters of how their product looks like.  

Sales knowledge in SMEs is generally immature. Only those SMEs whose owner-manager 

had some sales experience and engagement with professional selling were able to know 

how the process will be shaped. Those who had experience were able to avoid approaching 

the larger customers at the early days of their SMEs establishment. Some others preferred 

to employ a professional,  an agent or a wholesaler to contact their customers. 

Nevertheless, those who used wholesalers confessed they had to show sacrifice from their 

margin for the wholesaler to resale their product to the customers.  

When it comes to the use of technology, the majority of the SMEs in this research used it. 

Many of the SMEs mentioned the importance of recognising who the target B2B customers 

are, and collected information about them. Many of them used social media to expose their 

brand to a broader audience before approaching the customers. Some of them have 

invested in databases to track their customer and their order because the customers, 

especially the large ones were not very keen on sharing information with them.  

The study also revealed clear evidence of an imbalance in power almost coupled with each 

stage of the process, especially when dealing with a larger custome; the SME either 

tolerated and accepted it as a norm (Hingley, 2005b) or did not approach them. Usually, the 

buyers are in charge, she or he “calls the shots”. The SME can choose either to deal with 

smaller customers, most likely they are, or bigger customers who can make a substantial 

demand on an SME, stretching its resources. In both cases, the buyer controls the decision 

to meet, to develop business, and the amount of communication that takes place in the 

relationship and the way this is accomplished operationally. 

The tolerance of the buyer-seller power imbalance is the “price” that SMEs pay to get 

involved in business relationships. What is more, the inequality and the imbalance do not 

necessarily prevent the ability of the SMEs to develop and maintain a profitable and working 
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relationship business with the customers, but a price has to be paid if they want to engage 

with larger customers.  

 

The geographic location of the SMEs and the location of the customers they do business 

with puts strains and constraints on how SMEs do business. In this research, the geographic 

location of the SMEs was some specific challenge for them if they were supplying to a major 

supermarket or if they had to engage with multiple smaller customers. There are substantial 

challenges to overcome, and additional cost embraced in organising a business visit to the 

buyer with preconditioned planning and a time restriction challenge. These constraints also 

affect the SMEs’ socialising ability because of geography, and this hinders their ability to 

build relationships. This is further intensified when the SMEs arelocated in isolated areas 

and they have to travel far for business visits.  

 

9.3 Contribution of the study 
This research has enabled the researchers to understand the commercialisation process 

practised by UK-based Food and Drinks SMEs from an academic point of view. The findings 

offer new knowledge related to the steps of the commercialisation process in the Food 

SMEs. The researchers in the field of SMEs, sales and industrial marketing, and the owner-

managers of the SMEs (as practitioners within the Food and Drinks sector) should find the 

findings of this research useful.  

The conceptual framework which identified the commercialisation process practised by UK’s 

Food and Drinks SMEs would hopefully encourage academics to conduct additional research 

in an area which lacks empirical proof. The important academic implications of the finding 

from this study are detailed and followed by a section that offers ideas for how a 

practitioner can benefit from the findings.  

9.3.1. Contribution to theory and broad knowledge 

This research has illustrated the importance of the activities and stages that SMEs follow 

during the commercialisation of their new products to their customers that is not at present 

fully understood in the literature. Understanding the commercialisation stages, therefore, 

represents an underutilised opportunity for SMEs to improve product success and 

performance, yet the current research offers little insight in this respect, e.g. (Hingley, 
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2005a, 2005b; Kumar et al., 1995;  Luo et al., 2007; Sriram & Kadiyali, 2009). Furthermore, 

this study provides additional evidence to Hingley's 2005b and 2005a and Dobson and 

Chakraborty's (2015) studies by answering what the SMEs should have to tolerate for their 

product to be accepted by retail customers. This theoretical contribution of this study was 

significant because the majority of the literature on retailer’s new product acceptance was 

focussed on the factors affecting the retailer for new product acceptance (Bahng & Kincade, 

2014; Kaufman et al., 2006; Lin & Chang, 2012) and there are no studies on food SMEs 

commercialisation. This study provided a theoretical framework for academics and SMEs to 

understand the stages of new product commercialisation to customers and retailers by 

elaborating the actions within each stage.  

The framework developed in this research allows the recognition of a new perspective for 

food SMEs in a more systematic way than what has been evidenced in the past. It enabled 

understanding of the process as a whole and the factors affecting this process too. This was 

done by developing a number of propositions and a conceptual framework in Chapter 5 (see 

Fig 5.0), then empirically testing the propositions and the conceptual framework to 

introduce a reality model in Chapter 8 (Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2). Lastly, this research could 

form the base for publishing articles, as journal articles are a means of sharing and 

disseminating new knowledge from this research to other academics in the field of sales, 

marketing and small business. This research provides the incentive for further research into 

commercialisation and SMEs. The expected publications could be the Journal of Small 

Business and Entrepreneurship, International Journal of Entrepreneurship and Innovation, 

the journal of Food Policy and the British Food Journal.  

9.3.2 Contribution to Practice  

The findings from this study have several implications that can be highlighted. Firstly, the 

frameworks further contribute to the debate on the concerns about new product 

development in the food sector, as the industry is characterised by a high failure of new 

products, a low level of food SMEs success, and low level of innovative products within the 

FMCG industry.  

Secondly, the arguments presented in this research highlight the difficulties for an SME to 

commercialise their new product by networking within the retail chain. Obviously, in this 
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business environment, there is an imbalance of opportunity that favours larger retailers. 

Nevertheless, SMEs should not get hopeless about economies of scale as a disadvantage, 

but view that as an opportunity to generate profitable and differentiated products for other 

markets. Alternatively to keep supplying larger retailers needs the acceptance of the power 

imbalance and this is in agreement with Hingley's (2005b, 2005a) findings.  

Thirdly, one outcome of this research is the recognition of the need for further research into 

how new product development is currently practised and the research input in this 

commercialisation stages. Further research is necessary to understand the potential 

conflicts in meeting each retail department, also how these could be efficiently managed 

and balanced. 

9.4 Industry policy recommendations  
The case studies revealed the concern related to the SMEs when approaching their 

customers. As highlighted in the research there is a requirement to improve communication 

skills, a need for analysis skills, and how to overcome objections during negotiation. Because 

of the resource scarcity and time pressures, some of the SMEs would not always get back to 

see a customer for the second time. The ability to close a sale is thus critical and this study 

proves that most SMEs could do better at this.  

The owner’s role in the SME was clearly identified to be important, at least in their own 

eyes. This research suggests that while intuition and instinct and passion brought some 

benefit to the SMEs in the commercialisation process, the disadvantage was an over-

reliance on these sub-factors over hard facts gained through collecting robust data on 

customers for a face-to-face meeting. Thus, a more professional approach is needed in 

some SMEs.  

The study also recognised the importance of technology and the way to use it. Still, the 

SMEs need training to capitalise on the opportunity to employ the social media/ technology 

in B2B communication. Again, some forms of training could be considered either directly 

with SMEs or through local producer’s trade associations to help the SMEs perform better in 

this area.  
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This study highlighted the role of the buyers who are responsible for the buying process and 

the SMEs’ fight to be heard against the large number of products competing for shelf space 

in a crowded marketplace. Building rapport and relationships during the new product 

commercialisation became a real challenge for the SMEs. This is more obvious when the 

SMEs are new to the market. To overcome retailer inertia in building a relationship with 

SMEs, they should consider developing their relationship with smaller customers for a 

period, to get experience on how to manage their product in a retail setting, and then 

approach the larger customers when their brand is well established.  

Some of the SMEs in this study raised a challenge because of their geographic location. 

Concern about the expenses of sending samples, delivering orders into remote areas, 

organising follow-up into smaller stores, or organising a big meeting with a more significant 

customer is all problematic and costly. Thus governments may need to do an investigation 

and create a scheme to help SMEs reduce the cost of doing business. Also, the retailer 

should consider putting alternative mechanisms in place to include these small suppliers 

into their assortments.  

9.5 Research Limitations 
There are many limitations attached to conducting this research. Each interview required 

not only one hour and a half to fit into a busy SME’s owner’s/ manager’s agenda but a 

financial cost and time as well to cover the breadth of different sub-segments from the 

various producers to ensure that the study represented the industry. To help the 

representation of reality as possible, the researcher carried out all the interviews, 

transcription, case writing by himself putting the responsibility directly on the researcher’s 

financial resources and time. This approach did enable the researcher to examine how the 

process unfolds and identify the factors that affect the process that may not otherwise have 

been revealed.   

Although the researcher approached more than eighty Food SMEs, not all of them were 

eager to speak about the process and the challenges. Only 20 interviews from 12 SMEs 

could be another limitation of this research. However, the study was satisfied that thematic 

saturation was achieved. Accordingly, the findings and decision chapters were written. The 

process of conducting the research provides the basis for future research.  
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9.6 Future Research 
There are limited studies related to SMEs (Jim Curran & Blackburn, 2000). A journal article, 

empirical evidence associated with the new product commercialisation by SMEs simply do 

not exist. Some limited studies related to challenges faced by Food and Drinks SMEs when 

dealing with supermarkets do exist, but none of them highlighted the process and the 

factors affecting the process of commercialisation in the Food and drinks industry 

specifically. The process model that has been developed in this research proposes a 

beginning for more investigation, examination and understanding of the factors related to 

the commercialisation process in the SMEs working in the Food and Drinks industry. While 

conducting the study the researcher has spent a considerable amount of time collecting 

data from SMEs, and the researcher puts forward some further areas that could be 

investigated. Which are as follows :  

- The model put forward in this research could be tested in different parts of the 

United Kingdom.  

- A study on the similarities and differences practised by SMEs of different size  micro, 

small and medium) in the commercialisation process.  

- A study specifically related the role of technology/ social media in aiding the process 

of commercialisation could be done.  

- A specific study related to the geographic location of the SMEs and the challenges 

raised for SMEs in remote areas when developing relations .  

- A comparative study between snack and a different category is suggested  (as this 

participant from this research was mostly from the snack category) to see if there 

will be any difference in the process in between the categories.  
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9.7 Summary of the thesis  
This thesis was about the Food and Drinks industry that plays a significant social and 

economic role in UK’s economy. Despite SMEs’ importance and vitality of the sales process 

to SMEs, empirical academic research was scarce according to Dussart (1998), especially 

when it comes to selling between supplier and their retailers. The studies by Hingley, Boone, 

and Haley (2010) and Kumar (1996) mentioned that food retailers are gaining power and it 

is difficult to sketch the complexity of the buyer and seller interaction. In such a case then it 

was clear that a more inductive investigative approach was needed to understand the 

commercialising process better.  That is why this research made the exploratory approach 

which helped understand the actions and experiences of SMEs during this 

commercialisation process. The data was collected from 20 key informants (owner and co-

founder) and managers from 12 Food and Drinks SMEs. The interview data was transcribed, 

coded and then categorised. The cases were written to support the interpretative 

approached by the researcher and to investigate what SMEs experience during the 

commercialising process. After analysing the data, a conceptual framework of what the 

commercialising process looks like and what factors enable and block the process became 

clear, and a comprehensive understanding of the process become more visible.  

Finally, the research made a clear contribution to theory and knowledge by developing a 

conceptual framework from the literature, following methodological guidelines explained in 

the methodology chapter, collecting the data and analysing it and introducing a revised 

version of the framework. 
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Appendicies:  

Ethics Approval Form – Students 

Ethics Approval Form - Students 

This form should be completed by the student and passed to the supervisor prior to a review 

of the possible ethical implications of the proposed dissertation or project. 

No primary data collection can be undertaken before the supervisor has approved the 

plan. 

If, following review of this form, amendments to the proposals are agreed to be necessary, the 

student should provide the supervisor with an amended version for endorsement. 

 

1. What are the objectives of the dissertation / research project? 

The objectives of the research are to explore and investigate factors and process that will 

contribute in the adoption of products from small food manufactures and to develop a 

framework to give a better understanding on the factors and process affecting the adoption of 

new food products by multiple retailers. 

2. Does the research involve NHS patients, resources or staff?    YES / NO (please 

circle). 

If YES, it is likely that full ethical review must be obtained from the NHS process 

before the research can start.  

3. Does the research involve MoD staff?  YES / NO (please circle). 

If YES, then ethical review may need to be undertaken by MoD REC.  Please discuss 

your proposal with your Supervisor and/or Course Leader and, if necessary, include a 

copy of your MoD REC application for quality review. 

4. Do you intend to collect primary data from human subjects or data that are 

identifiable with individuals? (This includes, for example, questionnaires and 

interviews.)  YES / NO (please circle) 

If you do not intend to collect such primary data then please go to question 15. 

If you do intend to collect such primary data then please respond to ALL the questions 

5 through 14. If you feel a question does not apply then please respond with n/a (for not 

applicable). 

5. How will the primary data contribute to the objectives of the dissertation / 

research project? 

The purpose of the research is to develop an understanding of new food product adoption by 

multiple retailers’ .Therefore, primary data in the form of interviews with sales manager, 

new product development managers and the owner of the small or medium size companies 

The final signed and dated version of this form must be handed in with the dissertation. The form 

MUST be signed and dated by both the student AND the supervisor. If the dissertation is submitted 

without a fully completed, signed and dated ethics form it will be deemed to be a fail. Second 

attempt assessment may be permitted by the Board of Examiners. 
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will be required to gain an understating of these processes and how these processes are 

actually used in practice.  Likewise, given the nature of the research question, the research 

objective cannot be answered without the use of primary data. 

 

6. What is/are the survey population(s)? 

The total numbers of companies (from the data base) are 250 food companies, at the moment 

none of the companies has been contacted.  

 

7. How big is the sample for each of the survey populations and how was this sample 

arrived at? 

All the 250 companies will be contacted and invited to conduct a survey, I expect 5-10 

companies will cooperate, and I need to select 5-7 companies.  

 

8. How will respondents be selected and recruited? 

I try to use my initial contacts to provide additional links to the staff within the company; I 

plan to interview 4-6 people within each company.  

 

9. What steps are proposed to ensure that the requirements of informed consent will 

be met for those taking part in the research? If an Information Sheet for 

participants is to be used, please attach it to this form. If not, please explain how 

you will be able to demonstrate that informed consent has been gained from 

participants. 

The attached information sheet will be provided to all research participants and the informed 

consent sheet (also attached) will be signed before commencing with any interviews.  

 

10. How will data be collected from each of the sample groups? 

It will be collected through face to face interviews, the interviews will be tape recorded, then 

transcribed and may be notes will be taken during the interview.  

 

11. How will data be stored and what will happen to the data at the end of the 

research? 

 All digital information will be downloaded and stored securely on the university N 

drive.  Voice recordings will be transcribed and these transcriptions, plus other word 

processed documents will also be stored securely on the N drive.   

Hand written notes will be stored in a secure, locked location until the end of the 

research study, when they will be scanned and stored on the N drive.  Hard copies will 

then be sent for secure disposal. 
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All data will be stored until publications (PhD thesis and academic publications 

including journal articles, book chapters and conference presentations) are finalised, 

and this will form part of the organisational and individual consent obtained from 

participants. 

Due to the potential commercial sensitivity of the research, it is inappropriate for data 

to be available for open access, but anonymised data will be stored on the university 

data repository at the end of the research study. No raw data will be made available to 

participating organisations, but it is anticipated that company specific reports will be 

prepared using anonymised data. 

 

12. What measures will be taken to prevent unauthorized persons gaining access to 

the data, and especially to data that may be attributed to identifiable individuals? 

All companies and individual participants will be given a specific code, which will be 

used in place of names to identify recordings / transcripts/etc.  Copies of consent forms 

giving both codes and identifying data will be stored in separate files on the N drive 

from all other data to facilitate the security of companies and individuals.   

All data will be stored securely on the university N drive, and raw data will be made 

available only to the researcher and PhD supervisors (Prof Paul Trott and Dr Chris 

Simms), together with PhD examiners on request.   

 

13. What steps are proposed to safeguard the anonymity of the respondents? 

During transcription all data will be anonymised to remove reference to individual and 

company names, products, and locations business facilities.  All companies and 

individual participants will be given a specific code, which will be used in place of 

names, to identify recordings / transcripts etc.  Copies of consent forms giving both 

codes and identifying data will be stored in separate files on the N drive from all other 

data to facilitate the security of companies and individuals.   

 

Care will also be taken to preserve the anonymity of individual respondents when 

reporting back to company gatekeepers by presenting only anonymised data (removing 

names and job titles).  Use of exact quotes will only be used where this would not 

expose the anonymity of the individual or organisation concerned. 

 

14. Are there any risks (physical or other, including reputational) to respondents that 

may result from taking part in this research?    YES / NO (please circle). 

If YES, please specify and state what measures are proposed to deal with these risks. 

From individual perceptive their might be perceived risks in terms of measurement of 

performance and / or security of employment, should individuals choose not to 

participate in research which is supported by their management. This risk will be 

managed by ensuring that informed consent at both organisational and individual level 

clearly sets out the voluntary nature of participation in the study.  Individuals may also 

perceive similar risks in study participation, particularly if they view the information 
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they hold as controversial or potentially damaging to company reputation.  This risk 

will be managed by ensuring the anonymity of participants, both in any academic 

publication and in reports to the company concerned and by gaining fully informed 

consent for study participation. 

 

 

15. Are there any risks (physical or other, including reputational) to the researcher or 

to the University that may result from conducting this research?    YES / NO (please 

circle). 

If YES, please specify and state what measures are proposed to manage these risks.1 

Data collection may be conducted in food manufacturer’s sites; some risk to my 

personal safety might be expected.  This risk will be managed by ensuring requesting a 

health and safety briefing at each site, and by complying in full with each company’s 

health and safety policies.   

 
Other physical risks (such as travelling alone, working late etc.) will be managed by 

taking appropriate measures to fully inform university staff / family members of travel 

and work plans, and by making appropriate travel and accommodation arrangements 

to ensure safe working practices. 

 

16. Will any data be obtained from a company or other organisation. YES / NO (please 

circle) For example, information provided by an employer or its employees. 

If NO, then please go to question 19. 

 

 

17. What steps are proposed to ensure that the requirements of informed consent will 

be met for that organisation? How will confidentiality be assured for the 

organisation? 

Full informed consent for organisation participation in the research will be sought by 

getting written consent from senior management of the organisation for the research to 

be conducted.  As part of the consent process it will be clarified with the gatekeeper if 

they have the authority to sign the informed consent form, or if additional approval is 

required. 

 

18. Does the organisation have its own ethics procedure relating to the research you 

intend to carry out?   YES / NO (please circle).  

It is unknown at the moment  

                                                           
1 Risk evaluation should take account of the broad liberty of expression provided by the principle of academic 

freedom. The university’s conduct with respect  to academic freedom is set out in section 9.2 of the Articles 

of Government and its commitment to academic freedom is in section 1.2 of the Strategic Plan 2004-2008. 
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If YES, the University will require written evidence from the organisation that they 

have approved the research. 

 

19. Will the proposed research involve any of the following (please put a √ next to 

‘yes’ or ‘no’; consult your supervisor if you are unsure): 

       
• Vulnerable groups (e.g. children) ? YES   NO √ 

       
• Particularly sensitive topics ? YES √  NO  

       
• Access to respondents via ‘gatekeepers’ ? YES √  NO  

       
• Use of deception ? YES   NO √ 

       
• Access to confidential personal data ? YES   NO √ 

       
• Psychological stress, anxiety etc ? YES   NO √ 

       
• Intrusive interventions ? YES   NO √ 

 

If answers to any of the above are “YES”, how will the associated risks be 

minimised? 

 

Sensitive topics: as discussed in question 5, one of the areas of research involves and 

the steps in which the companies followed in order to put their product on the shelf of 

the retailer.  This may be perceived as a sensitive topic by the organisation concerned 

and by individuals who were involved in the process.  Risks will be managed by 

explaining the process of data anonymisation (companies, brands, locations and 

individuals’ names) both in academic publications and in reports to the company 

concerned and by ensuring fully informed consent is obtained from both the 

organisations and individuals.  

 

Access to respondents via gatekeepers: as discussed in question 14, some participants 

may perceive a risk in either participating or not participating in the research.  Risks 

will be managed by ensuring that both gatekeepers and individuals fully informed 

consent is obtained from all participants; that the voluntary nature of participation in 

the study is stressed and that in addition to written consent, verbal consent is obtained 

and recorded during interviews / focus groups. 

 

 

 

20. Are there any other ethical issues that may arise from the proposed research? 

 

NO 
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CHANGES TO ETHICS PERMISSION 

 

VERSION:  ____ 

Please describe the nature of the change and impact on ethics: 

 

 

 

 

    
Please print the name of:  I/We grant Ethical Approval 

student  supervisor  

Signed:    

(student)  (supervisor)  

Date  Date  

 

 

 

(please cut and paste the next section, together with the heading at the top of this page, as 

many times as required) 

VERSION:  ____ 

Please describe the nature of the change and impact on ethics: 

 

 

 

 

    
Please print the name of:  I/We grant Ethical Approval 

student  supervisor  

Signed:    

(student)  (supervisor)  

Date  Date  
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Participate Information Sheet:  
Research Student: Sanar Muhyaddin ,                 Portsmouth Business School 

Postgraduate Centre,  

University of Portsmouth,  

Portland Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3AH. 

Tel: (0)23 9284 4600 

Email:  sanar.muhyaddin@yahoo.com 

First supervisor: Professor Paul Trott,  

Innovation Management, Head of the Strategy Enterprise ,  

Portsmouth Business School, University of Portsmouth,  

Richmond Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3DE. 

Tel: 02392844245 

Email:  paul.trott@port.ac.uk. 

 

Participant Information Sheet: Individuals 

 

Study Title:  Key factors and process affecting new products adoption by multiple retailers  

 

REC Ref No: .................................................................... 

 

I would like to invite you to take part in my PhD research study.  Before you decide, I would 
like you to understand why this research is being done and what it would involve for you.  
Please feel free to discuss this with colleagues, friends or family if you wish and please 
contact me if there are any points that are not clear.  

What is the purpose of this research?   

This study comes along with the continuous efforts that have been made in investigating the 
multiple retailers’ product adoption in a very completive food market: This research aims to 
examine the current process that the small and medium sized food manufacturers pass 
through in order to make their product to be adopted by multiple retailers in United 
Kingdom. This study also intends to identify the factors and process those facilities or hinders 
product adoption by multiple retailers. 

Why have I been invited?   

You have been chosen to participate in this study because your company or organization is a 

member of food production enterprises that is supplying product to the multiple 

supermarkets in UK and it is also because you are knowledgeable and you have a 

comprehensive knowledge about how do the supermarkets are responding to the new 

product that you introducing to the market. 

mailto:paul.trott@port.ac.uk
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. 

 

Do I have to take part?  

It is up to you to decide to participate in the study.  I will describe the study and go through 

this information sheet.  If you agree to take part, I will ask you to sign a consent form.   

Participation in this research is purely voluntary and you may withdraw at any stage prior to 

the data being analysed.  Participants are under no obligation to participate and there will 

be no negative consequences if they withdraw. 

 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

You will take part in an individual interview or a focus group discussion with other colleagues 

to express your personal experience and views on this subject matter. A list of questions will 

be asked to the interviewees, and the questions might be changed slightly from one 

interview to another depending on the response of the interviewees. The interviews will be 

audio recorded, and the interviews might take up to an hour.  I may request extra time to 

discuss more issues if required.   

The consent form emphasises that the information might be shared with authorised people 

for academic purposes. Collected data (recorded interviews, copies of documents) will be 

transferred to a computer.  All computer files will be password-protected and the recorded 

interviews will be immediately erased from the recording device. The consent form will also 

include that the information collected will be saved securely as it might be needed for future 

academic publications (PhD thesis, journal articles, book chapters, conference 

presentations). As soon as the research and the publications are completed all data collected 

will be erased. 

A short report of my results will be provided to the company.  Neither you nor any other 

participant will be identified by name or job title in this report and none of the responses you 

provide will be reported in a form that can be used to identify you.  The same rules will apply 

in my PhD thesis and any other academic publications, and additionally the name of the 

company and its brands will also be disguised.  

 

 

Expenses and payments 

The interview will be take place at a time and location which is convenient to you at your 

place of work.  I am afraid I can offer no expenses for your participation. 
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What will I have to do?  

If you decide to accept this invitation and return the consent form, I will contact you to 

arrange a convenient time and place to meet with you for the interview / focus group 

discussion, when you will be asked questions relating to the subject matter.   

The interview will be carried out in a quiet environment for recording purposes.  

 

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?  

There are no risks of taking part in this research.  Your name and job title will not be used in 

any report of my research findings, either to the company or in any academic publication.  

Direct quotes of information given in interviews, will only be used in reports and other 

publications if they cannot be used to identify individual participants, companies or brands. 

 

What are the possible benefits of taking part?  

Your participating can be a good add to understand the current situation that the small food 
supplier are in and you will be informed about the result of the study.  
 

Will my participation be kept confidential?  

Your input into the research will be kept confidential.  Collected data (recorded interviews 

and documents) will be transferred to a computer and all computer files will be password-

protected.  The recorded interviews will be immediately erased from the recording device. All 

collected information will be kept in password-protected folders on a secure University 

computer drive. Any handwritten notes taken during the study will be kept in a secure, 

locked location.  At the end of the study they will be scanned and kept on the secure 

computer drive with the other data, and all hard copies will be disposed of securely. 

The consent form will emphasise that the information might be shared with authorised 

people for academic purposes. All will have a duty of confidentiality to you as a research 

participant and will do their best to meet this duty.  

The consent form will also state that the information collected will be securely saved as it 

might be needed for future publications. Once the research and the publications are 

completed all data collected will be erased.  

 

What will happen if I don’t want to carry on with this study?  
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When you give your consent, it is understood that your circumstances may change and that 

you may no longer wish to carry on with the study.  You may withdraw your consent to 

participate at any time prior to the time of results being analysed. You will not be compelled 

to give a reason for leaving. On leaving the study, all the information you have provided will 

be deleted.  

 

What if there is a problem?  

If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, you should speak to the researcher; 

Sanar Muhyaddin (07460727252 /sanar.muhyaddin@yahoo.com) or my supervisor Professor 

Paul Trott, (02392844245/ paul.trott@port.ac.uk) who will do their best to answer your 

questions.  If you remain unhappy and wish to complain formally, you can contact Dr. Judy 

Rich, Faculty Research Degree Coordinator (023 9284 4048 / judy.rich@port.ac.uk). 

 

What will happen to the results of the research study?  

The results of the study will be published in a PhD thesis and available at the University 

library.  It is also hoped that the results will produce journal articles, book chapters and 

academic conference presentations, which again, will be available via the library electronic 

resources.  You will not be identifiable from the results in any document. Once the research 

and the publications are completed all data collected will be deleted. 

 

Who is organising and funding the study? 

The researcher is a  self-funded researcher  registered with the university of Portsmouth. 

Who has reviewed this study? 

Research in the University is looked at by an independent group of people, called the 

Research Ethics Committee, to protect your interests.  This study has been reviewed and 

given a favourable opinion by the Portsmouth Business School Research Ethics Committee. 

 

Further information and contact details 

If you would like to know the further details of research in the University, please follow the 

following link to the University of Portsmouth research website;  

http://www.port.ac.uk/research/  

If you would like details on the research carried out in the Portsmouth Business School, 

please follow the following link to the Portsmouth Business School research website;  

mailto:paul.trott@port.ac.uk
http://www.port.ac.uk/research/
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http://www.port.ac.uk/departments/faculties/portsmouthbusinessschool/research/ 

 

If you would like further information about this project, please contact the researcher;  

Sanar Muhyaddin, Tel:  07460727252   Email: Sanar.muhyaddin@yahoo.com 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this document. Hopefully it has answered all of your 

questions, but if not please get in touch.  If you decide to participate in this research you will 

be given a copy of this information sheet to keep and you will be asked to sign a consent 

form.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.port.ac.uk/departments/faculties/portsmouthbusinessschool/research/
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Consent Form: Organisation 

 

Research Student: Sanar Muhyaddin ,                 Participant Code : ………………… 

Portsmouth Business School Postgraduate Centre,  

University of Portsmouth,  

Portland Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3AH. 

Tel: (0)23 9284 4600 

Email:  sanar.muhyaddin@yahoo.com 

First supervisor: Professor Paul Trott,  

Innovation Management, Head of the Strategy Enterprise ,  

Portsmouth Business School, University of Portsmouth,  

Richmond Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3DE. 

Tel: 02392844245 

Email:  paul.trott@port.ac.uk. 

 

Consent Form: Organisation 

Study Title: :  Key factors and process affecting new products adoption by multiple retailers  

REC Ref No: ............................................. 

Name of Researcher: Sanar Muhyaddin          

Please initial   box 

   

I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet 

dated …/…/2016 for the above study.  I have had opportunity to 

consider the information, ask questions and have these answered 

satisfactorily.  

  

   

I understand participation is voluntary and that I am free to 

withdraw company consent at any time without giving any reason, 

up to the point where the data is being analysed.  

  

   

I agree that the information collected during the study can be 

shared with authorised people for academic purposes. 

 

  

 

 

   

mailto:paul.trott@port.ac.uk
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I agree to the data I contribute being stored securely, until all 

academic publications (PhD thesis, journal articles, book chapters 

and conference presentations) have been completed. 

  

 

 

   

I confirm that I have the authority to give consent for the 

company to participate in this research. 

  

 

 

   

I agree to the following types of data being collected by the researcher: copies  

of documents (e.g.; minutes of meetings; photographs of documents);  

interviews discussions with relevant company personnel. 

 

I agree to working with the researcher and give information about our new products  

And how we succeed to commercialize within the market.  

 

I agree to the company …………………………………………….……….. (insert name) 

taking part in the above study. 

 

 

 

 

Name of Participant: .................................................................................................. 

Signature: .......................................... Date: ........................................................ 

Name of person taking consent: ..................................................................................   

Signature: .......................................... Date: ......................................................... 

(When completed, one copy to be retained by participant; 1 copy for researcher’s file) 
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Consent Form: Individuals 

 

Research Student: Sanar Muhyaddin ,     Participant Code : ………………… 

Portsmouth Business School Postgraduate Centre,  

University of Portsmouth,  

Portland Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3AH. 

Tel: (0)23 9284 4600 

Email:  sanar.muhyaddin@yahoo.com 

First supervisor: Professor Paul Trott,  

Innovation Management, Head of the Strategy Enterprise ,  

Portsmouth Business School, University of Portsmouth,  

Richmond Building, Portland Street,  

Portsmouth, PO1 3DE. 

Tel: 02392844245 

Email:  paul.trott@port.ac.uk. 

Consent Form: Individuals 

Study Title: Key factors and process affecting new products adoption by multiple retailers  

 

REC Ref No: ………………………………………………… 

Name of Researcher: Sanar Muhyaddin                  Please 

initial box 

   

I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated 

04.01.2016 for the above study.  I have had opportunity to consider the 

information, ask questions and have these answered satisfactorily.  

  

   

I understand my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw 

at any time without giving any reason, up to the point where the data is 

being analysed.  

  

   

I agree to my interview being audio recorded, and to being quoted, using 

my original words, in reports of the research. 

  

 

 

   

I agree that the information collected during the study can be shared with 

authorised people for academic purposes. 

 

  

 

 

mailto:paul.trott@port.ac.uk
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I agree to the data I contribute being stored securely, until all academic 

publications (PhD thesis, journal articles, book chapters and conference 

presentations) have been completed.   

 

  

 

 

   

I agree to take part in the above study. 

 

Name of Participant: .................................................................................................. 

Signature: .......................................... Date: ........................................................ 

Name of person taking consent: ..................................................................................   

Signature: .......................................... Date: ......................................................... 

(When completed, one copy to be retained by participant; 1 copy for researcher’s file) 
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Ethics Committee Approval email 

 

 

13 January 2016 

 

Sanar Muhyaddin 

PhD Student, Portsmouth Business School 

 

 

Dear Sanar 

 

Study Title: Uncovering the retailer adoption process for food 

products from small food manufacturers in United 

Kingdom 

Ethics Committee 

reference: 

 E358 

 

Thank you for submitting your documents for ethical review.  The Ethics Committee was 

content to grant a favourable ethical opinion of the above research on the basis described in 

the application form, protocol and supporting documentation, revised in the light of any 

conditions set, subject to the general conditions set out in the attached document.   

The favourable opinion of the EC does not grant permission or approval to undertake the 

research.  Management permission or approval must be obtained from any host 

organisation, including University of Portsmouth, prior to the start of the study.   
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Summary of any ethical considerations 

- 

Documents reviewed 

 

The documents reviewed by Dr Debbie Reed [LCM] + PBS Ethics Committee 

  

Document    Version    Date    

Ethics Review Checklist – staff and doctoral students 1 30 Sept 2015 

Information Sheet 1 30 Sept 2015 

Consent Form 1 30 Sept 2015 

Ethics Review Checklist  2 7 Jan 16 

Information Sheet 2 7 Jan 16 

Consent Form – Organisation 1 7 Jan 16 

Consent Form – Individual 1 7 Jan 16 

   

   

   

   

   

 

 

 

Statement of compliance  

 

The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements set out by 

the University of Portsmouth   

 

 

After ethical review 
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Reporting and other requirements 

 

The attached document acts as a reminder that research should be conducted with integrity 

and gives detailed guidance on reporting requirements for studies with a favourable opinion, 

including: 

 

 Notifying substantial amendments 

 Notification of serious breaches of the protocol 

 Progress reports 

 Notifying the end of the study 

 

 

Feedback 

 

You are invited to give your view of the service that you have received from the Faculty 

Ethics Committee.  If you wish to make your views known please contact the administrator 

***********  

 

   Please quote this number on all correspondence : E358 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely and wishing you every success in your research 

 

 

 

Chair 
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Email:  

 

Enclosures: 

 

“After ethical review – guidance for researchers” 

 

 

Copy to: Prof. Paul Trott  [Supervisor] 
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